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Committee Scope: This Committee shall have the primary responsibility
for those portions of NFPA 13 that pertain to the criteria for the use and
installation of components and devices used for the support of waterbased fire protection system piping including protection against seismic
events.
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and for hydrants, hose houses, and valves. The Committee is also Committee Scope: This Committee shall have primary responsibility for
responsible for documents on fire flow testing and marking of hydrants.
documents on the design and installation of automatic sprinkler systems
in dwellings and residential occupancies up to and including four stories
Report of the Committee on
in height, including the character and adequacy of water supplies, and the
selection of sprinklers, piping, valves, and all materials and accessories.
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[IM]
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[IM]
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Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Incorporated,
TX [IM]
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Stephen R. Ide, Victaulic Company of America, PA [M]
(Alt. to Del Dornbos)
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(Voting Alt. to NFPA/IFPS Rep.)
Richard S. Malek, Eastman Kodak Company, NY [U]
(Alt. to Peter J. McWilliams)
Thomas H. Miller, Varley-Campbell & Associates, Incorporated, IL [E]
(Voting Alt. to NFPA/FSS Rep.)
Richard Oliver, Oliver Sprinkler Company, Incorporated, PA [IM]
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MatthewOsburn, Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association, Canada
[IM]
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Michael A. Rothmier, UA Joint Apprenticeship Committee, CO [L]
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Steven J. Scandaliato, Scandaliato Design Group, Incorporated, CO
[IM]
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LeJay Slocum, Schirmer Engineering Corporation, MD [I]
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William B. Smith, Code Consultants, Incorporated, MO [SE]
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NFPA 13
Report II of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical
Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, and documents its action
on the comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 13D,
Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and TwoFamily Dwellings and Manufactured Homes, 2002 edition, as published
in the Report on Proposals for the 2006 June Meeting.

Barry M. Lee, Tyco International, Australia [M]
The report on NFPA 13D has been submitted to letter ballot of the
Technical Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, which consists
of 26 voting members. The results of the balloting, after circulation of any
Committee Scope: This Committee shall have the primary responsibility negative votes, can be found in the report.
for those portions of NFPA 13 that pertain to the criteria for the use and
installation of sprinkler systems components (with the exception of those
The report on NFPA 13D has also been submitted to letter ballot of the
components used for supporting of piping), position of sprinklers, types
Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems,
of systems, plans and calculations, water supplies, and acceptance testing. which consists of 17 voting members; of whom all 17 voted affirmative.
Staff Liaison: Christian Dubay

These lists represent the membership at the time the Committee
Report III of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical
was balloted on the text of this edition. Since that time, changes in the Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, and documents its action
membership may have occurred. A key to classifications is found at the on the comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 13R,
front of this book.
Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential
Occupancies up to and Including Four Stories in Height, 2002 edition,
The Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems is presenting four
as published in the Report on Proposals for the 2006 June Meeting.
Reports for adoption, as follows:
The report on NFPA 13R has been submitted to letter ballot of the
The Reports were prepared by the:
Technical Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, which consists
• Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems
of 26 voting members. The results of the balloting, after circulation of any
(AUT-AAC)
negative votes, can be found in the report.
• Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire
Protection Systems (AUT-HBS)
The report on NFPA 13R has also been submitted to letter ballot of the
• Technical Committee on Private Water Supply Piping Systems (AUT- Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems,
PRI)
which consists of 17 voting members; of whom all 17 voted affirmative.
• Technical Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems (AUT-RSS)
• Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria (AUTReport IV of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical
SSD)
Committee on Private Water Supply Piping Systems, and documents its
• Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria (AUT- action on the comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 24,
SSI)
Standard for the Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and Their
Appurtenances, 2002 edition, as published in the Report on Proposals for
Report I of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Committee the 2006 June Meeting.
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, and documents its action on the
comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 13, Standard for
The report on NFPA 24 has been submitted to letter ballot of the
the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 2002 edition, as published in the
Technical Committee on Private Water Supply Piping Systems,
Report on Proposals for the 2006 June Meeting.
which consists of 23 voting members. The results of the balloting, after
circulation of any negative votes, can be found in the report.
The report on NFPA 13 has been submitted to letter ballot of the
The report on NFPA 24 has also been submitted to letter ballot of the
individual Technical Committees. The results of the balloting, after
Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems,
circulation of any negative votes, can be found in the report.
which consists of 17 voting members; of whom all 17 voted affirmative.
The report on NFPA 13 has also been submitted to letter ballot of the
Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems,
which consists of 17 voting members; of whom all 17 voted affirmative.
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____________________________________________________________
13-1 Log #CC102 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(Entire Document)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based
Fire Protection Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-3a
Recommendation: The committee asks staff to editorially incorporate
the accepted changes with the ROP changes and the ROP committee draft
to ensure consistent text and requirements. Additionally, staff is asked to
ensure that the accepted changes comply with the Manual of Style.
Substantiation: The committee wants to ensure that the accepted text is
clear and does not conflict with the Manual of Style and is consistent with
the existing requirements of Chapter 9.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-1a Log #CC57 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(Entire Document)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-3a
Recommendation: Staff is tasked to editorially modify all accepted
materials to ensure correlation and compliance with the MOS.
Substantiation: Ensure compliance with the MOS and eliminate
conflicting text.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Sequence 13-1b through 13-1d were not used.
____________________________________________________________
13-1e Log #CC120 AUT-PRI
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 3 and Chapter 10)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Private Water Supply Piping
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-454
Recommendation: Extract the Chapter 3 definitions from NFPA 24 and
any associated annex material and insert as a separate definition section in
Chapter 3.
Extract Chapter 10 from NFPA 24 and any associated annex material
and insert as Chapter 10 in NFPA 13.
Substantiation: The extracted materials will ensure correlation and
identical requirements between NFPA 13 and NFPA 24 for underground
private fire service mains. Additionally, the added definitions will ensure
that the underground terminology is properly defined.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 23
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20
Ballot Not Returned: 3 Kelliher, G., Laguna, A., Parsons, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-1f Log #7 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gary Fawcett, Fawcett File & Storage Systems Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Fawcett File & Storage System Inc.
acknowledges the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative
to compact shelf storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the
following reasons, we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in
this proposal and hold any new text regarding compact shelf storage for
further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the

criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Fawcett File & Storage System Inc. has over 30 years of
experience in the compact shelf storage business, Fawcett File & Storage
System Inc. is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were
not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing
NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not
justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-2 Log #8 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Curtis Dedlan, California Space Management,Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, FILEFAX acknowledges the hard work the
Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire
protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly
urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new
text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after FILEFAX, who sells mobile storage and system and has over
15 years of experience in the compact shelf storage business, FILEFAX is
not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
13-3 Log #9 AUT-SSD
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Brad Lieber, Systems & Space, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 130-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, System & Space, Inc. acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
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____________________________________________________________
13-5 Log #11 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Keith Weyer, TAB Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, TAB Products acknowledges the hard work the
Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire
protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly
urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new
text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
____________________________________________________________ since after TAB Products, 26 years of experience in the compact shelf
13-4 Log #10 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
storage business, with over 30,000 such systems installed in North
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
America, TAB Products is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where
____________________________________________________________ the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed
Submitter: Steve Story, Systematic solutions Company
to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
experience does not justify making this change.
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Substantiation: Overall, Systematic Solutions Company acknowledges
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold the entire subject for further study.
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
____________________________________________________________
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records 13-6 Log #12 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
____________________________________________________________
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
Submitter: Gary Machabee, Machabee Office Envronments
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Substantiation: Overall, Machabee Office Environments acknowledges
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
since after Systematic Solutions Company, 15 years of experience in the
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
compact shelf storage business, Systematic Solutions Company is not
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
making this change.
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
the entire subject for further study.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Machabee Office Environments, 30 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Machabee Office Environments is not
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after System & Space, Inc., 12 years of experience in the compact
shelf storage business, System & Space, Inc. is not aware of extraordinary
fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler
systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking,
actual fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after ergo office plus, 13 years of experience in the compact shelf
____________________________________________________________ storage business, ergo office plus is not aware of extraordinary fire losses
13-7 Log #13 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual
____________________________________________________________ fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Submitter: Frank Hay, Millennium Office Furnishings LTD
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
This will have a huge impact ton public and private organization’s
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
ability to manage space throughout North America.
the entire subject for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Millennium Office Furnishings acknowledges
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
____________________________________________________________
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
13-9 Log #15 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. (Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
____________________________________________________________
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
Submitter: Thomas Potter, Datum Filing Systems, Inc.
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
Substantiation: Overall, Datum Filing Systems, Inc. acknowledges the
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
since after Millennium Office Furnishings, 10 years of experience in the
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
compact shelf storage business, Millennium Office Furnishings is not
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
making this change.
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
the entire subject for further study.
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
since after Datum Filing Systems, Inc., 15 plus years of experience in
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
the compact shelf storage business and with over 1,500 such systems
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
installed in North America, Datum Filing Systems, Inc. is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
____________________________________________________________ by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
13-8 Log #14 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
this change.
____________________________________________________________ Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Submitter: Paul Scomaienchi, 985906 Ontatio Incorprated/ o/a ergo office
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
plus
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
the entire subject for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, ergo office plus acknowledges the hard work the Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new
text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
____________________________________________________________
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
13-10 Log #16 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. (Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
____________________________________________________________
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
Submitter: Aaron Reynolds, Automated Business Systems
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
Substantiation: Overall, Automated Business Systems acknowledges the
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
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we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Automated Business Systems, 28 plus years of experience in
the compact shelf storage business, Automated Business Systems is not
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-11 Log #17 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Bradford, Bradford Systems Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Bradford Systems Corporation acknowledges
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Bradford Systems Corporation, 35 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Bradford Systems Corporation is not
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-12 Log #18 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Allan Hansen, Heritage Office Furnishings Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Heritage Office Furnishings acknowledges the
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Heritage Office Furnishings, 12 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Heritage Office Furnishings is not
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-13 Log #19 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Michael Propp, Haldeman-Homme, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Haldeman-Homme, Inc. acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Haldeman-Homme, Inc., 30 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Haldeman-Homme, Inc. is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
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Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-14 Log #20 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Garry Bashore, Storage Tek, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, StorageTek Inc. acknowledges the hard work the
Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire
protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly
urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new
text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after StorageTek Inc., 18 years of experience in the compact shelf
storage business, StorageTek Inc. is not aware of extraordinary fire losses
where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems
designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual
fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Pipp Mobile Storage Systems, Inc., over 25 years of experience
in the compact shelf storage business, with over 100,000 such systems
installed in North America, Pipp Mobile Storage Systems, Inc. is not
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-16 Log #22 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Marvin Staller, Hi-Density Spacesaving Systems
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, HI-DENSITY Spacesaving Systems
acknowledges the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative
to compact shelf storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the
following reasons, we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in
this proposal and hold any new text regarding compact shelf storage for
further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after HI-DENSITY Spacesaving Systems has been manufacturing
for 15 years of experience in the compact shelf storage business, with over
____________________________________________________________ 1,000 such systems installed in North America, HI-DENSITY Spacesaving
13-15 Log #21 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Systems is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing
____________________________________________________________ NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not
Submitter: James Radowski, Pipp Mobile Storate System
justify making this change.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Substantiation: Overall, Pipp Mobile Storage Systems, Inc. acknowledges Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, the entire subject for further study.
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold Number Eligible to Vote: 27
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
____________________________________________________________
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
13-17 Log #23 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records (Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
____________________________________________________________
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
Submitter: David Fuss, Western Office Systems, Inc.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
Substantiation: Overall, Western Office Systems acknowledges the hard
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
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As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Western Office Systems, 27 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Western Office Systems is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-19 Log #25 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: William Bennett, Kardex Systems Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Kardex Systems Inc. acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Kardex Systems Inc., over 25 years of experience in the
____________________________________________________________ compact shelf storage business, with over 10,000 such systems installed
13-18 Log #24 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
in North America, Kardex Systems Inc. is not aware of extraordinary
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler
____________________________________________________________ systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking,
Submitter: Dale Miller, Mobile Storage Systems
actual fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Substantiation: Overall, Denstor Mobile Storage Systems acknowledges
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, the entire subject for further study.
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold Number Eligible to Vote: 27
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
____________________________________________________________
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
13-20 Log #26 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records (Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
____________________________________________________________
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
Submitter: Carl Heywood, Stelterr
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
Substantiation: Overall, Stelterr Factory Direct Ltd. acknowledges the
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
since after Denstor Mobile Storage Systems, 30 years of experience in
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
the compact shelf storage business, with over 20,000 such “compacging”
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
systems installed in North America, Denstor Mobile Storage Systems is
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
making this change.
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
the entire subject for further study.
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
since after Stelterr Factory Direct Ltd., 15 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, with over 2,000 such systems installed in
North America, Stelterr Factory Direct Ltd. is not aware of extraordinary
fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler
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systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking,
actual fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-21 Log #34 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Timothy Powers, Spacesaver Systems of New Jersey, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver Systems of New Jersey, Inc.
acknowledges the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative
to compact shelf storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the
following reasons, we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in
this proposal and hold any new text regarding compact shelf storage for
further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Spacesaver Systems of New Jersey, Inc., 17 years of experience
in the compact shelf storage business, Spacesaver Systems of New Jersey,
Inc. is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not
successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing
NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not
justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Inner Space Systems, Inc., 26 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Inner Space Systems, Inc. is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-23 Log #36 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Lloyd Martin, Henderson-Johnson co. Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Henderson-Johnson Co. acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Henderson-Johnson Co., 15 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Henderson-Johnson Co. is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
____________________________________________________________ Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
13-22 Log #35 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
this change.
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
____________________________________________________________
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Submitter: David Nesbitt, Inner Space Systems, Inc.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
the entire subject for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Inner Space Systems, Inc. acknowledges the hard Number Eligible to Vote: 27
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
____________________________________________________________
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
13-24 Log #37 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. (Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
____________________________________________________________
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
Submitter: David Fenner, Midwest Storage Solutions Inc.
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
Substantiation: Overall, Midwest Storage Solutions, Inc. acknowledges
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
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As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Inner Midwest Storage Solutions, Inc., 8 years of experience
in the compact shelf storage business, Midwest Storage Solutions, Inc. is
not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-25 Log #38 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Robert Lundquist, Spacesaver of Utah, LLC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver of Utah, L.L.C./Spacesaver of
Idaho/Spacesaver of Wyoming acknowledges the hard work the Technical
Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire protection,
in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly urge the
Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new text
regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Inner Spacesaver of Utah, L.L.C./Spacesaver of Idaho/
Spacesaver of Wyoming, 5 years of experience in the compact shelf
storage business, Spacesaver of Utah, L.L.C./Spacesaver of Idaho/
Spacesaver of Wyoming is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where
the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed
to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss
experience does not justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-26 Log #40 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Tom Miller, SpaceSaver Specialists, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver Specialists, Inc. acknowledges the
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Inner Spacesaver Specialists, Inc., 27 years of experience
designing and installing compact shelf storage business, Spacesaver
Specialists, Inc. is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires
were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet
existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience
does not justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-27 Log #42 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: D. Kay Palumbo, United Business systems
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, United Business Systems acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after United Business Systems, 37 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, United Business Systems is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
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Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Patterson Pope, 35 years of experience in the compact shelf
storage business, Patterson Pope is not aware of extraordinary fire losses
where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems
designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual
____________________________________________________________ fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
13-28 Log #43 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
____________________________________________________________ Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
Submitter: William P. Corbett, Diversified Storage Solutions Inc.
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
the entire subject for further study.
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Substantiation: Overall, Diversified Storage Solutions, Inc. acknowledges Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold ____________________________________________________________
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
13-30 Log #57 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. ____________________________________________________________
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
Submitter: Blair Ian King, Spacesaver Systems Maritime
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver Systems Maritime acknowledges
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
since after Diversified Storage Solutions, Inc., 6 years of experience in the Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
compact shelf storage business, Diversified Storage Solutions, Inc. is not
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
making this change.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
the entire subject for further study.
since after Spacesaver Systems Maritime, 23 years of experience in the
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
compact shelf storage business, Spacesaver Systems Maritime is not
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
____________________________________________________________ making this change.
13-29 Log #45 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
____________________________________________________________ Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
Submitter: Denny Hammack, Patterson Pope
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
the entire subject for further study.
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Substantiation: Overall, Patterson Pope acknowledges the hard work the Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly
urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new
____________________________________________________________
text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
13-31 Log #58 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. ____________________________________________________________
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
Submitter: Michael Thompson, Spacesaver Filing Systems Inc.
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver Filing Systems Inc. acknowledges
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
the hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
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____________________________________________________________
13-33 Log #66 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Bruce Chase, Chase Brothers LLC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver Filing & Storage acknowledges the
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
____________________________________________________________ on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
13-32 Log #59 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
since after Spacesaver Filing & Storage, 22 years of experience in the
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
compact shelf storage business, Spacesaver Filing & Storage is not
____________________________________________________________ aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
Submitter: Christopher J. Earman, Direct Line Corporation
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
making this change.
Substantiation: Overall, Direct Line Corporation acknowledges the hard
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
the entire subject for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records ____________________________________________________________
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
13-34 Log #67 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
____________________________________________________________
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Submitter: Ray Streight, Southwest Solutions Group
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
Substantiation: Overall, Southwest Solutions Group acknowledges the
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
since after Direct Line Corporation, 5 years of experience in the compact
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
shelf storage business, with hundreds and hundreds of such systems
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
installed in North American, Direct Line Corporation is not aware of
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
this change.
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
the entire subject for further study.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Southwest Solutions Group, 8 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Southwest Solutions Group is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Spacesaver Filing Systems Inc., 15 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Spacesaver Filing Systems Inc. is not
aware of extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully
controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13
criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify
making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-35 Log #93 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Tim Freeman, Jeter Systems Corp.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Jeter Systems acknowledges the hard work the
Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage and fire
protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we strongly
urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold any new
text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Jeter Systems, 20 plus years of experience in the compact shelf
storage business, with over ten thousand such systems installed in North
America, Jeter Systems is not aware of extraordinary fire losses where
the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed
to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual fire loss
experience does not justify making this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-36 Log #316 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Robertson, Hi-Cube Storage Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Hi-Cube Storage Products acknowledges the
hard work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf
storage and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons,
we strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern

storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Hi-Cube Storage Productss, 15 years of experience in the
compact shelf storage business, Hi-Cube Storage Products is not aware of
extraordinary fire losses where the fires were not successfully controlled
by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria.
Practically speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making
this change.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-37 Log #31 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jeffrey Lejuez, Modern Office Systems, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete proposal 13-8 and hold any new text regarding
compact shelf storage for further study.
Substantiation: Problem: The proposed change to NFPA 13 would
cause certain and unnecessary economic hardship on users of compact
storage systems. This proposal will add unjustified costs due to significant
retrofitting to existing sprinkler systems as well as additional costs for
new sprinkler installations. Further testing of compact storage systems
representing the wide variety of media stored and available fire blocking
options is required to prevent misapplication of the code.
Substantiation: The tests performed were highly specialized and not
representative of the wide variety of media commonly stored on compact
storage systems. The tests did not take into account the various fire
blocking options available on compact storage systems, i.e., closed steel
uprights, backs and dividers. The tests did not consider other options that
permit better water distribution to stored material, i.e., perforated tops,
shelves and flue spaces between uprights as well as between rows. The
tests were performed outside of existing codes, i.e., 7 in. below sprinklers
instead of 18 in.
Summary: The change is unnecessary since Modern Office Systems,
Inc., in business since 1982, having installed over 3,000 compact
storage systems in the New York Metropolitan Area, is not aware of any
extraordinary losses where the fires were not successfully controlled by
sprinkler systems designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically
speaking, actual fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Until valid tests prove otherwise, the existing code should be maintained
for the proper and effective protection of material stored on compact
shelving.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-38 Log #27 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James Muth, Spacesaver Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete the text in this proposal and hold any new text
regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, Spacesaver Corporation acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The three fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s
substantiation are highly-specialized, archival records storage applications.
As compact shelf storage systems are designed to store a wide variety
media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and
parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which archival records
is only one type, and since the proposal attempts to cover compact shelf
storage as all the same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed protection criteria are a blend from different tests done for
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very rigorous damage limitation criteria.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinkler since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Additionally, newer fire test data are available which were not included
in the proposed criteria. Review of this test data shows sucessful fire
control with reduced requirements.
Finally, the proposed change to NFPA 13 would put certain and
unnecessary economic hardship (i.e., unjustified costs due to very
significant retrofitting improvements to sprinkler systems in existing
buildings as well as additional costs for new building sprinkler systems)
on users of compact shelf storage systems. The change is unnecessary
since after Spacesaver Corporation’s 33 years of experience in the compact
shelf storage business, with over 85,000 such systems installed in North
America, Spacesaver Corporation is not aware of extraordinary fire losses
where the fires were not successfully controlled by sprinkler systems
designed to meet existing NFPA 13 criteria. Practically speaking, actual
fire loss experience does not justify making this change.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-39 Log #341 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Patricia Pugh, Kwik-File LLC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete and remove proposal 13-8 and hold for further
study/research.
Substantiation: I am providing commentary on the possible changes
to the National Fire Protection Association’s Building Code, regarding
sprinkler location over compact shelving systems. I strongly request that
the committee conduct further study and review prior to recommending
additional changes in the fire codes and sprinkler placement/installation.
The tests that have been referenced were conducted on non-typical
mobile systems. Mobile compacting systems vary greatly in dimension,
size and scope. The items and media stored can be as diverse as golf
bags, parachutes, and auto parts, museum archival pieces, retail clothing
to medical and legal file folders. The number of aisles and the spacing
between shelves also vary greatly. Within our industry, we strive to assure
that our designs meet and provide adequate aisle space, ceiling height
clearances, appropriate walkways surrounding the parameters of any
compacting system. All in conjunction with accepted fire regulations.
Our company designers and engineers, who pride themselves in 40 plus
years in successfully manufacturing compact storage solutions, take these
regulations very seriously. As a steel manufacturer, we recognize the
importance that steel equipment and its fire-blocking advantages.
There have also been significant developments in sprinkler design and
response characteristics since the 1978 testing. These developments need
to be reviewed and reconsidered prior to a decision of such magnitude
being established as building code criteria.
Finally, the proposed change would put certain and unnecessary
economic hardship (i.e., unjustified cost due to very significant retrofitting
improvements to sprinkler systems in existing building as well as
additional costs for new building sprinkler systems) on users of compact
shelf storage systems. This change seems impractical since KwikFile, LLC, formerly Acme Visible Records, has successfully installed
compacting mobile systems for over 40 years. We have placed systems
throughout the United States, Canada, and Mexico and are not aware
of any fire losses where not successful controlled by sprinkler systems
designed under the NFPA 13 regulations.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-40 Log #353 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Driscoll, BIFMA International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: Overall, BIFMA International acknowledges the hard
work the Technical Committee is doing relative to compact shelf storage
and fire protection, in general. However, for the following reasons, we
strongly urge the Committee to delete the text in this proposal and hold
any new text regarding compact shelf storage for further study.
The fire tests referenced in the Technical Committee’s substantiation are
highly-specialized, archival records storage applications. Compact shelf
storage systems are designed to store a wide variety media (i.e., hospital
supplies, files, library books, office supplies, and parts, including items of
limited combustibility). Archival records are only one type of records, and
since the proposal attempts to cover all compact shelf storage as all the
same, the proposal will lead to certain misapplication.
The proposed change to NFPA 13 would appear to put unnecessary
economic hardship on users of compact shelf storage systems. BIFMA
International is not aware of any fire losses where the fires were not
successfully controlled by sprinkler systems designed to meet existing
NFPA 13 criteria. From a practical perspective, the actual fire loss
experience does not justify making this change. BIFMA International
urges the Technical Committee to withdraw the proposed change and hold
this item for further study.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-41 Log #68 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James H. Hopkins, Walter H. Hopkins Co.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: The Walter H. Hopkins Co. has been in the business
of selling and installing compact mobile storage systems for over 30
years. The proposed change to NFPA 13 would put an unnecessary and
unjustified economic burden on the users of compact mobile storage users.
These changes would make existing sprinkler systems inadequate and
would require major retrofitting to improve existing sprinkler systems.
In addition, new buildings planned with compact mobile storage systems
would require additional cost to meet these specifications.
The three tests sited in the proposed NFPA 13-8 were for very specific
applications which may or may not be applicable to other storage
applications. The users of compact mobile storage systems store a variety
of materials including books, files, inventory parts, and supplies, etc.
The committee should review all other relevant test data including the
Underwriters Laboratory test done in 1994 for the US National Archives
II. Other than these highly specific tests, there is a general lack of
applicable test data. There have been significant developments in how
sprinkler systems work since the test sited in NFPA 13-8 were completed.
Therefore, we feel that more tests should be performed before making the
proposed changes.
In our 30 plus years of being in this industry, we are not aware of any
extraordinary fire losses where the sprinkler system did not successfully
control the fire. In conclusion, the fire loss history does not justify making
these changes. Therefore, we are suggesting that NFPA postpone making
any changes until further review and testing is completed.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-42 Log #44 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cindy Schaaf, Krueger International Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete Proposal 13-8 and hold any new text regarding
sprinkler system discharge criteria for compact shelf storage, for further
study.
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Substantiation: As a user and dealer/seller of compact shelving systems,
Krueger International, Inc. strongly urges the Committee to delete the text
in this proposal and hold any new text regarding compact shelf storage for
further study for the following reasons:
While NFPA 13 may not specifically address the protection of compact
shelf storage, the fire loss data, defining the need, should be provided
as part of the substantiation. What is the goal, to save lives or protect
property, or some combination of both? The three fire tests referenced
in the Technical Committee’s substantiation were conducted on highlyspecialized, archival records storage, where the aim was to protect the
media being stored. Compact shelf storage systems are designed to store
a wide variety of media (i.e., hospital supplies, files, library books, office
supplies, and parts, including items of limited combustibility), of which
archival records is only one type. The proposed protection criteria are
a blend from different tests done for very rigorous damage limitation
criteria. Because of this, the proposal as currently stated, covering all
compact shelf storage identically, may be a misapplication.
Furthermore, there have been significant developments in the response
characteristics of automatic sprinklers since the 1978 tests by Factory
Mutual. Moreover, there have been significant developments in the fire
blocking characteristics of steel shelving that are not included in the
criteria. The National Archives/Library of Canada tests did not use modern
storage shelving with inherent fire blocking characteristics and the media
were less than 7 in. below the sprinklers.
Thank you for time in considering this matter.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-43 Log #32 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Carol Moore, Richards-Wilcox Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete revisions of proposal 13-8.
Substantiation: 1. The test, as performed, may not prove that the
proposed sprinkler installation will give adequate protection, due to the
numerous variables, i.e., shelf spacing, flue dimensions, media stored, etc.
2. Sidewall sprinkler installations are limited to a 20 ft room width.
Typically, module units exceed that parameter.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-44 Log #33 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kurt Pennyman, concert Architecural Interiors
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: We respectfully request that the proposed changes as
outlined in proposal 13-8 be held for further study. It is our belief that
the test results the changes are based upon are not complete and don’t
represent the majority of high density storage systems in the country.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-45 Log #76 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gregor Trinkaus-Randall, Massachusetts Board of Library
Commissioners
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: While we agree that further testing would be
appropriate, we also feel strongly that institutional holdings and
collections housed in compact shelving need as much protection from fire

as possible. Therefore, we urge to conduct further testing with compact
shelving but to accept the proposed proposal as it currently stands until
further modification is needed based on the results of any tests that have
been undertaken.
Substantiation: While there have been issues raised concerning the dates
of the tests conducted on compact shelving (1978, 1989, and 1991), it is
crucial that the water from sprinklers be able to penetrate between the
ranges of compact shelving to extinguish any fires. It may be necessary
to conduct further tests to refine this standard, but not approving it will
leave materials housed in compact shelving at risk. By implementing
this standard these collections will be protected, and modifications can
be incorporated in the future. Otherwise, these collections will be left
unprotected, with no sprinklers, or minimally protected, if sprinklers
currently have been installed in these facilities.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-46 Log #97 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John G. O’Neill, The Protection Engineering Group, PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete new definition for Compact Shelf Storage.
Delete proposed criteria for compact shelf storage, and hold for further
study.
Substantiation: Preface
I am presenting this comment on the basis of my direct professional
knowledge and experience regarding sprinkler system protection and
associated fire tests involving sprinklers for mobile compact shelving
systems. I was the project fire protection engineer responsible for the
design and technical oversight of the fire tests (June 1990) for National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) referred to by the
committee in its substantiation. I served the same role for additional
fire tests conducted for NARA as reported in May 1996. This report of
fire tests was NOT referred to in the committee substantiation and it is
assumed that they did not use these test results in forming its proposal.
I have submitted a report as part of the substantiation for my comment.
In addition, I served as a consulting fire protection engineer to the
National Research Council (NRC) of Canada for the planning, execution
and documentation of the fire test as reported in the Fire Technology,
Volume 30, No. 1 1994. This report of tests completed for the National
Archives/National Library of Canada was referred to in the committee’s
substantiation. I also witnessed the fire tests in all of these three testing
programs.
Summary
The proposal if made part of the standard would impose additional,
unnecessary costs for upgrading sprinklers systems and associated water
supplies for the majority of facilitates where compact shelving systems are
installed to store paper, textual documents. The proposal fails to note the
major differences in the development of fires and subsequent challenges
to the sprinkler systems among the types of mobile compact shelving
systems. Open, tier like shelving similar to library shelving, such as the
subject of the NRC tests, creates a situation where there is more rapid fire
development than with steel, modular type systems that were the subject
of the FM - GSA tests in 1978 and NARA tests in 1990 and 1996. Further,
the proposed criteria for installations where less than 18-inches clearances
do not reflect the differences in the types of mobile shelving units, and the
proposed criteria have insufficient technical bases to justify the proposal.
By deleting the proposed text, mobile compact shelving systems
with paper, or textual storage would continue to be required to be
protected as Ordinary Hazard occupancy and a minimum 18-inch
clearance would be required. In my view, based on the available
technical information, this would result in a situation where the
standard would provide sufficient criteria for protection in the interim
until the subject could be more accurately assessed by the Technical
Committee. By resorting back to the current criteria at this stage, it
would allow the committee to study the issue further, by reviewing
and doing a full analysis of all available fire test data, and considering
important differences in shelving system details. Then, if necessary, it
could propose new criteria for the next edition, or propose a TIA if it
felt the urgency was applicable.
Specific Comment Substantiation Items
● The 0.30 gpm/sf density applied in the FM 1978 tests and the
1990 NARA tests was based on then existing US General Services
Administration (GSA) criteria for limiting the loss of federal records in a
fire. It was not based on its determination of what was necessary to control
the fire within a 1,500 sf design area. The FM tests did not evaluate
whether or not sprinkler protection in accordance with NFPA 13 for
ordinary hazard occupancies
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● The NARA fire test conducted in 1996 involving mobile shelving
systems where an automatic shifting of the aisles through the fire alarm
system was simulated verified that the fire was controlled with only two
operating quick response sprinkles flowing at an actual density of 0.20
gpm/sf. The design for the proposed National Archives II expansion would
have been based on this density, using quick response sprinkler and the
automatic shifting feature with the stack systems controls, in order to
achieve the rigorous NARA damage limitation criteria for federal archival
records.
● Results of the 1978 FM tests need to be reviewed and any results
applied in careful context. The tests involved standard response, 286°F
sprinklers. As a result, in one of the tests where the damage was most
severe to the documents, the first of a total of four sprinklers operating did
not activate until 48 minutes after ignition. In a 1990 NARA test involving
the same fuel load and stack arrangement, the first ordinary temperature
quick response sprinkler activated at 12 minutes, 45 seconds, and overall
damage was substantially less than occurred in the FM test.
● The NRC tests for the National Archives/Library of Canada (NALC)
involved open type tiered stack units. The fires involving these units
developed much more rapidly than the fires that occurred in the FM and
NARA tests where modular steel encased mobile compact shelving stack
systems were employed. Further, the NALC tests included clearances of
less than 7-inches to sprinklers above the storage. The results indicated
that with this type of storage system, the proposed criteria in 13-6 for
conditions where clearances less than 18-inches are present would NOT be
sufficient to control the fire. Other protection features were also employed
in the retrofit design of the sprinkler systems at this facility. Where
clearances less than 18 inches would be available this proposal limits the
installation to horizontal sidewall (HSW) sprinklers. This is flawed since
there is no guidance provided for conditions where room dimensions
exceed the limits of HSW sprinklers. Would soffits be required? Would
curtain boards be acceptable? The proposal appears to rely only on the
results of the NALC tests with its unique fuel load and open shelving
configurations. Based on my observations of the NARA tests involving
solid tops I would expect that upright or pendent sprinklers possibly
spaced closer than standard ordinary hazard spacing would be more
effective than HSW sprinklers where clearances are less than 18 inches.
● The proposed densities of 0.30 gpm/sf over 1,500 or 2,500 sf
would require costly sprinkler system and water supply upgrades
in many existing buildings if mobile compact shelving systems were
to be installed. This would include most buildings where the sprinkler
systems were designed and installed for a Light and Ordinary Hazard
classifications. In my view, the additional costs would not be justified
based on currently available technical information and where current
provisions of NFPA 13 would apply to include minimum clearances for
above storage to sprinklers and the other storage criteria. Further, there is
no technical justification available to my knowledge for varying the design
areas as proposed depending on whether 3 in. minimum space between
shelving units is available or not.
In closing, I respectfully offer to clarify any of the above concerns with
the committee and to work with it to share my knowledge and experience
as noted above to better address this issue in the future.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-47 Log #400 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Bob Russo, System Concepts Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: None.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-48 Log #401 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jack Learment, Thames Office Systems & Equipment LTD
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Delete proposal 13-8 and hold for further study.
Substantiation: None.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the deletion of the
low clearance design option with sidewall sprinklers, but rejects holding
the entire subject for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-48a Log #CC14 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 3 and 12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Add definition of “Compact Shelf Storage” to read:
Compact Shelf Storage. Storage on solid shelves not exceeding 36
inches in total depth, arranged as part of a compact storage module, with
no more than 30 inches between shelves vertically, and with no internal
vertical flue spaces other than those between individual shelving sections.
Add definition of “compact storage module” from NFPA 909:
Compact Storage Module. An assembly of shelving sections mounted on
carriages with the arrangement of carriages on tracks so as to provide one
moving aisle serving multiple carriages between fixed end ranges.
Move existing material from 12.2.2.4 into a subsection 12.2.2.4.1
entitled “Storage with Intermediate Walkways”
Renumber current 12.2.2.4 as 12.2.2.4.1 entitled “Storage with
Walkways”, and add new Section 12.2.2.4.2 entitled “Compact Shelf
Storage”
12.2.2.4.2.1 Compact shelf storage shall be protected using quick
response sprinklers within a wet pipe, non interlock preaction system or
single interlock preaction system.
12.2.2.4.2.2 Spacing of pendent or upright sprinklers shall be limited
to maximum 10 ft on centers with a minimum of 18 inches of clearance
above the top of storage to sprinkler deflector.
12.2.2.4.2.3 Materials or commodities stored on compact shelf storage
shall be limited to Class III commodities having no more than 5 percent
plastics by weight or volume.
12.2.2.4.2.4 Where spacers are used to create a minimum 3 in. (100 mm)
nominal flue between individual shelving sections not exceeding 36 in.
(0.95 m) in total depth, the sprinkler system shall meet a design point of
0.2 gpm/sq ft over 1500 sq ft (8.2 mm/min over 139 m 2 ) for protection
of compact shelf storage up to 8 ft (2.4 m) in height. No reduction in
design area shall be permitted for the use of quick response sprinklers.
12.2.2.4.2.5 Where spacers are not used to create a minimum 3 in. (100
mm) nominal flue between individual shelving sections not exceeding
36 in. (0.95 m) in total depth, but where solid metal longitudinal and
transverse barriers are provided for the full height of shelving such that the
floor areas enclosed by the barriers do not exceed 100 sq ft, the sprinkler
system shall meet a design point of 0.2 gpm/sq ft over 1500 sq ft (8.2 mm/
min over 139 m 2 ) for protection of compact shelf storage up to 8 ft (2.4
m) in height. No reduction in design area shall be permitted for the use of
quick response sprinklers.
12.2.2.4.2.6 Where spacers are not used to create a minimum 3 in. (100
mm) nominal flue between individual shelving section not exceeding 36
in. (0.95 m) in total depth, and where longitudinal metal barriers are not
placed within each such shelving sections the sprinkler system shall meet
a design point of 0.3 gpm/sq ft over 1500 sq ft (12.3 mm/min over 139 m
2 ) for protection of compact shelf storage up to 8 ft (2.4 m) in height. No
reduction in design area shall be permitted for the use of quick response
sprinklers.
Substantiation: As stated in the Report on Proposals, the definition of
compact storage and proposed sprinkler protection criteria has already
been published in NFPA 909. To simply delete the proposal and hold for
further study would not be a responsible action on the part of the Sprinkler
Discharge Criteria Committee. The Committee has had the opportunity
to study the results of four separate testing programs involving fire
sprinkler performance with compact shelving. The above actions accept
several of the proposed revisions included in the substantiation of the
public comments, including the deletion of the low clearance option with
sidewall sprinklers and the allowance of a 0.2 gpm/sq ft density provided
that spacers or barriers area used to create separation between units as
provided in the test report that justified the use of this density.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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____________________________________________________________
13-49 Log #300 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.x Combustible (New) and A.8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: William E. Koffel, Koffel Assoc., Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Add a definition of combustible in the definitions
section:
Continue to Accept In Principle the annex note 8.14.1.2.1 with the
following changes:
A.8.14.1.2.1 Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such as
combustible communication s (telephone) and computer cables wiring,
can be present in some concealed spaces but should not typically be
viewed as requiring sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). The threshold value at which
sprinklers become necessary in the concealed space is not defined. For
example, the usual small amounts of combustible communications and
computer cables data or telephone wiring found above a ceiling would not
typically constitute a threat. However, if If bundles or layers of unsheathed
combustible communications or/and computer cables networks wiring
are installed above the ceiling or beneath the floor in a manner where fire
propagation in all directions is likely, then the concealed space should be
treated the same as a combustible space, thereby requiring appropriate
sprinkler protection. Cables listed to UL 2424 and marked “Limited
Combustible FHC 25/50” meet limited combustible material requirements
per NFPA 255 and NFPA 259 and are not considered to be combustible
nor do they create or contribute to combustible loading that would require
sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: We support the Committee Action to clarify the limits of
combustible loading in a concealed space. The National Electrical Code
permits unlimited quantities of unprotected combustible communications,
computer, optical fiber, cable TV and fire alarm cable in concealed spaces.
These cables, referred to as plenum, riser and general-purpose cables,
are typically marked CMP, CMR or CM (communications cables) or
CL2P, CL2R or CL2 (computer cables). None of these cables, not even
the plenum cables, are required to be limited combustible. The proposed
text emphasizes this fact by referring to the cables as “combustible
communications and computer cables”.
The amount of cable in a building depends on the use and activities in
the building. While a “typical” office arrangement may have one or two
communications and one two or three computer cables per desk, a stock
broker’s office may have multiple computers at each work station with
six to eight cables to it. Even in the case of a “typical” office, build-up
of unused or abandoned cables may result in a substantial combustible
loading. The Committee text referred to “the usual amounts of” cable.
The recommended text changes “the usual amounts” to “small” to clarify
that a small amount of telephone cables does not usually constitute an
unacceptable hazard but a large amount of computer network cable may
do so.
NFPA codes and standards should use harmonized terminology and the
proposed text accomplishes that objective. Article 800 of the National
Electrical Code has the following definitions:
Abandoned Communications Cable. Installed communications cable
that is not terminated at both ends at a connector or other equipment and
not identified for future use with a tag.
Cable. A factory assembly of two or more conductors having an overall
covering.
Cable Sheath. A covering over the conductor assembly that may
include one or more metallic members, strength members, or jackets.
Wire. A factory assembly of one or more insulated conductors without
an overall covering.
The Committee text refers to “unsheathed computer wiring” which is
inconsistent with the National Electrical Code definitions. The wiring
materials found in concealed spaces are cables; an unsheathed cable is a
wire. Therefore, recommended text deletes the term “unsheathed”. The
recommended text also simply refers to “cables” rather than “wiring”.
Underwriters Laboratories lists cables as limited combustible. A copy
of UL 2424 has been submitted. The proposed text recognizes that these
cables have a lower heat of combustion than combustible cables.
Obviously the Committee’s concern is that undetected fire spread &
growth in concealed spaces and plenums that may overwhelm the sprinkler
protection in other areas of the building. The NRC/ASHRAE real-scale 1
MW fire tests indicate today’s listed combustible CMP plenum cables can,
and do:
a) Auto-ignite, spread fire in all directions, and generate >1 MW selfsustained, fire ‘sources’ on their own in concealed spaces;
b) Generate sufficient smoke to “restrict occupant ability to evacuate”
(see RP 1108, NRC-47360; et al).
The proposed text would allow the following options in concealed
spaces and plenums in sprinklered buildings:
I. Noncombustible or Limited-combustible materials (including cables)
II. Combustible materials in metal conduits (non exposed)
III. Sprinklers if exposed, combustible loading is present that could
result in fire spread in all directions.

It should be noted that the NEC 2005 has Fine Print Notes to ‘see’ NFPA
13 requirements for sprinklers in concealed spaces containing exposed
combustibles.
References:
1) NFPA’s National Fire Protection Research Foundation (NFPRF)
Technical Report, “International Limited Combustible Plenum Cable Fire
Test project”, March 2001
2) NRC/ASHRAE Report AN-04-11-4 (RP-1108), “Full-scale Fire Tests
for Cables in Plenums”, circa 2004
3) UL’s Subject 2424, “Announced New Listing Program for Limited
Combustible Cable”, April 11, 2002
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-51 (Log #301) and
see Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51). It is not the intent of the
committee to differentiate between differing cable types.
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-51 (Log #301) and see Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51). It
is not the intent of the committee to differentiate between differing cable
types.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-50 Log #62 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Combustible (Material) (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Stanley Kaufman, CableSafe Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Add a definition of combustible in the definitions
section:
Combustible (Material). A material that, in the form in which it is used
and under the conditions anticipated, will ignite and burn; a material that
does not meet the definition of noncombustible or limited-combustible
[NFPA 5000:3.3.340.2]
Substantiation: This definition clarifies the difference between materials
that are combustible and materials that are non-combustible or limitedcombustible. Only combustible material needs to be considered when
determining “combustible loading.”
Combustible (Material) is defined using the NFPA extraction policy.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee does not support the addition of
the definition to NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
GERDES, R.: Many NFPA standards have a definition for combustible
material. NFPA 13 uses the term combustible. The standard should have a
definition for combustible.
____________________________________________________________
13-51 Log #301 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Combustible (Material) (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: William E. Koffel, Koffel Assoc., Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Add a definition of combustible in the definitions
section to read:
Combustible (Material). A material that, in the form in which it is used
and under the conditions anticipated, will ignite and burn; a material that
does not meet the definition of noncombustible or limited-combustible
[5000:3.3.340.2]
Substantiation: The standard currently defines “limited-combustible
material” and “noncombustible material.” Th proposed definition clarifies
the difference between materials that are combustible and materials that
are non-combustible or limited-combustible. Only combustible material
needs to be considered when determining “combustible loading.”
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee does not support the addition of
the definition to NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
GERDES, R.: Many NFPA standards have a definition for combustible
material. NFPA 13 uses the term combustible. The standard should have a
definition for combustible.
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____________________________________________________________
13-52 Log #231 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.6 Compartment)
____________________________________________________________
TCC Action: The Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic
Sprinkler Systems proposes the following:
Recommendation: Reword the definitions of Compartment and
Small Room as follows:
3.3.6 Compartment. A space completely enclosed by walls and a
ceiling. The compartment enclosure is permitted to have openings
in walls to an adjoining space if the openings have a minimum lintel
depth of 8 in. (203 mm) from the ceiling and the openings do not
exceed 8 ft in width. A single opening of 36 inches or less in width
without a lintel is permitted when there are no other openings to
adjoining spaces.
3.3.20 Small Room. A room of light hazard occupancy classification
having unobstructed construction and floor areas not exceeding 800
ft 2 (74.3 m 2 ) that are enclosed by walls and a ceiling. Openings in
walls not exceeding 8 ft in width to adjoining spaces are permitted if
the minimum lintel depth is 8 in. (203 mm) from the ceiling. A single
opening of 36 inches or less in width without a lintel is permitted when
there are no other openings to adjoining spaces.
Substantiation: The Technical Correlating Committee proposed
the changes to correlate the accepted text addressing Compartment
(Comment 13-52), Small Room (Comment 13-53) and the Room
Design Method (Comment 13-276) the changes ensure that the text is
consistent with regard to lintel requirements of 8 inches, maximum
opening size of 8 feet and the allowance for a single opening of up to
36 inches with no lintel.
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-10
Recommendation: Change the maximum width of the opening from “6
ft” to “7 ft”.
Substantiation: The intent of the 6 ft was to accommodate a typical
double door. Measurements of typical doors have shown that 7 ft is a
better representation than 6 ft.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Change the dimension to be “8 ft”.
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter and correlates
with the requirements of the Discharge and Residential Technical
Committees.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: While I appreciate the effort to change the requirement to
eliminate some instances of misinterpretation and/or abuse, the selection of
the limit on the size of the openings was not based on any valid technical
substantiation and should not have been accepted. Additionally I believe
that the TC has now introduced a conflict into the standard, whereby 3.3.6
was revised to allow 8 ft wide openings in a compartment, while 3.3.20
was not similarly altered, so the openings are therefore limited to 6 ft for a
small room
MCPHEE, R.: I agree with Mr. Keeping’s arguments that this change is
based solely on an arbitrary approach and also creates inconsistencies with
other provisions of the standard.

MCPHEE, R.: I agree with Mr. Keeping’s arguments that this change is
based solely on an arbitrary approach and also creates inconsistencies with
other provisions of the standard.
____________________________________________________________
13-54 Log #196 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(3.3.12 High-Piled Storage)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-11
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
3.3.12 High-Piled Storage. Solid-piled, palletized, rack storage, bin box,
and shelf storage that constitutes more than 10 percent of the building area
or 4000 sq ft (372 sq m) of the sprinklered area, whichever is greater.
Substantiation: The perception is that storage less than 12 ft does not
need to be protected in accordance with Chapter 12 and is covered by the
definition of OH I & OH II and can be protected by Chapter 11. Revising
this definition links the definition of high-piled storage & the definition
of miscellaneous storage. It also allows storage less than the maximum
described to be protected as OH I & OH II.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee is concerned that the proposed
language will confuse the definition of Misc. Storage.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-55 Log #244 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.21 Sprinkler System)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-19
Recommendation: Revise 3.3.21 to read:
Sprinkler System. For fire protection purposes, an integrated system
of underground and overhead piping designed in accordance with fire
protection engineering standards. The installation includes one or more
automatic water supplies at least one automatic water supply that shall be
permitted to supply more than one system. The portion of the sprinkler
system above ground is a network of specially sized or hydraulically
designed piping installed in a building, structure, or area, generally
overhead, and to which sprinklers are attached in a systematic pattern. The
valve controlling each systems riser is Each system shall have a control
valve located in the system riser or its supply piping. Each sprinkler
system riser includes a device for actuating an alarm when the system
is in operation. The system is usually activated by heat from a fire and
discharges water over the fire area.
Substantiation: The Committee referred this submitter to proposal 1362. This submitter agrees that the new wording in Chapter 8 is necessary.
However, in light of those changes, the change in definition of a sprinkle
system is even more imperative. Buildings having one riser can have more
than one system. The change in definition will ensure recognition of what
constitutes a separate system. As it is currently written the Committee’s
action would allow sprinkler systems to be extended to separate buildings
without a flow switch or control valve.
Most of the original concerns addressed by this submitter’s original
____________________________________________________________ proposal were addressed by the Committee’s action.
13-53 Log #197 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
But the Committee’s intent on these additional items will be addressed
(3.3.6 Compartment and 3.3.20 Small Rooms)
by making this proposed change:
____________________________________________________________
● to allow a single supply or run-in to feed a building larger than 52,000
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
sq ft
Comment on Proposal No: 13-10
● to allow a system on an individual floor of a multi-floor building to be
Recommendation: Maintain existing wording in the 2002 edition.
considered a separate system
Substantiation: The submitter has not provided technical justification
● to allow a system in a portion of a building that is supplied form
(fire loss experience, test data or fire modeling) for limiting minimum
the underground piping in a different portion of the same building to be
opening width to the compartment to 6 feet when minimum lintel depth is considered a separate system
met. Historically listings for residential sprinklers on sloped ceilings (prior
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
to 2002) required a maximum 8 foot opening. This restriction in opening
Committee.
width is no longer required provided the 8 inch lintel depth is maintained. Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise 3.3.21 to read:
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-52 (Log #231).
Sprinkler System. For fire protection purposes, an integrated system
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment of underground and overhead piping designed in accordance with fire
13-52 (Log #231).
protection engineering standards. The installation includes at least one
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
automatic water supply which supplies one or more systems. The portion
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2
of the sprinkler system above ground is a network of specially sized or
Explanation of Negative:
hydraulically designed piping installed in a building, structure, or area,
KEEPING, L.: While I appreciate the effort to change the requirement to generally overhead, and to which sprinklers are attached in a systematic
eliminate some instances of misinterpretation and/or abuse, the selection of pattern. Each system has a control valve located in the system riser or its
the limit on the size of the openings was not based on any valid technical
supply piping. Each sprinkler system includes a device for actuating an
substantiation and should not have been accepted. Additionally I believe
alarm when the system is in operation. The system is usually activated by
that the TC has now introduced a conflict into the standard, whereby 3.3.6 heat from a fire and discharges water over the fire area.
was revised to allow 8 ft wide openings for a compartment, while 3.3.20
Committee Statement: Editorially modified the proposed text to comply
was not similarly altered, so the openings are therefore limited to 6 ft for a with the MOS.
small room.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-56 Log #153 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.24 Wooden Pallet, Plastic Pallet (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-22
Recommendation: 1. Revise text from Committee Meeting Action to
read:
Wood Pallet. A pallet constructed entirely of wood with metal fasteners.
Plastic Pallet. A pallet having any portion of its construction consisting
of a plastic material.
2. Move definition for wood pallet, plastic pallet, reinforced plastic
pallet, conventional pallets, slave pallet and storage aids into a separate
section on storage aids.
Substantiation: 1. Editorial.
2. Editorial and to reflect that these concepts and terms are intended to
be generic and apply to both palletized and rack storage.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept editorial revisions to wood and plastic pallet definitions.
Organize the storage definitions as follows and move the terms we
indicated in the new definition structure as follows
3.9 Storage Definitions.
3.9.1 General.
MOVE THE FOLLOWING TERMS TO THE STORAGE, GENERAL
SECTION
High Challenge Fire Hazard
High Pile Storage
Miscellaneous Storage
Reinforced Plastic Pallet
Available height for Storage
Clearance
Commodity
Compartmented
Container (Shipping, Master, or Outer Container)
Encapsulation
Expanded (Foamed or Cellular) Plastics
Exposed Group A Plastic Commodities
Free-Flowing Plastic Materials
Packaging
Roof Height
Storage Aids
Unit Load
Cartoned
Conventional Pallets
Slave Pallet
Wood Pallet
Plastic Pallet
3.9.2 Palletized, Solid Pile, Bin Box, and Shelf Storage
3.9.3 Rack Storage
MOVE THE FOLLOWING TERMS TO THE STORAGE, RACK
STORAGE SECTION
Automotive Components on Portable Racks
3.9.4 Rubber Tire Storage
3.9.5 Roll Paper
3.9.6 Baled Cotton
The final text of each definition will be based upon the current 2002
definition with any modifications as reflected in individual ROP and/or
ROC changes.
Committee Statement: Committee agrees with revised definitions for
wood and plastic pallets and with the establishment of new Section 3.9 to
include definitions related to storage aids.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-57 Log #245 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(3.3.24 Working Plans)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-23
Recommendation: Revise the original proposal and include a new
definition for working plans in Chapter 3 as follows:
3.3.24 Working Plans. Shop drawings showing the layout, detail
(including the associated hydraulic calculations), and specific portions of
the work to be fabricated and installed.
Substantiation: Since the Committee statement to the proposal indicated
that the committee did not want to specify who performed the work, the
revised wording is now proposed. The Committee also indicated that
Section 14.1 explains what should be found on the working plans. And
while this is the case, there is a growing reference to the “working plans”
in the model codes and most recently in the SFPE white paper. These two
documents indicate “who” provides them but NFPA 13 never actually
defines them. This comment will provide a definition in the body of the
standard.

This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee continues to support the position
at the ROP.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
DORNBOS, D.: The proposed revision should be accepted. The revised
wording proposed in ROC 13-57 meets the criteria stated in the ROP
committee position by eliminating reference to who furnishes the working
plans. The definition is needed. It serves to identify the document(s) that
best describe the physical details and hydraulic capability of a system as
intended for installation.
____________________________________________________________
13-58 Log #87 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(3.5.8 System Riser)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-30
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
...pipe), main drain, gauge, and a waterflow alarm device, and other
components as required b y the type of system and water supply.
Substantiation: Revise committee action to incorporate a revised proposal
and the committee’s statement.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The current definition is adequate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-59 Log #246 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(3.5.9 Arm-over)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-31
Recommendation: Revise the Committee definition of an armover as
follows:
3.5.9 Arm-over. A horizontal pipe that extends from the branch line to a
single sprinkler or a single sprinkler above and below a ceiling.
Substantiation: The definition of an arm-over should apply to a pipe that
extends to a single sprinkler above and a single sprinkler below a ceiling
for “above and below” protection.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-60 Log #247 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.6.2.9 Quick Response (QR) Sprinkler)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-35
Recommendation: Revise the proposed definition for 3.6.2.9 to read:
Quick-Response (QR) Sprinkler. A type of spray sprinkler that meets
the fast response criteria of 3.6.1(a)(1) and is listed as a quick-response
sprinkler for its intended use.
Add an annex note:
A.3.6.2.9 Quick Response Sprinklers combine the deflector, frame, and
body of a spray sprinkler with a fast response element [see 3.6.1(a)(1)] to
create a technology that will respond quickly in the event of a fire and still
deliver water in the same fashion as other types of spray sprinklers.
Additionally, the Committee is asked to apply this to other definitions
found in 3.6.2 where the definition refers to 3.6.1(a)(1).
Substantiation: The revisions to the original proposal sought here,
would further clarify the difference that “fast response” is a function of
thermal sensitivity applied to many different types of sprinklers, while
“quick response” is a type of spray sprinkler meeting the “fast response”
requirements. The committee asked for two definitions, however both
definitions already exist, it is the submitter’s intent to help clarify the
difference found in NFPA 13. The Committee may consider breaking the
“fast response” definition out of 3.6.1(a) and list the thermal sensitivities
as separate definitions.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise the proposed definition for 3.6.2.9 to read:
Quick-Response (QR) Sprinkler. A type of spray sprinkler that meets
the fast response criteria of 3.6.1(a)(1) and is listed as a quick-response
sprinkler for its intended use.
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Add an annex note:
A.3.6.2.9 Quick Response is a listing for sprinklers that combines
the deflector, frame, and body of a spray sprinkler with a fast response
element [see 3.6.1(a)(1)] to create a technology that will respond quickly
in the event of a fire and deliver water in the same fashion as other types
of spray sprinklers.
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

4. Screen guard installed with eight 4 ft x 4.5 ft panels, and with
a sprinkler design of 0.60 gpm/ft2. This test established control and
suppressed the Group A plastic commodity fire.
5. Screen guard installed with six 4 ft x 5 ft panels, and with a sprinkler
design of 0.60 gpm/ft2. This test established control and suppressed the
Group A plastic commodity fire.
These tests determined that with a ceiling sprinkler system of 0.30 gpm/
ft2 applied water density, the presence of the 2 in. x 4 in. wire mesh screen
guard and a simulated overhead chain conveyor system did to some extent
influence the efficiency of an operating sprinkler system to the burning
____________________________________________________________ stored Group A plastic commodities underneath the screen guard.
Also the tests proved that by introducing one more level of obstruction,
13-61 Log #60 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
that is the eight vertical panels suspended from a simulated conveyor
(3.7.3 Conveyor Screen Guard and 8.14.14)
____________________________________________________________ system above the screen guard, the 0.30 gpm/ft2 applied water density no
longer controlled the burning of the palletized Group A plastic commodity
Submitter: Robert Peshko, General Motors Corporation
and the test had to be terminated due to excessive heat release rate.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-41
A further increase of the applied water density to 0.60 gmp/ft2 established
Recommendation: Insert new Paragraph 3.7.3 as follows:
control and suppressed the Group A plastic commodity fire for both the
3.7.3 Conveyor Screen Guard. Material utilized to prohibit product or
conveyor assemblies from coming in contact with operations or personnel previously tested panels for the simulated conveyor arrangement tested.
Renumber all succeeding paragraphs of Section 8.14.
below. The screen guard is provided with minimum openings of at least
Substantiation: Recent full scale testing has determined that the
2 in. x 4 in. (metric equiv.), the thickness of the mesh does not exceed
0.33 in. (8.4 mm) diameter, and such openings constitute a minimum of 5 provision of screen guard beneath ceiling sprinkler protection has shown
no detrimental effect to the discharge pattern and cooling effect of the
percent of the area of the screen guard material.
adequately designed roof deck sprinklers, should a fire occur beneath the
Insert new Paragraphs 8.14.14, 8.14.14.1, 8.14.14.2, 8.14.14.3,
screen guard. Therefore the sprinklers located above provide adequate fire
A.14.14.1, 3.7.3 as follows:
control for either storage or operations located beneath the screen guard.
8.14.14 Sprinklers are not required below 2 in. x 4 in. conveyor screen
However, it is recognized that product or conveyor assemblies located
guard in industrial facilities, utilizing ceiling sprinkler densities of 0.30
above the screen guard and beneath the roof deck sprinklers, may provide
gpm/sq. ft or greater.
obstructions that hinder sprinkler discharge to storage or operations
8.14.14.1* Sprinklers shall be omitted under conveyor screen guard,
located below the screen guard. In these instances, sprinkler protection
conveying large panels when the panels are suspended in the vertical
is required due to these obstructions exclusive of the screen guard
position with a ceiling sprinkler density of 0.60 gpm/sq. ft or greater.
installation.
8.14.14.2 Regardless of ceiling sprinkler spray pattern, sprinkler
Further, sprinkler protection beneath conveyor systems located over
protection shall be required below conveyor screen guard when panels are
main aisles with or without screen guard installations should not require
in the horizontal position, and exceed 48 in. in width.
sprinkler protection, as there are neither product or operations located in
8.14.14.3 The installation of sprinklers beneath screen guard over aisles
the aisles.
shall not be required.
Need definition of ‘screen guard’ within Chapter 3 to support revisions
A.14.14.1 In heavy manufacturing industries such as appliance
to Chapter 8.
manufacturers, automotive and truck assembly and farm equipment
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
assembly, the suspension of various panels in the vertical position has no
Committee Statement: The committee continues to support the position
detrimental effect on sprinkler operation or performance with respect to
of the committee at the Report On Proposals and feels that this is a
obstructions.
unique situation specific to a user and their process. It is the intent of
A series of five full scale fire tests were conducted to simulate
the committee that these types of issues should be resolved by proposer
obstructions to the ceiling automatic sprinkler systems in the presence
and the AHJ utilizing the UL test data provided to support the proposed
of screen guard and by components hanging vertically on an overhead
conveyor as in an assembly plant. The essential purpose of these tests was changes. Additionally the committee feels that this is an application for the
to determine the magnitude of automatic sprinkler water discharge pattern requirements of Section 1.5 Equivalency and the tests should be utilized to
support equivalency with the general requirements of NFPA 13.
obstructions from conveyor screen guarding in assembly operations.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
The burning fuel package (commodity) used in this investigation was
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
standard cartoned unexpanded Group A plastic. The storage arrangement
consisted of a four by four by two high palletized array (15.5 ft L x 15.5
____________________________________________________________
ft W x 8.5 ft H). In Tests Numbers 2-5 this fuel package was centrally
13-62 Log #367 AUT-PRI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
positioned underneath a 20 ft x 20 ft wire mesh screen guard with a
(3.8.2 Private Fire Hydrant)
nominal 2 in. x 4 in. opening at the 10 ft height level and a simulated
____________________________________________________________
overhead conveyor assembly at the 19 ft level. This combination of
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
conveyor and screen guard was located beneath the full scale cone
Systems,
calorimeter at a recognized testing laboratory.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-42
The sprinkler system was designed with the following parameters: 165
degree F, standard RTI, K11.2 upright, 28 ft above finished floor, and 10 ft Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that the
AUT-PRI review this log for any correlation issues.
x 10 ft spacing. Fire tests were conducted as follows:
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
Test Number and Test Description
Delivered
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
2
Density gpm/ft
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Extract the final definitions section from NFPA 24 into Chapter 3 of NFPA
1. No screen guard
0.60
13.
2. Screen guard only
0.60
Committee Statement: The final acttion will ensure correlation between
3. Screen guard with eight approx. 4 ft x
0.60
the text of NFPA 24 and NFPA 13.
4.5 ft panels
Number Eligible to Vote: 23
4. Screen guard with eight 4 ft x 4.5 ft
0.60
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20
Ballot Not Returned: 3 Kelliher, G., Laguna, A., Parsons, D.
panels

5. Screen guard with six 5 ft x 4 ft
panels

0.60

____________________________________________________________
13-63 Log #187 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(3.9.x Library Stacks)
In all tests the results were evaluated to determine the following
parameters: flame spread through the palletized array, total and convective ____________________________________________________________
heat release rate versus time and approximate consumption of commodity. Submitter: James M. Feld, Feld Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-43
Test Descriptions and Results:
Recommendation: Revise the Proposal 13-43 as follows:
2
1. No screen guard installed, with a sprinkler design of 0.30 gpm/ft .
Part 1:
Baseline test confirmed control of the burning commodity.
3.9.x Library Stacks. A series of book shelves for books and magazines
2. Screen guard installed, with a sprinkler design of 0.30 gpm/ft2. This
of an area greater than 1,000 ft2 (93 m2) where the bookshelves are less
test confirmed steady state control of the burning commodity.
than 30 in. (76.2 cm) deep with solid shelves usually 2 ft (0.6 m) apart
3. Screen guard installed with eight 4 ft x 4.5 ft panels and with
vertically and separated by 30 in. (76.2 cm) aisles.
a sprinkler design of 0.60 gpm/ft2. The test had to be terminated at
Proposed 8.14.9 remains unchanged as proposed.
approximately 6.5 minutes due to excessive heat release rates.
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Part 2:
A.5.2 Libraries, except large stack rooms where shelves for books and
magazines do not exceed 4 ft in height or an area used for computers or a
reading area containing tables and chairs as well as magazine/newspaper
racks.
A.5.3.1 Libraries where shelves for books and magazines exceed 4 ft in
height but not greater than 6 ft in height.
A.5.3.2 Libraries - large stack rooms where shelves for books and
magazines exceed 6 ft in height.
Substantiation: Clarification is needed to differentiate between
Occupancy Classifications for libraries. While a children’s library in a
public library or an elementary school library may be light hazard due to
the height of the shelving, the adult section of a public library or a high
school/college library will involve substantial quantities of books (Class
III commodities). Since protection of Class III commodities less than
12 ft in height in a shelf configuration require protection in accordance
with Ordinary Hazard Group 2, it is reasonable to protect libraries as
such. Consideration has been given in the proposed A.5.3.1 for a storage
arrangement for Ordinary Hazard Group 1. It is important to note that
many libraries have shelves greater than 6 ft in height. The fuel geometry
of library bookshelves is more challenging to the sprinkler system that that
where the same books are stored in boxes on the floor in a room labeled
“storage”. The “storage:” room would fall under the requirements for
miscellaneous storage and require protection for Ordinary Hazard Group
2.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It is not the committee’s intent to automatically
equate library bookshelves with ordinary hazard occupancies or with
library stacks. Typical library bookshelves of approximately 6 ft in
height, containing books stored vertically on end, held in place in close
association with each other, with aisles wider than 30 in. can be considered
to be light hazard occupancies. Similarly, library stack areas, which are
more akin to shelf storage or record storage, as defined in NFPA 232,
should be considered to be ordinary hazard occupancies.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-64 Log #303 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Hold
(3.9.17 Shelf Storage)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-47
Recommendation: Modify the definition for shelf storage to read:
Storage on shelves not exceeding 30 in. in depth, with no more than
30 in. between shelves vertically, with no internal flue spaces, and fixed
in position with a minimum 30 in. aisle space on all open sides. Back
to back shelves having up to 60 in. in total depth shall be permitted
when separated by a vertical barrier with maximum 0.35 in. diameter
penetrations and no longitudinal flue space flues are provided to limit the
solid shelving area of 20 sq ft. Solid shelves not meeting these criteria
shall be protected as solid rack shelving.
Substantiation: The committee by this comment will allow for solid
shelving up to 15 ft high with no flue spaces and no in rack sprinklers. Yet
if I call my arrangement a rack structure I would need to provide in rack
sprinklers. As proposed I could have a 60 in. deep rack of unlimited length
with no flue spaces up to 15 ft high. Yet a single row rack that is 48 in.
deep with no transverse flue spaces, 15 ft high would require sprinklers
every level if it is over 16 ft long.
The committee has also stated that this addresses gondola type racks (see
Proposal 13-50) and would allow the omission of in rack sprinklers in this
type of arrangement. If a 30 in. gondola type rack is supporting 4 ft × 8 ft
plywood, would in rack sprinklers be required under the plywood on 6 ft
vertical elevations. In this case, the gondola type rack does not meet the
shelving definition because the shelves are more than 30 in. apart.
How does the committee justify the omission of in rack sprinklers
in solid shelving up to 15 ft high but require in rack sprinklers in solid
shelves racking up to 15 ft high? The committee has to be consistent
in their application of in rack sprinklers in solid shelving. If they truly
do believe they are required then they must accept in rack sprinklers in
shelving units. There is no difference in fire characteristics if the material
is stored on a shelf or on a rack.
It is also interesting that the National Fire Protection Research
Foundation is about to run tests on this storage configuration but the
committee has already generated code language without the results of
these tests.
Committee Meeting Action: Hold
Hold Comment 13-64 and Report on Proposal 13-47 (Log #CP326)
for further study based upon current research and the need for additional
research and fire tests.
Committee Statement: The committee has held the proposed ROP
changes and this public comment to ensure that any text accurately
reflects the historical data as well as the additional recent fire tests. Once
completed, the current, ongoing research will be evaluated to determine

if specific technical changes are warranted within NFPA 13 and if a TIA
would be appropriate or proposed changes for the next revision cycle.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-64a Log #CC15 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(3.9.17 Shelf Storage)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-47
Recommendation: In the definition of Shelf Storage change the
dimension to read “up to and including 30 in.”
Substantiation: The committee identified a wording error in the current
definition. It was always the intent of the committee that shelves be
limited to a maximum of 30 inches.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-65 Log #232 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(3.10.8 Rack)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-51
Recommendation: Delete the word “solid” the first time that it appears in
the second sentence so that it reads, “Shelving in some rack structures use
shelves which can be solid, slatted or open.”
Substantiation: Having the word “solid” in the first location as proposed
by the committee makes it difficult to call the shelf “open” as indicated in
the rest of the sentence.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-66 Log #302 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.10.8.1 Double Row Racks)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-53
Recommendation: Modify the definition for double row racks to read:
Racks up to 12 ft wide with aisle widths of at least 3.5 ft.
Substantiation: The proposed wording uses the term between racks when
defining the width of an aisle. This is in direct conflict with the definition
of aisle width.
Aisle width is defined in 3.10.1 as “the horizontal dimension between
the face of the loads in racks under consideration.” A similar proposal was
made for single row racks since the definition for both single and double
row racks should utilize the definition for aisle width to avoid confusion.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise current definition of double-row racks to read:
3.10.8.1 Double-Row Racks. Racks less than or equal to 12 ft (3.7 m) in
depth or single row racks placed back to back having an aggregate depth
up to 12 ft (3.7 m), with aisles having an aisle width of at least 3.5 ft (1.1
m) between loads on racks.
Committee Statement: The aisle is defined between storage loads as
opposed to the distance between the racks.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-67 Log #296 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.10.8.5 Single Row Racks)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-54a
Recommendation: Modify definition of single row racks to read:
Racks that have no longitudinal flue space and that have a depth up to 6
ft, with an aisle width of at least 3.5 ft.
Substantiation: The proposed wording uses the term between racks when
defining the width of an aisle. This is in direct conflict with the definition
of aisle width. As an example, the committee has defined a single row rack
as having “aisles having a width of at least 3.5 ft (1.1 m) between racks.”
Aisle width is defined in 3.10.1 as “the horizontal dimension between
the face of the loads in racks under consideration.” The definition for both
single and double row racks should utilize the definition for aisle width to
avoid confusion.
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise definition of Single-Row Racks to read:
3.10.8.5 Single Row Racks. Racks that have no longitudinal flue space
and that have a depth up to 6 ft (1.8m), with aisles having a width of at
least 3.5 ft (1.1m) between loads on racks.
Committee Statement: The aisle is defined between storage loads as
opposed to the distance between the racks.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-68 Log #94 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(3.10.10 Solid Shelving)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Warde P. Comeaux, Jr., Fire Protection International
Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-57
Recommendation: This submittal is in opposition to the committee
action.
Substantiation: The committee’s statements on the definition of solid
shelving in 13-55 (Log #202 AUT-SSD and 13-57 (Log #843 AUT-SSD)
are contradictory.
In 13-55 the committee statement indicates that in some cases
the transverse flues are not required if the material stored cannot
accommodate a transverse flue. The committee makes the distinction of
whether the material is stored on a shelf or not as the driver for requiring a
transverse flue. No test data or other evidence was provided to substantiate
this statement. It is additionally difficult to understand why the committee
would then allow 20 ft long lumber stored in a rack, 7 ft doors, 8 ft long
light fixtures, furniture and etc. to be acceptable for storage without
transverse flues every 3 to 5 ft but require transverse flues for other
storage on shelves. No additional protection is required for some storage
greater than the size of a standard pallet (20 ft 2 ) but in other storage of
similar commodities. The committee was emphatic that transverse flues
are required.
In 13-57 the committee states where boxes are stored so as to cover
flue spaces on either 50 percent open or solid shelving, solid shelves
are created and should be protected accordingly. There is, however, no
substantiation for distinguishing between boxes packed tightly together
that obstruct a flue and other large items of equal or greater combustibility
and fire load that are stored on pallets or shelving.
In review of the committee comment, tightly packed cartons of paper or
shoe boxes on 50 percent open decking that obstruct one transverse flue
will require sprinklers at 6 ft vertical intervals. Yet 20 ft long lumber, or 10
ft long sofas, are allowed without additional protection. The committee has
issued this statement with no technical basis and specifically no test data.
Test data is available for National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA) establishing that the storage of boxes of Class III commodity on
solid shelving without transverse flues is acceptable.
As indicated by Mr. Schirmer’s negative vote and comment in 2002, the
committee’s original decision to require 20 sq ft as the maximum area was
not based on test data and is not substantiated. However, the recent test
data by NARA indicates solid shelving without transverse flues can be
protected adequately. Moreover, the loss history with solid shelving does
not indicate an increase in losses, threats or the need for radical changes.
The group “A” plastics tests and 13.3.3.5.1.2 of the 2002 edition of
NFPA 13 indicate that transverse flues are acceptable at 10 ft intervals.
If the worst case material “Plastics” is acceptable to have transverse
flue spacing at 10 ft intervals then lesser materials should have the same
requirements. As the standard is written a Class 1 or 2 material stored in
racks must have a flue at 3 to 5 ft intervals but plastic materials can have
them at 10 ft.
Based on the committee’s comments to allow for larger items to
be stored in the racking without penalty of adding protection and the
comment that NFPA 13 allows for the deletion of longitudinal flues it
seems that additional testing is necessary to substantiate any changes
to the standard. Based on this decision there could be conditions where
the longitudinal flue is obstructed and the loads furniture, fixtures or
equipment are each 4 by 10 ft and there would be a solid shelf of 80 sq ft.
The standard requires sprinkles under every level when the area exceeds
64 sq ft. Again the committee has made this decision without the benefit
of testing.
In multi-row push back racking that is 20 ft deep by 4 ft wide no
longitudinal flue spaces are provided and the area of the storage is 80 sq ft.
The committee appears to have concluded that sprinklers are not required
under each storage level and that no flues are necessary, again without the
benefit of testing.
The committee is attempting to force protection requirements on the
storage industry without providing substantiation based on test data. The
decisions made appear to be arbitrary based only on opinion and not fact
and are discriminatory.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject

Committee Statement: When compared to true “solid unit” loads that
burn primarily on the outside of the load a storage arrangement where
the load represents multiple smaller unit loads that resemble a larger unit
load several concerns arise, including fire spread on the outside of the
smaller loads, between the smaller loads and within the individual loads.
These additional means of fire spread often result in a more severe and
challenging fire scenario.
Additionally, the submitter provides no additional proposed changes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-69 Log #342 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(3.10.10.3 Open Rack Shelving)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jesse J. Beitel, Hughes Assoc., Inc. / Rep. Corporate
Compliance
Comment on Proposal No: 13-57
Recommendation: Revise committee meeting action as:
3.10.10.3* Open Rack Shelving. Shelving in racks that is fixed in place
with shelves, having a solid surface and a shelf area equal to or less than
20 ft 2 or with shelves having wire mesh, slatted surface or other material
with openings representing at least 50 percent of the shelf area not
including the horizontal area of rack members. (See Figure A.3.10.4)
Substantiation: I agree that the committee meeting action on proposal
13-57 (Log #843) has helped the wording of this section and I feel that the
additional language proposed in this comment further clarifies the issue of
how one calculated the percent of open area.
The horizontal rack members are always in place whether the shelving
is in place or not. When shelving is added between the horizontal rack
members, the 50 percent opening criteria should apply to the portion of the
shelving that is within the horizontal members of the rack.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee intends that the area of the
horizontal members be counted when calculating 50 percent open.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
THOMAS, JR., W.: This proposal added to the definition of open racks
that the 50 percent open portion did not include the rack members. The
committee rejected this proposal with no reasons for rejecting given. The
50 percent rule was adopted by the committee from an FM standard which
has no basis that I can uncover for that number. It is an approximation of
about the amount of opening that is necessary to allow water through the
flue spaces to the lower tiers for control and suppression as required by the
standard. No one knows for sure how much that is as no tests that I know
of have ever been done. By accepting this proposal the percent opening
would have changed maybe 1 percent. Since the 50 percent is made up to
begin with how can we not accept 49 percent?
____________________________________________________________
13-69a Log #CC17 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(3.10.10.3 Rack)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-57
Recommendation: Accept the proposed change.
Editorially, delete the reference to the figure in 3.10.10.3.
1. Revise Section 3.10.10 for Solid Shelving to read as follows:
3.10.10 Rack.
3.10.10.1 Solid Rack. Shelving in racks that is fixed in place with a
solid, slatted or wire mesh barrier used as the shelf material and having
limited openings in the shelf area.
3.10.10.2 Slatted Rack. Shelving in racks that is fixed in place with a
series of narrow individual solid supports used as the shelf material and
spaced apart with regular openings.
3.10.10.3* Open Rack. Racks without shelving or with shelving in
racks that are fixed in place with shelves having a solid surface and a
shelf area equal to or less than 20 ft 2 or with shelves having a wire mesh,
slatted surface or other material with openings representing at least 50% of
the shelf area including the horizontal area of rack members and where the
flue spaces are maintained.
3.10.10.4* Rack Shelf Area. The area of the horizontal surface of a
shelf in a rack defined by perimeter aisle(s) or minimum 3 inch flue spaces
on all four sides, or by the placement of loads that block openings that
would otherwise serve as the required flue spaces.
2. Change title of 12.3.1.9 to read as follows:
12.3.1.9 Solid Rack.
Substantiation: The committee wanted to modify the other terms for
consistency and additionally clarify that when calculating the 50 percent
open that the area of the horizontal members be included.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
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Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
THOMAS, JR., W.: This was a committee proposal done at the ROC
Committee meeting as was the previous Comment. This proposal changed
the definition of open racks to include the rack members as part of the
obstructed portion of any shelve. The committee accepted their own
proposal and I disagree for the same reasons mentioned under Comment
13-69.
____________________________________________________________
13-70 Log #311 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(3.10.10(2) and (3))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jon Smyrl, Cintas Document Management
Comment on Proposal No: 13-55
Recommendation: Delete the following:
(2) The transverse flues are spaces 3 ft to 5 ft centers down aisle.
(3) The transverse flues are maintained vertically straight from top to
bottom of storage.
Substantiation: We are in disagreement with the committee’s proposed
change that without transverse flues at 3 ft to 5 ft the shelve is considered
solid. Without any current testing criteria this requirement has no basis for
validity. The verbiage does not clearly define transverse flue criteria.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It appears that the commentor did not review the
final proposed text from the ROP. The submitter is encouraged to review
the final proposed text that was accepted by the committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-71 Log #54 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(3.12 Baled Cotton)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-59
Recommendation: Make additional changes to NFPA 13 as follows:
3.12 Baled Cotton Definitions.
3.12.1* Baled Cotton. A natural seed fiber wrapped and secured
in industry-accepted materials, usually consisting of burlap, woven
polypropylene, or sheet polyethylene, and secured with steel, synthetic
or wire bands, or wire; also includes linters (lint removed from the
cottonseed) and motes (residual materials from the ginning process). (See
Table A.3.12.1.)
3.12.2 Densely-Packed Baled Cotton. Cotton, made into banded bales,
with a packing density of at least 22 lb/ft3 (360 kg/m3), and dimensions
complying with the following: a length of 55 in. (ca. 1400 ± 20 mm), a
width of 21 in. (ca. 530 ± 20 mm) and a height of 27.6 – 35.4 in. (ca. 700900 mm).
3.12.2 3.12.2.3* Tiered Storage. An arrangement in which bales are
stored directly on the floor, two or more bales high.
A.3.12.1 See NFPA 1/UFC, Uniform Fire Code, for additional
information on baled cotton and its storage. See also Table A.3.12.1.
A.3.12.2 A.3.12.2.3 Untiered storage limits storage to the height of one
bale, on side or on end. Sprinkler protection designed on this basis would
likely prohibit future tiering without redesign of the sprinkler system.

* UFC/NFPA 1-2005 contains the definitions of “baled cotton” and
“densely-packed baled cotton” as Sections 3.3.14.1 and 3.3.14.2. It also
contains annex notes for both explaining the research conducted. With the
UFC/NFPA 1 action completed, further explanation is not needed. This
was accepted by the committee action on Proposal 1-34. There was no
comment, floor action of standards council appeal on this action. UFC/
NFPA 1 also eliminated baled cotton and other combustible fibers from
any reference in Chapter 60 (on hazardous materials) and made Chapter
62 (on combustible fibers) into a new Chapter 45, which is no longer
under the jurisdiction of the sections on hazardous materials (see action on
Comment 1-58 and on Proposal 1-186).
* NFPA 101 and 5000 eliminated all references to baled cotton from
the tables of hazardous materials. The committee stated as follows: “The
committee is of the opinion that cotton is more appropriately classified as
a combustible fiber rather than a flammable solid.” It followed this action
with the elimination of all references to “combustible fiber” from the
tables on hazardous materials. See action on Comment 5000-623.
* Thus, NFPA does not consider bale cotton a flammable solid or a
hazardous material.
* IFC-2000 will also contain the definitions of “baled cotton” and
“densely-packed baled cotton” in Chapter 2. This was accepted by the
action on proposal F204, accepted as modified, with no change to these
definitions, and which did not receive public comments. The action on that
proposal also eliminates “densely-packed baled cotton” from the table of
hazardous materials. Thus, IFC also does not consider “densely-packed
baled cotton”, as a hazardous material. In view of the fact that most cotton
bales are packed as “densely-packed baled cotton, NFPA 13 should also
recognize this commodity.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The term is self defined by the properties in Table
A.3.12.1.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-72 Log #308 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(4.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-65
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-65.
Substantiation: The committee is correct that the owner may not have
knowledge of occupancy or commodity classifications, but the owner’s
certificate is to be completed by the owner or owner’s agent. Usually,
the owner retains the services of a design professional to assist with the
task. The sprinkler designer should not be classifying the occupancy and
commodities. Designers are not typically trained in heat release rates.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The determination of Occupancy or Commodity is
the responsibility of the design professional but not necessarily the owner
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Bale type
Compressed, standard

Table A.3.12.1 Typical Cotton Bale Types and Aproximate Sizes
Dimensions
Avg Weight
in.
mm
lb
kg
57 x 29 x 23
1448 x 736 x 584
500
226.8

Volume
m3
ft3
22.0
0.62

Density
lb/ft3
kg/m3
22.7
366

Gin, standard
Compressed, universal

55 x 31 x 21
58 x 25 x 21

1397 x 787 x 533
1475 x 635 x 533

500
500

226.9
226.8

20.7
17.6

0.58
0.50

24.2
28.4

391
454

Gin, universal
Compressed, high density

55 x 26 x 21
58 x 22 x 21

1397 x 660 x 533
1473 x 559 x 533

500
500

226.8
226.8

17.4
15.5

0.49
0.44

28.7
32.2

463
515

Densely-packed baled cotton

55 x 21 x 27.6 to 35.4

1400 x 530 x 700 to 900

500

236.8

21.1

0.60

22

360

Substantiation: The committee accepted this proposal in principle in part,
but actually did not notice that the term “densely-packed baled cotton” is
now included in Table A.3.2.1 and, thus, should be defined. The definition
proposed is identical to the one incorporated into UFC/NFPA 1 and very
similar to the one accepted for incorporation into the IFC.
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____________________________________________________________
13-73 Log #134 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(4.4 and 16.2.1.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-66
Recommendation: Delete the words “or other chemicals” from both the
new Section 4.4 and the existing 16.2.1.9.
Substantiation: The intent of both the new Section 4.4 and the existing
16.2.1.9 is to prohibit the use of corrosive chemicals or chemicals
intended to stop leaks, but the words “or other chemicals” could be
misinterpreted, to mean that absolutely no chemicals are allowed during
hydrostatic testing and that water is the only acceptable medium that may
be employed.
With the advent of chemicals to combat MIC and with products such
as AFFF solutions, to enhance the fire fighting capabilities of sprinkler
systems, and as per the accepted in principle proposal 13-161, which
clarifies that testing with properly mixed antifreeze solutions is acceptable,
some chemicals are allowed during hydrostatic testing, either during the
original acceptance testing or after additions or modifications are made to
existing systems.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Editorially change the ROP text renumber 4.3(4) to 4.4.
Change “other chemicals” to “similar acting chemicals”
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
further clarified the text.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-74b Log #CC16 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(5.3.1, 5.3.2 and A.5.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-68
Recommendation: In 5.3.1 – Retain the definition of Ordinary Hazard
Group 1 as published in the 2002 edition of the standard. Add an
additional sentence to the end of the definition as follows: Dedicated and
miscellaneous storage shall be protected in accordance with Chapter 12
and 13 as applicable.
In 5.3.2 – Revise the definition of Ordinary Hazard Group 2 to read as
follows:
“Ordinary Hazard (Group 2). Ordinary hazard (Group 2) occupancies
shall be defined as occupancies or portions of other occupancies where
the quantity and combustibility of contents are moderate to high, where
stockpiles of contents with moderate rates of heat release do not exceed 12
ft and stockpiles of contents with high rates of heat release do not exceed
8 ft. Dedicated and miscellaneous storage shall be protected in accordance
with chapter 12 and 13 as applicable.”
Add annex section A.5.3:
“For purposes of these definitions, Class I, Class II, Class III and Class
IV commodities would be considered to have moderate rates of heat
release, while Group A plastics would be considered to have high rates
of heat release. Stockpiles are considered to include display merchandise
(mercantile) and arrangements of combustibles ancillary to operations
within the occupancy as opposed to dedicated storage areas where the fire
loading is generally more severe.”
Substantiation: The initial proposal of the submitter was to clarify that
____________________________________________________________ only miscellaneous storage could be accommodated within the definitions
13-74 Log #249 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
of Group 1 and 2 Ordinary Hazard occupancies. Committee action on
(4.4 and 16.2.1.9)
the proposal was to eliminate the references to height of stockpiles in the
____________________________________________________________ definitions of both Ordinary Hazard Group 1 and Ordinary Hazard Group
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
2 on the basis that the definitions do not apply to any type of storage.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-66
However, reviewing the examples of Ordinary Hazard Group 1 and Group
Recommendation: Add new annex notes to accompany the Committee’s
2 in A.5.3.1 and A.5.3.2, this action is expected to result in confusion
revision of the original proposal as follows:
with regard to minor storage of items within Ordinary Hazard Group 1
A.4.4 Biocides and other chemicals which are approved and used for the occupancies such as restaurant service areas and even more significantly
prevention and mitigation of MIC and which do not adversely affect the
with regard to traditional mercantile areas and other OH Group 2
fire-fighting properties of the water are not prohibited.
occupancies such as dry cleaners, leather goods manufacturing, printing
A.16.2.1.9 Biocides and other chemicals which are approved and used
operations, post offices, and wood machining and product assembly.
for the prevention and mitigation of MIC, and which do not adversely
There is no evidence to suggest that the Ordinary Hazard protection
affect the fire-fighting properties of the water are not prohibited.
criteria have not served adequately in these occupancies over the past
Substantiation: The intention of the original proposal included the
decades. Recent testing sponsored through the Fire Protection Research
allowance for the introduction of chemicals into sprinkler systems that
Foundation at Underwriters Laboratories indicate that wider aisle spaces
prevent and mitigate MIC. The committee has added the words “to
that typically differentiate retail, service and manufacturing spaces from
stop leaks” in the wording. The chemicals used in MIC prevention and
dedicated storage areas can play a major role in ensuring the adequacy
mitigation may be interpreted as intending to stop leaks. The new wording of the ordinary hazard protection criteria. Dedicated storage areas remain
form the committee would not allow their use. The proposed wording uses outside the scope of ordinary hazard and are properly addressed in Chapter
language similar to language found in “7.6 Automatic Sprinkler Systems
12, as are areas with stockpiles of combustibles exceeding the proposed
with Non-Fire Protection Connections.”
limitations of these definitions.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Add new annex notes to accompany the Committee’s revision of the
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
original proposal as follows:
Comment on Affirmative:
A.4.4 Biocides and other chemicals which are approved and used for the
KEEPING, L.: I believe the last sentences of 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 which
prevention and mitigation of MIC and which do not adversely affect the
reference “chapter 12 and 13 as applicable” are incomplete. Neither
fire-fighting properties of the water or the performance of the fire sprinkler Chapter 12 nor 13 actually discuss the subject of “dedicated” storage.
system components are not prohibited.
Chapter 12 deals with general storage subjects that are mostly not
A.16.2.1.9 Biocides and other chemicals which are approved and used for applicable to the low piled storage under consideration and Chapter 13
the prevention and mitigation of MIC, and which do not adversely affect
deals with miscellaneous storage. It is Chapters 14 to 17 which actually
the fire-fighting properties of the water or the performance of the fire
deal with the applicable dedicated storage matters that would send us to
sprinkler system components are not prohibited.
Chapter 13, which in turn sends us to Chapter 11 for the ordinary hazard
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
(or extra hazard) design criteria. Additionally, as far as I can determine,
further clarified that the chemicals should not affect the performance of
Chapter 15 does not even send us to Chapter 13, but by reference to OH2,
the sprinkler components.
EH1, etc. sends us directly to Chapter 11. Therefore, for better clarity, I
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
believe that we should be providing references to “Chapters 11 through 17
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
as applicable”.
____________________________________________________________
13-74a Log #CC28 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 5, 11, 12, 13)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-3a
Recommendation: The committee tasks staff to editorially modify the
accepted ROP and ROC changes to ensure that they fit the new chapter
and document format and to ensure compliance with the NFPA MOS.
Substantiation: Editorially needed to ensure proper format and
compliance with the MOS.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-75 Log #250 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(5.3.1 and 5.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-68
Recommendation: Revise the proposed definitions to read:
5.3.1* Ordinary Hazard (Group 1). Ordinary hazard (Group 1)
occupancies shall be defined as occupancies or portions of other
occupancies where combustibility is low, quantity of combustibles is
moderate, stockpiles of combustibles, including Class I-IV commodities,
do not exceed 8 ft (2.4 m), and fires with moderate rates of heat release
are expected.
5.3.2* Ordinary Hazard (Group 2). Ordinary hazard (Group 2)
occupancies shall be defined as occupancies or portions of other
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occupancies where the quantity and combustibility of contents are
moderate to high, stockpiles of combustibles, including Class I-IV
commodities, do not exceed 12 ft (3.7 m), and fires with moderate to high
rates of heat release are expected.
Substantiation: As proposed in the ROP, the current definitions do
not allow applying the Hazard Approach to most buildings. It is the
submitter’s intent to move back to the philosophy that Class I-IV
commodities, such as those found in office buildings or retail occupancies,
be included in the definitions of Ordinary Hazard Occupancies, when their
heights do not exceed the long held limitations.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-74b (Log #CC16).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-74b (Log #CC16).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-76 Log #251 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(5.6.2.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-70
Recommendation: Add Class IV as a Commodity that will be increased
to Group A plastics in the revised wording as follows:
... (e.g., Class II will become Class IV and, Class III and IV will become a
cartoned unexpanded Group A Plastic commodity)...
Leave remaining text as proposed.
Substantiation: The Committee should include Class IV in the list to
clarify what increase should be applied to Class IV Commodities.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise the first sentence of 5.6.2.3 as follows:
For Class 1 through IV, when reinforced polypropylene or high-density
polyethylene plastic pallets are used, the classification of the commodity
unit shall be increased two classes except for Class IV commodity which
shall be increased to cartoned unexpanded Group A plastic commodity
(e.g., Class II will become Class IV and, Class III and IV will become a
cartoned unexpanded Group A Plastic commodity).
Committee Statement: Additional text is needed to clarify the increase
required for Class IV commodity.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-77 Log #345 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(5.13.1(b))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gary Craton, CommScope
Comment on Proposal No: 13-282
Recommendation: Please continue in the decision to accept this proposal
in principle.
5.13.1(b) The concealed space contains only noncombustible material, or
limited combustible material, or communications and control cable listed
and installed in accordance with NFPA 70. (e.g., plenum rated electrical
wiring).
Substantiation: The committee has undertaken the laudable task of
clarifying the wording of NFPA 13 to remove confusion concerning
cabling. The proposal as written seems to define plenum cable as being
limited combustible. This description may be challenged by some and
confusing to others. In practice we have found that the flame spread
requirement for plenum cables (NFPA 262) is equivalent to that of limited
combustible cable (NFPA 255).
Furthermore, the fire safety records compiled by M. Ahrens in 2002,
clearly show that cable installations meeting the requirements of NFPA
70 provide an adequate level of safety. Expanding the use of sprinklers in
concealed spaces is not needed.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-78 Log #188 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-212
Recommendation: Add text to read:
6.2.5.6 Where dry pipe type sprinklers are to be used in wet pipe
sprinkler systems protecting areas subject to freezing temperatures,
consideration must be given to the appropriate length of the sprinkler
that will prevent freezing of the water in the connecting pipes due to
conduction.
A.6.2.5.6

6.2.5.7 When dry type sprinklers penetrate a ceiling or wall into an area
subject to freezing, the clearance space around the Sprinkler Casing must
be completely sealed in order to prevent the leakage of moist air into the
freezing area which might result in the formation of condensate around the
sprinkler frame.

Substantiation: I agree with the original submitter that correct dry
sprinkler length is an industry concern worthy of inclusion. Installing a dry
sprinkler that is too short for the environmental conditions, can result in
premature activation.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise text to read:
8.4.10 Dry Sprinklers.
8.4.10.1 Where dry sprinklers are connected to wet pipe sprinkler
systems protecting areas subject to freezing temperatures, sprinklers of
sufficient length shall be used to avoid freezing of the water filled pipes
due to conduction.
8.4.10.2 Where dry sprinklers are connected to wet pipe sprinkler
systems protecting insulated freezer structures, the clearance space around
the sprinkler barrel shall be sealed.
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A.8.4.10.2 The clearance space around the sprinkler barrel should be
sealed to avoid leakage of air into the freezing area which could result
in the formation of condensate around the sprinkler frame which could
inhibit or cause premature operation. See Figures A.8.4.10.2(a) and (b).

These problems are equally important where wet sprinklers are installed
in cooler ceilings. Although I do not believe we should get involved in
considerations beyond fire protection, we should not show details which
promote improper installation. Knowledgeable designers and contractors
who specialize in construction of these facilities will scrutinize every
metal object which penetrates freezer and cooler walls, including hanger,
bolts, etc., and require openings be sealed and insulation applied on the
objects on the warm side of the wall or ceiling. This sometimes becomes
quite involved depending on a variety of construction situations.
Sealing the hole is of course essential. The preferred method is chalking
the entire length of the opening through the ceiling as shown in Figure
A.8.4.10.2 (b). A common method is to use a foam chalk which will
expand into the foam insulation, form tightly around the pipe, and bond to
insulation around the pipe above the ceiling.
My recommendation is to delete the entire Annex A.8.4.10.2 including
the figures.

Seal
(or equivalent
method)

Clearance hole

____________________________________________________________
13-79 Log #71 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(6.2.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas A. Noble, City of Henderson Building & Fire Safety
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
The installing contractor shall provide an approved engraved durable
sign secured to the spare sprinkler cabinet. The sign shall convey the
following information for each type of sprinkler installed: Manufacturer of
the sprinkler, SIN, model of sprinkler, type of sprinkler.
Substantiation: As an AHJ we are always running into problems where
the Contractors Material and Test Certificate (CM&T’s) are not kept by
the building owners. Then when it comes times to change or remodel the
building there are no records of what type of sprinkler heads were used.
The standard requires a hydraulic placard to be placed on the riser for
design information. The type, size make and model of sprinkler heads are
part of that design information. So requiring a placard to be placed on the
sprinkler head box, just like the riser, makes perfect sense.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Revise text to read:
6.2.9.7 A list of the sprinklers installed in the property shall be posted in
the sprinkler cabinet.
6.2.9.7.1 The list shall include the following:
1. Sprinkler Identification Number (SIN) if equipped; or the
manufacturer, model, orifice, deflector type, thermal sensitivity, and
pressure rating,
2. General description
3. Quantity of each type to be contained in the cabinet
4. Issue or revision date of the list
A.6.2.9.7.1 The minimum information in the list contained in the spare
sprinkler cabinet should be marked with the Sprinkler Identification
described in 6.2.1, a general description of the sprinkler, including upright,
pendent, residential, ESFR, etc., and the quantity of sprinklers that is to be
maintained in the spare sprinkler cabinet.
An example of the list is as follows:
Sprinklers Contained in this Cabinet

Insulated freezer
structure

Dry sprinkler

FIGURE 8.4.2.10.2(a).

Seal

Insulated freezer
structure

Dry sprinkler

FIGURE 8.4.2.10.2(b).
Committee Statement: Chapter 8 is more appropriate than 6.2.5. The
proposed requirement needed to provide an enforceable requirement
beyond “consideration”. The note in the annex specifying the minimum
distances is not appropriate since there is no requirement currently
contained in, or proposed for the standard.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
DUKE, R.: I agree with the need to require dry pendent sprinklers on
wet systems be of sufficient length to prevent ice formation at the water
filled pipe. However the remaining section fails to recognize a serious
problem with pipe penetrations of freezer and cooler walls and ceilings.
This is the occurrence of condensation on the uninsulated pipe surface on
the warm side of the wall or ceiling. Water will always form on the pipe
surface outside the freezer due to cold temperatures transmitted along the
pipe from exposed surfaces in the cold area to the warmer areas outside
the cold space. Water running down the pipe is a greater exposure to the
sprinkler below a ceiling than limited air flow around the pipe through a
sloppy hole past the escutcheon plate to the sprinkler.
The collection of water on any surface, whether it be pipe, hangers,
ceiling surfaces, etc., is absolutely forbidden by USDA regulations in
these food handling facilities. If water is found by USDA inspectors
on any surface in these food facilities, the operators of the facility will
be told to correct the condition or be shut down. The reason for their
sensitivity to this condition is obviously the concern for bacteria and mold.

General
Description

Temperature
Rating, °F

Sprinkler
Quantity
Maintained

TY9128

Extended
Coverage,
k=25, upright

155

6

VK425

Concealed
pendent
residential

145

6

Issued: 10/3/05

Revised:

Sprinkler
Identification,
SIN

FIGURE A.6.2.9.7.1.
Committee Statement: 1. An engraved sign is difficult to maintain when
modifications are made to the system or sprinklers are removed and
replaced with newer sprinklers due to maintenance or operation.
2. The Sprinkler Identification (SIN) contains most of the required
information and could be used as “minimum information” in the list.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-80 Log #186 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James M. Feld, Feld Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-80 (Log #460).
Substantiation: The Contractor’s Material and Test Certificate is often
times lost. This proposal will save a great deal of trouble when replacing
sprinklers whether due to fire, spurious activation, or as a result of
an NFPA 25 inspection. There are many installations where the spare
sprinklers are missing or of the wrong type. In addition, the Contractor’s
Material and Test Certificate does not include the Sprinkler Identification
Number (NFPA 13, Figure 16.1).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-79 (Log #71)
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-79 (Log #71)
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-81 Log #278 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Accept the proposal.
Substantiation: Although this information is on the Material and Test
certificate AND the as-built drawings NEITHER are typically available
after the building is commissioned. NFPA 25:5.2.1.3(1) requires the
inspector to verify that the proper number and type of spare sprinklers are
available. This is difficult to do since the referenced documents are NOT
readily available. This same proposal was submitted to NFPA 25 and that
TC recommended it be sent to the NFPA 13 TC.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-79 (Log #71)
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-79 (Log #71)
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-82 Log #309 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-80.
Substantiation: While the committee is correct in its statement, the
contractors material and test certificate is seldom ever around when
this information is needed. The cost for this would be minimal and the
information is greatly needed.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-79 (Log #71)
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-79 (Log #71)
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-79 (Log #71)
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-84 Log #351 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.9.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Duane Johnson, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-81
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-81.
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. Everitt’s comment. Contractor’s Material
and Test Certificates are rarely available after insulation. The sprinkler
information is just as critical as the information on the required Hydraulic
Design Information sign.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-79 (Log #71)
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-79 (Log #71)
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-85 Log #352 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(6.2.9.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Duane Johnson, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-82
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-82.
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. Leavitt. The intent of 6.2.9.2 is not clear.
What is the difference between a representative sample and a proportional
sample? As a minimum, the intent should be addressed in the Annex.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The minimum number of sprinklers is specified.
The intent is to replace a minimum of six sprinklers when necessary.
Larger quantities could be stocked if the history of protecting the hazard
warrants. Nothing new has been proposed.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-86 Log #314 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(6.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-84
Recommendation: The proposal should be changed from reject to
accept. The committee statement confirms the position of the submitter
that if the AHJ permits it, the pipe may be painted and the manufacturers
identification can be painted over.
Substantiation: None.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: No new substantiation has been provided.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-87 Log #135 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(6.3.6.1)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-93
13-83 Log #181 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
Recommendation: To correspond with the change to Table 6.3.6.1, revise
(6.2.9.1.1)
to read:
____________________________________________________________ 6.3.6.1
6.3.6.1 Other types of pipe or tube … but not limited to polybutylene,
Submitter: James Everitt, Western Regional Fire Code Development
CPVC, and steel, differing from that provided in Table 6.3.1.1 or Table
Committee
6.3.6.1 shall be permitted …
Comment on Proposal No: 13-81
Substantiation: As with Table 6.3.6.1, the text of 6.3.6.1 should be
Recommendation: Reconsider the original proposal and add a new
changed to delete the reference to polybutylene materials, because
section to read:
polybutylene pipe and fittings are no longer manufactured for the sprinkler
6.2.9.1.1 The installing contractor shall provide an engraved metal or
industry and are no longer available.
rigid plastic sign secured within each spare sprinkler cabinet(s). The sign
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
shall include the following information for each type of sprinkler installed: Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
1. The Manufacturer of the Sprinkler
2. Sprinkler Identification Number (SIN)
____________________________________________________________
3. The Model of the Sprinkler
13-88 Log #252 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
4. The Type of Sprinkler
(6.3.6.1)
5. The quantity of each sprinkler style to be stored in the cabinet.
____________________________________________________________
(Example: Tyco - TY9128, Model EC-25, upright, quantity - 5)
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Substantiation: The committee states that the information is available
Comment on Proposal No: 13-91
on the Contractors Material and Test Certificate. This certificate is not
Recommendation: Add an Annex note that reads:
available 5 years after the system has been accepted and sprinklers need
A.6.3.6.1 These other types of pipe, may be harmed when they come in
to be changed out for any reason. This information needs to be in an
contact with other types of materials. Care should be taken to assure the
accessible location for maintenance personnel to restore the system.
correct installation of these and any types of piping.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-79 (Log #71)
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Substantiation: This language would further advise users of NFPA 13
that there are many potential risks with choosing these other types of
piping products. This language would also aid in enforcement efforts. The
original language for this comment was put forward by a manufacturer and
included in the NFSA’s comments.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This new explanation material is vague and may
contribute to confusion without further detailed explanation.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-93 Log #70 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(6.5.3.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas A. Noble, City of Henderson Building & Fire Safety
Comment on Proposal No: 13-106
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
6.5.3.3.4 Listed flexible grooved couplings shall be visibly identifiable
to assist installers and AHJ’s in verification of Section 9.3.
____________________________________________________________
A.6.5.3.3.4 The entire coupling should be painted a color that represents
13-89 Log #310 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
that type of coupling (flexible couplings red in color, non-flexible
(6.3.8.1)
couplings green in color), to easily enable the visual identification of these
____________________________________________________________ couplings.
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Substantiation: As an AHJ during inspections of tall/warehouse’s
Comment on Proposal No: 13-97
buildings it is quire difficult to visibly check flexible groove couplings,
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-97.
unless we get the sprinkler contractor to provide us with a lift during our
Substantiation: While the standard currently says “continuously” marked, inspection. This in turn puts an added cost on to the sprinkler contractor.
that is not the practice in the industry. After examining samples of piping
If these couplings where color coded for the type of coupling, this would
from many sources, the majority are not marked “continuously”. There are make the inspection in tall/warehouse buildings a lot easier and could be
usually caps of about 2 ft between the start of a marking and the end of the done from the floor not requiring a lift to visibly check each coupling.
adjacent marking. What is the committee’s definition of “continuously”?
This would save the sprinkler contractor time and money and would also
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
cut down on inspection time.
Accept the action of ROP 13-97.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The steel pipe standard ASTM A-53 for example Committee Statement: Nothing new presented.
allows other methods of marking besides continuous marking.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 13-94 Log #304 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
13-90 Log #85 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(6.5.3.3.4)
(6.3.8.3)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-106
Comment on Proposal No: 13-84
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-106.
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
6.3.8.3 Pipe identification shall not be covered or painted until approved Substantiation: While the committee is correct in their statement, what
good does that do in most installation? The inspector is at the ground level
by the authority having jurisdiction.
and can not read a model number from that location. A easily identifiable
Substantiation: Modify action to accept the revision to clarify painting.
visual method needs to be required. I understand one manufacturer is now
See similar concern in proposal 13-84.
producing couplings that are easily identifiable because of the confusion.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-86
Committee Statement: Nothing new presented.
(Log #314). Contractors currently have the option to paint pipe in the
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
fabrication shop with the approval of the AHJ.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ 13-95 Log #189 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
13-91 Log #368 AUT-PRI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.7.4.1.3.1 and )
(6.5.2, 10.3.2, 16.1)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Comment on Proposal No: 13-239
Systems,
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
Comment on Proposal No: 13-100
8.7.4.1.3.2 Where soffits used for the installation of sidewall sprinklers
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
are less than or equal to 8 in. (203 mm) in width or projection from the
AUT-PRI review this log for any correlation issues.
wall, additional sprinklers shall not be installed below the soffit when the
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
sidewall sprinkler on the soffit is within 4 inches from the bottom of the
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and soffit.
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
A.8.7.4.1.3.2
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Delete section 10.3.2 in NFPA 13 and NFPA 24.
Top of sprinkler
Committee Statement: This change will be reflected in the final extracted
Ceiling
deflector
text for Chapter 10 from NFPA 24.
Number Eligible to Vote: 23
Soffit
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20
Ballot Not Returned: 3 Kelliher, G., Laguna, A., Parsons, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-92 Log #28 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(6.5.2.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Walter J. Sperko, Sperko Engineering Services, Inc. / Rep.
TYCO/Simplex/Grinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-100
Recommendation: In 6.5.2.4.1, we need to permit using full-penetration
welds for outlet nozzles as well as partial penetration and fillet welds. I
suggest revising the first sentence to read:
“Welds between pipe and welding outlet fittings shall be permitted to be
attached by full-penetration, partial-penetration or fillet welds.”
The only word(s) that was added was “full-penetration.”
Substantiation: In the working group’s excitement at finally clarifying
use of partial penetration and fillet welds for outlet nozzles, we
inadvertently left out full-penetration welds, thereby prohibiting them!

4 in. max.
Wall

13-30

8 in. max.

FIGURE A.8.7.4.1.3.2.

Allowable
deflector-toceiling distance
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise text to read:
8.7.4.1.3.2 Where soffits used for the installation of sidewall sprinklers
are less than or equal to 8 in. (203 mm) in width or projection from the
wall, additional sprinklers shall not be required below the soffit when the
sidewall sprinkler on the soffit is within 4 inches from the bottom of the
soffit.
A.8.7.4.1.3.2

8.7.4.1.3.3 A sidewall sprinkler may be installed under a soffit when
both the minimum distance from the sprinkler deflector to the bottom of
the soffit and maximum distance from the sprinkler deflector to the high
ceiling is maintained.
A.8.7.4.1.3.3
Top of sprinkler
deflector

Ceiling
Soffit

Top of sprinkler
deflector

Ceiling
Soffit

Minimum
deflector-toceiling distance

Wall

Allowable
deflector-toceiling distance

4 in. max.

Maximum
deflector-toceiling distance

Wall

FIGURE A.8.7.4.1.3.3.
8 in. max.

Delete Section 8.9.4.1.3.1 based on original submitters justification for
deleting 8.7.4.1.3.1 and add new text as follows:

FIGURE A.8.7.4.1.3.2.
8.9.4.1.3.2 Where soffits used for the installation of sidewall sprinklers
are less than or equal to 8 in. (203 mm) in width or projection from the
wall, additional sprinklers shall not be installed below the soffit when the
sidewall sprinkler on the soffit is within 4 inches from the bottom of the
soffit.
A.8.9.4.1.3.2

8.7.4.1.3.3 A sidewall sprinkler shall be permitted to be installed under a
soffit when both the minimum distance from the sprinkler deflector to the
bottom of the soffit and maximum distance from the sprinkler deflector to
the high ceiling is maintained.
A.8.7.4.1.3.3

Top of sprinkler
deflector

Ceiling

Top of sprinkler
deflector

Ceiling

Soffit
Soffit
Allowable
deflector-toceiling distance

4 in. max.
Wall

Minimum
deflector-toceiling distance

Wall
8 in. max.

Maximum
deflector-toceiling distance

FIGURE A.8.9.4.1.3.2.
8.9.4.1.3.3 A sidewall sprinkler may be installed under a soffit when
both the minimum distance from the sprinkler deflector to the bottom of
the soffit and maximum distance from the sprinkler deflector to the high
ceiling is maintained.
A.8.9.4.1.3.3
Ceiling

FIGURE A.8.7.4.1.3.3.
Delete Section 8.9.4.1.3.1 based on original submitters justification for
deleting 8.7.4.1.3.1 and add new text as follows:
8.9.4.1.3.2 Where soffits used for the installation of sidewall sprinklers
are less than or equal to 8 in. (203 mm) in width or projection from the
wall, additional sprinklers shall not be required below the soffit when the
sidewall sprinkler on the soffit is within 4 inches from the bottom of the
soffit.
A.8.9.4.1.3.2

Top of sprinkler
deflector

Soffit

Top of sprinkler
deflector

Ceiling
Soffit

Wall

Minimum
deflector-toceiling distance

Maximum
deflector-toceiling distance
4 in. max.
Wall

FIGURE A.8.9.4.1.3.3.
Substantiation: Additional guidance is necessary to assure that both
sprinkler pattern development when under the soffit and back wall wetting
(4 inches is required to achieve back wall wetting in sprinkler distribution
testing) when on the face of the soffit is achieved.

8 in. max.

FIGURE A.8.9.4.1.3.2.
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8.9.4.1.3.3 A sidewall sprinkler shall be permitted to be installed under a
soffit when both the minimum distance from the sprinkler deflector to the
bottom of the soffit and maximum distance from the sprinkler deflector to
the high ceiling is maintained.
A.8.9.4.1.3.3
Ceiling

Top of sprinkler
deflector

Soffit

Wall

Minimum
deflector-toceiling distance

Maximum
deflector-toceiling distance

FIGURE A.8.7.4.1.3.3.
Committee Statement: Wording revised to MOS.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-96 Log #253 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.8.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-110
Recommendation: Add new annex note to accompany the Committee’s
revision of the original proposal using some of the Committee’s
substantiation as follows:
A.6.8.1 The purpose of the Fire Department Connection is to augment
the water supply, but not necessarily provide the entire sprinkler system
demand. Fire Department Connections are not intended to deliver a
specific volume of water.
Substantiation: This purpose and intention should be stated someplace
in the standard. This is one of the most widely misinterpreted items found
within this standard.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Replace the word “augment” with the word “supplement”.
Committee Statement: The word supplement is more appropriate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-97 Log #180 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(6.9.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James Everitt, Western Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-114
Recommendation: Revise to read: 6.9.1 Waterflow alarm apparatus shall
be listed for the service and so constructed and installed that any flow of
water from a sprinkler system equal to or greater than that from a single
automatic sprinkler of the smallest orifice size installed on the system will
result in an audible alarm on the premises within 3 5 minutes after such
flow begins and until such flow stops. Building 3 stories or more shall be
provided with zone annunciation on a floor by floor basis.
Substantiation: Fire fighters need to be able to determine where water is
flowing in a timely manner to reduce water and fire damage as well as to
reduce the down time of the system and personnel. Buildings that are 3
or more stories need are too large to not have annunciation to be able to
determine water flow location and is not an onerous requirement.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This requirement is unnecessary for all
installations including residential applications four stories high. High-rise
buildings are required to have annunciation in accordance with 8.16.1.6.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-98 Log #136 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.1.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-118
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-118 to replace the words
“auxiliary air reservoirs” with “listed and properly sized expansion tanks”.
Substantiation: Despite the statement that other means exist for absorbing
pressure increases, there are no products other than expansion tanks that
are listed for this purpose and available for use on sprinkler systems as a
substitute for the relief valves.
As the submitter of 13-118 asked, what is an auxiliary air reservoir?
This term is not defined in the standard and is not generally used in the
sprinkler industry. I suggest that when that text was originally drafted,
the committee was actually speaking of expansion tanks and the verbiage
should now be revised to clarify this.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee believes “auxiliary air reservoir”
is a widely accepted generic term and does not require listing, meeting the
intent of the standard.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-99 Log #305 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.1.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-118
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-118.
Substantiation: No where does the document define what an auxiliary air
reservoir is: What is it? A piece of pipe? Size? Length? Volume?
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-98 (Log #136).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-100 Log #334 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(7.1.2.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Michael Kim, Code Consultants, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-116
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
7.1.2.3 An air release valve shall be provided to exhaust air from each
sprinkler zone during filling.
Substantiation: The committee statement is erroneous. It is a scientific
fact that less oxygen (the fuel driving corrosion) will result in less
corrosion activity. It was not the submitter’s intent nor was the intent
suggested in the language of the proposed change to vent each-branch
line. The proposed change has been edited to be more specific about the
submitter’s intent.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Revise text to read:
Add section 7.1.3* Air Venting (renumber accordingly)
7.1.3.1 Where metallic piping is used and unless the requirements of
7.1.3.2 are met, a means of venting air shall be provided to exhaust air
from each sprinkler system during filling.
7.1.3.2 Where an inspector’s test connection or auxiliary drain valve is
arranged to vent air from each sprinkler system and is piped to a readily
accessible location, another means of venting shall not be required.
A.7.1.3 The purpose of the vent is to expel air, during filling, that would
otherwise be trapped. The purpose for venting air is to limit corrosion
activity. In order to effectively accomplish air removal, it is necessary to
relieve it from a high point of the system. However, it is not necessary nor
practical to exhaust all of the air from the system. Some trapped air assists
in the absorption of pressure changes in the water supply or from thermal
expansion.
Venting can be accomplished utilizing the inspector’s test connection or
an auxiliary drain, however, where these connections are not located at a
high point then at least one of the following options should be utilized:
1) installation of a manual valve piped to an accessible location;
2) the temporary removal of a sprinkler;
3) utilization of an approved automatic air release valve.
4) other methods that provide for the removal of air during filling.
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
VICTOR, T.: I disagree with the committee action, requiring venting of
sprinkler systems every time the system is filled, for numerous reasons.
Some metallic pipes are coated to inhibit or totally stop corrosion. Do
systems with piping treated to control corrosion require venting? An
exception has not been provided for these systems.
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7.1.2 would have to be changed to require 1/4 in. relief valves or air
reservoirs on all wet pipe systems. Although proposed A.7.1.3 states
that “...it is not necessary, nor practical to exhaust all of the air from
the system”, in many instances all of the air may in fact be exhausted.
Therefore provisions must be made to accommodate excess pressures
caused by thermal expansion in the system.
Auxiliary drains cannot be arranged to be vents, because auxiliary drains
are only required on trapped sections of piping that will not drain through
the main drain valve. Auxiliary drains are on the lowest sections of the
system, whereas vents need to be on the highest sections of the system.
Using inspector’s test connections for venting is no longer practical
since they are not required to be on the most remote branch line any
longer. The inspector’s test connection on a wet pipe system is nothing
more than a flow switch test connection and in most cases would not be
installed to facilitate venting.
Enough guidance is not being given on how many vents may be required
for a given system arrangement. In the case of a butler type building
having a tree system with two crossmains that have risers coming off of
the feedmain, and numerous branch lines that follow the roof slope up
toward the peak, is one vent line from the furthest branch line on one
crossmain adequate to meet the intent? Should each branch line be vented?
Should each crossmain be vented? The AHJ may interpret the text to
require a vent on every branch line.
In a high rise building with floor control assemblies on every floor,
would the air vent valve have to be piped back to the location of the floor
control assembly so all of the system controls are in the same area?
How many automatic air release valves are required for each system?
(Same problem as in the previous two paragraphs). Also, I’m not aware of
any of these devises being listed or approved for use in a sprinkler system.
Removal of a sprinkler, according to the sprinkler manufacturers and
this standard, requires that a new sprinkler be installed (6.2.1 General.
Only new sprinklers shall be installed). The technical committee has had
this discussion many times. Because of the stress put on a sprinkler during
proper installation techniques, and then the additional stress caused by
removal of the sprinkler from the fitting, weaknesses can occur which
could cause the sprinkler to prematurely activate. The technical committee
has stated in the past that a sprinkler removed from a fitting cannot be
reinstalled, and yet in this instance it is saying this practice is OK?
I believe the technical committee has the obligation to allow proposed
language to be reviewed by the public so issues like those stated above can
be brought to light. The proposed language is ambiguous enough to cause
enforcement problems, and contractors laying out and installing these
systems will be at the mercy of the AHJ for interpretation of how venting
should be accomplished.
____________________________________________________________
13-101 Log #254 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(7.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-125
Recommendation: Add the following words to clarify this is for dry pipe
systems only.
(5) Pendent sprinklers... the water supply is potable, and the piping for
the dry-pipe system is...
Substantiation: This wording will ensure that all of the piping, and not
just the drop, return bend, or branchlines will be non-corrosive.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-102 Log #98 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-496
Recommendation: Following applies to the committee text referred to in
13-128 as cited by the committee statement for 13-496.
Delete 7.2.3.1.
Renumber 7.2.3.2 as 7.2.3.1.
Delete 7.2.3.3.
Delete 7.2.3.4 (former 11.2.3.9) including the table.
Delete 7.2.3.5.
Delete 7.2.3.6.
Renumber 7.2.3.7 as 7.2.3.2.
Renumber 7.2.3.8 as 7.2.3.3.
Substantiation: Timely water flow in dry pipe systems is critical to
successful control of the fire. Historically, NFPA 13 has required that
system volumes remain below specified limits or that water delivery
from a single sprinkler be achieved in less than 60 seconds. In the last
cycle these critical limits were liberalized if the water delivery time was
calculated using listed software. It is a total mystery why and how a

calculation makes a dry pipe system resistant to the negative impacts of
longer water delivery times. The truth is that a calculation cannot change
any system performance and the allowance provided is both unfounded
and dangerous.
In the committee’s response, two references are cited. Neither one of
these references speaks to Table 11.2.3.9.1 Dry System Water Delivery
(altered by committee action to become 7.2.3.4). It is interesting that the
committee does not actually say that either of the references is relevant.
It simply states that these references were provided in the 2002 ROC
Log #153. They are correct that they were provided, but they also do not
provide any basis for the table in question.
The cited work by Nam and Kung (1993) provides a theoretical
prediction method for water delay time of a dry-pipe system. No
validation for the model is provided. They do calculate the fire size and
number of sprinklers opened at the time of water delivery using standard
sprinkler response methods. Many of the predictions exceed the number of
sprinklers in normal dry pipe design areas. No prediction is attempted after
water delivery as such technology is not available. The report is entirely
silent on the question of what water delay time will result in successful
control of any fire. In short, the references does not speak to the issue.
The second reference, LeBlanc (2001), is nothing more than some runs
of what is now known as Fire Dynamic Simulator. Simulations were
performed for Group A plastics and Class II commodity in double row
racks. The “Modeling Limitations” is straightforward about the limitations
of the state-of-the-art of modeling fire suppression. The paper correctly
identifies that FDS cannot predict the performance of sprinklers to control
fires.
The paper seeks to validate FDS with respect to the prediction of
sprinkler operations. They used unpublished Class II commodity
input constants attributed to NIST. NIST has never published Class II
commodity inputs. Their published results are limited to Group A plastics.
According to LeBlanc, FM performed two tests to study the Americold
fire, Test 1 with a 60 s delay and Test 2 with a 30 s delay. LeBlanc finds
that he cannot predict the sequence of sprinkler operations in Test 1. In
that test the sprinklers were unsuccessful in controlling the fire with 55
sprinklers operating in over a period of 70 s. In short, the system was not
even close to controlling the fire. This, of course, makes this test both
easy to predict and a poor candidate for validation of a model. However,
LeBlanc applies an undocumented “correction” to improve the models
performance. Further, he doesn’t then predict Test 2, so the “correction”
does not even have the benefit of a single corroboration. The “correction”
is better described as a fudge.
LeBlanc then turns to Group A Plastics. He properly reports that
McGrattan, Hamins, and Stroup (1998) used Industrial Fire Simulator
(IFC), the predecessor to FDS to simulate the growth of fire in
unsprinklered commodity arrays, based on small and mid-scale calibration
testing. He further evaluated the model by predicting the number of
sprinklers operating in a UL listing test for a K17 sprinkler during a 40
s water delivery delay. He again used input data for Group A plastics
attributed to NIST. The data cited is different than that used by McGrattan,
Hamins, and Stroup (1998), but is nonetheless attributed to NIST. The
prediction of the number of sprinklers operated in the 40 s delay was
19 vs. the 21 observed in practice. Based upon the work of McGrattan,
Hamins, and Stroup (1998), this success is not a surprise. No predictions
were made after water flow. In the actual test 39 sprinklers operated
and the fire jumped the aisle. Again, the delay gave rise to very bad
performance. It is entirely unclear why the comparison was not continued
into the critical part of the test. This is exactly the validation that is
important to the issue of the effects of delayed water delivery!
LeBlanc then uses the model to examine the impact of storage height
and clearance for Class II commodity and Group A Plastics with a 60 s
water delivery delay. For the Class II commodity he concluded that a 60
s delay results in 30 to 140 sprinklers operating! For Group A plastics,
his simulations yielded 60 or more sprinkles operating! LeBlanc never
simulated cases with no water delivery delay. He ends the paper with
the observation, “The ability of current sprinkler systems to control fires
of this size and with the growth rate demonstrated in the model is not
known.” He may not have known, but the rest of us recognize this as a
disaster. The number of open sprinklers he was predicting is beyond the
design basis of NFPA 13 systems.
Lets be fair to LeBlanc (2001) and McGrattan, Hamins, and Stroup
(1998). LeBlanc does not proffer the water delay values in Table 11.2.3.9.1
Dry System Water Delivery. He does not even assert the FDS is up to
the task of generating such a table. Similarly, McGrattan, Hamins, and
Stroup (1998) make well deserved claims about FDS capabilities to
predict heptane spray fire sprinkler operation, but they make no claims
for predictive capabilities for real storage test scenarios. They proffer the
model as a valuable sensitivity analysis tool. For those who don’t know
it, this is research-speak for it doesn’t work but it is fun and useful to
play with the model anyway. That is ok! They recognize that this is a
very difficult problem that will not be conquered in a single investigation.
Sadly, NIST has not pursued the problem further since that work. They
have developed the model in other ways that have been very useful, just
not for sprinkler suppression problems.
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So, where does this leave us? Neither of the papers cited deal with
allowable dry-pipe water delivery times for residential, light, ordinary I,
ordinary II extra I, extra II, or high piled hazards. Neither of the papers
cited provides a methodology to deduce allowable dry-pipe water delivery
times for residential, light, ordinary I, ordinary II extra I, extra II, or
high piled hazards. Nonetheless, these papers are cited as the basis for
extraordinarily liberal loosening of the water delivery times in Table
11.2.3.9.1 Dry System Water Delivery relative to the historical single
sprinkler open 60s requirements.
What can we deduce from this situation? First, it is highly unlikely that
committee members ever examined the two cited papers. There is simply
no conceivable way that these papers could be construed as supporting
the proposal. The proposal to include the Table was 13-210 (Log #173)
which was rejected at the 2002 ROP stage due to a lack of data to support
the proposal. A commenter on the failed proposal provided data which
was not specifically cited in the 2002 ROC. My inquiry to staff yielded
the two references cited by the committee in the committee statement for
my proposal that are discussed in length above. In the 2002 ROC vote 4
individuals voted negatively. Their comments reflect that they had read the
cited reports and saw that they did not form a basis for the extraordinarily
liberal loosening of the water delivery times in Table 11.2.3.9.1 Dry
System Water. As an interesting aside, the commenter did change the
values in the table slightly, though no rationale for that change was given.
But let us examine the table without the benefit of a technical basis
and see if the table is consistent with what we know about sprinkler
performance and fire dynamics. The table is cleverly crafted to mask
the fact that it is in fact a extraordinarily liberal loosening of the water
delivery times. All water delivery times are 60 s or less! However, the
number of sprinklers operating is from one to four. We all know the issue
is one of removing a volume of air from the system through one or more
nozzles. More sprinklers contributing will reduce the delay. In essence,
what is important is the “sprinkler-seconds”, the product of the number
of sprinklers and the allowed delay. This is reflected in Fleming’s SFPE
Handbook Chapter where he shows that the allowable volume of a dry
pipe system, V, is proportional to the number of open sprinklers, n, and the
allowed time for water discharge, t, as follows:
n t∼V
As such, the table allows an increase in the volume of the dry pipe
system beyond what would be allowable under the normal one sprinkler
60 second requirement. Notably Fleming is one of the negative committee
votes on this issue. In these terms, the table includes 15-180 sprinklerseconds, as opposed to the normal 60 sprinkler-seconds. That’s interesting
in that the table requirements span over the normal value with some more
stringent and some less. However, one must examine which systems are
more stringent and which are less (see the expanded version of the table
below).
Hazard
Residential
Light
Ordinary I
Ordinary II
Extra I
Extra II
High Piled

# Sprinklers Open
1
1
2
2
4
4
4

So where are we left? We have a table that was proposed with no
technical basis and rejected. Upon submission of citations to irrelevant
technical papers that do not in fact form a basis for the proposal, the
proposal was accepted. Now we have a requirement that is far more liberal
than has been the case for which there is no technical basis, and in fact the
table is irrational on the face of it. So with all this, what engineer wants
to design a system to NFPA 13 requirements that are nonsense and then
face a less than friendly subrogation attorney and an incredulous judge
and jury? NFPA 13 told me to do it,” seems to ring hollow. Wouldn’t you
just like to be the person who is called as a fact witness to testify to the
process and basis for these requirements?
Sadly, the committee action on this proposal goes beyond simply buying
into a nonsensical table. The committee has also bought into calculation
as a substitute for testing. Anyone who knows me knows that I am no
opponent to calculations and modeling. However, calculate but verify
is also a prudent engineering strategy. Ultimately, our goal is to achieve
in the field adequately short water delivery times. It is a good idea to
calculate the system to determine that your design will work and there
will be no surprises at commissioning time. However, the goal is not
theory, but practice. All dry pipe systems should be tested to assure that
they meet the water delivery time requirement. Many things happen in
field installations that may not actually meet the original design. In fact,
you can be sure there will be changes. Some will be intentional and others
may not be. We base our designs on water supplies taken from actual flow
test data and we should accept dry pipe delays based upon actual data.
The situation created by the committee’s action is untenable for anyone
testing a dry pipe system. If the actual water delivery time is excessive
but the system acceptability is mandated to be evaluated from theoretical
calculations, the tester has a moral obligation to the client to tell the client
that the system is not expected to actually perform as designed, even
though the system is entirely NFPA 13 compliant. That puts the tester in a
difficult position and will severely reduce the credibility of NFPA 13.
Table 11.2.3.9.1 Dry System Water Delivery must be removed from
NFPA 13. Reliance upon water delivery time calculations over testing
must be removed from NFPA 13. Anything less does a gross disservice to
the community and will create problems for designers, testers, AHJ’s, and
ultimately it will lead to the needless loss of buildings.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: TG believes the options of calculated delivery
time and/or use of the table and a manifold arrangement should remain.
As additional background the Discharge Committee provided the
following information to support the original intent of the table.

Time for Water
15
60
50
50
45
45
40

What we see here is a clear progression down the table of increasing
challenge accompanied by an increase in allowable volume of the system.
Yes, you heard it right! The more challenging the fire, the more liberal the
table is. We get up to three times larger allowable volume (relative to the
normal one sprinkler 60 s requirement) and the accompanying threefold
increase in the time to flow water in an actual fire. One certainly would
have thought just the opposite. For high heat release rate, fast growing
fires (that’s what high challenge means) we would expect the system to be
less tolerant of delays, not more. Delaying water delivery in a fast growing
fire will cause the fire size when water is delivered to be larger, and hence
more difficult to suppress. The normal 60 sprinkler-seconds allowable
delay is constant over all hazards. This seems to reflect that higher hazards
are protected with higher densities so that all that is needed is to make the
systems more tolerant of excessive sprinkler operations, so we increase the
design area by 30 percent. This is not an irrational approximation, but with
a larger fire size at water delivery, it is likely that the design density really
should be larger as well. Of course, designs based upon the table will
have much larger fire sizes at water delivery. This is a recipe for disaster.
The fire dynamics of the situation are that as more sprinklers operate, the
lower the delivered density, the more the fire grows, the more sprinklers
operate,...until the system fails and the fire is not controlled. The ultimate
failure mode for sprinkler systems is the operation of too many sprinklers
such that effective densities are lost. Excessive fire size at water flow will
cause just that. The table tells us to do exactly the wrong thing.

Sprinkler-seconds
15
60
100
100
180
180
160

V/V60s
0.25
1.00
1.67
1.67
3.00
3.00
2.67

The reduction in time due to number of open sprinklers In the Table
is justified to more closely represent the actual performance of dry pipe
systems. The reports submitted were used to justify the time interval
between the operations of the first sprinkler to the fourth sprinkler in
various hazards (fire growth). For example, the 40 seconds required for
Extra Hazard/Storage for example is a conservative reduction in time
from the single sprinkler 60 second criteria. With the heat release of these
hazards, four sprinklers activate in a very short period of time (as shown
from the reports submitted) and the result is a more accurate delivery time
to simulate the real world event of activation sequence, causing the system
to deliver water sooner than 60 seconds.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
BAHADORI, H.: The 2003 edition of NFPA 13 allows substitution of
a “listed” calculation for in situ testing of dry pipe delay times. While
I believe that an acceptable calculation method should be allowed for
design purposes, final certification of the installed system should be based
on “some” baseline test or tests in order to address the vagaries between
design and installation tasks.
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____________________________________________________________
13-103 Log #204 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.3 and 11.2.3.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Russell P. Fleming, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-496
Recommendation: Consolidate criteria relating to dry and preaction
system water delivery times within Chapter 11.
Substantiation: Acting on this proposal, the Committee moved Table
11.2.3.9.1 on water delivery times to Chapter 7 to better link it with the
traditional criteria on size of systems. It would be better to move the
material from Chapter 7 into Chapter 11. Water delivery time is a system
performance issue related to the number of sprinklers that will open and
water discharge rates, not a simple piping installation issue. In addition to
scope issues, the Technical Correlating Committee should also consider
the relative workloads of the Installation and Discharge Criteria technical
committees.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: System size and volume limitations are provided
in Chapter 7. Users of the standard would not necessarily know to look at
Chapter 11 for this requirement.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-104 Log #163 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.2.3.1, 7.2.3.2 and 7.2.3.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Robert E. Duke, Fire Control, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-128
Recommendation: Revise 7.2.3 to the following:
7.2.3 Size of Systems.
7.2.3.1 The system capacity (volume) controlled by a dry pipe valve
shall be permitted to be determined by either Section 7.2.3.2 or 7.2.3.3 or
7.2.3.4.
7.2.3.2 System size shall be such that initial water discharge at the
system test connection is not more than 60 seconds, starting at the normal
air pressure on the system and at the time of fully opened inspectors test
connection.
7.2.3.3 System size shall be based on dry system calculations for water
delivery time in accordance with Table 7.2.3.3.1. The calculation program
and method shall be listed by a nationally recognized laboratory.

Minimum
size 1 in.
From second
most remote
branch line
From most
remote branch
line
Equivalent
orifice for dry
system sprinklers

FIGURE A.7.2.3.5.
7.2.3.6 Dry pipe systems with water delivery times other than 7.2.3.2,
7.2.3.3 and 7.2.3.5 shall be acceptable where listed by a nationally
recognized testing laboratory. [ROP 13-128]
7.2.3.7 Check valves shall not be used to subdivide the dry pipe systems.
[ROP 13-128]
7.2.3.8 Gridded dry pipe systems shall not be installed. [ROP 13-128]
Delete current A.7.2.3.1 (DRAFT)
Modify Current 7.2.4.1 as follows:
7.2.4.1 A listed quick-opening device shall be permitted to help meet the
requirements of 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3, 7.2.3.5 or 7.2.3.6. [ROP 13-128]
Delete section 7.2.4.2.
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Table 11.2.3.9.1 from the 2002 edition to be renumbered as Table
7.2.3.3.1.

____________________________________________________________
13-105 Log #263 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.3.1 and 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3, 7.2.4.1 and 7.2.4.2)
7.2.3.4 System size shall be such that initial water discharge at system
____________________________________________________________
test valve or manifold outlet is not more than those in Table 7.2.3.3.1,
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
starting at normal air pressure on the system and at the time of fully
Comment on Proposal No:
opened test connection. When flow is from four sprinklers, test manifold
shall be arranged to simulate two sprinklers on each of two sprinkler lines. Recommendation: Reinstate the exception to the 60 second trip test
delivery times for systems smaller than 500 gallons and for systems less
7.2.3.5 A listed quick opening devise shall be permitted to help meet
than 750 gallons with quick opening devices.
requirements of 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3, and 7.2.3.4.
Substantiation: There appears to be no evidence to justify the 60 second
Delete A.7.3.3.1.
water delivery requirement for all dry pipe sprinkler systems. Work
Substantiation: Clarification of these Sections is needed. There are
performed at Underwriter’s Laboratories by the NFSA shows that systems
conflicts in previously proposed text. Test data indicates initial water
with 120 second water delivery times provided adequate fire protection.
discharge at test connection is correct.
The mandated delivery time of 60 seconds is arbitrary and is the wrong
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise text to read:
variable to measure. The critical measurement for these systems is the
7.2.3* Size of Systems. [ROP 13-128]
number of sprinklers that open prior to water delivery during a fire.
7.2.3.1* The system capacity (volume) controlled by a dry pipe valve
Making this change to the standard states that shorter water delivery times
shall be determined by section 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3, or 7.2.3.5. [ROP 13-128]
to the inspector’s test connection is better fire protection. This has not
7.2.3.2 System size shall be such that initial water is discharged from the been proven to be true and it potentially harmful to the fire protection
system test connection in not more than 60 seconds, starting at the normal industry.
air pressure on the system and at the time of fully opened inspection test
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
connection. [ROP 13-128]
Committee.
7.2.3.3 System size shall be based on dry systems being calculated for
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
water delivery in accordance with 7.2.3.4. [ROP 13-128]
Committee Statement: The committee has provided several options for
7.2.3.4 Dry System Water Delivery. [ROP 13-128] [ROP 13-128, 13addressing the delivery of water. Technology has changed and you can
496]
now do more in determining water delivery times. In occupancies such as
7.2.3.4.1 Calculations for dry system water delivery shall be based on
nursing homes delays in water delivery can have serious consequences.
the hazard shown in Table 7.2.3.4.1. [ROP 13-128,13-496]
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
7.2.3.4.2 The calculation program and method shall be listed by a
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 Negative: 6
nationally recognized testing laboratory. [ROP 13-128, 13-496]
Explanation of Negative:
Table 7.2.3.4.1 Dry System Water Delivery
DORNBOS, D.: No evidence is provided to indicate that water delivery
7.2.3.5* System size shall be such that initial water discharge at system
times for dry systems with volumes limited to 500 gallons, or 750 gallons
test valve or manifold outlet is not more than those in Table 7.2.3.4.1,
with quick opening devices, has resulted in unacceptable performance in
starting at normal air pressure on the system and at the time of fully
fire conditions. These two design options establish limits that maintain
opened test connection. When flow is from four sprinklers, the test
minimum performance levels intended by the standard. Applying water
manifold shall be arranged to simulate two sprinklers on each of two
delivery limitations to systems of greater volume serve to assure similar
sprinkler branch lines. A system meeting the requirements of this section
performance when systems exceed those defined limits.
shall not be required to also meet the requirements of 7.2.3.2 or 7.2.3.3.
ISMAN, K.: The NFSA is opposed to the action of the committee on
[ROP 13-128]
Comment 13-105 because it eliminates two extremely important design
options for dry-pipe and double-interlock sprinkler systems without any
ANNEX FIGURE TO ILLUSTRATE VARIOUS ARRANGEMENTS.
evidence that these design options have posed a problem. The first design
ADD FIGURE FOR DRY AND PREACTION MANIFOLD
option being eliminated is the system limited to 500 gallons in size. Prior
ALLOWANCES.
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to the 2007 edition of NFPA 13, these systems did not need to meet the 60
second limitation, and experience with these systems has shown that they
deliver water to a fire in a reasonable period of time and have not been a
problem. Yet, the committee eliminated this design option.
The second option being eliminated by the committee’s action is the
system limited to 750 gallons in size that contains a quick opening device.
Again, these systems have been installed for many years without any
documented adverse experience, yet the committee eliminated their use.
What the committee has left for the user are three design options, two
of which cannot be determined from a set of drawings. This means that
the sprinkler system designer has to pray that the system they lay-out
on a piece of paper actually delivers water in a specified time out in the
field. There is no way to know what will happen regarding water delivery
time until the system is installed. Once the system is installed and the test
occurs, there is no way to fix a system that does not deliver water fast
enough without ripping apart the whole system. The one option that does
allow calculation in advance uses a proprietary computer program that all
design and installation companies cannot necessarily afford, nor should
they be forced to buy.
Systems under 500 gallons in size, and systems with quick opening
devices under 750 gallons in size, have traditionally worked well
regardless of water delivery time to an inspector’s test connection.
Full-scale fire tests conducted by the NFSA showed that a 500 gallon
dry-pipe system with two-minute water delivery time to an inspector’s
test connection actually delivered water to a fire in a remote location in
under 50 seconds and did not open too many sprinklers (tests included
both quick response and standard response sprinklers). With such good
performance documented in both laboratory testing and real world
experience, it is difficult to justify the committee’s position of eliminating
these design options.
KEEPING, L.: I agree with the explanations of negative from Mr.
Dornbos, Mr. Isman, Mr. Marburger and Mr. Victor as well as Mr. Bilbo’s
original substantiation.
MARBURGER, A.: I am opposed to the committee action on 13-105
because two prescriptive design options for dry pipe systems of not more
750 gal. capacity are being eliminated without evidence these options
pose a problem. The concept that technologies are being developed that
more can be done in predicting water transit times is not reasonable
nor adequate substantiation to remove size limitation options that are
exempt from pass fail delivery time criteria without evidence of adverse
experience. The standard should maintain prescriptive options where
reasonable to do so.
MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the points raised by other members opposed
to this change and feel that there is no field experience that supports or
necessitates changing what has been acceptable design approaches in
dealing with maximum dry pipe system capacity.
VICTOR, T.: I disagree with the committee action, not reinstating the
exceptions for water delivery times in dry pipe systems with capacities of
750 gallon or less.
No data of any kind was submitted to the technical committee showing
losses when small dry pipe systems don’t provide water delivery in 60
seconds or less. Historically, sprinkler contractors have always been able
to layout and install systems under 500 gallons without having to include
the added cost of a QOD. For systems with capacities between 500 and
750 gallons, contractors knew to include an accelerator, but the more
expensive QODs, exhausters, would not have to be provided. By removing
these thresholds from the standard, every contractor must now use an
expensive program to calculate water delivery times in every dry system,
or include the cost of an expensive QOD, or take a chance that water will
be delivered in 60 seconds or less.
____________________________________________________________
13-108 Log #164 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(Table 7.2.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Robert E. Duke, Fire Control, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-128
Recommendation: Revise Table 7.2.3.4 (Previous Table 11.2.3.9.1) to
change Maximum Time of Water Delivery for Odinary Hazard I from 50
seconds to 150 seconds and Ordinary Hazard II from 50 seconds to 100
seconds.
Substantiation: There has been no data nor loss experience to support
the short delevery time for ordinary hazard occupancies. Eliminating
acceptance of dry systems with 500 gallon and 750 gallon capacities
without testing nor calculations represents a major change in the Standard
with no support data as to the need for the more restrictive criteria. Tests
have proven high storage and other high hazard occupancies require faster
sprinkler operation. Addionally, more conservative standrds are justified
in light hazard occupancies, such as residential, hospitals, nursing homes,
attics, etc. It is sometimes very difficult and costly to achieve shortened
water delivery times for many large or irregularly shaped buildings. This
should be done only after the need is proven.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: No data was submitted to support the proposed
changes.

Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
SCHIRMER, C.: Substantiation submitted has merit, particularly the
comment in first sentence.
____________________________________________________________
13-109 Log #362 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.2.3.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-128
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
7.2.3.5 System size shall be permitted to exceed the requirements of
7.2.3.1 where the system design is such that water is delivered to a system
test connection manifold arranged to comply with Table 7.2.3.4. A system
meeting the requirements of this section shall not be required to also meet
the requirements of 7.2.3.2 or 7.2.3.3., starting at the normal air pressure
on the system and at the time of fully opening the manifold.
Substantiation: 7.2.3.1 as proposed does not provide requirements for
system size; therefore, 7.2.3.5 cannot reference permission to exceed the
requirements of 7.2.3.1
The intent of 7.2.3.5 should be to permit the field testing of multiple
sprinklers as established in Table 7.2.3.4; therefore, instructions regarding
starting at normal air pressure and when to performing the timing (similar
to 7.2.3.2) should be provided.
There is no need to indicate that when using 7.2.3.5 that you do not
need to meet 7.2.3.2 or 7.2.3.3, since 7.2.3.1 clearly states that the system
capacity is controlled by anyone of the three options (i.e., 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3,
OR 7.2.3.5).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-104 (Log #163).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-104 (Log #163).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-110 Log #137 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.4.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-133
Recommendation: Revise the proposed 7.2.4.5 to read:
7.2.4.5 An indicating valve shall be installed in the connection between
a dry pipe sprinkler riser and a quick-opening device. The valve shall be
sealed, locked or electrically supervised in the open position supervised in
accordance with 8.15.1.1.2.
Substantiation: A requirement to supervise a valve for a QOD in the
same manner as for a control valve, which serves an entire sprinkler
system, is unwarranted. As proposed this little ball valve will have to be
either electrically supervised, fitted with a chain and pad lock or located
in a fenced in enclosure, sealed open and inspected weekly in accordance
with a procedure approved by the AHJ. Considering that for Proposal 13346 the committee acted to retain the much less stringent requirements
for securing a water flow switch/water motor gong isolation valve, the
proposed QOD requirement seems excessive.
The revised text suggested herein is copied from 8.16.1.4.2, to match the
requirements for the similar indicating valve upstream of an electric alarm
switch and or a water motor gong.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Sealed and locked valve is already an acceptable
option by reference to 8.15.1.1.2
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that this matter was given proper
consideration. The committee statement that sealed valves are an
acceptable option via 8.15.1.1.2 is only true if the valve is contained
in a fenced enclosure and is inspected weekly. This stiff requirement is
understandable for the protection of a system control valve, but it is much
too onerous a requirement to place on a ½ in. ball valve that is used to
isolate a QOD. The valve to the QOD in 7.2.4.5 should be allowed to be
sealed in the same manner as the alarm control valve in 8.16.1.4.2.
____________________________________________________________
13-111 Log #363 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.4.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-133
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
7.2.4.5 Where a An indicating valve is shall be installed in the connection
between a dry pipe sprinkler riser and a quick-opening device. The, the
valve shall be supervised in accordance with 8.15.1.1.2.
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Substantiation: If the valve is supervised, it need not be an indicating
type.
Certainly a valve if installed might more easily facilitate service or
repair of a QOD; however, NFPA 13 should not be in a position of
requiring the installation of a device where it is not necessary for the
proper failsafe operation of the system.
The point of the original recommendation was that if a given
manufacturer or installer had a need for a valve to facilitate service
or repair of their QOD, and that if the valve could be inadvertently or
purposely closed which could prevent the proper operation of the QOD,
the valve must be supervised.
Requiring the supervision of such a valve (if installed) is with the realm
of providing for proper failsafe operation.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: A sealed and locked valve is already an
acceptable option by reference to 8.15.1.1.2. Additionally, the committee
believes that an indicating valve is required.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-112 Log #364 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.5.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-136
Recommendation: The committee should change the action to reject
pending further discussion.
Substantiation: The overall subject of high water level devices needs
additional consideration.
If the concern is water columning to the area of freezing, then all types
of dry pipe valves should require high water level devices Ð not just low
differential and external resetting dry pipe valves. Some systems drain
slowly and it could equally be a potential for high water no matter what
type of dry pipe valve. Normally, however, a high water condition should
it occur is identified during the quarterly priming water level test. (In the
case of valves not requiring prime water, a test for zero elevation of prime
verifies that the riser is drained.)
If the concern is water columning that may not allow a valve to trip, then
the problem is worse for high differential valves than for low differential
valves. Ironically the current 7.2.5.4 is in error. For example and assuming
a 100 psi water supply a low differential of 1:1 could tolerate a 100 psi
water column of 232 feet, whereas, a high differential valve of 17:1 could
only tolerate a 5.88 psi water column of 13.7 feet.
Generally speaking, the requirements for the need of a high water
device intended to protect against water columning that may not allow a
valve trip should be based on a formula containing water supply pressure
pressure, trip ratio, and system height. If a given riser is 10 feet tall (4.3
psi head) and the trip ratio is 6:1, and as long as the water supply pressure
is greater than 26 psi, a high water level device need not be installed or
required.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
See Committee Comment 13-113a (Log #CC55) that deleted title.
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-113a (Log #CC55)
that deleted title.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I agree with the submitter’s substantiation. Further,
the Committee Action on Comment 13-113a did not address the high
differential vs. low differential issue. Additionally, 13-113a removed the
title, but the text remained the same, so the requirement still applies to
externally resetting dry pipe valves.
____________________________________________________________
13-113 Log #75 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.5.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Robert E. Duke, Fire Control, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-136
Recommendation: Change...shall be (permitted)... to...shall be
(required)...
Substantiation: Justification in 13-137 (Log #807) is correct. Committee
action reported to accept in principle was incorrect. Change of wording
was a rejection. The submitter was entirely correct in the substantiation
that dry pipe systems with this type valve is equally at risk of freezing
as is low differential valves. The added risk of water column above the
clapper which may prevent operation of the valve in a fire is totally
unacceptable.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee does not support making this a
requirement.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 3

Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I agree with the submitter’s substantiation. As noted
in my ballot comment in the ROP for Proposal 13-136, I believe that
the committee inadvertently changed the substance of the requirement
when the issue was discussed at the ROP meeting. In the original draft
of the proposal, 7.2.5.4.1 used the term “shall be provided”, the same as
in 7.2.5.4.2, but for reasons that I do not recall, the phrase was altered to
say “shall be permitted”, which indicates that it is optional whether or not
water columning protection is provided. I do not believe that this was the
actual intent and I think that the verbiage should be changed accordingly.
MCPHEE, R.: I agree with Mr. Keeping’s arguments presented
originally from the ROP ballot as well as the proponent’s substantiation
contained in the original proposal 13-137. The wording ‘shall be
permitted’ needs to be changed to ‘shall be provided ‘ as follows:
7.2.5.4.1 External Resetting Dry Pipe Valve. Protection against
occurrence of water above the clapper shall be provided where it is
possible to reseat the dry valve after actuation without first draining the
system. Protection shall be in accordance with 7.2.5.4.3
7.2.5.4.3 High Water Level Device. An automatic high water level
signaling device or an automatic drain shall be provided.
SCHIRMER, C.: Substantiation is correct.
____________________________________________________________
13-113a Log #CC55 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(7.2.5.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-136
Recommendation: Delete “External Resetting Dry Pipe Valve”.
Substantiation: The committee wanted to delete the title as the issue is
not exclusive to externally resettable DP Valves.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: The action on this matter removed the title, but the text
remained the same, so the requirement still applies to externally resetting
dry pipe valves.
____________________________________________________________
13-114 Log #264 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.5.4.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-136
Recommendation: Change the wording of 7.2.5.4.2 so that all dry pipe
valves are protected against accumulation of water above the clapper.
Substantiation: All dry pipe valves are subject to water accumulation and
should be protected.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
See Committee Comment 13-113a (Log #CC55) that deleted title.
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-113a (Log #CC55)
that deleted title.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I agree with the submitter’s substantiation. Further,
the Committee Action on Comment 13-113a did not address the high
differential vs. low differential issue.
____________________________________________________________
13-115 Log #46 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.5.4.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-136
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
High Water Level Device. An electrically supervised automatic high
water level signaling device or an automatic drain shall be permitted. The
new text is “n electrically supervised.”
Substantiation: Present standards require that the pressure flow switch,
high-low pressure supervision and water supply control valves be
supervised if a fire alarm system is within the protected premises. Based
upon the substantiation provided with the original proposal, if a high water
level signaling device is used, it should be electrically supervised.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Existing standard is adequate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-116 Log #338 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.6.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: R. G. Pridham, General Air Products Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-5
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
7.2.6.2 Air Supply. Where a An quick opening device and an air
compressor are installed on a dry pipe system, an air tank reservoir of 1
to at least 3 gallons 5 gallons capacity shall be installed between the air
compressor and the air maintenance device to allow constant air pressure
to the system.
Substantiation: Practical applications of tanks of 1 to 3 gallon capacity
(dependent on compressor size) has been found to be both practical and
economical in curing the pressure inconsistency problems.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Existing requirement is adequate for system air
maintenance.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-117 Log #84 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.6.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-142
Recommendation: Keep proposal to 7.2.6.2.2.
Substantiation: Committee action to 13-143 did not answer the end
pressure for the 30 minutes.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The proposed wording in Section 7.2.6.6 is
adequate to meet committee intent.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-118 Log #337 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.2.6.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: R. G. Pridham, General Air Products Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-5
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
7.2.6.2.2 The air supply shall have a capacity capable of restoring
normal air pressure in the system within 30 minutes.
Substantiation: Leave wording as is. The existing wording is accurate
and covers all types of air supply. To get specific will cause further
unnecessary future revisions.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
No action is required as the submitter’s proposal is the same as ROP text
already accepted by the committee.
Committee Statement: The submitted has proposed the same text as
accepted at the ROP.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-119 Log #265 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.6.3, 7.2.6.6.4 and 7.2.6.8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-143
Recommendation: Add new annex notes to accompany the Committee’s
revision of the original proposal as follows:
A.4.4 Biocides and other chemicals approved and used for the
prevention and mitigation of MIC are not prohibited.
A.16.2.1.9 Biocides and other chemicals approved and used for the
prevention and mitigation of MIC are not prohibited.
Substantiation: The intention of the original proposal included the
allowance for the introduction of chemicals into sprinkler systems
that prevent and mitigate MIC. The committee has added the words
“to stop leaks” in the wording. The chemicals used in MIC prevention
and mitigation are intended to stop leaks. The new wording from the
committee would not allow their use.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Proposed text does not address the proper section.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-120 Log #339 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.2.6.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: R. G. Pridham, General Air Products Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-5
Recommendation: 7.2.6.3.4 Should remain with the original wording of
7.2.6.5 and the Figure 7.2.6.5 should be revised to be consistent with the
wording.
Substantiation: 7.2.6.5 is for both manual and automatic maintenance of
air supply and should therefore not be transformed into a manual fill only
paragraph.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Report on Proposals 13-143 (Log #CP105)
provides a rewrite of the section and meets the submitter’s intent.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-120a Log #CC23 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(7.3.1.6 and A.11.2.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-145
Recommendation: Reword Section 7.3.1.6 to read as follows:
7.3.1.6 Location and Spacing of Releasing Devices
7.3.1.6.1 Insert current text from Section 7.3.1.6. (Within Section,
reword to indicate releasing devices.)
7.3.1.6.2 The release system shall serve all areas that the preaction
system protects.
7.3.1.6.3 Where thermal activation is utilized, the activation temperature
of the release system shall be lower than the activation temperature of the
sprinkler.
A.11.2.3.2.5 With regard to preaction systems, the discharge criteria
of Chapter 11 is written based upon the assumption that the release
system will activate before the sprinkler system. It is generally accepted
that smoke detectors and rate of rise detectors are more sensitive than
sprinklers and that fixed temperature release devices with RTIs lower
than sprinklers will react faster than sprinklers at similar spacings and
locations.
Substantiation: The committee wants to ensure that detection is placed
within all areas protected by the preaction system.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-121 Log #83 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.3.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-147
Recommendation: Accept proposal to delete the majority of 7.3.1.7.
Substantiation: The NFPA 13 committee should stay within the scope
of Section 1.1 Testing fire alarm systems and requiring extra devices is
outside the scope of NFPA 13.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Detection devices and valve control mechanisms
that have not depended on the installation requirements of NFPA Standard
No. 72 have been used successfully for over 50 years. The requirements in
NFPA Standard No. 13 are for these reliable systems.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-122 Log #CC4 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(7.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-150
Recommendation: Reject Action taken in ROP 13-150 and ROP 13-151.
Reword section 7.3.2.1 and 7.3.2.2 as follows:
7.3.2.1 Size of Systems. Single and Non-Interlock Preaction Systems.
Not more than 1000 automatic sprinklers shall be controlled by any one
preaction valve.
7.3.2.2 Size of Systems. Double Interlock Preaction Systems
7.3.2.2.1 The system size controlled by a double interlock preaction
valve shall be determined by either section 7.3.2.2.1.1, 7.3.2.2.1.2 or
7.3.2.2.1.3
7.3.2.2.1.1 The system size for double interlock preaction systems shall
be designed to deliver water to the system test connection in no more
than 60 seconds, starting at the normal air pressure on the system, with
the detection system activated and inspection test connection fully opened
simultaneously.
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7.3.2.2.1.2 The system size for double interlock preaction systems shall
be based on calculating water delivery in accordance with section 7.2.3.4,
anticipating that the detection system activation and sprinkler operation
will be simultaneous.
7.3.2.2.1.3 The system size for double interlock preaction systems shall
be designed to deliver water to the system test connection in no more
than 60 seconds, starting at the normal air pressure on the system, with
the detection system activated and inspection test connection manifold,
arranged to comply with Table 7.2.3.4.1, opened simultaneously.
7.3.2.2.2 A listed quick opening device may be used to help meet the
requirements of 7.3.2.2.1.1, 7.3.2.2.1.2 and 7.3.2.2.1.3.
Delete existing section 7.3.2.2.1, 7.3.2.2.2 and 7.3.2.2.3
Staff to editorially ensure that final text is consistent with similar
changes to dry-pipe section.
Substantiation: Ensure one set of final requirements and to eliminate
conflict established by ROP 13-150 which is addressed in this Log.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-123 Log #100 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.3.2.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-152
Recommendation: Delete 7.3.2.2.1.2.
Delete 7.3.2.2.1.3.
Substantiation: Also see the substantiation I submitted on proposal 13496.
These sections use the table moved from Section 11 to 7.2.4.1. Volumes
of the system should be small enough to pass the 60s system test
connection test. Acceptable water delivery times should be determined by
test, not by calculation. We seek to limit water delivery times in practice,
not merely in theory. Designers may find the use of calculations useful
during design. That is their choice, but the 60s test must be met to assure
adequate actual performance.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-102 (Log #98).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
BAHADORI, H.: See my Explanation of Negative on 13-102. Testing of
final installed systems should be required.
____________________________________________________________
13-124 Log #138 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.3.2.2.1.1, 7.3.2.2.1.2, 7.3.2.2.1.3 and 7.3.2.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-152
Recommendation: Revise the proposed 7.3.2.2.1.1, 7.3.2.2.1.2 and
7.2.2.1.3 to read:
“The system size for double interlock preaction systems shall be …”
Revise the proposed 7.3.2.2.2 to read:
A listed quick opening device may be used shall be permitted to help
meet the requirements …”
Substantiation: The revisions to 7.2.2.2.1.1, 7.3.2.2.1.2 and 7.3.2.2.1.3
are suggested to help ensure the understanding that these provisions apply
just to double interlock systems and not to all preaction systems. By being
more specific, there is a better chance that the requirements will not be
read out of context.
The revision to 7.3.2.2.2 is necessary, because the term “may be used”
is verbiage that is acceptable in an annex, but is inappropriate within the
body of the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-122 (Log #CC4).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-122 (Log #CC4).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-125 Log #48 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.3.2.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-154
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-154.
Substantiation: If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there, is it heard?
If a fire starts in a building, or if a sprinkler fuses, is the water actuated
bell heard? The present standard assumes that a good citizen will first be
in the area to hear the bell and will then contact the local fire department.
There is a retroactivity clause in NFPA 13 in Section 1.4 as pointed out by
Mr. Pehrson in his negative vote.

Other codes and standards within the NFPA family have retroactive
requirements. The quicker that emergency forces can be notified, the less
damage there will be to a building, and the less likelihood of fire fighter
and civilian injuries. Supervision of the system will also decrease the
chance of the water supply being turned off, or being turned off and then
left off.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee agrees that all systems should be
supervised however NFPA 13 is a minimum standard - NFPA 72 addresses
alarm issues.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-126 Log #47 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.3.2.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-155
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-155 in principle and revise as
follows:
Sprinkler piping and fire detection devices where used shall be
electrically supervised where there are more than 20 sprinklers on the
system.
The revised text is “where used”. The text related to the number of
sprinklers has been retained.
Substantiation: While all pre-action or deluge systems may not require
electronic detection for activation, we know of very few pre-action
systems that do not depend on smoke detectors for actuation of the first
interlock. A listed releasing panel should supervise these detectors. The
present text of 7.3.2.3.1 could be seen as allowing the use of UL 217
(Standard for Single and Multiple Station Smoke Alarms) smoke alarms
with no control unit as opposed to UL 268 (Standard for Smoke Detectors
for Fire Alarm Signaling Systems) smoke detectors that require a releasing
panel.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Method of supervision may be mechanical.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-127 Log #179 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.3.2.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James Everitt, Western Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-155
Recommendation: Revise to read:
7.3.2.3.1 Where provided, sprinkler piping and fire detection devices
shall be automatically electrically supervised where there are more than 20
sprinklers on the system.
Substantiation: We agree with the committee statement that not all preaction or deluge systems require electronic detection for activation and
have changed the text to state only when those systems are provided do
they need to be electrically supervised.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-126
(Log #47).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-128 Log #266 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(7.3.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-157
Recommendation: Add the following words to clarify this is for dry pipe
systems only:
(5) Pendent sprinklers... the water supply is potable, and the piping for
the dry-pipe system is...
Substantiation: This wording will ensure that all of the piping, and not
just the drop, return bend, or branchlines will be non-corrosive.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Add the following words to clarify this is for pre-action systems only:
(5) Pendent sprinklers... the water supply is potable, and the piping for
the pre-action system is...
Committee Statement: Meets submitter’s intent.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-128a Log #CC24 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(7.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-145
Recommendation: Modify paragraph 7.3.2.5 as follows:
7.3.2.5 Preaction systems of the type described in 7.3.2.1(3) and all
preaction systems protecting storage occupancies, excluding miscellaneous
storage, shall not be gridded.
Substantiation: The task group has concerns that in storage occupancies,
large volume systems may have excessive trapped air in the piping that
could result in a delay to the time water is available to an activated
sprinkler, impacting the ability of an automatic sprinkler to provide
effective fire control at the early stages of development.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: Further to my comments concerning Comment 13-74b, I
do not believe that we have selected the properly definitive text to describe
when preaction systems that protect storage should not be gridded. For
example, dedicated storage of Class I through IV commodities to 12 ft or
less in height does not meet the definition of miscellaneous storage, but
is protected in the same manner, (i.e., as ordinary hazard, etc.) and should
therefore also be allowed to be protected with a gridded preaction system,
the same as other ordinary hazard occupancy.
____________________________________________________________
13-129 Log #233 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.5.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-163
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-163.
Substantiation: Antifreeze solutions lose their ability to protect
from freezing at high concentrations. There is no point to using high
concentration solutions if they are actually going to freeze and damage
pipe.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-130 (Log #CC60) and 13-383 (Log
#CC61).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-130 (Log #CC60)
and 13-383 (Log #CC61).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Comment on Affirmative:
KEEPING, L.: There appears to be some typographical errors in the
Committee Statement. The reference to Committee Comment 13-130
should actually be to 13-130a and the reference to 13-383 should actually
be to 13-383a.
____________________________________________________________
13-130 Log #279 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(7.5.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-170
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
7.5.3.4 Systems larger than 40 gals shall have a drain/test connection
installed at the most remote portion of the system.
A.7.5.3.4 Systems larger than 40 gals are required by NFPA 25 to check
the concentration levels at the supply inlet to the antifreeze system and at a
remote point of the system.
Substantiation: See NFPA 25 ROP (Log #193).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-130a Log #CC60 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(Table 7.6.2.2, 7.6.2.6 (New), Figures 7.6.7.5(a), (b), (c))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-163
Recommendation: 1. Delete 70% propylene glycol from Table 7.6.2.2.
2. Add a new section 7.6.2.6 and delete some portions of current tables
and figures.
7.6.2.6 The concentration of antifreeze solutions shall be limited to the
minimum necessary for the anticipated minimum temperature.
3. Delete 70% through 90% from Figure 7.6.7.5(a) and 7.6.7.5(b).
4. Delete 80% from Figure 7.6.7.5(c).
Add a note to each Figure as follows:
Note: The 100% concentration curves are provided for information only
so that densities are known for calculating solutions.

Substantiation: Antifreeze concentrate is a combustible liquid and
the amount of concentrate in the solution potentially has an effect as
the solution is discharged on a fire. Also, for many solutions, when the
concentration gets significantly over 50%, the solution actually freezes
more easily, defeating the purpose of installing the antifreeze. For most
antifreeze solutions, a 60% solution is sufficient to achieve -40 degrees
(F), which should be enough for most uses of antifreeze. For glycerin,
the comment leaves the 70% curve in the Figure because it does allow
the user to get down to -33 degrees (F). The 100% curves have been
proposed to remain in the figures because the information on the density is
necessary for an installer wanting to mix their own solutions.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-131 Log #369 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(7.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-176
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSI review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: No action is required by the installation
committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-132 Log #370 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(7.7 and 14.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-177
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: There is no conflict with the actions taken by the
Installation Committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-133 Log #267 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.8 and A.7.8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-181
Recommendation: Include dry pipe systems as a method for protecting
refrigerated spaces.
Substantiation: Dry pipe systems are an effective means for fighting fire
in refrigerated spaces. Many small freezers in grocery stores and other
occupancies can be protected by a dry pipe system.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Return to requirements of 2002 edition with the following modifications:
Add new section 7.8.2.8 “Fire Detection For Pre-Action Release”
7.8.2.8 Fire Detection for Preaction Release.
7.8.2.8.1 Detectors For Preaction Systems.
7.8.2.8.1.1* The release system shall be designed to operate prior to
sprinkler operation, unless detectors meet the requirements of Section
7.8.2.8.1.2. Detectors shall be electric or pneumatic fixed temperature type
with temperature ratings less than that of the sprinklers. Detection devices
shall not be rate-of-rise type.
A.7.8.2.8.1.1 While it is the intent to require the detection system
to operate prior to sprinklers, however it is possible that in some fire
scenarios the sprinklers could operate prior to the detection system. In
general, the detection system, at its installed location and spacing, should
be more sensitive to fire than the sprinklers.
7.8.2.8.1.2 Where the system is a double interlock preaction system or
single interlock preaction antifreeze system, detection devices shall be
permitted to be any type specifically approved for use in a refrigerated
area if installed in accordance with their listing requirements and NFPA
72.
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7.8.2.8.2 Detector Location at Ceiling. Under smooth ceilings, detectors
shall be spaced not exceeding their listed spacing. For other than smooth
ceilings, detectors shall not exceed one-half of the listed linear detector
spacing or full allowable sprinkler spacing, whichever is greater.
7.8.2.8.3 Detector Location in-Racks. Unless conditions in 7.8.2.8.4 are
met, one level of detectors shall be installed for each level of sprinklers.
Detectors shall be installed vertically within one storage level of the rack
sprinklers and as follows:
(1) Detectors shall be located in the transverse flue in single-row racks
and in the longitudinal flue in double row racks.
(2) For multiple row racks detectors shall be located in either
longitudinal or transverse flue space and shall be within 5 ft horizontally
of each sprinkler.
(3) Separate detection systems shall be installed for ceiling sprinkler
systems and in-rack sprinkler systems.
(4) Where system is double interlock preaction type, ceiling detection
system shall operate solenoid valves on both ceiling and in-rack preaction
systems.
7.8.2.8.4 Single Detection System for Ceiling and In-rack Sprinklers.
Ceiling detection only shall be permitted where all of the following
conditions are met:
(1) Maximum storage height is 35 ft.
(2) Maximum ceiling height is 40 ft.
(3) Maximum hazard of storage is Class III.
(4) No solid shelves are present.
(5) One preaction valve is used for both ceiling and in-rack sprinklers
protecting the same area, with separate indicating control valves and check
valves provided down stream as shown in Figure 7.8.2.8.4(5).
[[Insert bottom Figure from ROP 13-181 here as Figure 7.8.2.8.4(5).]]
(6) Detectors at the ceiling are spaced at a maximum of one-half the
listed detector spacing but not less than the sprinkler spacing.
Modify Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1 in 2002 edition to require air - lines to be
connected to the side of the system pipe and install check valves in the
horizontal position. Add Figure 7.8.3.1 (from ROP) next to above as an
additional figure and allow choice of either. They will now be shown as
Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(A) and (B):

Check valve with ³₃₂ in.
(2.4 mm) hole in clapper
Dry/preaction valve
Main control
valve
Water supply

P1

Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(B) [Figure 7.8.3.1 from the ROP (with no change)renumbered]
Amend current Section 7.8.2.7.1.1 to say at end of sentence …. Figure
7.8.2.7.1.1(A) or Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(B).
Committee Statement: This modifies the proposed material from the
ROP and meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2
Explanation of Negative:
DUKE, R.: ROC #133 in the ballot does not agree with the printed
material in the original ROC. The ballot ROC appears to include action of
a “so called” task group to accept only proposed 7.8.2.8, Figures 7.8.3.1
and 7.8.3.7.4(5), and annex material from the original proposal. The
remaining material from the proposal was deleted including 7.8.3.7.4(7).
The task group added Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(A) and included revised
7.8.2.8.1.1 and 7.8.2.8.1.2 as added changes made at the committee
meeting.
The original ROC 13-133 and 13-134 objected to the exclusion of dry
pipe systems in small freezers. There was no mention of excluding large
dry systems at the committee meeting nor was any justification presented
for allowing such systems at the task group meeting.
However, ignoring how we got here, it remains that permitting large
dry pipe systems including in-rack systems to be installed in freezers is a
complete mistake. The driving force for the past 20 years to install double
interlock systems has been the total unacceptance of dry pipe systems in
freezers. It is time the NFPA no longer permits dry systems which are so
prone to shut down and massive costly repairs. I pity the poor owner who,
after his dry pipe sprinkler system has tripped, is told by the unknowing
or unscrupulous sprinkler contractor “ Sorry, but the system is installed in
accordance with NFPA 13, meets code, and therefore the fault is yours for
letting the system trip. Goodby sucker”.
I would also like to point out there are several options which make
even small dry systems unnecessary. As proposed, the standard allows
use of dry sprinklers, anti freeze systems or low cost preaction systems
with pilot sprinklers. However, to sooth the naysayers I propose to accept
the original proposal with added new 7.8.2. (5) Dry pipe systems where
freezer is no greater than 1500 square feet and with no in rack sprinklers.
Also delete 7.8.2.6.4 (7).
The sections of the original proposal which were deleted should be
accepted to make the entire 7.8 complete. A majority of the deleted
sections is a rewording or repeat of the 2002 Edition. However, several are
new material which should remain as follows:
7.8.3.2.2 (Makes automatic air maintenance mandatory)

Freezer air intake

Air compressor
and tank

P1

Air pressure
Air supply source

P2

Air pressure
Water supply source

Notes:
1. Check valve with ³⁄₃₂ in. (2.4 mm) hole in clapper not required if prime water not used.
2. Supply air to be connected to top or side of system pipe.
3. Each removable air line to be a minimum of 1 in. (25 mm) diameter and a minimum
of 6 ft (1.8 m) long.
ELEVATION VIEW

FIGURE 7.8.2.7.1.1(A).
7.8.3.5.1 (Clarifies the check valve with 3/32” hole is installed above
the priming water, and that the connection from the air supply must be
above this check valve. With some preaction valves, this will require two
check valves. Although not specifically required, it is very useful if this
connection is below the secondary control valve which will allow testing
and setting of the air maintenance device and low air pressure switch
without time consuming raising and lowering system pressure.)
7.8.3.6.1 (Allows single preaction valve for both ceiling and in rack
systems)
I have numerous problems with the added Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(A) as
follows:
1. I doubt the value and serviceability of a check valve located 30’ to 50’
up in the air at the sprinkler main.
2. The lack of detail of the disconnects for removal of the 1” pipe.
3. What is the location of the 1” valves in the freezer? Experience has
shown the 1” air supply pipes in the freezer do not remove sufficient
moisture to completely prevent formation of ice plugs at the sprinkler
main as it enters the freezer, but serves to slow the process down and alert
plant operators of excessive leakage in the sprinkler system. Some of this
moisture will undoubtedly move up the air pipe and may cause the 1”
check valve and shut off valves to become inoperative. A variety of causes
will affect these conditions.
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4. Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(A) can only be used where the air supply is to only
one system of pipe in the freezer. If there are rack sprinklers or more than
one system served is by the air compressor, Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(B) from the
original proposal must be used.
5. The note in Figure 7.8.2.7.1.1(A) “Two easily removed sections of
pipes.” should be changed. It is never possible to remove the pipe outside
the freezer since it is insulated and covered with a hard plastic shield
which is sealed at the freezer wall to prevent condensation on the pipe.
Note to NFPA staff: The preprint of the full standard made available at
the ROC committee meeting is incorrect. It showed the Annex changes
incorrectly.
HILTON, L.: 13-181 was accepted by the committee in the ROP and
was the product of a task group effort. The substantiation for this reversal
was “many small freezers….can be protected by a dry pipe systems.”
Small freezers can be protected by dry pendent sprinklers, antifreeze
systems, or any other new technology that is developed for the occupancy.
From the standpoint of extended and costly impairments from minor
maintenance complications, dry pipe systems in freezer warehouses have
proven to be uniquely troublesome and unreliable. This is one of the
reasons that many developers and insurers of these structures are setting
aside NFPA 13 and using other industry standards for protection of this
occupancy. A proposal for use of dry pipe systems in defined “small”
freezers would have been a reasonable alternative for acceptance by the
committee instead of the action to overturn this proposal.
____________________________________________________________
13-134 Log #139 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.8.2, 7.8.3, and 7.8.3.5.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-181
Recommendation: Revise the proposed 7.8.2 to read:
7.8.2 Types of Systems. Systems shall be one of the following:
(1) Single interlock preaction system Dry pipe systems.
(2) Double interlock preaction systems Preaction systems.
(3) Antifreeze systems.
(4) Dry type sprinklers on wet pipe systems. Wet pipe shall not be
subject to freezing.
Revise the proposed 7.8.3 to read:
7.8.3 Dry Pipe and Preaction Systems.
Revise the proposed 7.8.3.5.2 to read:
7.8.3.5.2 Check valves shall not be required where dry pipe or preaction
valves are used and designed to completely drain all water …
Substantiation: The elimination of the use of dry pipe systems to protect
any and all types of freezer is not warranted. While the use of double
interlock preaction systems or antifreeze ESFR systems certainly make
sense for the large freezer warehouse buildings that are being constructed
these days, they are not necessarily appropriate to all freezer spaces. Many
smaller freezers, such as those found in the stock areas of grocery stores
or in restaurant kitchen areas can be adequately protected with dry pipe
systems. The complications introduced, by fire detectors and releasing
panels for preaction systems or backflow preventers and expansion tanks
for antifreeze systems, are not always desirable.
Further, if the above logic is accepted and dry-pipe systems, single
interlock preaction systems and double interlock preaction systems are
then recognized as viable methods of protecting a freezer space, the noninterlocked systems should also be deemed acceptable, so all three types
of preaction system should be allowed.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-133 (Log #267).
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-133 (Log
#267).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-135 Log #49 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(7.8.3.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-181
Recommendation: Revise the new proposed text as follows:
7.8.3.3 Low Air Pressure Alarm. All systems shall be installed with
an electrically supervised low air pressure alarm. The revised text is “n
electrically supervised.”
Substantiation: As an incident could take place when the protected
premises is vacant, this should be an electrically supervised function of the
system so that a responsible party is notified in a timely manner.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: No justification to require electrical supervision.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-136 Log #140 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(7.9.3.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-187
Recommendation: Delete all of the text in the new 7.3.9.4.1 following
the first sentence.
Substantiation: Editorial. All of the text following the words “… shall
not be required.”, at the end of the first sentence is redundant verbiage left
from the original wording of 7.3.9.4, which is no longer applicable. The
words beginning with “connected to a listed exhaust hood …” do not even
make a proper sentence.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-137 Log #50 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(Chapter 8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-190
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-190 in part.
8.16.4.1.1 Waterflow alarm test valves shall be readily accessible.
Renumber as required.
Substantiation: We cannot write to the main body of Mr. Stringfield’s
original submittal. However, our members have been involved in
the testing of many wet pipe automatic sprinkler systems. This is a
requirement that is needed. Our members have found inspector test valves
located in attics, above false ceilings, behind walls, in walls with no access
panel and every other type of place within a building that you cannot
imagine. The purpose of the inspectors test valve is to allow for the testing
of the sprinkler system’s alarm actuation devices, and not hide and seek.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Already covered in 8.16.4.2.2 and is adequate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-138 Log #255 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Part
(8.3.1.5.3 and A.8.3.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-196
Recommendation: Add a new 8.3.1.5.3 as follows:
8.3.1.5.3 Protective caps and straps on all upright sprinklers or on
any sprinklers installed more than 10 ft (3 m) above the floor shall be
permitted to be removed from sprinklers immediately following their
installation.
Remove the proposed wording for A.8.3.1.1.
Substantiation: The new text for 8.3.1.5.3 will allow the removal of the
protective straps from sprinklers that are relatively protected from damage.
Upright sprinklers are protected by the very piping they are installed on.
Other types of sprinklers that are installed more than 10 ft above the floor
are not generally susceptible to the kind of damage a protective strap is
intended to prevent.
The term “whenever possible” is too broad and creates enforcement
issues. A.8.3.1.1 should be removed from the proposal.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Accept proposed text.
Reject deletion of the annex text.
Committee Statement: Committee feels that A 8.3.1.1 should remain in
the Annex.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-139 Log #190 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-161
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
7.5.1.3 Where pendent sprinklers are utilized, the water shall be drained
from the entire system after the operation of the system or after the system
is hydrostatically tested with water.
7.5.1.3.1 Where pendent sprinklers are removed they shall be visually
inspected for damage prior to reinstallation. Damaged sprinklers shall be
replaced with new listed sprinklers of the same characteristics, including
orifice size, thermal response, and water distribution.
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7.5.1.3.2 The requirements of Section 7.5.1.3 shall not apply where the
system is hydrostatically tested with properly mixed antifreeze solution.
Substantiation: This change clarifies that if an automatic sprinkler
is removed, It can be reinstalled in the outlet from which it was just
removed. This change also clarifies that water should be drained after
system operation.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Retain ROP text and Reject the proposed
changes. Post system activation is addressed in NFPA 25. Additionally, the
committee cannot quantify what the requirements of the visual inspection
should entail or how to evaluate for minor damage.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-140 Log #191 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-198
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
(8) Fast response sprinklers protecting light hazard or residential areas
installed near specific heat sources identified in Table 8.3.2.5(c) shall be
installed in accordance with Table 8.3.2.5(c).
Revise Table Heading to read:
Table 8.3.2.5(c) Ratings of Sprinklers in Specified Light Hazard or
Residential Areas
Substantiation: This proposed change applies additional heat source
guidance to light hazard occupancies which may have similar heat sources
to residential occupancies.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Table 8.3.2.5(c) is not applicable to other light
hazard occupancies such as hospitals, or churches, where differing
distances may apply due to appliance or heat source size.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-141 Log #268 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-197
Recommendation: Add the words “or higher” at the end of the new text.
Substantiation: The submitter was made aware that some self defrosting
coolers and freezers will need higher rated sprinklers than originally
thought. This language would allow high temp sprinklers as appropriate.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-142 Log #256 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.3.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-199
Recommendation: Revise 8.3.3.1 to include places where quick response
sprinklers are not required within a light hazard occupancy.
8.3.3.1(5) Standard response sprinklers shall be permitted to be installed
in concealed spaces, eaves and overhangs, museums, libraries, offices, and
closets.
Substantiation: The committee made it clear that it considers living
spaces to require quick response sprinklers. However, there are many other
places that should not require the quick response technology.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee felt that it was appropriate to
maintain QR requirements for all light hazard occupancies.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-143 Log #192 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.3.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-200
Recommendation: Accept submitter original text.
Substantiation: A frequent area of confusion involves ECOH sprinklers,
which are listed as standard response sprinklers but have a fast response
operating elements (3 mm bulb - RTI less than 50 m-s 1/2 ). This proposed

change will clarify that all sprinkler within an area have to be of the same
thermal sensitivity.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee is concerned with sprinkler
response and not the element. The ECOH sprinkler referenced by the
submitter is not quick response and would not be limited by this section.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-144 Log #280 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.3.3.3 and A.8.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-201
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
8.3.3.3 Where circumstances require the use of other than ordinary
temperature-rated quick response sprinklers, standard response sprinklers
shall be permitted to be used in a portion of the compartment
Renumbered A.8.4 as A.8.3.3.3 and add asterisk.
Substantiation: The proposal better clarifies that there are times when
mixing thermal sensitivity is allowed. The current referenced text is wrong
since temperature rating has nothing to do with when such circumstances
exist. Also note that QR heads are available in higher temperature ratings.
The annex material of A.8.4 describes the mixing of thermal sensitivities
and fits better linked to 8.3.3.3. Note the annex material says nothing
about temperature rating being a factor.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reword 8.3.3.3 to read as follows:
8.3.3.3 Where there are no listed quick response sprinklers in the
temperature range required, standard response sprinklers shall be permitted
to be used.
Committee Statement: The committee felt that the change would clarify
the language in the standard.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-145 Log #269 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-202
Recommendation: Eliminate 8.6.4.14.4 that requires the 20 psi and only
for dry systems.
8.6.4.1.4.4 Nominal K-4.2 orifice sprinklers shall be permitted for use
at the 20 psi minimum pressure option for wet pipe systems and dry pipe
systems where piping is corrosion resistant or internally galvanized.
Substantiation: The new verbiage for 8.3.4.3 allows K-4.2 sprinklers and
would therefore allow the 4.2 k factor sprinkler in attics when the 20 psi
minimum would not necessarily be required.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-146 Log #155 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.4.1.6 and 8.4.1.7 (New))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-289
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal as submitted.
Substantiation: The Committee statement is confusing. Also, it does
not address the issue raised by the proponent that the test information
submitted in the last cycle to substantiate the more stringent rules in
8.4.1.6 did not provide any fire test data that showed that fires would not
be controlled by standard sprinklers when the ceiling below and enclosing
these combustible spaces is noncombustible or limited combustible.
This proposal specifically requires that the ceiling enclosing the space
not contribute to the potential for allowing fire to spread uncontrolled in
the combustible concealed space that is sprinklered using standard spray
sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee continues to support the position
at the ROP meeting. Additionally, no supporting data was submitted to
document the proposed changes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-147 Log #154 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.4.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-291
Recommendation: Reconsider this proposal and accept the proposed
wording. Failing that, reconsider and accept proposal 13-289.
Substantiation: Section 8.4.1.6 was added in the 2002 edition and has
created a situation where there are no listed sprinklers for certain types of
concealed spaces addressed by this section. The original proponent has
identified one of those cases.
I had raised concerns along these lines in 2001/2002 at the NFPA 13 SSI
and TCC meetings that this new provision (8.4.1.6) would create scenarios
where it would be impossible to identify design solutions for certain types
of construction arrangements.
Proposal 13-289 in this cycle provides an option for addressing this
issue by recognizing that certain types of combustible concealed spaces
with noncombustible or limited combustible ceilings can be protected
by standard spray sprinkler protection. No fire test data on that specific
arrangement was submitted during the previous cycle that showed that
standard spray sprinklers could not protect such spaces.
If neither this proposal,13-291, nor proposal 13-289 is accepted, then the
standard creates a situation where no specific solution or guidance is given
on how to sprinkler this type of construction when used in a building that
is required to be sprinklered.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
The resulting action is to accept the proposed changes of ROP 13-291.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-148 Log #193 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.4.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-207
Recommendation: Revise committee action to read:
8.7.3.1.7 Where sidewall standard spray sprinklers are installed to
protect areas below overhead doors within ordinary hazard occupancy
spaces or rooms, protection area and maximum sprinkler spacing for light
hazard as specified for ordinary hazard occupancies in Table 8.7.2.2.1
shall be permitted under the overhead doors.
Add new Section 14.4.4.4.7 to read:
Where sidewall standard spray sprinklers are installed to protect areas
below overhead doors, the sprinkler(s) shall be capable of delivering the
appropriate density not to exceed that required for ordinary hazard group
2, which shall be added to the design area.
Substantiation: The committee is essentially permitting a standard
coverage sprinkler to be installed at extended coverage spacings. When
an extended coverage horizontal sidewall sprinkler is listed for use in
an ordinary hazard occupancy, additional testing occurs that a standard
coverage sidewall may not necessarily pass. This testing includes a Piled
stock fire test for ECOH sprinklers (12 ft high palletized Class II) and a
distribution test for ECOH sprinklers. Listed ECOH sprinklers should be
used when conditions require.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee continues to feel that the use of
light hazard protection areas and spacing rules is acceptable as long as the
density requirement is met.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

FIGURE A.8.5.3.4.3(a) and (b).
Substantiation: Copying the figures from 8.6.4.1.3.1 clarifies the intent of
the spacing mentioned in 8.5.3.1.2.
When there is a steeply pitched roof or ceiling there is concern that
sprinklers in compliance with the spacing rules may be subjected to cold
soldering. These diagrams and clarifications assist the user in recognizing
scenarios where sprinklers may be cold soldered. If the minimum
distances cannot be met then baffles would have to be installed in order
to ensure proper operation of the sprinkles. The two figures shown in the
comment are in the elevation view.
This comment was developed by the UL/FM/NFSA Liaison Group.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept proposed text and Move to 8.10.
8.10.x The maximum distance shall be measured along the slope of the
ceiling as shown in Figures 8.10.x(a) and (b).
Insert Figure 8.10.x(a) and Figure 8.10.x(b).
Add a new 8.10.y as follows:
8.10.y Where sprinklers are installed along sloped ceilings, the sprinklers
shall maintain the minimum listed spacing, but no less than 8 ft, measured
in the plan view from one sprinkler to another as shown in Figure 8.10.
y(a) and (b).
Insert the following Figures 8.10.y(a) and (b).
Modify the accepted ROP figures to indicate:
Minimum listed spacing, but not less than 8 feet.

____________________________________________________________
13-149 Log #63 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.5.3.1.2 and 8.5.3.4.3 (New))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-214
Recommendation: Revise 8.5.3.1.2 as follows:
8.5.3.1.2 The maximum distance shall be measured along the slope of
the ceiling as shown in Figures 8.5.3.1.2(a) and (b).
Insert Figure 8.6.4.1.3.1(a) and Figure 8.6.4.1.3.1(b) from NFPA 13 as
Figures 8.5.3.1.2(a) and 8.5.3.1.2(b) respectively.
Add a new 8.5.3.4.3 as follows:
8.5.3.4.3 Where sprinklers are installed along sloped ceilings, sprinklers
shall maintain a minimum of 8 ft or 1/2 the maximum listed spacing,
whichever is greater, measured in the plan view from one sprinkler to
another as shown in Figure 8.5.3.4.3(a) and (b).
Insert the following Figures 8.5.3.4.3(a) and (b).

S

Minimum listed spacing
but not less than 8 ft

ELEVATION VIEW

FIGURE 8.10.y(a).
S

Minimum listed spacing
but not less than 8 ft

ELEVATION VIEW

FIGURE 8.10.y(b).
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Committee Statement: Accept in principle and coordinate with the action
at the residential committee meeting with respect to the changes in the
figures commentary.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-150 Log #371 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(8.5.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-220
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: The committee supports the action of the
Installation committee and no additional action is required.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-151 Log #101 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.5.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-220
Recommendation: Modify proposed text to read “maximum storage
height” rather than “storage height” and then accept the proposal.
Substantiation: It is a well established principle that if a sprinkler system
is designed for storage up to a design height, that system will perform
well if less storage is in place. The example of 5 ft storage in a 30 ft high
space, cited by the committee is not in the spirit of the intended proposal
unless it referred to some design that is suitable for nothing greater than 5
ft pallet load. the modified text uses maximum storage height rather than
storage height so it is clear that reference is being made to a design value
and not an actual value on some day.
The committee makes vague reference to full scale fire tests that indicate
that clearance limits are not required for ceiling heights under 30 ft. I am
aware of testing done by FM and reported as
FIRE PROTECTION FOR NON-STORAGE
OCCUPANCIES WITH HIGH CEILING CLEARANCES
SOONIL NAM, ANTONIO BRAGA, HSIANG-CHENG KUNG, and
JOAN M. A. TROUP
FM Global Research, 1151, Boston-Providence Turnpike, Norwood,
Massachusetts 02062, U. S. A.
FIRE SAFETY SCIENCE-PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, pp. 493-504
In that work they report both successes and failures. They specifically
cite sprinkler skipping as a problem at large ceiling clearances that
is not present at “ordinary” ceiling heights. In one test 26 sprinklers
operated before the test was prematurely terminated. This work is hardly
a ringing endorsement of large ceiling clearances. While instructive, they
did not conduct the same tests at a 10 ft clearance for comparison. My
understanding is that the sprinkler skipping issue is sufficiently of concern
to FM that they have continued scientific work to understand the problem.
Some early work has been reported in
An Investigation of the Causative
Mechanism of Sprinkler Skipping
PAUL A. CROCE, JOHN P. HILL AND YIBING XIN*
FM Global Research, 1151 Boston-Providence Turnpike, Norwood, MA
02062, USA
Journal of FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING, Vol. 15—May 2005,
pp 107-136.
While they did not specifically examine ceiling clearance in the initial
work, they end with the following observation:
“With droplet impingement as the causative mechanism, other
parameters that may be important to the skipping phenomenon for a given
sprinkler geometry are: clearance height, sprinkler spacing, rated link
temperature, and link sensitivity. The sprinkler geometry should also be
an important factor, especially with regard to effects on the distribution,”
pattern and the droplet size distribution.
There is even evidence in the annex of NFPA 13. In one test with
excessive clearance (30 ft) fire was controlled on a lower tier by in-rack
sprinklers, but the ceiling sprinklers failed to control the fire in the single
top tier. See Annex C.9.
There is indeed significant evidence of problems with excessive
clearances, even when the storage height is a single tier. While there may
be motivations to not act on buildings less than 30 ft in height, the physics
of fire is pleasantly oblivious to any such hopes. The problem is real and
needs to be addressed.

Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee rejects the proposed changes
because section 8.5.6 applies to all occupancies and types of sprinklers.
There is no evidence to suggest that clearance in excess of 20 ft is a
problem for all sprinklers and all occupancies. For example, full-scale fire
tests have shown sprinklers protecting ordinary hazard occupancies to be
effective at clearance heights well in excess of 20 ft. Even if the proposal
is limited to storage, it is not practical to place a maximum clearance of 20
ft. In a 30 ft high warehouse, owners would not be able to store a single
pallet load 5 ft high, that would create a clearance situation of 25 ft, which
would violate the standard, even though it would not be a fire hazard.
Clearance issues effect the density necessary to obtain fire control and
the number of sprinklers that will open, so this issue needs to be further
addressed by the Discharge Criteria Committee in Chapter 12.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-152 Log #CC7 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 8.6.2.2.1(a))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-226
Recommendation: The proposal changed table to >8 ft, but lost the note
and pressure requirements.
Substantiation: The committee needs to confirm that these requirements
are picked up elsewhere or are no longer needed.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
In the existing table 8.6.2.2.1a we want to change 8 x 15 and 10 x 12 to
read:
15 ft parallel to the slope and 10 ft perpendicular to the slope.
Attach note to 10 ft perpendicular And revise the note to say where the
dimension perpendicular to the slope exceeds 8 ft the min pressure is 20
psi.
Committee Statement: We want to add the asterisk and keep the note.
This clarifies the maximum distance in both directions.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-153 Log #372 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.6.3.4.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-227
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSI review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: There was no action required to correlate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-154 Log #194 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.4.1.3.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-229
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
A.8.64.1.3.3 A steeply pitched ceiling is defined as having a slope
greater than 12 inches per foot.
Substantiation: Guidance as to what constitutes a steeply pitched roof
should be added to the standard. Testing with residential sprinkler under
slopes up to 12 in 12 indicates that installing sprinkler within 3 ft of the
peak is necessary to achieve optimal sensitivity.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Do not modify the current text of 8.6.4.1.3.3 and add a new annex as
follows:
A.8.6.4.1.3.3 Generally where applying the requirements of this section
a surface having a slope greater than or equal to 18 in 12 is needed.
Committee Statement: Meets submitter’s intent.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-155 Log #347 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.6.4.1.3.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-229
Recommendation: The entire paragraph and everything associated with it
should be eliminated from the standard.
Substantiation: The problem is that as it stands at the moment, until a
specific definition of what “steeply pitched” actually means is developed
and embraced, this section/paragraph is useless.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee has now given guidance in the
annex as to what a steeply pitched surface is.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-156 Log #159 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.4.1.4.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-219
Recommendation: Add a reference to ‘wood rafters’ at the end of the
paragraph. The wording would then read in part:
“...sprinklers installed along the eave are located not less than 5 feet
from the intersection of the truss chords or the wood rafters and ceiling
joists.”
Substantiation: A reference is also needed to the intersection point of
the roof joists (rafters) and ceiling joists when wood joists are used in the
concealed spaces instead of wood trusses.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept proposed text and modify Figure note to be consistent.
Committee Statement: Meets the submitter’s intent.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-159 Log #152 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.8.5.2.1.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-247
Recommendation: Revise the proposed wording from the Committee to
read:
8.8.5.2.1.5 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be located one half the
distance between the obstructions where the obstruction consists of wood
bar joists 20 in. (0.51 m) or greater apart, provided that the top and bottom
cord of the wood bar joist are not greater than 4 inch (nominal) in width
and bar members do not exceed 1
inch in width.
Substantiation: Clarification by referring to the spcific type of structural
member this provision is intended to apply to.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-159a Log #CC52 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.9.4.1.3.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-256
Recommendation: Add to Section 8.9 as follows:
8.9.4.1.3.3 Soffits and Cabinets in Residential Areas/Occupancies.
Where soffits are used for the installation of sidewall sprinklers, the
sprinklers and soffits shall be installed in accordance with section
8.9.4.1.3.3.1, 8.9.4.1.3.3.2, or 8.9.4.1.3.3.3.
8.9.4.1.3.3.1 Where soffits exceed more than 8 inches in width or
projection from the wall, pendent sprinklers shall be installed under the
soffit.
8.9.4.1.3.3.2 Sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted to be installed in the
face of a soffit located directly over cabinets, without requiring additional
____________________________________________________________ sprinklers below the soffit or cabinets, where the soffit does not project
13-157 Log #240 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
horizontally more than 12 inches from the wall.
(8.6.4.1.4.4)
8.9.4.1.3.3.3 Where sidewall sprinklers are more than 3 ft above the
____________________________________________________________ top of cabinets, the sprinkler shall be permitted to be installed on the wall
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
above the cabinets where the cabinets are no greater than 12 inches from
Comment on Proposal No: 13-202
the wall.
Recommendation: Delete section 8.6.4.1.4.4.
A.8.9.4.1.3.3 The rules in section 8.9.4.1.3.3 were developed from years
Substantiation: The only reason for section 8.6.4.1.4.4 in the 2002 edition of experience with NFPA 13 obstruction rules and an additional test series
was to allow k-4.2 sprinklers in dry-pipe systems in this one situation,
conducted by the National Fire Sprinkler Association with the help of
since section 8.3.4 did not generally allow such sprinklers. Now that
Tyco International (Valentine and Isman, Kitchen Cabinets and Residential
section 8.3.4 has been modified by proposal 13-202, there is no need for
Sprinklers, National Fire Sprinkler Association, November 2005) which
this section to appear in the attic rules.
included fire modeling, distribution tests and full-scale fire tests. The test
The section also causes problems for wet pipe systems using k-4.2
series showed that pendent sprinklers definitely provide protection for
sprinklers. AHJ’s have argued that in order to use k-4.2 sprinklers on a wet kitchens, even for fires that start under the cabinets. The information in the
pipe system, the pressure needs to be 20 psi. This was never the intent of
series was less than definitive for sidewall sprinklers, but distribution data
section 8.6.4.1.4.4 but the words can be read that way.
shows that sprinklers in the positions in this standard provide adequate
The problems are all resolved if the section is eliminated and the rules
water distribution in front of the cabinets and that sidewall sprinklers
for k-4.2 sprinklers are all in section 8.3.4 where they belong.
should be able to control a fire that starts under the cabinets. When
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
protecting kitchens or similar rooms with cabinets, the pendent sprinkler
See Comment 13-145 (Log #269).
should be the first option. If pendent sprinklers cannot be installed, the
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-145 (Log #269).
next best option is a sidewall sprinkler on the opposite wall from the
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
cabinets, spraying in the direction of the cabinets. The third best option
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
is the sidewall sprinkler on the same wall as the cabinets on a soffit flush
with the face of the cabinet. The last option should be putting sprinklers on
____________________________________________________________ the wall back behind the face of the cabinet because this location is subject
13-158 Log #365 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
to being blocked by items placed on top of the cabinets. It is not the intent
(8.8.2.1.3 and Table 8.8.2.1.2)
of the committee to require sprinklers under kitchen cabinets.
____________________________________________________________ Substantiation: The committee proposes the changes to extended
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
coverage sidewall sprinklers to correlate the requirements with residential
Comment on Proposal No: 13-245
sprinklers. Historically, NFPA 13 has attempted to keep the obstruction
Recommendation: Revise Table 8.8.2.1.2. Change maximum distance
rules for extended coverage sprinklers the same as those for residential
between sprinklers for extra hazard and high piled storage when protection sprinklers. This can be seen through several ROP logs which correlated
area is 144 sq ft from 12 ft maximum spacing to 15 ft maximum spacing.
other obstructions rules between residential and extended coverage
Substantiation: The 15 ft distance between sprinklers (total area of
sidewall sprinklers.
coverage still under 144 sq ft) will allow systems that were originally
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
calculated for OH or Extra Hazard/High Piled Storage (Densities less
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
than 0.25) to be retrofitted with specifically listed ECEH & EC Storage
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
sprinklers for density upgrades or changes in storage commodity. The 15
ft. maximum distance is consistent with test programs at both UL and FM. ____________________________________________________________
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
13-160 Log #141 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
(8.9.5.2.1 and 8.9.5.2.1.6 (New) )
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-252
Recommendation: Revise 8.9.5.2.1.3 to read:
8.9.5.2.1.3 Unless the requirements of 8.9.5.2.1.4 or 8.9.5.2.1.5 through
8.9.5.4.1.6 are met, sprinklers shall be positioned …
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Add a new 8.9.5.2.1.6 to read:
8.9.5.2.1.6 The requirements of 8.9.5.2.1.3 shall not apply to sprinkler
system piping less than 3 in. (75 mm) in diameter.
Substantiation: The Committee Statement to see the action on 13-234
(Log #56) does not actually result in any actual change to the standard,
which is inconsistent with the Final Action to accept in principle.
The change suggested herein is necessary to bring the criteria for
extended coverage sidewall spray sprinklers into alignment with the new
requirements accepted for standard pendent and upright spray sprinklers
(13-234), for sidewall standard spray sprinklers (13-242) and for extended
coverage upright and pendent spray sprinklers (13-248).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-161 Log #77 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.2 and A.8.10.2.2 (New))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Ivan J. Humberson, City of Gaithersburg, MD
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Change the proposed new 8.10.2.2 to read:
Where residential sprinklers are installed on a slope greater than 2 in 12,
and there are sprinklers listed for the proposed ceiling configuration, they
shall be listed for this application sprinklers shall be installed.
Add an Annex A.8.10.2.2 to read:
Residential sprinklers are listed for some sloped ceiling conditions, and
where such conditions exist, listed sprinklers must be utilized. For ceiling
conditions outside the scope of current listings special sprinkler design
features such as larger flows, a design utilizing more sprinklers, or both
may be required.
Substantiation: As pointed out by Mr. Isman in his Explanation of
Negative, there are no residential sprinklers which are listed for all
possible ceiling slope configurations. In fact, to my knowledge, of the
residential sprinklers which are listed for sloped conditions, none are listed
at slopes steeper than 8 in 12, while ceiling slopes as steep as 12 in 12 are
not uncommon. Requiring all sprinklers installed under sloped ceilings to
be listed will unquestionably cause installations that are in violation of this
standard. This revision to this proposal will mirror the language approved
for NFPA 13R, A.6.7.1.2, Log #13R-50 in this ROP, while requiring listed
sprinklers to be used where listed sprinklers are available for the intended
installation.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add a new annex text as follows:
A.8.10.2 Listings. Residential sprinklers should be used in compliance
with their listing limits. Where there are no listed residential sprinklers for
a particular arrangement other design approaches from NFPA 13 should be
utilized, such as using QR sprinklers.
Committee Statement: It is the intent of the committee that residential
sprinklers be used in compliance with the listing limits. Where there are
no listed residential sprinklers for a particular arrangement other design
approaches from NFPA 13 should be utilized, such as using QR sprinklers.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Note: The Residential Committee was balloted on this item (13-162)
at the request of the TCC to ensure that there were no correlation
issues between NFPA 13, NFPA 13D and NFPA 13R requirements for
residential sprinklers.
____________________________________________________________
13-162 Log #373 AUT-RSS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-RSS review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
No additional action required.
Committee Statement: The RSS Committee has no additional action
required for the installation request as to NFPA 13 application is specific
to NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 26
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22
Ballot Not Returned: 4 Baker, G., Maruskin, M.L., Pilette, M., Shaw, H.

____________________________________________________________
13-163 Log #161 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Add a new appendix Note to read:
All residential sprinklers have been investigated and are currently listed
for use under flat, smooth, horizontal ceilings. Some residential sprinklers
have been investigated and listed for use under specific smooth sloped or
horizontal beamed ceilings. Where ceilings have configurations outside
the scope of current listings special sprinkler system design features
such as larger flows, a design of five or more sprinklers to operate in a
compartment, or both may be required.
Substantiation: Additional guidance is needed for the users of the
standard when they encounter sloped ceiling configurations in residences
that have not been investigated with the current listed residential
sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-161 (Log #77).
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-161 (Log
#77).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-164 Log #270 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Add the following to 8.10.2.2:
...or quick response sprinklers shall be used.
Add an annex note to read:
A.8.10.2.2 Residential sprinklers are currently listed for use under
certain types of ceilings. Sloped, beamed, and pitched ceilings could
require special design features such as larger flow, a design for three or
more sprinklers to operate in the compartment, or both. The manufacturer
and the AHJ should be consulted for guidance.
Substantiation: The current proposal would make it impossible to
sprinkler most new homes, since there does not appear to be sprinkler
listed for every ceiling application. The annex note will allow AHJ’s to
offer guidance when there is no listed residential sprinkler for the given
ceiling application.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-161 (Log #77).
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-161 (Log
#77).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-165 Log #355 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.10.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kevin D. Maughan, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Retain text of 2002 edition.
Substantiation: I concur with Mr. Isman who stated the following:
While there are some listed residential sprinklers for some sloped ceiling
configurations, residential sprinklers do not to have listings for all possible
ceiling arrangements. If residential sprinklers are required to be listed
for all sloped conditions and a building needs to be sprinklered that has
a ceiling configuration that is not covered by any listing, what will the
sprinkler contractor install? This item needs to be coordinated with NFPA
13D and NFPA 13R.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
See committee action on Comment 13-161 (Log #77).
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-161 (Log
#77). Committee is adding language to clarify the use of residential
sprinklers under slopes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-166 Log #234 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-214
Recommendation: Insert a new 8.10.3.4 with figures as follows:
“8.10.3.4 Where sprinklers are installed along sloped ceilings, a
minimum of 8 ft or the minimum spacing required by the listing of the
sprinkler shall be maintained between sprinklers as measured in the plan
view. see Figures 8.10.3.4(a) and 8.10.3.4(b).”
Insert figures as shown on page 13-56 of the ROP.
Substantiation: Guidance is needed on how to make sure that coldsoldering does not affect residential sprinklers. This proposal was
submitted to section 8.5 by mistake. It should have been submitted to 8.10
as it is only applicable to residential sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Comment 13-149 (Log #63).
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-149 (Log #63).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-167 Log #235 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-256
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-256.
Substantiation: Guidance is needed on how to apply the rules for a
sidewall residential sprinkler under a soffit. The NFSA conducted water
distribution tests on kitchen cabinets 12 inches deep and found acceptable
distribution under the cabinets when the sidewall sprinkler was flush with
the cabinet face. Test data will be submitted to the committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add to Section 8.10 as follows:
8.10.7.1.4 Soffits and Cabinets. Where soffits are used for the
installation of sidewall sprinklers, the sprinklers and soffits shall be
installed in accordance with section 8.10.7.1.4.1, 8.10.7.1.4.2, or
8.10.7.1.4.3.
8.10.7.1.4.1 Where soffits exceed more than 8 inches in width or
projection from the wall, pendent sprinklers shall be installed under the
soffit.
8.10.7.1.4.2 Sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted to be installed in the
face of a soffit located directly over cabinets, without requiring additional
sprinklers below the soffit or cabinets, where the soffit does not project
horizontally more than 12 inches from the wall.
8.10.7.1.4.3 Where sidewall sprinklers are more than 3 ft above the top
of cabinets, the sprinkler shall be permitted to be installed on the wall
above the cabinets where the cabinets are no greater than 12 inches from
the wall.
A.8.10.7.1.4 The rules in section 8.10.7.1.4 were developed from years
of experience with NFPA 13 obstruction rules and an additional test series
conducted by the National Fire Sprinkler Association with the help of
Tyco International (Valentine and Isman, Kitchen Cabinets and Residential
Sprinklers, National Fire Sprinkler Association, November 2005) which
included fire modeling, distribution tests and full-scale fire tests. The test
series showed that pendent sprinklers definitely provide protection for
kitchens, even for fires that start under the cabinets. The information in the
series was less than definitive for sidewall sprinklers, but distribution data
shows that sprinklers in the positions in this standard provide adequate
water distribution in front of the cabinets and that sidewall sprinklers
should be able to control a fire that starts under the cabinets. When
protecting kitchens or similar rooms with cabinets, the pendent sprinkler
should be the first option. If pendent sprinklers cannot be installed, the
next best option is a sidewall sprinkler on the opposite wall from the
cabinets, spraying in the direction of the cabinets. The third best option
is the sidewall sprinkler on the same wall as the cabinets on a soffit flush
with the face of the cabinet. The last option should be putting sprinklers on
the wall back behind the face of the cabinet because this location is subject
to being blocked by items placed on top of the cabinets. It is not the intent
of the committee to require sprinklers under kitchen cabinets.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to provide additional clarification with regard to the use of
residential sidewall sprinklers and cabinets.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-168 Log #142 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.10.6.2.1.3, 8.10.6.2.1.7 and 8.10.6.2.1.8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-257
Recommendation: Revise 8.10.6.2.1.3 to read:
8.10.6.2.1.3 Unless the requirements of 8.10.6.2.1.4 through 8.10.6.2.1.9
8.10.6.2.1.8 are met, sprinklers shall be positioned …
Revise 8.10.6.2.1.7 to read:
8.10.6.2.1.7 The requirements of 8.9.5.2.1.3 shall not apply to the piping
to which an upright sprinkler is directly attached sprinkler system piping
less than 3 in. (75 mm) in diameter.
Delete 8.10.6.2.1.8 and renumber 8.10.6.2.1.9 accordingly.
Substantiation: The Committee Statement to see the action on 13-234
(Log #56) does not actually result in any actual change to the standard,
which is inconsistent with the Final Action to accept in principle.
The change suggested herein is necessary to bring the criteria for
upright and pendent residential sprinklers into alignment with the new
requirements accepted for standard pendent and upright spray sprinklers
(13-234), for sidewall standard spray sprinklers (13-242) and for extended
coverage upright and pendent spray sprinklers (13-248).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-169 Log #143 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.10.7.2.1.3 & 8.10.7.2.1.6 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-261
Recommendation: Revise 8.10.7.2.1.3 to read:
8.10.7.2.1.3 Unless the requirements of 8.10.7.2.1.4 or 8.10.7.2.1.5
through 8.10.7.4.1.6 are met, sprinklers shall be positioned …
Add a new 8.10.7.2.1.6 to read:
8.10.7.2.1.6 The requirements of 8.10.7.2.1.3 shall not apply to sprinkler
system piping less than 3 in. (75 mm) in diameter.
Renumber the current 8.10.7.2.1.6 (accepted in accordance with Proposal
13-262) as 8.10.7.2.1.7 accordingly.
Substantiation: The Committee Statement to see the action on 13-234
(Log #56) does not actually result in any actual change to the standard,
which is inconsistent with the Final Action to accept in principle.
The change suggested herein is necessary to bring the criteria for
residential sidewall sprinklers into alignment with the new requirements
accepted for standard pendent and upright spray sprinklers (13-234), for
sidewall standard spray sprinklers (13-242) and for extended coverage
upright and pendent spray sprinklers (13-248).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-170 Log #144 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.10.7.2.1.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-262
Recommendation: Revise 8.10.7.2.1.6 to read:
8.10.7.2.1.6 Sprinklers can shall be permitted to be placed without
regards to the blades of a ceiling fan …
Substantiation: This revision is necessary, because the term “can be” is
verbiage that is acceptable in an annex, but is inappropriate within the
body of the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-171 Log #202 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-501
Recommendation: Delete all references to 11.2 K Upright ESFR
sprinklers.
Substantiation: Based on the committee’s action to delete design criteria,
installation criteria should also be eliminated.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The result of the accepted action will be to delete section 8.12.5.3.2,
8.12.5.3.2.1, and 8.12.5.3.2.2, 8.12.4.1.4 of the ROP text.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
accepted in principle to show the sections that would be deleted.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-172 Log #356 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.12.2.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kevin D. Maughan, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-271
Recommendation: Revise text.
8.12.4.1.6 Upright sprinklers with a nominal K-factor of 16.8 shall be
positioned so that the deflector is 3 5 in. to 12 14 in. below the ceiling.
Substantiation: This change is consistent with the current Listings of the
only 16.8 K-factor upright ESFR currently available.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The proposed text does not clarify what the
submitter intended to accomplish.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-173 Log #145 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.12.4.1.3 and 8.12.4.1.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-271
Recommendation: Revise 8.12.4.1.3 to read:
8.12.4.1.3 Pendent sprinklers with a nominal K-factor of 22.4 and 25.2
shall be positioned so that deflectors are a maximum of 18 in ….
Delete 8.12.4.1.4.
Substantiation: As per Proposal 13-501, the Committee Action was to
accept references to the K 22.4 pendent ESFR sprinkler and to eliminate
all K 11.2 upright ESFR references. The revisions suggested herein are
needed to co-ordinate with that action.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-176 Log #116 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Part
(8.14.Y and 8.14.Z)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-279
Recommendation: Accept 8.14.Y and 8.14.Z.
Substantiation: The committee action did not clarify why 8.14.Y and
8.14.Z should not be included in spaces without sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
See committee action and statement on ROP 13-184 and ROP 13-281,
where these items were addressed in ROP actions.
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on ROP 13184 which addresses the accept in principle for item Y, and ROP 13-281
which addresses the rejection reasons for Z.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-177 Log #95 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.1.1.2 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Sanford Egesdal, Egesdal Associates PLC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Revise 8.14.1 as shown:
8.14.1 Concealed Spaces.
8.14.1.1 Concealed Spaces Requiring Sprinkler Protection.
8.14.1.1.1 All concealed spaces enclosed wholly or partly by exposed
combustible construction shall be protected by sprinklers except in
concealed spaces where sprinklers are not required to be installed by
8.14.1.2.1 through 8.14.1.2.15.
All concealed spaces enclosed wholly by noncombustible
____________________________________________________________ or8.14.1.1.2
limited-combustible construction having combustible loading shall be
13-174 Log #146 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
protected by sprinklers except in concealed spaces where sprinklers are not
(8.12.5.3.2.1 and 8.12.5.3.2.2)
required to be installed by 8.14.1.2.1 through 8.14.1.2.15.
____________________________________________________________ Substantiation: The addition of 8.14.1.1.2 is a clarifying requirement to
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
the requirements of 8.14.1.2.1 and 8.14.1.2.2. While there is not a clear
Comment on Proposal No: 13-277
definition of “combustible loading,” this new text alerts system designers,
Recommendation: Delete the current 8.12.5.3.2.1 and renumber
installers, building owners, and code officials to the potential need for
8.12.5.3.2.2 as the new 8.12.5.3.2.1 and revise to read:
installing sprinklers in concealed spaces, or installing noncombustible or
limited-combustible material.
8.12.5.3.2.1 Upright sprinklers with other k-factors shall be installed in
Concealed spaces are a convenient and necessary space used to route
accordance with their listing.
elements of building systems, such as: electrical wiring for lighting and
Substantiation: As per Proposal 13-501, the Committee Action was to
eliminate all K 11.2 upright ESFR references, since the only manufacturer power, temperature control, fire alarm, security, CCTV, access control,
sound, and computer and data wiring. Most of the systems mentioned
of the K 11.2 ESFR has given notification that the product no longer
undergo nominal changes over the life that specific system. The exception
exists. The revision suggested herein is needed to co-ordinate with that
is communications or data cabling. Due to changes in technology, the
action.
quantity of communications and data cable required has continually
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
increased over the last couple of decades. Also, due to changes in
See committee action on Comment 13-171 (Log #202).
technology, cables may need to be upgraded every 18 months. Even
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-171 (Log
though the NEC requires removal of abandoned cable, removal may
#202).
or may not happen. It is usually necessary to get the new equipment
Reject the retention of the additional section.
operational before disconnecting the old cable/equipment. The end result
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
may be layer upon layer of combustible cable installed in concealed
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
spaces.
Coupled to the potential build-up of combustible cables in concealed
____________________________________________________________
spaces is the NEC requirement that permits unlimited quantities of
13-175 Log #328 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
combustible general purpose cable in concealed space: space that is not
(8.14)
____________________________________________________________ a plenum. For example, Article 800 in the NEC has a table that lists
permitted cables in descending order of fire resistance, although all are
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
combustible (Table 800.113 FPN No. 1). The descending order is: Type
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
CMP (plenum), Type CMR (riser), and Type CM (general purpose).
Comment on Proposal No: 13-278
During the 2005 NEC code cycle, a note referencing NFPA 13 was
Recommendation: Do not accept the change proposed by 13-278. Instead
added to Section 800.154(A): “FPN: See 8.14.1 of NFPA 13 (2002),
add an Annex note dealing with high ceiling spaces as follows:
Installation of Sprinkler Systems, for requirements for sprinklers in
Based upon experience and testing, the Technical Committee believes
that sprinklers are effective and necessary at heights in excess of 50 ft. For concealed spaces containing exposed combustibles.” A Fine Print Note in
the NEC is like Annex material in other NFPA Standards, meaning it is
a building to meet the intended level of protection afforded by NFPA 13,
not enforceable. Additionally, the reference is in a NEC section that has
sprinklers must not be omitted from such high ceiling spaces.
requirements for installation of cable in the air conditioning system. As a
Substantiation: Building codes and performance based designs are
result, the NEC does not specifically address the combustibility of cabling
allowing sprinklers to be omitted from high ceiling spaces (i.e., atria,
in a concealed space that is not a plenum. However, since the Fine Print
etc.) without properly considering the effectiveness of sprinklers in such
Note appeared in the NEC, there have been a number of “job issues.” That
situations. The standard must not remain silent on the issue, but must
is, an installation in compliance with the NEC has been cited by the fire
clearly identify that the level of protection intended by the standard is
based upon sprinklers throughout, even in such high ceiling spaces. Not all marshal for combustible loading in a concealed space, such as a plenum.
Where electrical wiring (communications and data cables) is installed
users of the standard read the ROP/ROC, so this critical point will be lost
in concealed spaces in sufficient quantities to be considered combustible
otherwise.
loading, building owners should have code guidance giving them an
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
option to select: exposed combustible cable protected by sprinklers,
Add to Annex of 8.1.1
combustible cable installed in metal raceway, or exposed listed limited
...in certain areas. Based upon experience and testing, sprinklers have
been found to be effective and necessary at heights in excess of 50 ft. For combustible cable (listed using NFPA 255 & NFPA 259). There is a strong
case for each of these code-compliant, concealed space options There does
a building to meet the intended level of protection afforded by NFPA 13,
not appear to be a preferred method...so, let the user choose...and have
sprinklers must not be omitted from such high ceiling spaces.
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confidence the choice is compliant with codes and standards...with key
guidance based on local codes.
The addition of the proposed text will provide clarifying guidance to
users of NFPA 13 and to users of the NEC, which has a Fine Print Note
reference to Section 8.14.1 of NFPA 13 (2002).
The following information from UL, the National Research Council
Canada, and the Fire Protection Research Foundation provide data on:
cable listing requirements, the combustibility of cables, and the ever
increasing quantities of cables in concealed spaces. Of special concern
is the smoke developed index of Type CMP (plenum) cable, which may
be as high as 850 (FPRF report). The NFPA 90A-2002, Standard for the
Installation of Air Conditioning and Ventilating Systems, requirement for
supplementary materials is a smoke developed index of 50, maximum; and
a flame spread index of 25, maximum.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This material is already addressed in Section
8.14.1.2.1 as modified in the ROP.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-178 Log #39 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.14.1.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Continue accepting the proposal in principle as done
at the ROP stage, and correct a couple of minor issues with the underline
and strikeout so the text reads as shown.
8.14.1.2* Concealed Spaces Not Requiring Sprinkler Protection.
8.14.1.2.1* Concealed Noncombustible and limited combustible
concealed spaces of noncombustible and limited combustible construction
with minimal combustible loading having no access shall not require
sprinkler protection. The space shall be considered a concealed space even
with small openings such as those used as return air for a plenum. (For
additional information on combustible loading see A.8.14.1.2.1)
8.14.1.2.2 Concealed Noncombustible and limited combustible
concealed spaces of noncombustible and limited combustible construction
with limited access and not permitting occupancy or storage of
combustibles shall not require sprinkler protection. The space shall be
considered a concealed space even with small openings such as those used
as return air for a plenum.
A.8.14.1.2.1 Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such
as communication wiring, can be present in some concealed spaces but
should not typically be viewed as requiring sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). The
threshold value at which sprinklers become necessary in the concealed
space is not defined. For example, the usual amounts of data or telephone
wiring found above a ceiling would not typically constitute a threat. If
bundles of unsheathed computer wiring are installed above the ceiling
or beneath the floor in a manner where fire propagation in all directions
is likely, then the concealed space should be treated the same as a
combustible space, thereby requiring appropriate sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: The committee acted correctly in addressing this
proposal, and my changes are purely intended to more clearly identify the
action taken by the committee.
This clarification, especially as done in the annex note, is very
important, because, as explained by the proponent, this section is being
misinterpreted by authorities having jurisdiction to indicate that these
concealed spaces require sprinkler protection. Moreover, I have come
across at least two cases (one in Massachusetts and one in California),
where the authority having jurisdiction was informed by a vendor that
the only cabling alternative to using sprinklers was the installation of
“limited combustible cable”. In fact, in one case I have worked on, the
concealed space was an 8 inch high underfloor space of totally non
combustible construction, which had no ducts or other parts of an air
distribution system, and yet the code official had been led to the belief
that NFPA 13 would not allow the use of cables unless the space was
sprinklered or the cable was “limited combustible cable”. In fact, it is
worth noting that several web sites have information from manufacturers
of wiring or of wiring materials with statements such as: (1) “Thus,
in sprinklered buildings, if combustible materials (plenum cables are
considered combustible because they are not limited combustible) are
installed in concealed spaces such as air return plenums then the space
must be sprinklered. If limited combustible cable is used, then the space
does not need to be sprinklered.”, (2) “codes requiring the installation
and maintenance of sprinkler systems in concealed spaces that contain
combustibles such as conventional plenum cable” or (3) “NFPA 13
Sprinkler Systems (1999 & 2002) ©NFPA requires plenum-sprinklers in
sprinklered buildings if there is a loading of unprotected ÔcombustibleÕ
materials; like traditional CMP, OFNP, CATVP, etc. plenum cables.”
The technical committee might want to consider adding a sentence to
the annex note in A.8.14.1.2.1 that states something like: “Information
about listing of wiring for fire performance can be found in the National
Electrical Code, NFPA 70.”

Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See committee action on Comment 13-177 (Log #95) for the Reject on
the body requirements.
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-177 (Log
#95) for the Reject on the body requirements.
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-179 Log #80 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.14.1.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Donald K. Hall, Corning Cable Systems
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Recommendation 1 - Change location of the
committee’s proposed new annex language.
The proposed new annex language is applicable to spaces described in
8.14.1.2.1 and 8.14.1.2.2. This can be addressed by adding the proposed
annex language to the existing A.8.14.1.2. Because this annex also has
possible implications for 8.14.1.5, it may be even more preferable to
reference this annex to 8.14.1 in its entirety.
Recommendation 2 - Change text of 8.14.1.2.1 and 8.14.1.2.2.
Revise the post-committee action text as follows:
8.14.1.2.1 Concealed spaces of noncombustible and limited combustible
construction with minimal combustible loading having no access
for storage shall not require sprinkler protection. The space shall be
considered a concealed space even with small openings such as those used
as return air for a plenum. (For additional information on combustible
loading see A.8.14.1.2 [or A.8.14.1].)
8.14.1.2.2* Concealed spaces of noncombustible and limited
combustible construction with limited access and not permitting occupancy
or storage of combustibles shall not require sprinkler protection. The space
shall be considered a concealed space even with small openings such
as those used as return air for a plenum. (For additional information on
combustible loading see A.8.14.1.2 [or A.8.14.1].)
Recommendation 3 - Revise content of the committee’s proposed new
annex language.
Add new annex A.8.14.1.2.1 [or A.8.14.1] as follows:
A.8.14.1.2.1 [or A.8.14.1] Some minor quantities of combustible
materials such as communications wiring, can be present in some
concealed spaces but should not typically be viewed as requiring
sprinklers (see 8.14.1.12 [or 8.14.1].) The threshold value at which
sprinklers become necessary in the concealed space is not defined.
Telecommunications wiring, building service wiring and raceways, listed
as being adequate for the particular space (e.g., plenum, riser) would not
typically require sprinkler protection. Listing requirements by product
type and applications space are given in NFPA 70, The National Electrical
Code. For example, the usual amounts of data or telephone wiring found
above a ceiling would not typically constitute a threat. If bundles of
unsheathed computer wiring are installed above the ceiling or beneath the
floor in a manner where fire propagation in all directions is likely, then
the concealed space should be treated the same as a combustible space,
thereby requiring appropriate sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: Problem Statement and General Substantiation.
The submitter of this comment supports the intentions of the committee,
however, the committee action on the proposal further confuses the
principal question needing clarification. The principal question is whether
or not cables, raceways and other building service products which are
installed according to the requirements of the NEC and which are listed
as being adequate for a given space must also be protected by sprinklers
when passing through noncombustible or limited combustible concealed
spaces which do not otherwise require sprinkler protection.
Substantiation for Recommendation 1 - Change location of the
committee’s proposed new annex language.
The committee’s proposed annex addition is in the wrong place. The
combustibles being considered are not only located in the non-accessible
concealed spaces described in 8.14.1.2.1. They are also commonly located
in 8.14.1.2.2 spaces with limited access in which access panels form
the boundary between the concealed space and the inhabited area and
provide a practical limitation to access. As alluded to within the text of
the committee’s own proposed language an example of the space intended
to be covered by the annex would include such limited access spaces as
those above a ceiling. Therefore, any new annex language addressing this
subject should be added to the existing A.8.14.1.2 rather than referencing
it to 8.14.1.2.1 alone. The proposed annex addition also has potential
implications for other portions of 8.14.1.2.
Substantiation for Recommendation 2 - Change text of 8.14.1.2.1 and
8.14.1.2.2.
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Use of the phrase “no access for storage”, in 8.14.1.2.1 rather than
the proposed phrase “with minimal combustible loading” or the phrase
in the 2002 edition, “with no combustible loading” is justifiable on the
following basis: (1) The term “minimal” is neither defined nor commonly
agreed upon. Therefore, if it is to be used anywhere, it should be used
within the annex language where its use can be somewhat qualified
and explained. (2) The existing term “no combustible loading” fails to
provide any allowance for even the smallest amounts of any type of cable
including cable marked “Limited Combustible FHC 25/50” which is
permitted to have a heat of combustion of up to 3500 BTU/lb. (3) Nonaccessible concealed spaces by nature do not lend themselves to storage.
(4) The presence of listed products passing through a concealed space for
the purpose of providing services to other parts of the building may not
reasonably be viewed as constituting a storage condition. (5) The small
amount of building service products such as wire and cable which may
be found in non-accessible concealed spaces are already required to be
listed as adequate according to the NEC. (6) Use of the phrase “no access
for storage” in conjunction with the proposed annex creates a needed
distinction between listed building service materials such as wires, cables,
raceways, etc., using the concealed space as a legitimate pathway versus
incidental stored combustible which are neither practical nor permitted
in these non-accessible concealed spaces. (7) The phrase “no access for
storage” is already used elsewhere (8.14.1.3) in a similar context.
Substantiation for Recommendation 3 - Revise content of the
committee’s proposed new annex language.
The annex as proposed was taken from the NFPA 13 handbook, which
establishes a convenient precedence; however, the committee should
not feel constrained to this language. The following terms found in the
proposed annex are all very vague: “minor quantities”, “some concealed
spaces”, “usual amounts of data or telephone wiring”, “where fire
propagation in all directions is likely”. Any annex language that may be
added should offer a more precise treatment of the subject. Because of
much recent publicity, many building owners, designers, installers, and
AHJs will be depending upon this text for interpretation of sprinkler
protection requirements of cables and it is important that it be informative.
The traditional treatment of this subject is that the NEC determines
what spaces require listed products and Nationally Recognized Test
Laboratories provide testing and listing services for such products.
Any action that the NFPA 13 Technical Committee on Sprinkler System
Installation Criteria takes to overlay sprinkler protection requirements
upon the existing listing requirements of the NEC would imply that the
NEC has not appropriately assessed these topics. Cables which are listed
as being resistant to the spread of fire in a given application should not
normally require the additional protection of sprinklers, except possibly
in some unusual circumstances. Unless this Technical Committee intends
to define these unusual circumstances, as for example, in the context of a
special occupancy, the best position for this Technical Committee to take
is to use the annex language to point back to the relevant portions of the
NEC. If it deemed undesirable to include the reference to the NEC within
the annex, it should be included in a FPN within 8.14.1 or 8.14.1.2.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See committee action on Comment 13-177 (Log #95) for the Reject on
the body requirements.
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-177 (Log
#95) for the Reject on the body requirements.
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-180 Log #315 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.14.1.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Harold C. Ohde, IBEW #134
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: My recommendation is to continue to accept in
principle the committee’s work completed at the NFPA 13 ROP stage.
My recommendation also includes some minor text revisions that are
illustrated with underline and strikethrough.
8.14.1.2* Concealed Spaces Not Requiring Sprinkler Protection.
8.14.1.2.1* Concealed Noncombustible and limited combustible
concealed spaces of noncombustible and limited combustible construction
with minimal combustible loading having no access shall not require
sprinkler protection. The space shall be considered a concealed space even
with small openings such as those used as return air for a plenum. (For
additional information on combustible loading see A.8.14.1.2.1).
8.14.1.2.2 Concealed Noncombustible and limited combustible
concealed spaces of noncombustible and limited combustible construction
with limited access and not permitting occupancy or storage of
combustibles shall not require sprinkler protection. The space shall be
considered a concealed space even with small openings such as those used
as return air for a plenum.

A.8.14.1.2.1 Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such
as communication wiring, can be present in some concealed spaces but
should not typically be viewed as requiring sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). The
threshold value at which sprinklers become necessary in the concealed
space is not defined. For example, the usual amounts of data or telephone
wiring found above a ceiling would not typically constitute a threat. If
bundles of unsheathed computer wiring are installed above the ceiling or
beneath the floor in a manner where fire propagation in all directions is
likely, then the concealed space should be treated the same as combustible
space, thereby requiring appropriate sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: This comment will add clarity and good code language
to the original proposal. The end result will remove any “gray areas” of
misinterpretation and will provide the authority having jurisdiction a better
understanding and guidelines of the requirements of this section.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See committee action on Comment 13-177 (Log #95) for the Reject on
the body requirements.
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-177 (Log
#95) for the Reject on the body requirements.
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-181 Log #318 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.1.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kuma Sumathipala, American Forest & Paper Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-287
Recommendation: Add new Section 8.14.1.2 to read as follows:
8.14.1.2 A concealed space exceeding 160 ft3 (4.53 m3) and not requiring
sprinkler protection shall have a fire alarm apparatus, listed for the service,
and installed to result in an audible alarm on the premises when a fire is
detected.
Substantiation: As directed by the NFPA 13 Technical Correlating
Committee (AUT-AAC), a Task Group of the NFPA 13 Sprinkler
Installation Committee (AUT-SSI) was formed to provide guidance to the
proponent to answer the concerns of AUT-SSI in rejecting the original
proposal.
This Task Group met at NFPA headquarters on July 21, 2005, and in
addition to specific guidance regarding possible revisions to the original
proposal 13-287, the Task Group also noted that fire detectors should be
installed in concealed spaces which are exempt from sprinklering. The fire
detection will compensate for the elimination of the sprinkler-activated
water-flow alarms, warning building occupants of a concealed space fire,
when sprinklers are not provided.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Committee believes it is impractical to install
alarm detection devices in all nonsprinklered spaces.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-182 Log #147 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Revise the last sentence of 8.14.1.2.1 to read:
“(For additional information on combustible loading see 8.14.1.2.1
A.8.14.1.2.1.)”
Substantiation: Editorial, to replace the mistaken reference to 8.14.1.2.1
within 8.14.1.2.1 with the correct reference to the corresponding Annex
material.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-183 Log #61 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.14.1.2.1, 8.14.1.2.2 and A.8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Stanley Kaufman, CableSafe Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Continue to Accept In Principle the text of 8.14.1.2.1
and 8.14.1.2.2 as modified by the committee action.
Continue to Accept In Principle A.8.14.1.2.1 with the following changes:
A.8.14.1.2.1 Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such
as communications and computer cables wiring, can be present in
some concealed spaces but should not typically be viewed as requiring
sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). The threshold value at which sprinklers become
necessary in the concealed space is not defined. For example, the usual
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small amounts of communications and computer cables data or telephone
wiring found above a ceiling would not typically constitute a threat.
However, if If bundles of unsheathed communications or computer cables
wiring are installed above the ceiling or beneath the floor in a manner
where fire propagation in all directions is likely, then the concealed space
should be treated the same as a combustible space, thereby requiring
appropriate sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: I support the committee action to clarify the limits of
combustible loading in a concealed space.
The National Electrical Code permits unlimited loadings of combustible
communications, computer, optical fiber, cable TV and fire alarm cable in
concealed spaces. These cables, referred to as plenum, riser and generalpurpose cables, are typically marked CMP, CMR or CM (communications
cables) or CL2P, CL2R or CL2 (computer cables). None of these cables,
not even the plenum cables, are required to be limited combustible.
The amount of cable in a building depends on the use and activities
in the building. While a “typical” office arrangement may have one or
two communications and two or three computer cables per desk, a stock
broker’s office may have multiple computers at each work station with
six to eight cables to it. Even in the case of a “typical” office, build-up
of unused or abandoned cables may result in a substantial combustible
loading.
The changes recommended are editorial and are intended to improve
clarity. The committee text referred to “the usual amounts of” cable. The
recommended text changes “the usual amounts” to “small” to clarify that
a small amount of cable does not constitute an unacceptable hazard but a
large amount of cable may do so.
NFPA codes and standards should use harmonized terminology. Article
800 (Communications Circuits) of the National Electrical Code has the
following definitions:
Abandoned Communications Cable. Installed communications cable that
is not terminated at both ends at a connector or other equipment and not
identified for future use with a tag.
Cable. A factory assembly of two or more conductors having an overall
covering.
Cable Sheath. A covering over the conductor assembly that may include
one or more metallic members, strength members, or jackets.
Wire. A factory assembly of one or more insulated conductors without
an overall covering.
The committee text refers to “unsheathed computer wiring” which is
inconsistent with the definitions in Article 800 of National Electrical
Code. The wiring materials found in concealed spaces are cables; an
unsheathed cable is a wire. Therefore, recommended text deletes the term
“unsheathed”. The recommended text also simply refers to “cables” rather
than “wiring”.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51)
for the action on the annex.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-184 Log #343 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.14.1.2.1, 8.14.1.2.2 and Annex note 8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Frank Peri, Communications Design Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Continue to Accept In Principle the text of 8.14.1.2.1
and 8.14.1.2.2 as modified by the committee action.
Continue to Accept In Principle the annex note 8.14.1.2.1 with the
following changes:
A.8.14.1.2.1 Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such
as combustible communications cables used for voice, data and video
applications wiring, can may be present in some concealed spaces but
should not typically be viewed as requiring sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). The
threshold value at which sprinklers become necessary in the concealed
space is not defined. For example, the usual small amounts of combustible
communications (telephone) cables data or telephone wiring found
above a ceiling or below a raised floor would not typically constitute
a threat. However, if If bundles or layers of unsheathed combustible
communications and computer network cables wiring are installed above
the ceiling or beneath the floor in a manner where fire propagation in
all directions is likely, then the that concealed space should be treated
the same as a combustible space, thereby requiring appropriate sprinkler
protection. Cables listed to UL 2424 and marked “Limited Combustible
FHC 25/50” meet limited combustible material requirements per NFPA
255 and NFPA 259 and are not considered to be combustible nor do they
create a combustible loading that requires sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: I am a principal member of NFPA 90A Standard for Air
Conditioning and Ventilation Systems.
I support the NFPA 13 committee action to clarify the limits of
combustible loading in concealed spaces.

The proposed text offers a reasonable, practical and enforceable
guideline which further clarifies for AHJ’s, installers and end-users, when
a concealed space having combustible loading must be protected.
NFPA 90A, specifies the fire performance requirements of cables used
in ceiling cavity and raised floor plenums, which are sub-sets of concealed
spaces covered under the scope of NFPA 13. NFPA 90A currently permits
cables that are both combustible (NFPA 262 CMP listed) and limited
combustible (NFPA 255, NFPA 5000:3.3.340.2).
While NFPA 262 CMP listed cables offer better fire protection in
plenums compared to other cable types used in other building spaces,
such as CMR riser cables, they are nevertheless combustible. Under NFPA
90A, they may be installed unprotected in unlimited amounts, adding
significantly to the combustible loading in those spaces where bundles or
cross runs of CMP cables are present.
The industry standard communications cable design is 4 pair UTP
(Unshielded Twisted Pair) Over half the weight of this cable is comprised
of plastic insulation and jacketing materials. While these plastic insulation
and jacketing materials may vary widely in their resistance to fire spread,
it is the finished cable listing, (the form in which they are used) that
determines where in the building the cable may be installed.
For example, the installation of 100,000 feet of typical NFPA 262, 4
pair UTP CMP listed data cable places approximately 1200-1500 lbs.
of exposed plastic materials in concealed spaces, when installed outside
of conduit, as permitted by the NEC and NFPA 90A. An average, large
commercial office building contains tens of thousands of pounds of
plastic materials as part of the in-use cable infrastructure. The unprotected
combustible loading from CMP listed combustible cable can be enormous
in certain concealed building spaces.
Now add one or two layers of abandoned cable and even more, perhaps
orders of magnitude more, of unprotected combustible loading may be
imbedded in certain concealed spaces.
Examples of a high loading of cable in a concealed spaces are shown on
the following page.
NFPA codes and standards should use harmonized terminology. Article
800 of the National Electrical Code has the following definitions:
Abandoned Communications Cable. Installed communications cable that
is not terminated at both ends at a connector or other equipment and not
identified for future use with a tag.
Cable. A factory assembly of two or more conductors having an overall
covering.
Cable Sheath. A covering over the conductor assembly that may include
one or more metallic members, strength members, or jackets.
Wire. A factory assembly of one or more insulated conductors without
an overall covering.
The committee text refers to “unsheathed computer wiring”. This is
inconsistent with the National Electrical Code definitions. The wiring
materials found in concealed spaces are cables; an unsheathed cable is a
wire. Therefore, the recommended text deletes the term “unsheathed”. The
recommended text also simply refers to “cables” rather than “wiring”.
References:
The NFPA 13 Technical Committee may also find the following
additional W&C industry cable fire research information useful in
developing its considerations (available on request)
1) NFPA’s National Fire Protection Research Foundation (NFPRF)
Technical Report, “International Limited Combustible Plenum Cable Fire
Test project”, March 2001
2) UL’s Subject 2424, April 11, 2002, “Announced New Listing Program
for Limited Combustible Cable”,
3) NRC/ASHRAE Report AN-04-11-4 (RP-1108), “Full-scale Fire Tests
for Cables in Plenums”, circa 2004
4) UL “Wiretalk”, on NFPA 90A, 2005.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51) for the action on the
annex.
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51)
for the action on the annex. It is not the intent of the committee to
differentiate between differing cable types.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-185 Log #158 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.1.2.1, A.8.14.1.2.1 and 8.14.1.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Add and Asterisk to existing Section 8.14.1.5 and
at the end of the wording of section insert the text “(See Appendix
A.8.14.1.2.1)”
Substantiation: The new Appendix Note A.8.14.1.2.1 speaks about
the issue of how to determine whether localized or complete sprinkler
protection is necessary due to the presence of localized ‘exposed
combustibles’ (communication wires and cables) in a concealed space that
is of noncombustible or limited combustible construction.
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Section 8.14.1.5. addresses the issue of localized ‘exposed combustibles’
in concealed spaces as well, without referring to the type of combustible
products or components involved. The same guidance should apply in
all cases, thus the need for the cross reference. This will allow for those
cases that fall under 8.14.1.5 to be assessed in the same manner, which can
provide for the possibility of not having to install sprinklers in concealed
spaces in areas where “fire propagation in all directions” is unlikely. e.g.
several pieces of lumber used in an otherwise noncombustible ceiling or
roof space.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It is not the intent of the committee that this
annex material be applied to the proposed section.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-186 Log #374 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.14.1.2.12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-287
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee notes that
although this proposal has been rejected by AUT-SSI, a Task Group will
be formed from AUT-SSI to provide guidance to the submitter with the
development of fire tests to answer the concerns of AUT-SSI.

Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
There is no action at this time since the task group met in July and the
committee has addressed these issues in other ROC logs.
Committee Statement: There is no action at this time since the task group
met in July and the committee has addressed these issues in other ROC
logs.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Comment on Affirmative:
MCPHEE, R.: The information and previous test data submitted by
the proponent was reviewed by the NFPA 13 AUT-SSD Committee, who
subsequently provided comments in the form of recommendations to the
AUT-SSI Committee for their consideration in developing a Committee
Action on this comment. The Committee Statement on these two items
needs to be revised to include the specific recommendations presented
from the AUT-SSD Committee.
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____________________________________________________________
13-187 Log #317 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.1.2.12)
____________________________________________________________
TCC Action: The Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic
Sprinkler Systems proposes the following:
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee provides
the following information that was provided by the Discharge
Committee at the request of the task group to the Installation
Committee after their review of the supporting material associated
with the proposed changes.
Memorandum to Installation Committee
1. Issues/Concerns:
Concern that the test method was in essence a sprinkler performance
test and not a building construction test such as NFPA 255.
Concerns with the concealed space test arrangement: was not
fully enclosed, no roof covering (e.g. shingle and/or insulation), no
combustible loading within the space (e.g., insulation).
History of TYCO/UL/NFPA 13 TG Tests – Tests evaluated the
performance of the sprinklered attic and was intended to test the
limits of the sprinkler system and not evaluate the performance of
the construction of the space. Additionally, during the fire tests
gusset plates regularly fell off during the heat and flame exposure.
Additionally, these test, did not involve roof loading such as shingles
and insulation, additionally the space was open.
Concerns with small ignition vs. large ignition data: While the data
is similar with the smaller ignition scenario, consistency is lost with
the larger ignition scenario which showed heat release much higher
and fire spread to multiple trusses which is indicative of a spreading
fire and may be much worse if the space was enclosed.
Concerns that the model was not properly utilized including
application of FDS outside areas where it has been validated and with
the associated grid size selection.
2. Final Recommendation of the Discharge Committee:
Recommend that the Installation Technical Committee not accept
the proposed change. In the opinion of the Discharge Technical
Committee the supporting material does not substantiate the proposed
deletion of sprinklers. Due to concerns with the fire tests and with the
validity of the model material presented.
Substantiation: The Technical Correlating Committee provides the
above material to further document the technical review of both the
Discharge and Installation Committee of the proposed changes.
Submitter: Kuma Sumathipala, American Forest & Paper Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-287
Recommendation: Add a new section 8.14.1.2.12 (Text revised from
Proposal 13-287):
8.14.1.2.12 Concealed spaces with limited access and not permitting
occupancy or storage of combustibles, formed by a roof assembly of wood
truss construction with a slope having a pitch of 4:12 or greater and wood
trusses with chords and webs of nominal 2 x 4 lumber placed at 24” on
center or greater, in which the exposed combustible materials, other than
the wood trusses, are constructed of fire-retardant treated wood as defined
by NFPA 703, Standard for Fire Retardant Impregnated Wood and Fire
Retardant Coatings for Building Materials, shall not require sprinkler
protection.
Substantiation: As directed by the NFPA 13 Technical Correlating
Committee (AUT-AAC), a Task Group of the NFPA 13 Sprinkler
Installation Committee (AUT-SSI) was formed to provide guidance to the
proponent to answer the concerns of AUT-SSI in rejecting the original
proposal. The proposed text is in response to comments and concerns
raised by this Task Group that met at NFPA headquarters on July 21, 2005.
The changes to proposal 13-287, arising from discussions of the Task
Group include:
- to limit the provision to apply to unsprinklered combustible concealed
spaces below roofs only, instead of unsprinklered combustible concealed
spaces in either floor or roof assemblies,
- to limit the provision to apply to roofs with slopes of 4:12 or greater,
instead of any flat or pitched concealed roof or floor space,
- to limit the provision to apply to web and chord components
constructed of 2x4 lumber, instead of wood trusses with web members of
any size.
The TG’s concerns related to limiting the pitch of the slope of the roof
to only 4:12 applications were considered. Application to flat concealed
spaces has been removed. However, earlier fire testing in concealed spaces
below pitched roofs, presented to AUT-SSI in the 2002 cycle by Tyco,
showed that temperatures and fire growth, up to the time of sprinkler
activation, was similar in roof spaces with either 4:12 or 8:12 pitch.
Consequently the reference to pitches of 4:12 or greater is proposed in the
above proposed revised text.
The AUT-SSI Task Group that met on July 21, 2005, also noted that a
fire alarm system should be required in concealed spaces exempt from
sprinklering to compensate for the exclusion of sprinkler-activated waterflow alarm in such concealed spaces. A separate comment has been
submitted to address this Task Group comment.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject

Committee Statement: The committee does not support the proposed
elimination of sprinklers in these spaces. The committee does not believe
that the supporting material substantiates the proposed elimination of
sprinklers.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Comment on Affirmative:
MCPHEE, R.: The information and previous test data submitted by
the proponent was reviewed by the NFPA 13 AUT-SSD Committee, who
subsequently provided comments in the form of recommendations to the
AUT-SSI Committee for their consideration in developing a Committee
Action on this comment. The Committee Statement on these two items
needs to be revised to include the specific recommendations presented
from the AUT-SSD Committee.
____________________________________________________________
13-189 Log #156 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.14.1.2.16 (New) and 8.14.1.2.13)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-288
Recommendation: 1. Revise existing 8.14.1.2.13. to read:
8.14.1.2.13 Concealed spaces below insulation that is laid directly on
top of or within wood joists or composite wood joists used as ceiling joists
in an otherwise sprinklered concealed space shall not require sprinkler
protection.
2. Revise proposed new 8.14.1.2.16 to read:
8.14.1.2.16 Concealed spaces between noncombustible or limited
combustible suspended ceilings and the bottom chord of wood trusses or
wood bar joists, which have insulation filling all of the gaps between the
trusses or joists and sprinklers are present within the trusses or joists, shall
not require sprinkler protection.
3. Move Figure 8.14.1.2.16 to Appendix and show one of the trusses
with the top and bottom chords oriented in the flat position.
Substantiation: 1. (a) The reference to composite wood joist
construction is to ensure that similar protection criteria applies to both
types of construction, since the sprinkler protection in the space above
the insulation should provide adequate protection for both types of
construction. (b) The removal of the reference to ‘attic’ and replacing it
with a reference to ‘concealed space’ is consistent with other changes
being made in the standard regarding reference to sprinklers in ‘attics’
and also is consistent with the new 8.14.1.2.16 which doesn’t limit the
provisions just to trusses in attics below roofs.
2. (a) The wording for 8.14.1.2.16 should, editorially, be formatted
similar to the wording of the other provisions in 8.14.1.2. (b) A reference
is needed to wood bar joists since they are a type of wood structural
member similar to a wood truss, but one that has the top and bottom
chords of wood and metal bars or tubes as webs. (c) The reference to
noncombustible or limited combustible ceiling is added based on the
Proponent’s point that there is a limited amount of combustibles exposed
in the space between the ceiling and the bottom chords.
3. The picture, if left in the body of the standard, could be used to limit
the provision to apply only to wood trusses that have the bottom chord
oriented vertical with the narrow surface exposed. Having the chords
oriented flat will increase the amount of combustible surfaces located
in the space, but not to the extent that would necessitate sprinklering
the space below the chords. Moving the example to the Appendix and
showing one of the trusses with the webs and chords oriented ‘flat’ would
avoid these restrictions and any confusion.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
1. Revise text to read:
8.14.1.2.13 Concealed spaces below insulation that is laid directly on
top of or within wood joists or composite wood joists used as ceiling joists
in an otherwise sprinklered concealed space, with the ceiling attached
directly to the bottom of the joists, shall not require sprinkler protection.
2. Revise proposed new 8.14.1.2.16 to read:
8.14.1.2.16 Concealed spaces formed by noncombustible or limited
combustible ceilings suspended from the bottom of wood joists, composite
wood joists, wood bar joists or wood trusses, which have insulation filling
all of the gaps between the bottom of the trusses or joists and sprinklers
are present in the space above the insulation within the trusses or joists,
shall not require sprinkler protection. The heat content of the facing,
substrate and support of the insulation material shall not exceed 1,000 Btu/
sq ft (See annex figure.)
3. Move Figure 8.14.1.2.16 to Annex.
A.8.14.1.2.16 See Figure A.8.14.1.2.16 for one example. [Title of
Figure - One Acceptable Arrangement of a Concealed Space in Truss
Construction Not Requiring Sprinklers.]
Committee Statement: Changes were added to more clearly define the
spaces where sprinklers may be omitted from concealed spaces.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-190 Log #168 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.1.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-290
Recommendation: Revise the proposed wording from the Committee
Meeting Action to read as follows:
8.14.1.6 Sprinklers used in horizontal combustible concealed spaces
(with a slope not exceeding 2 in 12) with combustible wood truss or wood
joist construction having a combustible upper surface and a combustible
ceiling below where the depth of the space is less than 36 in. from deck to
ceiling or with double wood joist construction with a maximum of 36 in.
between top of bottom joist and bottom of upper joist shall be Listed for
such use.
Substantiation: I agree with the Committee revising the wording and
the dropping the Appendix note to better reflect the arrangement of the
wood trusses and wood joists that were tested. Editorially the word ‘deck’
has been replaced by the word ‘ceiling’ as the proper term for describing
the lower surface of the space. Also, the Committee wording fails to also
properly describe the lower ‘deck’ (ceiling) used in the original testing. All
the original test data that was submitted as substantiation for this change
in 2002 were for fire test assemblies that had combustible wood structural
panels used as both the upper deck and lower deck (ceiling. This needs to
be reflected in the provisions of the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Task Group does not believe the combustibility
of the lower surface has a material impact on the fire spread on the upper
surface.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

subject to vandalism or more importantly arson. The examples given by
the submitter apply to higher end buildings with active fire prevention, not
public housing or dorms where every inch of storage is used.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: In order to allow the sprinkler to be omitted, the
tower has to be open and noncombustible. Model codes require another
means of egress or escape.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-194 Log #281 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.4)
____________________________________________________________
TCC Action: The Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic
Sprinkler Systems proposes the following:
Reword Section 8.14.4.1 as follows:
8.14.4.1 General Unless the requirements of 8.14.4.4 are met, where
moving stairways, staircases, or similar openings are unenclosed and
where sprinkler protection is serving as the alternative to enclosure
of the vertical opening, the floor openings involved shall be protected
by closely spaces sprinklers in combination with draft stops in
accordance with 8.14.4.2 and 8.14.4.3.
Delete current 8.14.4.5 – Convenience openings.
Reject the committee action on 13-194 and do not add the
elimination of the draft stops in light and ordinary hazard
occupancies when quick response sprinklers are used.
Modify the accepted annex text from Proposal 13-299 and reword
the accepted annex as follows:
A.8.14.4.1 It is the intent of this section to require closely spaced
sprinklers and draft stops to openings where protection or enclosure is
required by building and life safety codes.
____________________________________________________________
Substantiation: The TCC has overturned the Installation Committee
13-191 Log #271 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
action since the elimination of the draft stops only, raises several
(8.14.1.6 and A.8.14.1.6)
technical as well as correlation issues such as minimum distances
____________________________________________________________ between sprinklers, sprinkler spacing around small/narrow openings,
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
and sprinkler locations and spacing relative to the edge of the
Comment on Proposal No: 13-290
opening. The actions of the Installation committee would also
Recommendation: Draft a rule that these areas be draft stopped every
result in additional conflicts where the building and life safety code
1,000 sq ft.
require draft stops in conjunction with the closely spaced sprinklers.
Substantiation: This is a requirement for every listed sprinkler for this
Additionally, the Installation Committee statement on Comment
application.
13-196 indicates that the intent of the Installation Committee was to
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
provide closely spaced sprinklers as a viable design method where
Committee.
protection of the opening is required. This statement in combination
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
with the action taken by the Installation Committee on Proposal 13Committee Statement: There is no need to restrict development of future 299 which indicated that it is the intent to only apply closely spaced
possible sprinklers.
sprinklers and draft stops to fire rated floor/ceiling assemblies has
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
resulted in the modified text of 8.14.4.1 and A.8.14.4.1 by the Technical
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Correlating Committee.
Additionally, the section addressing convenience openings has been
____________________________________________________________ deleted since it is covered by the current requirements of building and
13-192 Log #115 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
life safety codes and historically have never required enclosure of the
(8.14.3)
convenience openings. It is the position of the TCC that if this section
____________________________________________________________ were to remain it would add confusion and imply that protection of
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
these convenience openings is or has been required.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-295
It should also be noted that the Technical Correlating Committee in
Recommendation: Accept material in proposal for 8.14.3 and 8.14.3.2.3. conjunction with the Installation Committee will be developing and
Substantiation: NFPA 13 should use a construction definition found in
where appropriate submitting proposals to NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000
NFPA 101. Stairs are used, not stairways. The section should be only for
and other model building codes to address the elimination of draft
enclosed stairs, unenclosed stairs should be protected as the remainder of
stops in support the actions taken by the Installation Committee for
the floor. 8.14.3.2.3 should be deleted because it permits storage that is
Light and Ordinary Hazard Occupancies.
prohibited by NFPA 101.
Overall the TCC has made the proposed actions to correlate text
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
and requirements between the ROP and ROC actions as well as the
Committee Statement: Regardless of whether storage is permitted or
current requirements of NFPA 101, NFPA 5000 and other model
not by a Code, the possibility for storage exists so sprinklers need to be
building codes.
installed. Additionally, the submitter is limiting the section to enclosed
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
exit stairs and the committee felt that this is not the exclusive intent of this Comment on Proposal No: 13-299
section.
Recommendation: Delete the requirement for draft stops and closely
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
spaced sprinklers around small vertical openings in portions of a building
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
that are a light hazard occupancy classification.
Substantiation: Deleting this requirement just for non-rated floor
____________________________________________________________ assemblies does not perform the task directed by the TCC. The issue of
13-193 Log #327 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
vertical openings is dictated by the Building Codes/LSC. As identified
(8.14.3.2.4)
in proposal 13-298, the installation of a draft stop AFTER the building is
____________________________________________________________ designed often creates egress violations. This requirement may make sense
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
within a mercantile occupancy with a significant fuel load but makes no
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
sense in a light hazard occupancy (the overwhelming majority of vertical
Comment on Proposal No: 13-294
openings).
Recommendation: Do not add a new section 8.14.3.2.4 as recommended Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
by the committee in the proposal.
Revise text to read:
Substantiation: The submitter’s substantiation for not installing sprinklers
8.14.4.2 Draft Stops.
in the tower is the very reason for requiring them. Although items of
8.14.4.2.1 (Existing 8.14.4.2).
value may not accumulate in the bottom, trash cans, discarded furniture,
8.14.4.2.2 Draft stops required by Section 8.14.4.1 shall not be required
plastic shopping carts, and recycling are often found under the bottom
in Light and Ordinary Hazard Occupancies utilizing quick response
landing in stair towers. Because the towers are open, they are likely to be
sprinklers throughout.
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Committee Statement: The committee agrees in principle with the
submitter, but feels that the elimination of the draft stops is acceptable in
Light and Ordinary Hazard Occupancies only.
The committee Rejects the elimination of the closely spaced sprinklers
around these openings as modeling reports submitted during the Report on
Proposals indicated that these sprinklers would activate without the draft
stops and there are added benefits of the closely spaced sprinklers such as
additional floor area protection.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
GERDES, R.: This comment should be accepted. The standard currently
allows larger openings to delete the additional protection of draft curtains
and sprinklers. Mezzanines are not required to have this additional
protection. The standard does not require multiple floor levels to be
hydraulically calculated. Other codes and standards do not require this
protection in all cases. Modeling submitted supports the deletion of this
requirement.
There is some confusion within the Committee that acceptance of this
proposal/comment will result in more enclosed vertical openings. This is
not accurate. Current codes and standards allow the vertical floor openings
without this protection in several situations.

sprinklers above the partial ceiling or the obstruction will activate at the
same time as the sprinklers below, yet sections in Chapter 11 and Chapter
14 (written by different Technical Committees) agree that these sprinklers
do not need to be added to the design area.
Draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers are fine for protecting openings
in floor/ceiling assemblies that are required to have some sort of rating or
protection, but they should not be required for convenience openings that
are not required to have any other protection.
KEEPING, L.: I agree with the explanations of negative from Mr.
Dornbos, Mr. Gerdes and Mr. Isman.

____________________________________________________________
13-196 Log #375 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.4.3 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-299
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSI evaluate the allowances of 8.14.4.5 to other occupancies and
to either correlate with the requirements of NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000 or
to submit proposals to address specific changes to NFPA 101 and NFPA
5000. The Technical Correlating Committee specifically directs that
____________________________________________________________ AUT-SSI resolve this issue and provide specific comments to address
13-195 Log #236 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
appropriate changes in NFPA 13 or to provide specific documentation
(8.14.4.1)
supporting the requirements of NFPA 13.
____________________________________________________________ Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
Comment on Proposal No: 13-298
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Recommendation: Revise section 8.14.4.1 to read as follows:
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
“Unless the requirements of 8.14.4.4 or 8.14.4.5 are met, where
Committee Statement: The committee believes that the requirements
moving stairways, staircases or similar floor openings are unenclosed and of closely spaced sprinkler and draft stops provide a valid alternative to
penetrate a rated floor/ceiling assembly, the floor openings involved shall
the protection of openings where they are required to be protected by the
be protected with closely spaced sprinklers in combination with draft stops Life Safety and Building Code. Additionally, the committee supports that
in accordance with 8.14.4.2 and 8.14.4.3.”
closely spaced sprinklers without draft stops provide additional protection
Substantiation: The real issue is trying to protect a rated assembly. If the for these openings as discussed in 13-194. The SSI committee encourages
building code allows an unprotected opening in a floor then there is no
the TCC to work with the LSC/5000 committee to correlate the new
need for the draft stops or closely spaced sprinklers.
requirements for Light and Ordinary Hazard Occupancies.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
13-194 (Log #281).
Explanation of Negative:
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
ISMAN, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-195 (Log
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25 Negative: 4
#23).
Explanation of Negative:
DORNBOS, D.: Draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers should not be ____________________________________________________________
required around openings in floors where the openings are not otherwise
13-197 Log #51 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
required by the building code to be protected.
(8.14.5.3)
GERDES, R.: This comment should be accepted. The standard currently ____________________________________________________________
allows larger openings to delete the additional protection of draft curtains
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
and sprinklers. Mezzanines are not required to have this additional
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
protection. The standard does not require multiple floor levels to be
Comment on Proposal No: 13-300
hydraulically calculated. Other codes and standards do not require this
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-300 as submitted.
protection in all cases. Modeling submitted supports the deletion of this
Substantiation: Elevators are now being looked at as a way to speed up
requirement.
the evacuation of a building. There has been a study conducted by NIST
There is some confusion within the Committee that acceptance of this
on this subject. Fire departments are looking at elevators to move fire
proposal/comment will result in more enclosed vertical openings. This is
fighters quickly to the fire ground. At the present time, ASME 17.1 and
not accurate. Current codes and standards allow the vertical floor openings NFPA 72 requires a heat detector to be located within two feet of each
without this protection in several situations.
sprinkler located within an elevator machine room and hoistway/shaft. The
ISMAN, K.: The NFSA is opposed to the action of the committee on
purpose of these detectors is to activate the power shunt-trip, which will
Comments 13-195 and 13-196 because the committee is ignoring the
cause an immediate shut down of power to the elevator.
consensus of the Life Safety Code and Building Code process and good
As stated in Mr. Norton’s original substantiation, there has been no
common sense. Draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers should not be
documented loss from a fire in an elevator machine room. The shunting of
required around openings that are not required by the building code to
the elevator should be left to the incident commander, and not the the short
be protected. During the committee deliberations on this subject, the
trip. While the committee’s statement regarding signs is true, most elevator
committee kept constantly referring to the requirement for rolling shutters machine rooms that we are aware of and have been in are clean and are
over escalator openings and their concern that if we accepted these
not used as storerooms.
comments they were afraid that the requirement for rolling shutters would Committee Meeting Action: Reject
be enforced. To that we respond that we fully agree with the committee
Committee Statement: The committee believes that the intent of the
that draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers need to be installed in all
standard is that buildings are to be fully sprinklered which includes these
situations where the floor/ceiling assembly being penetrated has a required types of spaces. Storage can occur in these types of spaces regardless of
fire resistance rating. We were not trying to affect a change in those
signage. Plus hydraulic elevators introduce combustible loading that would
requirements.
require sprinkler protection.
The change that the NFSA was trying to pursue affected those
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
convenience openings in floors that are not required to have a fire
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
resistance rating and are not required to have any protection. When
the Life Safety Code or the Building Code state that an opening is not
____________________________________________________________
required to have any rating or protection, why should NFPA 13 state that
13-198 Log #299 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
we need draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers?
(8.14.5.3)
The committee answered this question during deliberations with a
____________________________________________________________
statement that one purpose of the draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers Submitter: Thomas F. Norton, Norel Service Co. Inc.
was to prevent sprinklers from the higher elevation from activating. To
Comment on Proposal No: 13-300
that we respond that this position is inconsistent with the rest of NFPA 13. Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-300.
We do not put draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers around the opening Substantiation: The Committee’s comment “that the intent of the standard
in cloud ceilings or around obstructions when sprinklers are installed
is that buildings are to be fully sprinklered which includes these types
beneath them. These situations represent a much greater chance that
of spaces” is ignoring the fact that the fire service is using the elevators
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in emergencies including times when high temperatures may enter the
Elevator Machine Room. The NFPA 13 Committee needs to balance the
risk of fires in Elevator Machine Rooms against having firefighters and
victims being trapped in a elevator car when the automatic shunt trip
breaker activates.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-197 (Log #51).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-202 Log #282 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.14.8.1.1 and A.8.14.8.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-311
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
8.14.8.1.1 ….sprinklers are not required in bathrooms that are located
within dwelling units, that do not exceed 55 ft 2 in area, and that have
walls and ceilings of noncombustible or limited-combustible materials
____________________________________________________________ with a 15-minute thermal barrier rating including the walls and ceiling
13-199 Log #69 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
behind fixtures, and access openings have doors.
(8.14.7)
A.8.14.8.1.1 The use of a lintel when defining a compartment as per
____________________________________________________________ Chapter 3, does not apply when addressing the omission of protection. A
Submitter: Thomas A. Noble, City of Henderson Building & Fire Safety
self-closing door is not required.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-303
Substantiation: There is a lot of confusion on whether a door is required
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
for a bathroom. Many are using the lintel as part of the definition of a
Sprinklers shall be installed under roofs, canopies, or Porte-Cocheres
compartment as the required level of separation. This is fine when defining
where automobiles are or may be parked, stopped, or standing.
how many sprinklers may activate but when OMITTING protection, a
Substantiation: These canopies, Porte-Cocheres are usually located in the higher level of separation is required. Otherwise, why would we require a
front of the building and by the front doors, which is one of the main paths thermal barrier behind the shower enclosure?
of egress for the building, requiring the protection of these area’s would
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
insure the use of this means of egress in case a fire would happen in these Committee Statement: An open door does not provide better protection
canopies, and/or Porte-Cocheres.
than an opening below a lintel. See changes from ROP to compartment
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
definition.
Add an new annex section as follows:
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
A.8.14.7.2 Vehicles that are temporarily parked are not considered
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
storage. Areas located at drive-in bank windows or porte-cocheres at
hotels and motels normally do not require sprinklers where there is no
____________________________________________________________
occupancy above, is entirely constructed of noncombustible, or limited
13-203 Log #376 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
combustible materials or fire retardant treated lumber, and is not the only
(8.14.12 (New) )
means of egress. However, areas under exterior ceilings where the building ____________________________________________________________
is sprinklered should be protected due to the occupancy above.
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Add porte-cocheres to title of 8.14.7 and throughout the subsections.
Systems,
Committee Statement: All drive-up areas where cars are temporarily
Comment on Proposal No: 13-318
parked do not warrant sprinkler protection.
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
AUT-SSI review this log for any correlation issues.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
____________________________________________________________ 3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
13-200 Log #176 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
(8.14.7)
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-204 (Log #148).
____________________________________________________________ Committee Statement: We have proposed the deletion of section
Submitter: Eddie Phillips, Southern Regional Fire Code Development
8.14.12.5. See committee action and statement on Comment 13-204 (Log
Committee
#148).
Comment on Proposal No: 13-303
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
8.14.7 Sprinklers shall be installed under roofs, canopies, or portecocheres where automobiles are parked.
____________________________________________________________
Substantiation: The revised text addresses the committee concerns about 13-204 Log #148 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
transient activities. The proposal is needed to protect these areas.
(8.14.12.5)
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
____________________________________________________________
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-199 (Log #69).
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment Comment on Proposal No: 13-318
13-199 (Log #69).
Recommendation: Delete the proposed 8.14.12.5:
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
8.14.12.5 Test Connection. A system test connection shall be provided to
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
verify proper operation of the sprinklers required by Section 8.14.12.
Substantiation: This proposed new requirement for a special test
____________________________________________________________ connection is unwarranted. There is no corresponding requirement in the
13-201 Log #178 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
new Section 8.14.12 or anywhere else within the standard that mandates
(8.14.8.1)
that duct sprinklers be configured on a system that is entirely separate
____________________________________________________________ from all other systems within a building. Therefore, there is no need to call
Submitter: James Everitt, Western Regional Fire Code Development
for a test connection specific only to the duct sprinklers. The requirements
Committee
already in the standard in 8.16.4.2.1 for wet pipe systems, 8.16.4.3.1 for
Comment on Proposal No: 13-310
dry pipe systems and 8.16.4.4 for preaction systems are sufficient.
Recommendation: Reconsider the original proposal and delete section
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
8.14.8.1.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Substantiation: NFPA 13 is intended to be a fully sprinklered building.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
There are no other exemptions to eliminate areas of this size or hazard
from the sprinklering requirement. Bathrooms have many inherent hazards ____________________________________________________________
and fire sources in them such as candles and coffee pots. 2.6 percent of
13-205 Log #312 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
fire start in bathrooms yet no sprinklers are required. Fires starting in
(8.14.22.2)
dining areas accounted for only 1 percent of fires and these areas are
____________________________________________________________
required to be sprinklered. Lobby entryways account for 0.5 percent and
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Corporation
require sprinkler protection. Sprinklers should be provided where the
Comment on Proposal No: 13-326
hazard exists and where fires are occurring.
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Noncombustible in limited combustible spaces, with limited access and
Committee Statement: Submitter did not provide any new data since the not permitting occupancy or storage of combustibles are permitted to be
ROP to prove that sprinkler protection is warranted.
protected by sprinklers extending 30 ft into the space.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Substantiation: This is needed to provide an option for the placement
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
of thermal barriers to delete the requirement for providing sprinkler
protection above noncombustible spaces found in large department stores
and similar facilities.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
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Committee Statement: Even though storage is prohibited by this standard
it can still be reasonably anticipated to exist. Additionally, the committee
is not only concerned about storage, but also the extension of heat from a
fire into the space above and causing structural damage.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
DUKE, R.: The proposal should have been Accepted in Principle with
some rewording and with an explanatory Figure illustrating the condition.
There is no good reason not to permit owners this option, which may
be very cost effective. I disagree with the substantiation statement that
significant storage is “reasonably anticipated” which would exceed
protection afforded by sprinklers in the 30 ft. Storage is generally limited
to light weight objects placed within a few feet of the edge of the ceiling.
The adjacent area of storage on the floor will have sprinklers designed for
the occupancy and the 30 ft of sprinkler discharge will adequately prevent
passage of sufficient heat to expose the remaining roof structure.
Suggested wording of the proposal is to add new 8.14.22.3 “Where
perimeter of concealed space is not totally enclosed, sprinklers shall be
extended 30’ into the space above the ceiling.”
Also add Figure which was shown at the meeting.
Note: If this is not accepted, I wish to submit it as a proposal for the
next cycle.
____________________________________________________________
13-206 Log #377 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.14.23 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-328
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Staff to coordinate with TCC.
Committee Statement: Staff to coordinate with TCC.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-207 Log #378 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.15.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-329a
Recommendation: The TCC directs that AUT-SSI evaluate the current
PIV requirements from NFPA 24 for extracting into NFPA 13 to ensure
that the requirements remain consistent between NFPA 13 and NFPA 24.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
The SSI committee seeks that the TCC establish a joint task group to
determine if allowances should be made in NFPA 24 to provide exception
for sprinkler system applications and the 40 ft limit.
Committee Statement: There is no required action by the Installation
committee and the requirements of NFPA 24 for PIV’s no longer apply to
NFPA 13 since NFPA 13 now only extracts Chapter 10 and not chapter 6
from NFPA 24 and NFPA 13 no longer references NFPA 24. Additionally,
while the 40 ft requirement for PIVs may be appropriate for some
applications of NFPA 24 it is not applicable to applications of NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
No text was added to NFPA 13 at the ROP or ROC. Additionally, see
action and statement on Comment 13-207 (Log #378).
Committee Statement: No text was added to NFPA 13 at the ROP or
ROC. Additionally, see action and statement on Comment 13-207 (Log
#378).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-208a Log #CC56 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.15.2.3.2, 8.15.2.3.3, and 8.15.2.5.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-152
Recommendation: 1. Modify Section 8.15.2.3.2 as follows: delete
“subject to freezing” from title and delete “where a portion of the piping is
subject to freezing” from the section.
2. Delete Section 8.15.2.3.3.
3. Modify Section 8.15.2.5.3 as follows: delete “in areas subject to
freezing” from title.
Substantiation: The committee recommends the proposed changes to
address the corrosion issues that arise in a preaction system in a heated
area where the system is drained and then refilled with air.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
MILLER, T.: This change represents new material and should proceed
through a complete code cycle for public comment.
____________________________________________________________
13-209 Log #257 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.15.2.5.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-338
Recommendation: Insert a new 8.15.2.5.3.1 and renumber accordingly.
8.15.2.5.3.1 Auxiliary drains located in areas subject to freezing shall be
readily accessible.
Substantiation: The Committee had originally rejected this proposal
as being too broad in what constitutes “accessible”. However, there
are already many locations within the standard that call fro system
components to simply be “accessible”. Such as:
8.15.1.1.1.1 Each sprinkler system shall be provided with a listed
indicating valve in an accessible location...
8.15.1.1.7 Control Valve Accessibility. All control valves shall be located
where readily accessible...
8.16.4.2.2 The test connection valve shall be readily accessible.
8.16.4.3.2...and shall be equipped with a readily accessible shutoff
valve...
13.4.2.1...shall be controlled by a separate, accessible, listed indicating
valve...
However, the newly proposed wording is less ambiguous.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-210 Log #113 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.15.2.47)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-336
Recommendation: None.
____________________________________________________________ Substantiation: I agree with the outcome of the committee action but
13-208 Log #237 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
I don’t think the action answered the proposal issue or the statement is
(8.15.1.1)
correct. Larger drain pipes are needed for longer drains to allow enough
____________________________________________________________ flow to do a drain test. Tying multiple drains together is not an issue, such
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
as a valve header on an exterior wall, no pipe increase is necessary.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-329a
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Recommendation: It is not clear what text is being added to the standard. Committee Statement: No proposed action was provided by the
NFPA 13 does not require PIVÕs to be installed. NFPA 13 should continue submitter.
to stay this way. If any language is added to the standard, it should be that Number Eligible to Vote: 29
PIV’s are not required.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
NFPA 24 should be modified to agree with NFPA 13.
Substantiation: A requirement for a post indicating valve is a holdover
from when single story manufacturing facilities were about the only
buildings being sprinklered. There is no value to a PIV for a multiple-story
building of noncombustible construction, which is where the majority of
fire sprinklers are being installed today.
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____________________________________________________________
13-211 Log #258 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.3.1.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-341
Recommendation: Change 8.15.3.1.3 as shown, eliminate it’s annex note,
and add a new 8.15.3.1.4 as shown:
8.15.3.1.3* Where above ground water-filled supply pipes, risers,
systems risers, or feed mains, or branchlines pass through open areas,
cold rooms, passageways, or other areas exposed to freezing temperatures
below 40 degrees Fahrenheit, the pipe shall be protected against freezing
by insulating coverings, frostproof casings, listed heat tracing systems
or other reliable means capable of maintaining a minimum temperature
between 40°F (4°C) and 120°F (48.9°C).
A.8.15.3.1.3 Branch lines have been intentionally left out of this
paragraph as it is an unacceptable practice to heat trace and insulate
branch lines.
8.15.3.1.4 Where listed heat tracing systems are used, they shall be
supervised.
Substantiation: Proposal 13-340 was accepted and added the
word “below 40 degrees Fahrenheit” as the definition of “freezing
temperatures”. However, this section should also include language similar
to proposal 13-341 which would allow heat tracing for branchlines, if the
heat tracing is listed for such use on fire protection systems and meets the
newer IEEE 5.15.1 testing standard.
This new technology should be allowed in the standard and these
systems should be supervised to maintain the integrity of the fire
protection system.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reword Section 8.15.3.1.3 as shown, eliminate its annex note, and add a
new 8.15.3.1.4 and 8.15.3.1.5 as shown:
8.15.3.1.2 Small unheated areas are permitted to be protected by
antifreeze systems or other systems specifically listed for this purpose,
including, but not limited to listed heat tracing systems.
8.15.3.1.3 Where above ground water-filled supply pipes, risers, systems
risers, or feed mains, pass through open areas, cold rooms, passageways,
or other areas exposed to temperatures below 40°F, the pipe shall be
protected against freezing by insulating coverings, frostproof casings,
listed heat tracing systems or other reliable means capable of maintaining
a minimum temperature between 40°F (4°C) and 120°F (48.9°C).
8.15.3.1.4 Where listed heat tracing systems are used, they shall be
supervised.
8.15.3.1.5 Where listed heat tracing is utilized for branchlines it shall be
specifically listed for use on branchlines.
Delete existing annex material from Section 8.15.3.1.3.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to clarify the listing limits of heat tracing.
Additionally, this represents the final accepted text for these sections and
addresses the material accepted in 13-340 and 13-341 of the Report on
Proposals.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-212 Log #360 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.1.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-346
Recommendation: Delete Section 8.16.1.2.2.
Substantiation: If the committee statement that all retard devices may
require periodic servicing stands, then we must at least understand that
all retarding devices are connected to a portion of valve trim that is at
atmospheric pressure. Consequently, the retarding devices (and associated
alarm devices) can be removed without shutting off sprinklers, and the
required valve has no function. (The only possible function for the valve
might be for the convenience of not having to cap off or plug a ½ or ¾ in.
trim line in the event that the service was going to be over-night, wherein
the system would be left without alarm service.) Again the work can be
done without taking the sprinklers out of service.
NFPA 13 should not be in a position or requiring the installation of a
device where it is not necessary for the proper failsafe operation of the
system.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that this matter was given proper
consideration. Deletion of the valve in 8.16.1.2.2 creates a conflict with
8.16.1.4.3, which was not deleted in the action on Comment 13-214.

____________________________________________________________
13-213 Log #361 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.1.3.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-113
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
8.16.1.3.4 A check valve shall be installed in the bypass test connection
between the intermediate chamber of a dry pipe valve and the waterflow
alarm device so as to prevent flow from the alarm bypass test connection
from entering the intermediate chamber of a dry pipe valve during an
alarm test via the alarm bypass test connection.
Substantiation: The check valve is not located in the alarm bypass test
connection.
There are two flow paths to the alarm devices: one from the intermediate
chamber of the dry pipe valve and one from the alarm bypass test
connection. The check valve is located in the intermediate chamber
flow path (not the alarm test bypass) to prevent water from entering the
intermediate chamber during an alarm test, so as to prevent a false trip
during quarterly alarm tests.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-214 Log #358 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.16.1.4)
____________________________________________________________
TCC Action: The Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic
Sprinkler Systems proposes the following:
Recommendation: Staff to editorially ensure that the final text
between Chapter 8 and Chapter 11 relating to combustible concealed
spaces is the same.
Substantiation: The Technical Correlating Committee wants to
ensure that the text of the allowances are the same between Chapter
8 and Chapter 11. No new allowances are to be added, but this action
is to ensure that the allowances accepted by the Discharge Committee
will correlate with the final text accepted by the Installation
Committee.
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-347
Recommendation: Reconsider the original submission with the exception
that 8.16.1.4.3 is to be deleted based on 13-346, Log #718.
Substantiation: The committee statement is “existing language is
adequate”. Since the purpose of the alarm control valve is not stated we
must assume that its function for which the adequate language is provided
is for the purpose of silencing alarms during a fire or test procedure. Since
electrical alarms via a pressure type contactor can be silenced electrically,
the alarm control valve is not required as it might be for a water motor
alarm.
The alarm control valve is not a necessary device for proper failsafe
operation of the system; therefore, its installation in a connection to a
pressure type contactor should not be required; however, if one is installed
certainly its supervision in the open position is critical to proper failsafe
operation.
NFPA 13 should not be in a position of requiring the installation of a
device where it is not necessary for the proper failsafe operation of the
system.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Comment 13-212 (Log #360).
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-212 (Log #360).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that this matter was given proper
consideration. The action on Comment 13-112 to delete the valve in
8.16.1.2.2 creates a conflict with 8.16.1.4.3, which was not deleted in the
action on Comment 13-214.
____________________________________________________________
13-215 Log #379 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-350
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: The committee supports the action of the
Installation committee and no additional action is required.
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Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-216 Log #52 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-350
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-350.
Substantiation: The committee should consider the negative comments
of Mr. Schirmer. The committee needs to provide a fuller substantiation
for deleting this section, which came from NFPA 231C. While a sprinkler
system may not be required for “some” storage occupancies, they are and
should be required for most.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The decision to provide electrical supervision
incorporates many more variables than just the presence of storage.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-217 Log #272 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-350
Recommendation: Revise the original action to eliminate supervision of
systems protection storage occupancies.
Substantiation: This requirement is an effective means of assuring
fire department response to a high challenge fire. This requirement was
established to ensure safety to life of first responders.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-216 (Log #52).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-218 Log #359 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.2.4.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roger S. Wilkins, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-356
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
(3) Preaction system - between the system control valve and the
preaction valve between the preaction valve and the check valve on the
system side of the preaction valve
Substantiation: The committee statement regarding that they do not want
the fire department connection to be installed in zones (piping) which are
subject to system air, only addressed the concerns of dry pipe valves and
not preaction valves.
With the committee action standing with respect to the inability of check
valves to hold air, where some preaction valves do not utilize separate
check valves, and where some laboratory approved preaction risers call for
the check valve to be direct mounted to the automatic control valve, the
original submission has been revised to address only Paragraph (3) under
8.16.2.4.2
The revised text contemplates actual riser arrangements.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: If the FDC is connected on the supply side of the
preaction valve no water will flow into the system if the preaction valve
fails to open.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-219 Log #169 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.2.4.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jon Nisja, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-359
Recommendation: Revise to read:
8.16.2.4.6 Unless otherwise directed by the authority having jurisdiction
fire department connections shall be on the street side of buildings
and shall be located and arranged so that hose lines can be readily and
conveniently attached to the inlets without interference from any nearby
objects including buildings, fences, posts, or other fire department
connections. The location shall be based on the requirements of the fire
department.

Substantiation: The proposed language was part of the original proposal
and we believe that the fire department operational requirements need
to be taken into account as they are the users of these connections. In all
cases the FD is not considered the AHJ as they do not have authority over
code compliance.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
DUKE, R.: This proposal should be rejected because it attempts to
tell the authority having jurisdiction how to conduct his business. This
standard does not have that right. There is normally a set, and sometimes
legal, procedure for securing permits and submitting drawing for approval.
It is up to the authority having primary responsibility to determine who
makes specific rulings. In most communities the fire department is the
authority or is involved in the review process, however this is up to the
authority having jurisdiction, not the NFPA.
____________________________________________________________
13-220 Log #175 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.2.4.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Eddie Phillips, Southern Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-358
Recommendation: Reconsider the original proposal and accept.
Add new text to read as follows:
8.16.2.4.6 Fire department connections shall be on the street side of
buildings and shall be located and arranged so that hose lines can be
readily and conveniently attached to the inlets without interference
from any nearby objects including buildings, fences, posts, or other fire
department connections. The center of the hose inlet shall be not less than
18 in. (457 mm) nor more than 48 in. (1219 mm) above final grade.
Substantiation: The TC’s justification for rejection is that “...local codes
have various requirements.” Unfortunately, this is not a valid justification
for rejection as it can be said about almost any fire or building code and
standard. The argument in the rejection is not unique to this particular
proposal. Many jurisdictions have local sprinkler threshold requirements
that are more stringent than NFPA 1, 101, or NFPA 5000. This does not
mean that those TC’s should now remove the fire sprinkler thresholds
from their documents because local jurisdictions have local amendments.
In fact, the exact opposite is true. The lack of a standard in this area has
created the very condition that the TC has cited as a reason for rejection of
the proposal. The point of a standard, such as NFPA 13, is to provide that
criteria so a local jurisdictions are not forced to adopt specific text. By not
addressing this area, the TC is forcing the AHJ to either make it up as they
go or adopt their own local ordinance. Neither option is the best solution
for the designer, contractor or AHJ. Regardless of the specific criteria, this
issue should be addressed in the document.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee does not support moving the
dimensions to the body. Comment 13-219 has established that the location
is determined by the local AHJ.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-221 Log #170 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.2.4.7 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jon Nisja, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-360
Recommendation: Reconsider the original proposal to add a new section
to read:
Fire department connections shall be located not less than 457 mm
(18 in.) nor more than 1219 mm (48 in.) above the level of the adjoining
ground, sidewalk, or grade surface.
Substantiation: The proposed text is already in NFPA 14 and is already
a requirement that must be met for FDC’s on standpipe systems. NFPA
14 already requires a set of height guidelines and NFPA 13 should be
consistent with them. In those areas where the proposed requirement
cannot be met Section 1.5 permits an equivalency to be obtained.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-220 (Log #175).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-222 Log #149 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.4.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-362
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-362 and accept.
Substantiation: The submitter of 13-318 is correct. On a wet pipe system,
if the alarms can be activated by an orifice that is smaller then those
installed in the system, there is no cause to require a larger one, just for
the sake of matching the sprinklers.
On many projects, such as ESFR warehouses, some systems may have
a few ½ in. orifice sprinklers, for the protection of the small electrical/
mechanical rooms, plant washrooms, etc., whereas a neighboring and
very similar system may have only ESFR sprinklers. Under the current
requirement, the first system would be fitted an orifice equivalent to
the ½ in. orifice sprinklers, which are very common and inexpensive.
Correspondingly, the adjoining, system would be required to use an
expensive and not so readily available test orifice that is equivalent to an
ESFR sprinkler. This is inequitable, if the first system is satisfactory with
the ½ in test orifice, it should be equally acceptable to employ one on the
adjoining system.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-223 Log #53 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.4.6.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas P. Hammerberg, Bruce Fraser, Shane M. Clary,
Automatic Fire Alarm Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-367
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-367.
Substantiation: Not all jurisdictions adopt NFPA 25. The State of
California is one such that has not adopted NFPA 25.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: When the sprinkler system is tested periodically
under any regular maintenance program, this problem would be
discovered.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-224 Log #298 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.4.6.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas F. Norton, Norel Service Co. Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-367
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-367.
Substantiation: The Committee in its statement “When the sprinkler
system is periodically tested per NFPA 25 this problem would be
discovered”. As I have stated in my original proposal, the city side supply
gauge can no longer be used to determined that “normal water pressure is
being maintained” as required in NFPA 25, when a backflow prevention
valve is installed. Therefore the NFPA 13 Committee is changing the
requirements of NFPA 25, 5.2.4.1 for monthly inspections and 5.2.4.2 for
weekly inspections to quarterly when a flow test is conducted.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See Comment 13-223 (Log #53).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-225 Log #380 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.16.5.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-368
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee REJECTS the
action taken on Proposal 13-368 (Log #832) and directs that AUT-SSI
coordinate the actions taken by AUT-SSI and AUT-SSD on proposals
13-368 (Log #832), 13-369 (Log #CP331), 13-370 (Log #64) and 13-371
(Log #CP332).
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The final text shall be as follows:
8.17.5.1.1 Change “valves” to “connections”. and Delete “by Chapter
12”. and Delete “storage”.
8.17.5.1.1.1 Delete the term “lines” and retain the text as shown in draft.
8.17.5.1.3(2) changes “stations” to “connections”.

8.17.5.1.4 start with “hose connections used”.
8.17.5.1.4(1) “station’s” to “connections” Throughout all of 8.17.5.1.4.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
proposes these changes to correlate with Chapter 12 as well as to resolve
conflicting ROP text.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I disagree with the new philosophy that seems to have
developed, that first aid fire hose stations are for fire department use only.
The hose lines for storage occupancies have always been meant to be
for occupant use, in the same way that fire extinguishers are. They were
never intended for the exclusive use of fire department personnel, who
would normally deploy their hose lines from the exterior hydrants, before
entering a building.
This new idea of installing hose connections without the hose is
ill advised. Without the hose the hose connections are useless to the
occupants and as noted above would probably never be used by the FD.
With the hose there is some value, without the hose these connections
serve no purpose.
____________________________________________________________
13-226 Log #329 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.16.5.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-371
Recommendation: Revise the proposed text in 8.16.5.1.1.1 to read:
8.16.5.1.1.1 Where the building is protected throughout by an approved
automatic sprinkler system, the authority having jurisdiction is authorized
to require (1) no hose connection, hose and nozzle, or (2) a hose
connection, but no hose or nozzle, or (3) the hose connection, hose, and
nozzle.
Substantiation: The language given in 8.16.5.1.1.1 is not clear from an
enforcement standpoint - hose stations are not required, subject to the
approval of the AHJ. “Hoe lines” is not defined in the standard. The intent
of the committee is best captured by the A.12.1.3, but this didn’t carry
through to the language in 8.16.5.1.1.1. As currently written, in fully
sprinklered buildings, is it just the hose and nozzle that are not required or
the hose, nozzle and connection?
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-225 (Log #380).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-225 (Log #380).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-227 Log #381 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.5.1.1, A.8.16.5.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-370
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: There is no required action from the Discharge
Committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-228 Log #150 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(8.16.5.1.1 and 12.1.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-368
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposals 13-368, 13-371, 13-372 and 13373 and reject.
Substantiation: Hand hose units are not meant to be exclusively for fire
department use, they are also advantageous for occupant use for things
such as knocking down small or smoldering fires, prior to sprinkler
activation. Indeed, in some localities, if such hose stations are provided the
number of required fire extinguishers can be reduced.
Additionally, the same level of fire protection should be provided in all
municipalities and the decisions as to what equipment is to be provided
should not be left to the individual determinations of all of the different
building and fire departments and/or insurance agencies throughout all of
the areas where NFPA 13 is utilized.
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Committee Meeting Action: Reject
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-225 (Log #380).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-225 (Log #380).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: For the reasons stated in the substantiation, I disagree
with the committee action on this matter. I also disagree with the new
philosophy that seems to have developed, that first aid fire hose stations
are for fire department use only. The hose lines for storage occupancies
have always been meant to be for occupant use, in the same way that fire
extinguishers are. They were never intended for the exclusive use of fire
department personnel, who would normally deploy their hose lines from
the exterior hydrants, before entering a building.
This new idea of installing hose connections without the hose is
ill advised. Without the hose the hose connections are useless to the
occupants and as noted above would probably never be used by the FD.
With the hose there is some value, without the hose these connections
serve no purpose.
____________________________________________________________
13-228a Log #CC31 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.5.1.1 and 12.1.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-371
Recommendation: Reject the committee action on Report on Proposals
Log 13-371.
Substantiation: Returns the text to the 2002 edition text.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20 Negative: 5
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
BAUROTH, C.: I disagree with the committee action at the ROC
meeting on this proposal and vote negative. At the ROP meeting specific
wording was developed that would allow the AHJ to require small hose
lines in storage areas, but would not require them to be installed as a
default. This was accepted during the ROP meeting. No comments were
received on this action. As New Business at the ROC Meeting this was
brought up and voted to reject this proposal.
There are numerous cases of fire department personnel informing
building owners and occupants that under no circumstances would they
hook up to these inside hose stations (1.5 inch diameter), yet they are still
required to install them. Except in the cases of large or isolated plants that
maintain trained and dedicated fire brigades, most companies do not want
their employees to fight any fire, but simply to evacuate and leave the
firefighting to the professionals. These companies often view the presence
of hose stations as an attractive nuisance that tempts their employees to
fight a fire. As NFPA 13 currently doesn’t give the AHJ the specific option
to eliminate these hose stations, they are installed as a default.
The language drafted at the ROP keeps the inside hose stations in the
standard, but doesn’t require them unless the AHJ wants them. This allows
fire departments or large facilities to include them as they are cited in the
standard if they so desire, but doesn’t penalize the numerous facilities
where they will not be utilized. I argue that this is the best method of
meeting all parties needs while not penalizing the majority.
HUGGINS, R.: I agree with Bauroth and Williams that we should return
to the text of the ROP. We need to offer the flexibility to make it easier for
the AHJ to exclude hose stations to meet the needs of the majority instead
of having the minority dictate to all installations.
JAVERI, S.: The reason for my negative vote is that, in my experience
here in Europe, small hose stations are not used by the plant personnel
due to liability reasons. In the UK the fire departments are asking building
owners to remove small hose from the premises as the priority in a fire is
to evacuate the personnel. This should be the TC priority as well as it is in
the NFPA mission statement to save lives.
TEMPLIN, W.: I agree with Bauroth and Williams that we should return
to the text of the ROP. We need to offer the flexibility to make it easier for
the AHJ to exclude hose stations to meet the needs of the majority instead
of having the minority dictate to all installations.
THOMAS, JR., W.: During the ROP a subcommittee of NFPA 13
came up with a proposal (13-371) that would allow hose stations not
to be installed in warehouses when they were not required by the AHJ
or the Fire Department. When required by an AHJ or the local fire
department they would be installed. This came up because almost all of
the hose stations installed are never used by the fire departments as they
almost always want to use their own equipment as they are assured of its
maintenance. This does not mean they are never used but it is rare. The
proposal allowing hose stream stations to not be installed in warehouses

done by the subcommittee and accepted by the main committee at the
ROP was overturned by Comment 13-228a at the end of the ROC meeting
when not all members of the subcommittee nor main committee were
present. This was originally a good compromise as when they would be
used they would be installed and when they would never be used they
would not be installed.
____________________________________________________________
13-229 Log #382 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.5.1.1 and A.8.16.5.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-372
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee Directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: There is no required action required by the
Discharge Committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-230 Log #CC9 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(8.16.5.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-377
Recommendation: Take accepted text from ROP 13-378 and make it item
(1) in ROP 13-377. This new action will replace item (1) with this text.
Substantiation: Correlates with the requirements of NFPA 14 and
eliminates a conflict with the ROP accepted text..
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-230a Log #CC104 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based
Fire Protection Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-3a
Recommendation: Editorially make the following changes:
9.1.1.4.1 add an additional cross reference to Section 9.1.1.4.3
9.1.1.4.4 change “the” to “a” as follows: “....as part of a hanger
assembly....”
9.1.1.6.1 reverse the table references to ensure that they reflect the final
order of the tables.
9.1.1.6.3 change the word “used” to “installed”
9.1.3.5(3) change (102 m) to (102 mm)
Add metric equivalents to Tables 9.1.2.1, 9.1.2.3, 9.1.2.4.1, 9.1.3.10.1,
9.1.4.5.1, 9.1.5.2.1, 9.1.5.3.1, 9.1.5.7.1, 9.1.5.7.2, 9.2.2.1.
Utilize pipe size text from Table 9.1.2.1 with the following tables to
properly indicate pipe sizes: Tables 9.1.2.3, 9.1.2.4.1, 9.1.3.10.1, 9.1.4.5.1,
9.1.5.2.1, 9.1.5.7.1, 9.1.5.7.2.
Section 9.1.4.4 add the metric equivalency for “U.S. Standard, 12
gauge”.
9.1.5.1.1 add the metric for “2 in.”
9.2.1.3.1 ensure that a cross reference is included here for the new
proposed text on flexible hose fittings.
9.2.2.1 change cross reference to 9.2.4.
9.2.3.4.1 add metric equivalencies for the various pipe sizes.
9.2.3.4.2 add metric equivalencies for the various pipe sizes.
9.2.3.4.4 add the metric equivalency for “100 psi.”
9.2.3.5.2 add the metric equivalency for “100 psi.”
9.2.5.1 add the metric equivalency for “24 in.”
Figure 9.3.5.9.1 Change “Timer” to “Timber”, throughout figure and
change “gneric” to “generic” in the first note.
A.9.2.1.3 Add the metric equivalency for “250 lbs”.
A.9.2.3.2.3 Add the metric equivalency for “6 ft”.
Substantiation: The committee made editorial corrections to ensure that
the final text of Chapter 9 would be correct.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
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____________________________________________________________
13-231 Log #151 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.1.1.2(5))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-384
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-384 and accept.
Substantiation: Unfortunately, the Committee Statement that the current
text does not preclude an engineer from relying on test reports for the
certification of a hanger is not correct. Currently the wording of 9.1.1.2(5)
mandates “detailed calculations … showing stresses developed in hangers,
piping and fittings …”. There is no provision provided in this wording of
9.1.1.2 to allow testing in lieu of calculations.
Technically if an engineer wished to base a certification on product
testing or if an AHJ wanted to approve a hanger on that basis, a strict
interpretation of 9.1.1.2 would bar them doing so.
Since testing is the basis for the acceptance of all listed hangers,
engineers should be allowed the same option and the verbiage in the
standard should clearly state the acceptability of this methodology.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It is not the intent of the committee to prohibit the
use of test reports. Test reports can always be submitted in support of the
calculations discussed in 9.1.1.2(5).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-232 Log #389 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.1.1.4.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-379
Recommendation: Revise text as follows:
9.1.1.4.3 Fasteners as specifically identified in 9.1.5 such as bolts,
screws, nuts, and washers sized and installed in accordance with 9.1.2,
9.1.3, 9.1.4, and 9.1.5 shall be permitted to be not listed.
Substantiation: In the 1999 edition 6-1.1.1 Exception No. 2 said,
“Fasteners as specifically identified in 6-1.5 shall be permitted to be not
listed”. 6-1.5 in that edition was titled screws and bolts and gave criteria
for sizing those fasteners. In the ROC meeting, the committee divided this
section based on the type of structural material - concrete, steel, and wood.
This language makes reference to the specific sections and the specific
types of fasteners for clarity.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise text to read as follows:
9.1.1.4.3* Fasteners as specified in section 9.1.3, 9.1.4, and 9.1.5 shall
be permitted to be not listed.
Add new annex text to A.9.1.1.4.2 and A.9.1.1.4.3 as follows:
Generic items utilized with hanger rods and fasteners are not required
to be listed. These include such items as bolts, screws, washers, nuts and
lock nuts.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to further separate the difference between fasteners and hangers,
while clarifying what components are not intended to be listed.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-233 Log #390 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.1.1.4.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-387
Recommendation: Revise section numbers as necessary and add new text
as follows:
9.1.1.4.4 When sized and installed in accordance with 9.1.1.6, trapeze
member material such as pipe and angle iron shall be permitted to be not
listed.
Substantiation: Bolts, screws, rods, etc. are permitted to be not listed and
the allowance is explicitly called out in 9.1.1.4. There needs to be similar
language for trapeze members since it has never been intended that they be
listed provided they are sized in accordance with 9.1.1.6.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: NFPA 13 does not require that the pipe or angle
iron be listed for use as a trapeze component and the addition of the
proposed statement could add confusion. NFPA 13 only requires that the
appropriate section modulus be met or exceeded.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.

____________________________________________________________
13-234 Log #112 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.1.1.4.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-379
Recommendation: Accept new text in proposal 13-379 for 9.1.1.4.5.
Substantiation: Proposal 13-392 did not answer the issue of supporting
pipe such as a header, from the floor. Not all these typical pieces are listed.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See the action on Proposal 13-409 published in
the Report on Proposals which met the original intent of the submitter.
There was an incorrect cross reference in the Report on Proposals and
the wrong proposal was referenced to indicate the committee’s action with
respect to this log.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-235 Log #205 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.1.1.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-387
Recommendation: Return 9.1.1.6.5 to its original intent as follows:
9.1.1.6.5 Where the sprinkler pipe is suspended from a pipe trapeze of
a diameter less than the diameter of the pipe being supported, ring, strap,
or clevis hangers of the size corresponding to the suspended pipe shall be
used on both ends of the rod between the trapeze and the suspended pipe.
Substantiation: When this change was made during proposals, the
Committee stated that the ring, strap or clevis hangers would be
overloaded from the weight of a larger pipe. The main concern has been
over the suspended pipe not being located at the midpoint of the trapeze
member, allowing one of the hangers for the trapeze to carry more load
than the other. See the following spreadsheet that shows the distributed
heights to each hanger moving a 6-in. (Schedule 10) sprinkler pipe in 3-in.
increments. along the span of the trapeze. (See the Spreadsheet shown on
the following page)
The spreadsheet incorporates the maximum hanger spacing of 15 ft.
With hangers at the distance there is a load approximately 350 lb. Using
the trapeze hanger tables to determine the size of the trapeze member the
following table has been created.
Span (ft)

Required
Section
Modulus

1.5
2
2.5
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.18
0.24
0.30
0.36
0.48
0.59
0.71
0.83
0.95
1.07
1.19

Pipe Size for Trapeze
Schedule 40
1¼
1½
1½
2
2
2½
2½
2½
2½
3
3

Schedule 10
1¼
1½
2
2
2½
2½
3
3
3
3½
3½

Manufacturers cut sheets show that standard clevis hangers are capable
of carrying a 610 lb load, even for 1 1/4-in. hanger. Similar sheets for ring
hangers show that they are capable of carrying a 400 lb load for pipe sizes
as small as 1 1/4-in., which is the smallest allowable size for a trapeze
hanger that would support a 6-in. sprinkler pipe.
This data demonstrates that even when the sprinkler piping load is not
divided equally amount the hangers supporting the trapeze, they are still
within the maximum loads indicated acceptable by the available products.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Create A.9.1.1.6.5 to read as follows:
A.9.1.1.6.5 Hanger components are sized based upon an ultimate
strength limit of 5 times the weight of water-filled pipe plus 250 lbs. The
section moduli used to size the trapeze member are based on a maximum
bending stress, which provides an acceptable level of safety that is
comparable to the other hanger components.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter in intent
and added the annex text to clarify the position of the committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
VALENTINE, V.: The information added to the annex is an
improvement from the changes made during the proposal phase. However,
requiring the hangers on the ends of the trapeze member to now carry
five times the weight of the water filled pipe being hung from the trapeze
member is excessive in many cases. This modification to all trapezes was
made universally without evidence of field problems.
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____________________________________________________________
13-236 Log #391 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.1.1.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-387
Recommendation: Revise the committee meeting action proposed text as
follows:
9.1.1.6.5 All components of each trapeze hanger assembly that attach
to a trapeze member shall conform to 9.1.1.4 and be listed to support the
suspended sprinkler pipe.
Substantiation: This provides a more precise representation of intent.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The proposed language does not add any
additional information and the language from the Report on Proposals
sufficiently addresses the intent of the committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-237 Log #392 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.1.2.3 and A.9.1.2.3)
____________________________________________________________
TCC Action: The Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic
Sprinkler Systems proposes the following:
Recommendation: From the proposed figure delete the diagram that
indicates Steep/Slope.
In the proposed Section 9.1.2.3 add the word “gravity” between
“lateral loads”.
Substantiation: The Technical Correlating Committee proposed
the deletion of the diagram as it does not provide clarification of the
figure and adds confusion since it does not represent slope.
Additionally, the Technical Correlating Committee proposes to add
the term “gravity” to clarify that the intent is to not induce normal
non-axial lateral loads on the rods. But, it is anticipated that the
rods will experience some lateral loading during seismic events and
the rods provide an integral part of the over seismic design to ensure
system integrity.
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-389
Recommendation: Renumber remaining sections as necessary and add
new text as follows:
9.1.2.3 Hanger rods shall be installed so that lateral loads are not
induced on the rods.
A.9.1.2.3 Hanger rods are only intended to be loaded axially (along the
rod). Lateral loads can result in bending, weakening, and even breaking of
the rod.
Substantiation: Gravity acts vertically. Loading as a result of gravity
alone also acts vertically. When hanger rods are installed in other than
a vertical position, lateral loads are a likely result. Some installations
exist where a vertical riser is supported by pipe clamps and threaded
rods installed horizontally and anchored in the wall. The vertical load
is supported by rods installed in a horizontal position. This method of
support is clearly not acceptable; however, there is nothing in NFPA 13
indicating that it is unacceptable. The proposed language does not restrict
the hanger to a vertical orientation since some installations may position
the rod otherwise without inducing a lateral load. There are articulating
hanger products on the market that maintain an axial loading of the rod.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add a new 9.1.2.3 and renumber remaining sections as necessary and
add new text as follows:
9.1.2.3 Hanger rods shall be installed so that lateral loads are not
induced on the rods.
A.9.1.2.3 Hanger rods are only intended to be loaded axially (along the
rod). Lateral loads can result in bending, weakening, and even breaking
of the rod. Additional hangers or restraint could be necessary to eliminate
non-axial loads that could induce bending or deflection of the rods. See
figure A.9.1.2.3 for an example of additional hangers utilized to eliminate
non-axial loads.

FIGURE A.9.1.2.3.
Committee Statement: The intent of the committee is that thread rods not
carry lateral loads (loads perpendicular to the rod) to the point of bending.
In some cases where rods are utilized along a slope, the rods along the
slope often provide general stabilization while the mains at the lower
elevation carry the majority of the load and could require additional
hangers to correct any resulting non-axial loads or shifting of the mains.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
VALENTINE, V.: While the intent was to address hangers on slopes,
the broad nature of this language could end up requiring bracing for every
piece of pipe in an earthquake area.
In addition, the two lines and text of “steep” and “slope” should be
removed from the lower right corner of the figure. The figure shows that
the installation is on a slope and there is no definition of steep provided.
____________________________________________________________
13-238 Log #111 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.1.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-389
Recommendation: Change committee action to accept.
Substantiation: The purpose of the proposal is to clarify that threaded rod
must only be installed vertically. Consider Exhibit 6.12 on page 449 of
the 1999 NFPA 13 handbook. The installed system is not a hanger but will
provide horizontal support.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-237 (Log
#392).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-239 Log #185 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.1.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James M. Feld, Feld Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-389
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-389 and revise as follows:
9.1.2.4 Threaded rod shall be installed in the vertical position or when
used for branch line restraint in accordance with 9.3.6.1(5). Threaded rod
shall not be used in lieu of a through bolt.
Substantiation: The reference to 9.3.6.1(5) is the proposed paragraph
contained in Proposal 13-450 (Log #CP201). Threaded rod does not have
the same material strength perpendicular to the axis as through bolts
and lag screws and therefore should not be installed in the horizontal
position as the typical lag screw or through bolt. This is not an issue of
threaded rod being bent to conform to an installation but one of strength of
materials.
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Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The two proposed changes were rejected for the
following reasons:
1) Thread rod is not always installed vertical and is utilized in differing
arrangments as discussed in Comment 13-237 (Log #392).
2) It is the intent of the committee to permit the use of thread rod as a
means of “through bolting” as described in Comment 13-270 (Log #335).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.

Governing Committee Projects (the “Regulations”), and thus does not
contain a meaningful substantiation, technical or otherwise, for the change
to Section 9.2.3.5.1 of NFPA 13 requested by the AFCON Proposal.
FlexHead opposes Proposal Log #438 AUT-HBS; however, FlexHead
supports the action of the Committee to insert new Section 9.2.3.7* and
Annex A.9.2.3.7 as set forth in 13-303.
1. Flexible sprinkler devices, such as those designed and manufactured
by FlexHead, are listed and approved products that have undergone
substantial and rigorous testing pursuant to the testing standards that
were independently developed by UL and FM Global. Before any listing
or approval is given, the installation protocol is reviewed and approved
____________________________________________________________ by the testing organization. Proposal Log #438 AUT-HBS, as submitted,
13-239a Log #CC103 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
would appear to prohibit the use and installation of listed and approved
(9.2.1.4.1)
products in direct conflict with other provisions of NFPA 13, including
____________________________________________________________ Annex A.3.2.1, and also with Section 3-3.6.1 of the Regulations, both of
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based which provide expressly that:
Fire Protection Systems,
[NFPA] does not approve, inspect, or certify any installations,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-395
procedures, equipment, or materials; nor does it approve or evaluate
Recommendation: Modify Section 9.2.1.4.1 as follows:
testing laboratories. In determining the acceptability of installations,
9.2.1.4.1 Branch line hangers attached to metal deck shall be permitted
procedures, equipment, or materials, the authority having jurisdiction
only for the support of pipe 1 in. (25.4 mm) or smaller in size, by drilling may base acceptance on compliance with NFPA or other appropriate
or punching vertical portion of the metal deck and using through bolts.
standards. In the absence of such standards, said authority may require
A.9.2.1.4.1 The requirements of 9.2.1.4.1 are based on metal decks only, evidence of proper installation, procedure, or use. The authority having
but can be applied to other applications such as concrete or gypsum filled jurisdiction may also refer to the listings or labeling practices of an
metal decks.
organization that is concerned with product evaluations and is thus in
Substantiation: To clarify the original intent of the section.
a position to determine compliance with appropriate standards for the
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
current production of listed items.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Likewise, Annex A.3.2.3 to NFPA 13, in accordance with Section 3-3.6.1
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
of the Regulations, provides:
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
A.3.2.3 Listed. The means for identifying listed equipment may vary for
each organization concerned with product evaluation; some organizations
____________________________________________________________ do not recognize equipment as listed unless it is also labeled. The
13-240 Log #206 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
authority having jurisdiction should utilize the system employed by the
(9.2.2.1)
authority having jurisdiction should utilize the system employed by the
____________________________________________________________ listing organization to identify a listed product.
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Adoption of Proposal #438 AUT-HBS, therefore, in the form in which it
Comment on Proposal No: 13-397
was submitted, would conflict directly with Sections 4-3.3 and 3-3.6.1 of
Recommendation: Modify the end of 9.2.2.1 to read:
the Regulations and is thus vulnerable to an injunction. See e.g., Austin v.
...except where the provisions of 9.2.4.2, 9.2.4.3, and 9.2.4.4 apply.
American Assn. of Neurological Surgeons, 47 F. Supp. 2d 941, 942 (N.D.
Substantiation: The same scenario exists with the exceptions found in
Ill. 1999); Calif. State Univ., Hayward v. N.C.A.A., 121 Cal. Rptr. 85, 889.2.4.2 and 9.2.4.4. They need to be included in the text so that the intent
89 (Cal. Ct. App. 1975).
is not misunderstood by the user.
2. Proposal Log #438 AUT-HBS in the form originally submitted also
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
appears to place the TC in the position of determining whether or not
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
flexible sprinkler systems meet the “equivalency” and “new technology”
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
requirements of NFPA documents, including Section 1.5 of NFPA 13,
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
and also unsurp the authority of the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ),
both under NFPA documents (see, e.g., Regulations subsection 3.3.6.1
____________________________________________________________ and Annex A.3.2.2 of NFPA 13) and applicable law. See, e.g., People v.
13-241 Log #110 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
LBT Enterprises, 399 N.Y.S.2d 578 (1977); Analysis of Walsh Trucking
(9.2.3.4.3.1 and 9.2.3.5.2.1 )
Occupancy and Sprinkler System, 521 A.2d 883, 215 N.J. Super. 222 (N.J.
____________________________________________________________ App. Div. 1987).
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
3. The Committee Statement on NFPA 13-403 (Log #438), particularly
Comment on Proposal No: 13-401
its expressed “concerns with equivalency as a hanger” and its requests for
Recommendation: Change committee action to accept.
information as to “equivalency”, can be read as suggesting that the AUTSubstantiation: Added substantiation noted in committee statement: The
HBS TC intends or expects to engage in some sort of approval process,
reaction distances for an operating sprinkler for hangers shown in Figure
evaluation of installations, procedures, equipment or by independent
A.9.1.1 will allow an approximate movement of 2-3 inches. Six inches is
testing laboratories. These standards, of course, have been specifically
just a safety factor where sprinklers won’t pop-up over the tile.
developed to ensure that they demonstrate the effectiveness of the product
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
for its intended application, that the devices listed or approved are safe for
Committee Statement: The submitter has not provided any additional
use, and that they can perform consistently in the field. Any such process
supporting material to establish that 6 inches is sufficient. As with the
would appear to be in direct conflict with NFPA policy, as expressed in
Report on Proposals the submitter is encouraged to submit supporting
Section 3-3.6.1 of the Regulations and, among other places, in Annex
material to be considered during the next revision cycle.
A.3.2.1 to NFPA 13. This could also set an unfortunate precedent for
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
other interested parties or entities in the future to submit proposals that
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
question the listings and approvals of their competitor’s products, either
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
as to the “new technology” and “equivalency” sections of the NFPA 13
or otherwise. 1 Not only is such “marketing by regulation” antithetical
____________________________________________________________ and counter-productive to the overall codes and standards development
13-242 Log #74 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
process, it raises numerous potential legal issues, including anticompetitive
(9.2.3.5.1)
concerns, and therefore antitrust issues. Allied Tube and Conduit Corp. v.
____________________________________________________________ Indian Head, Inc., 486 U.S. 492 (1988), affg. Indian Head, Inc. v. Allied
Submitter: Larry L. Varn, Sullivan & Worcester LLP
Tube and Conduit Corp., 817 F.2d 938 (2d Circ. 1987).
Comment on Proposal No: 13-303
4. Finally, in our view, Proposal #438 AUT-HBS, as submitted, violates
Recommendation: I support the committee action on proposal 13-403
Section 3-3.6 of the Regulations which provides that:
(Log #438).
3-3.6 Each TC shall, as far as practicable, prepare Documents in terms
Substantiation: FlexHead Industries, Inc. (“FlexHead”) designs,
of required performance, avoiding specifications of materials, devices,
manufactures and distributes flexible sprinkler systems for use in
or methods so phrased as to preclude obtaining the desired results by
hydraulically designed wet, pre-action or dry sprinkler systems.
other means. It shall also base its recommendations on one or more of
FlexHead® flexible sprinkler systems, which are FM approved and UL
the following factors; namely,fire experience, research data, engineering
listed, and manufactured in an FM/UL audited facility, include proprietary fundamentals, or other such information as may be available.
flexible stainless steel hose technology coupled with approved sprinkler
In conclusion, issues relating to listed or approved products should
heads for installation in specified environments, including exhaust duct
be addressed by the testing organizations, which have the expertise and
systems, cleanroom ceiling systems, and commercial ceiling systems.
resources to evaluate and test “new technologies” and determine if they
Proposal Log #438 AUT-HBS does not set forth any “[s]tatement of
are safe and can perform consistently in the field. The standards that
the problem”, as required by Section 4-3.3 of the NFPA Regulations
have been developed by UL and FM Global to evaluate and test flexible
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sprinkler systems are well designed, comprehensive and well documented,
and if changes are warranted based on new material, research data,
engineering data or field experience, the testing organizations are in the
best position to change their own standards for listing and approval for
service, including the installation protocol.
___________________________
1 NFPA 13, Section 1.5: “Nothing in this standard is intended to prevent
the use of systems, methods, or devices of equivalent or superior quality,
strength, fire resistance, effectiveness, durability, and safety over those
prescribed by this standard. * * * The system, method, or device shall
be approved for the intended purpose by the [AHJ].” See also NFPA 13,
subsections 1.6.1, 1.6.2: “Nothing in this standard is intended to restrict
new technologies or alternated arrangements, providing the level of safety
prescribed by the standard is not lowered”; and “[m]aterials or devices
not specifically designated by this standard shall be utilized in complete
accord with all conditions, requirements, and limitations of their listings.”
See also NFPA 13, subsections 6.4.3, 9.1.1.4.4.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
#CC100).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-252a (Log #CC100).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
DANNAWAY, S.: My reason for the negative ballot on these items,
related to flexible sprinkler devices, is I am currently not completely
convinced that the listing/approving agencies have addressed the
equivalency to the 250# support requirement.
HOLST, T.: ROC 13-252a does not contain adequate limitations. As
currently written, Flexible Sprinkler Hose Fittings are basically exempt
from all the principal hanging and bracing requirements of Chapter 9.
Specifically, support need not be from the building structure, hangers need
not meet the “five times weight plus 250 lbs” safety factor, and the hanger
point of attachment need not meet the “weight plus 250 lbs” load capacity
criteria.
The overall intent of the committee majority was to allow a very narrow
and limited exemption to the standard hanging and bracing requirements.
Recognizing that the standards are fundamentally based upon rigid
metallic piping, much consideration was given to the application of this
relatively new sprinkler system technology. Based substantially upon test
data submitted from manufacturers, the committee did agree to allow a
very conditional exception to the standards. Unfortunately, ROC 13-252a
does not adequately address most of those intended conditions.
Some of the specific requirements that should be incorporated or
otherwise addressed are:
a) Set maximum overall allowable length (6 feet?) of any listed
flexible sprinkler hose fitting, [this may properly be AUT-SSI committee
jurisdiction]
b) An established maximum allowable horizontal length without
structural support (4 feet?),
c) A maximum weight of flexible hose fitting (6 lbs?) that can be ceiling
supported,
d) Maximum overall allowable weight of the fitting,
e) Maximum and minimum internal diameters that can be structurally
unsupported,
f) Documentation that the ceiling assembly meets ASTM-635/636 and is
specifically capable of carrying these additional loads,
g) Establish criteria for listing of the ceiling attachment component in
terms of seismic restraint, hanger load values, and safety factors.
h) One end of the hose fitting should always be attached to structurally
supported rigid piping.
As this ROC is presently written, it would technically allow multiple
flexible hose fittings to be connected end to end and be solely supported
by a suspended ceiling, essentially forming a branch line without structural
support.
The term Flexible Sprinkler Hose Fitting also lacks clear definition.
Would a 5 foot long 1” steel pipe with 6” long flex braided ends qualify,
and thus be exempted from structural hanger support when used as an
armover to a sprinkler?
While I believe flexible hose fittings will play an integral part in the
future of the sprinkler industry, particularly in high seismic areas, there are
too many questionable practices which could utilized should this ROC be
accepted as is.
KIRSCHNER, K.: GRID CEILING CAN NOT SUPPORT FIRE
SPRINKLERS — VIOLATES NFPA 13.
The 2002 edition of NFPA 13 specifies that fire sprinkler piping shall
be supported from the building structure. Section 9.2.1.3.1 defines the
minimum ability of this structural member. The language of this text
has been constant in all previous editions. All contractors, engineers and
AHJ’s understand that this standard has never allowed the support of fire
sprinkler piping from T-Bar grid ceilings.
Flexhead provided numerous engineering opinions and tests that proved
that ASTM C635/636 does not conform to section 9.2.1.3.1. Their

documentation violates precedent and the safety factor methodology
inherent to NFPA 13 chapter 9.
Their documentation further proves no equivalency to existing chapter 9
safety standards.
The committees’ action to move this product to a separate section of the
text is a mistake and sets a bad precedent.
The chapter 9 safety factor criteria of 1(wt.)+250# and 5(wt.)+250#
have given clear direction to manufacturers, contractors and AHJ’s
for generations. We should not vary these simple, concise and easy to
understand criteria for any manufacturer, for any reason. SIMPLICITY
ENHANCES RELIABILITY.
Accordingly, the flexhead product requires a hanger adjacent to the
sprinkler head per NFPA 13 chapter 9.
ASTM B-635 suspended ceiling is not a “substantial building element”
and is not capable of supporting 1(wt)+250# per 9.2.1.3.1. No product
should be exempt from this criterion.
MARTIN, W.: I recommend committee rejection. The FlexHead flexible
piping system design attaches to the ceiling grid and not to the building
structure. It uses the ceiling for support. As a result, the design does not
consider the load of the water-filled pipe plus 250 lb as required by the
standard.
MITCHELL, J.: 13:9.2.1.3 requires that sprinkler piping be supported
from the building structure and that the structural point of attachment be
capable of supporting the added load of water filled pipe plus 250 lb. The
method of support employed by all flexible drop products on the market
today fail to satisfy both requirements. They do not attach to the building
structure and the points of attachment (ceiling grid) cannot support the
added load of water-filled pipe plus 250 lb.
13:9.1.1.4 mandates that hanger components attaching to the pipe or
to the building structure be listed. To be listed, the component must be
subjected to the test protocol set forth in UL standard 203, “Pipe Hanger
Equipment for Fire Protection Service.” None of the hanger components
(brackets) employed by any flexible drop product on the market today
have been tested and listed under the UL 203 protocol.
Additionally, it is my understanding that most ceilings are of the light
weight category. I am concerned about the inability of contractors to
readily determine whether the ceilings are medium or heavy weight during
the limited time for bids and the ability of the field installer to recognize
changes in identified ceiling weights.
The standard’s language should be returned to that of the 2002 edition.
NELSON, PE, R.: I believe that flexible drops should be supported
by substantial structural members of the building, not the ceiling grid. If
the flexible drops are attached to the ceiling grid and the seismic event
causes the ceiling grid to fail, not only will the level of fire protection be
compromised, but the rest of the sprinkler system will now be supporting
the ceiling system and other mechanical elements resting on the ceiling,
I also believe the flexible drop product will be consistently installed
incorrectly due to the failure to mention the different types of ceiling grid
systems, such as Heavy and Intermediate.
THACKER, J.: I don’t believe the acceptance of these proposals
adequately covers the issue about the support of flexible piping with the
weight of water plus 250 lb to a viable structural element not mentioning
the fact that a sprinkler with this acceptance can be moved at anytime by
anyone without regard to the spacing rules.
____________________________________________________________
13-243 Log #88 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.2.3.5.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Robert E. Bachman, Robert E. Bachman, Consulting
Structural Engineer / Rep. Flexhead Industries, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
Recommendation: I support the committee meeting action and oppose the
original proposal from the submitter. The committee accepted the original
proposal in principle while adding new sections 9.2.3.7 (Flexible Sprinkler
Hose Fittings) and A.9.2.3.7 (Examples). However, the committee had
some concerns with equivalency as a hanger and the relationship and
quality control of support of the ceiling grid. The committee requested
additional information to document equivalency of these products meeting
or exceeding the current level hanging requirements of NFPA 13 in
accordance with the requirements of the equivalency and new technology
sections of NFPA 13.
Substantiation: In direct response to the committee’s request,
FLEXHEAD Industries, Inc., manufacturer of “Flexible Sprinkler
Hose Fittings”, engaged me as a consultant to perform an independent
comprehensive code review in order to document equivalency of these
products in accordance with the requirements of the equivalency and
new technology sections of NFPA 13, with emphasis on the support of
the ceiling grid. In connection with this review I requested Paul Hough
from Armstrong and Dennis Alvarez from USG, two of the top suspended
ceiling grid manufacturers in the world, to comment as to the interaction,
compatibility and suitability of suspended ceilings to support these
products. These letters indicate that typical ceiling systems can easily
support the loads imposed by FLEXHEAD products and that their ceiling
grid should maintain their structural integrity with such superimposed
loads subjected to code designed earthquake motions.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
#CC100).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-252a (Log #CC100).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
#74).
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
MARTIN, W.: I recommend committee rejection. Please refer to my
Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242.
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).

Hose Fittings) and A.9.2.3.7 (Examples). However, the committee had
some concerns with equivalency as a hanger and the relationship and
quality control of support of the ceiling grid. The committee requested
additional information to document equivalency of these products meeting
or exceeding the current level hanging requirements of NFPA 13 in
accordance with the requirements of the equivalency and new technology
sections of NFPA 13.
Substantiation: FLEXHEAD Industries, Inc. manufactures “Flexible
Sprinkler Hose Fittings” and invented this technology over twenty years
ago. These types of devices were approved for use with suspended ceilings
by FM and UL on March 26, 1999 and July 5, 2002, respectively. These
approvals were obtained by complying with and passing all of the testing
outlined in the approval standard, FM1637 and UL 1474. UL has issued
a new approval standard UL2443, for these devices dated November 10,
2004 with a future effective date of November 10, 2006. The concept of
independent agency testing and listing process is that new products be
studied to determine whether or not the products meet the intent of the
appropriate design standard. For a product to obtain a listing for use in
fire protection systems, the agencies have verified that in their opinion the
products meet the intent of the standard.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
#CC100).
____________________________________________________________ Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-244 Log #89 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
13-252a (Log #CC100).
(9.2.3.5.1)
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
____________________________________________________________ Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
Submitter: Robert E. Bachman, Robert E. Bachman, Consulting
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Structural Engineer / Rep. Flexhead Industries, Inc.
Explanation of Negative:
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
Recommendation: I support the committee meeting action and oppose the (Log #74).
original proposal from the submitter. The committee accepted the original
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
proposal in principle while adding new sections 9.2.3.7 (Flexible Sprinkler #74).
Hose Fittings) and A.9.2.3.7 (Examples). However, the committee had
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
some concerns with equivalency as a hanger and the relationship and
(Log #74).
quality control of support of the ceiling grid. The committee requested
MARTIN, W.: I recommend committee rejection. Please refer to my
additional information to document equivalency of these products meeting Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242.
or exceeding the current level hanging requirements of NFPA 13 in
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
accordance with the requirements of the equivalency and new technology (Log #74).
sections of NFPA 13.
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
Substantiation: In direct response to the committee’s request,
(Log #74).
FLEXHEAD Industries, Inc., manufacturer of “Flexible Sprinkler
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
Hose Fittings”, engaged me as a consultant to perform an independent
(Log #74).
comprehensive code review in order to document equivalency of these
products in accordance with the requirements of the equivalency and new ____________________________________________________________
technology sections of NFPA 13, with emphasis on the support of the
13-246 Log #91 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
ceiling grid. The summary of findings included in this review provides
(9.2.3.5.1)
my opinion that FLEXHEAD products satisfy pertinent building code and ____________________________________________________________
standard requirements that I believe apply to the design, installation and
Submitter: Peter M. MacDonald, FlexHead Industries, Inc.
testing of hard and flexible sprinkler drops.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. Recommendation: I support the committee meeting action and oppose the
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
original proposal from the submitter. The committee accepted the original
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
proposal in principle while adding new sections 9.2.3.7 (Flexible Sprinkler
#CC100).
Hose Fittings) and A.9.2.3.7 (Examples). However, the committee had
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment some concerns with equivalency as a hanger and the relationship and
13-252a (Log #CC100).
quality control of support of the ceiling grid. The committee requested
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
additional information to document equivalency of these products meeting
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
or exceeding the current level hanging requirements of NFPA 13 in
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
accordance with the requirements of the equivalency and new technology
Explanation of Negative:
sections of NFPA 13.
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 Substantiation: FLEXHEAD Industries, Inc. manufactures “Flexible
(Log #74).
Sprinkler Hose Fittings” and invented this technology over twenty years
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log ago. These types of devices were approved for use with suspended ceilings
#74).
by FM and UL on March 26, 1999 and July 5, 2002, respectively. In direct
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 response to the committee’s request, we engaged Schirmer Engineering
(Log #74).
Corporation to perform an independent comprehensive code review of
MARTIN, W.: I recommend committee rejection. Please refer to my
NFPA 13 and provide us an opinion as to whether these products meet or
Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242.
exceed the current level hanging requirements of the code in accordance
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
with the requirements of the equivalency and new technology sections
(Log #74).
referenced above.
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
(Log #74).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
(Log #74).
#CC100).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
____________________________________________________________ 13-252a (Log #CC100).
13-245 Log #90 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
(9.2.3.5.1)
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
____________________________________________________________ Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Submitter: Peter M. MacDonald, FlexHead Industries, Inc.
Explanation of Negative:
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
Recommendation: I support the committee meeting action and oppose the (Log #74).
original proposal from the submitter. The committee accepted the original
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
proposal in principle while adding new sections 9.2.3.7 (Flexible Sprinkler #74).
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KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
MARTIN, W.: I recommend committee rejection. Please refer to my
Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242.
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
____________________________________________________________
13-247 Log #399 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.2.3.5.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Dennis Alvarez, USG Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
Recommendation: Support action taken on proposal 13-403.
Substantiation: I am writing to you at the behest of Bob Bachman, to
comment on the suitability of lay-in suspended ceilings to support a nine
pound FlexHead sprinkler. Assuming the sprinkler is supported on two
main tees to center it in the module, this would translate to a 4.5 lb vertical
load on each main tee.
Supporting FlexHead sprinkler heads from suspended ceilings is well
within the load carrying capabilities of Intermediate Duty and Heavy Duty
grid systems. Intermediate Duty is defined by ASTM C 635 as having
main tees capable of carrying at least 12 pounds per lineal foot without
exceeding a deflection of L/360 (.133 in.). Heavy Duty is defined by
ASTM C 635 as having main tees capable of carrying at least 16 lb per
lineal foot without exceeding a deflection of L/360 (.133 in.).
Typical ceilings are 2.5 lb per sq ft. As the main tees are typically 4 ft on
center, this translates to 10 lb per linear ft, leaving 2 lb per ft and 6 lb per
ft of excess capacity for Intermediate Duty and Heavy Duty, respectively.
Translating these uniform loads into concentrated loads gives 5 lb and 15
lb respectively.
Cases where the ceiling is at capacity could be handled by installing an
additional hanger wire on the main tee within a few inches of the support
bracket.
Seismic requirements are prescribed by ASCE 7-02. section 9.6.2.6;
Ceilings and Interior Systems Construction Association (CISCA)
Recommendations for Direct-hung Acoustical Tile and Lay-in Panel
Ceilings (Zones 0-2); and CISCA Guidelines for Seismic Restraint for
Direct-hung Suspended Ceiling Assemblies (Zones 3-4).
ASCE 7-02 does not address ceiling accessories, but merely references
the two CISCA documents. Both CISCA documents allow lighting fixtures
and mechanical services up to 56 lb to be supported by the ceiling grid.
Nine pound sprinkler heads on ordinary spacings would be a negligible
addition to the total lateral force exerted by the ceiling.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
#CC100).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-252a (Log #CC100).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
#74).
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
MARTIN, W.: I recommend committee rejection. Please refer to my
Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242.
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
____________________________________________________________
13-248 Log #118 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(9.2.3.5.1 and 9.3.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-404
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-404 and accept.
Substantiation: This proposal should be accepted to correlate with the
Committee Action on Proposal 13-29 to standardize and utilize the term
“sprig” in lieu of “sprig-up” throughout the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.

____________________________________________________________
13-249 Log #6 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.2.3.5.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
Recommendation: Insert at 9.2.3.5.3:
· Attach hanger to a “substantial building element” capable of supporting
1(wt)+250# per 2002 NFPA 13 - 9.2.1.3.1
· Most T-Bar grids are designed only to support “their own self weight”
at approximate 4#/sq ft
· Most T-Bar grids require light fixtures of 50# approximate to be
independently supported
· Many T-Bar grids require all light fixtures to be independently
supported
· If grid is a “substantial building element” then the nature of a flexible
armover should dictate that the point of attachment be sufficient to resist
the upward force of a hanger providing restraint per NFPA 13
· If grid is a “substantial building element” then the bracket provided by
the flexible armover manufacturer should be listed as a hanger/restrainer
per NFPA 13 as governed by UL203: Hanger = 5(wt)+250#, Restrainer =
340#
If in agreement with the above - suggest new section and text as follows:
9.2.3.5.3 Flexible Armovers.
9.2.3.5.3.1 Armovers made of flexible material are not allowed to be
unsupported.
9.2.3.5.3.2 Flexible Armovers to a sprinkler drop shall be additionally
supported directly adjacent to the sprinkler drop.
9.2.3.5.3.3 The hanger adjacent to the sprinkler drop shall be a type that
prevents upward movement of the piping.
Substantiation: I believe we need a Q.C. statement for sway bracing.
manufacturers, AHJ’s, and contractors are incorrectly defining the types
of sway brace configurations. This proposal will supply the Q.C. and the
definitions that have been missing in the text.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It is not the intent of the committee that flexible
sprinkler drops be considered unsupported armovers. The committee
requested supporting documentation from the manufacturers and listing
agencies on the technical aspects of this type of application. At least one
manufacturer has provided the requested supporting information and it is
the intent of the committee that additional hangers are not required when
installed in accordance with the listing requirements and the requirements
established in Comment 13-252a (Log #CC100).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 17 Negative: 6
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
#74).
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
MARTIN, W.: I vote negative on the committee action and the
committee statement. Flexible sprinkler drops are unsupported armovers
and the weight of water-filled pipe plus 250 lb needs to be addressed.
Not doing so would be a significant departure from NFPA 13 design
requirements.
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
____________________________________________________________
13-250 Log #92 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.2.3.5.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Peter M. MacDonald, FlexHead Industries, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-405
Recommendation: I support the committee meeting action to accept this
proposal only if Sections 9.2.3.7 (Flexible Sprinkler Hose Fittings) and
A.9.2.3.7 (Examples) are added pursuant to 13-403 (Log #438) AUT-HBS.
Substantiation: FLEXHEAD Industries, Inc. manufactures “Flexible
Sprinkler Hose Fittings” and invented this technology over twenty years
ago. These types of devices were approved for use with suspended ceilings
by FM and UL on March 26, 1999 and July 5, 2002, respectively. The
intent of this proposal is to limit the overall weight of an unsupported
armover so that the force on the fitting would not break the piping apart.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log
#CC100).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-252a (Log #CC100).
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Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
#74).
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
MARTIN, W.: I vote negative on the committee action. Please refer to
my Explanation of Negative on Comments 13-242 and 13-249.
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).

details additional requirements for ceilings in Section 1621.2.5.1. In the
International Building Code, 2003 these requirements have been moved
and are included through a reference to ASCE 7-02 Section 9.6.2.6.
The basic assumption of the IBC is that ceiling suspension systems have
connection strength of at least 60 pounds in both tension and compression
and that main runners and cross runners are capable of carrying the design
load without exceeding the maximum allowable deflection. The specifics
about grid strength and classification can be found in C 635. The IBC
requires that all seismic force calculations be done with a ceiling weight
of 4.0 pounds per square foot. The ceiling weight includes the weight of
the suspension system, panels, lights, diffusers, sprinklers and anything
else clipped to or laterally supported by the grid or ceiling. Actual ceilings
today weigh from 1.3 to 2.5 pounds per square foot including all of
these components. The grid will easily support the weight of the flexible
sprinkler drops. In addition it it our opinion that Armstrong standard
suspended ceiling systems that are designed and installed in accordance
with the CISCA and IBC requirements including the added weight of
the Flexhead sprinklers and other added fixtures should have adequate
capacity to withstand design earthquake motions and still maintain their
____________________________________________________________ structural integrity.
13-251 Log #207 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
In addition to industry standard ceiling system requirements, the
(9.2.3.5.3)
IBC and ASCE7 have provisions that allow integral ceiling/sprinkler
____________________________________________________________ construction which encourage the sprinkler and ceiling grid to be designed
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
and tied together as an integral unit. Commercial heavy duty ceiling grid
Comment on Proposal No: 13-405
which is required by the IBC for seismic design categories D, E, and F
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-405, which states to add a new
has more than enough load carrying capacity to fulfill the requirements for
section 9.2.3.5.3 as follows:
integral sprinkler/ceiling construction.
9.2.3.5.3 A hanger shall be provided on every armover for steel pipe
Also, we recently completed two sets of full-sale seismic simulation
where the horizontal length exceeds 24 in. or where the total length of
tests utilizing Armstrong Prelude XL 15/16 in. Heavy Duty suspension
the armover and drop exceeds 6 ft. A hanger shall be provided on every
system. These tests were conducted at the State University of New York,
armover for copper tube where the horizontal length exceeds 12 in. or
University at Buffalo’s shake table in their seismic simulation laboratory.
where the total length of the armover and drop exceeds 6 ft.
The tests followed the procedures outlined in the ICC-ES Acceptance
Substantiation: The Committee marked the proposal as “accept in
Criteria for Seismic Qualification Testing of Nonstructural Components,
principle” but no action was taken to make any changes to the document.
AC 156. The seismic simulation was based on the mapped (from the
There is a concern that at some length the fittings would not be able to
International Building Code, 2000 ed.) spectral accelerations at short
handle the gravitational load due to the length of the drop attached to an
periods Ss up to 2.25 G. The testing included simultaneous horizontal and
armover. A specific vertical distance needs to be established that would
vertical earthquake shaking.
warrant the installation of a hanger on the horizontal part of the armover to
Two different ceiling suspension system configurations which satisfied
take up the load of the drop to the sprinkler.
the following two CISCA standards were installed in a test frame mounted
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
on the shake table and tested.
Committee Statement: After committee review it was determined that
· CISCA Recommendations for Direct-hung Acoustical Tile and Lay-in
due to the many variations and lack of historical failures that a blanket
Panel Ceilings, Seismic Zones 0-2, for Seismic Design Category C
requirement for all armovers was not warranted.
· CISCA Guidelines for Seismic Restraint for Direct Hung Suspended
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ceiling Assemblies, Seismic Zones 3 and 4, for Seismic Design Category
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
D, E, and F.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
All suspension system components were installed according to the
Explanation of Negative:
requirements as specified in the IBC and ASCE7.
Both systems were comprised of a 16 ft × 16 ft ceiling area that had 2 ft
VALENTINE, V.: As the standard currently reads, it is permissible to
× 2 ft tile, two 2 ft × 4 ft light fixtures, two 2 ft × 2 ft air diffusers and 4
have an armover that is 30 ft long or longer that does not have a hanger,
FlexHead XYZ flexible sprinkler drops. The systems installed according
as long as the horizontal portion of the armover is 24 in. or less for steel
pipe. A vertical distance should be provided to guide the users as to where to Category C were full floating, unbraced systems and the systems for
Category D, E, and F had lateral force bracing as prescribed by the IBC.
additional hangers or restraint should be installed.
During the simulated seismic exposure, the Seismic Category C system
____________________________________________________________ the suspension system did not indicate any signs of distortion or damage
and the sprinkler drops remained in place and were not damaged or cause
13-252 Log #297 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
damage after testing at earthquake spectra with minimum peak horizontal
(9.2.3.7)
floor spectral accelerations (a fix) of 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1.07, and 1.33 G.
____________________________________________________________ Also, the Seismic Category D, E, and F system did not indicate any signs
Submitter: Paul A. Hough, Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
of distortion or damage and the sprinkler drops remained in place and
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
were not damaged or cause damage after testing at earthquake spectra
Recommendation: Support action taken in proposal 13-403.
with minimum peak horizontal floor spectral accelerations (a fix ) of 0.27,
Substantiation: I am writing to address the interaction and compatibility
0.53, 0.80, 1.07, 1.33, 1.60, 1.87, 2.13, and 2.4 G. This indicates that the
of commercial ceiling systems and FlexHead flexible sprinkler drops.
systems as installed should have adequate capacity to withstand design
I am currently a member of ASTM E33.04 (responsible for ceiling
earthquake motions and still maintain their structural integrity.
system suspension systems), Ceiling & Interior Systems Construction
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Association’s Seismic Committee (responsible for installation of ceilings
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-252a (Log #CC100).
in seismic areas), NFPA’s Fire Test Committee, and I am responsible for
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
Product Seismic Performance at Armstrong World Industries.
13-252a (Log #CC100).
First, let me provide a little background on commercial ceiling systems’ Number Eligible to Vote: 25
code requirements with particular focus on the structural and seismic
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
requirements. I will be referencing the International Building Code but the Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
conclusions are still valid for all other US building codes.
Explanation of Negative:
The main requirements for commercial ceiling systems are detailed
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
in two ASTM documents and two documents developed by Ceiling
(Log #74).
& Interior Systems Construction Association (CISCA). ASTM C 635,
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
Specification for the Manufacture, Performance, and Testing of Metal
#74).
Suspension Systems for Acoustical Tile and Lay-in Panel Ceilings and
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
C 636, Practice for Installation of Metal Ceiling Suspension Systems
(Log #74).
for Acoustical Tile and Lay-in Panels detail the load limitations,
MARTIN, W.: I vote negative on the committee action. Please refer to
connection strength requirements and basic installation requirements
my Explanation of Negative on Comments 13-242 and 13-249.
for ceiling suspension systems. CISCA’s Recommendations for DirectMITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
hung Acoustical Tile and Lay-in Panel Ceilings, Seismic Zones 0-2 and
(Log #74).
Guidelines for Seismic Restraint for Direct Hung Suspended Ceiling
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
Assemblies, Seismic Zones 3 and 4 detail the installation and performance (Log #74).
requirements of ceiling suspension systems that are to be used in
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
seismically active areas. The International Building Code, 2000 (IBC)
(Log #74).
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____________________________________________________________
13-252a Log #CC100 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(9.2.3.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based
Fire Protection Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
Recommendation: Add to the start of Section 9.2.1.3.1 as follow:
9.2.1.3.1 Unless the requirements 9.2.1.3.3 apply...
Relocate proposed 9.2.3.7 and add new text as follows:
9.2.1.3.3* Flexible Sprinkler Hose Fittings.
A.9.2.1.3.3 Examples of areas of use include clean rooms, suspended
ceilings, and exhaust ducts.
9.2.1.3.3.1 Listed flexible sprinkler hose fittings and its anchoring
components, intended for use in installations connecting the sprinkler
system piping to sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with the
requirements of the listing including any installation instructions.
9.2.1.3.3.2 When installed and supported by suspended ceilings the
ceiling shall meet ASTM C-635 and shall be installed in accordance with
ASTM C-636.
9.2.1.3.3.3* Where flexible sprinkler hose fittings exceed 6 ft in length
and are supported by a suspended ceiling a hanger(s) attached to the
structure shall be required to ensure that the maximum unsupported length
does not exceed 6ft.
A.9.2.1.3.3.3 The committee evaluation of flexible sprinkler hose
fittings supported by suspended ceilings was based upon a comparision
of the weight of a 6ft, 1 in diameter sch 40 water filled unsupported
arm over weighing approx 13 lbs to the weight of a 6ft, 1 in diameter
water filled flexible hose fitting weighing approx 9 lbs. The information
provided to the committee showed that the maximum load shed to the
suspended ceiling by the flexible hose fitting was approximately 6 lbs
and that a suspended ceiling meeting ASTM C-635 and installed in
accordance with ASTM C-636 can substantially support that load. In
addition the supporting material showed that the flexible hose connection
can be attached to the suspended ceilings because it allows the necessary
deflections under seismic conditions.
Substantiation: The committee wanted to further clarify the requirements
for flexible hose fittings. Additionally, the committee wanted to address
the concerns and testing that was present from the various comments
addressing the issue. The proposed changes are intended to address the
concerns raised and the data submitted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 16 Negative: 7
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
DANNAWAY, S.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
HOLST, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242 (Log
#74).
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
MARTIN, W.: I vote negative on the committee action. Please refer to
my Explanation of Negative on Comments 13-242 and 13-249.
MITCHELL, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
NELSON, PE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
THACKER, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-242
(Log #74).
____________________________________________________________
13-253 Log #383 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-407
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSI review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Copy Section 9.3.6.5 (sprigs 4 ft) to a new Section 9.2.3.7.
9.2.3.7 Sprigs. Sprigs 4 ft (1.2m) or longer shall be restrained against
lateral movement.
Committee Statement: The committee proposes these changes to address
the concerns raised by the Hanging and Bracing Committee.
The position of the installation committee is that where installed
correctly sprigs and long drops require restraint to ensure that the sprinkler
remains in its intended location during the life of the system and when
flowing.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-254 Log #393 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.2.5.3 and A.9.2.5.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-407
Recommendation: Renumber existing sections as necessary and add new
text as follows:
9.2.5.3 Pipe clamps anchored to walls using hanger rods shall not be
permitted to support risers.
A.9.2.5.3 This arrangement is acceptable to establish and secure the
riser’s lateral position, but not to support the riser’s vertical load.
Substantiation: 9.2.5.1 calls for risers to be supported by pipe clamps
or hangers on horizontal pipe close to the riser. 9.2.5.3 gives criteria for
multistory buildings. But, none of these discuss what is an acceptable
or unacceptable means of attaching or anchoring the pipe clamp to the
structure. Most commonly the riser pipe is fitted with the pipe clamp,
which simply rests on the floor. However, some installations do not
involve risers penetrating floor assemblies. One such example is where
the riser is installed outside the rated exit stairwell enclosure. There are no
horizontal structural members for the normal pipe clamp support. Some
installations exist where hanger rod was connected to the pipe clamp on
one end and anchored into the concrete all on the other. The load of the
riser was acting laterally on the horizontal rod.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Editorially in Section 9.2.5.1 and 9.2.5.2 change “pipe clamps” to “riser
clamps”
Reword the proposed text as follows:
9.2.5.3* Riser clamps anchored to walls using hanger rods in the
horizontal position shall not be permitted to vertically support risers.
A.9.2.5.3 This arrangement is acceptable to establish and secure the
riser’s lateral position, but not to support the riser’s vertical load.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter but
wanted to further clarify the proposed text to establish the intent of the
committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-255 Log #208 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.2.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-409
Recommendation: Modify 9.2.6 and annex to read as follows:
9.2.6* Support of Pipe Stands. Where pipe supports stands are utilized
they shall be approved.
A.9.2.6 Examples include headers and horizontal runs of pipe that need
support form the floor. Guidance on pipe standards can be found in NFPA
15, Standard for Water Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection, 6.3.2 in
the 2001 edition.
Substantiation: The term “support of pipe” can be confusing to the user,
“pipe stand” more directly addresses the component the Committee is
discussing. Also, the Committee is asking an authority having jurisdiction
(AHJ) to approve a pipe stand without offering any criteria or performance
for it to meet. Adding a reference to NFPA 15, which addresses pipe
stands more thoroughly, at least gives and AHJ a base point to reference
for approving the pipe stand.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Modify 9.2.6 and annex to read as follows:
9.2.6* Pipe Stands.
9.2.6.1 Pipe stands shall be sized to support a minimum of 5 times the
weight of the water-filled pipe, plus 250 lb.
9.2.6.2 Where pipe stands are utilized they shall be approved.
A.9.2.6 Examples include headers and horizontal runs of pipe that need
support from the floor.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to eliminate the reference to NFPA 15 and to provide specific
design requirements in NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-256 Log #120 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.1.1 and 9.3.1.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-410
Recommendation: Revise 9.3.1.1 to read:
9.3.1.1 Where water-based fire protection systems utilizing metallic
pipe are required to be protected against damage from earthquakes, the
requirements of Section 9.3 shall apply, unless the requirements of 9.3.1.2
9.3.1.3 are met.
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Renumber 9.3.1.5 as 9.3.1.2 and revise to read:
9.3.1.5 9.3.1.2 Non-Metallic Pipe Non-metallic pipe shall be braced and
restrained in accordance with the requirements of NFPA 13 Section 9.3,
where the allowable spacing shall be reduced by 50 percent or shall be
installed in accordance with the pipe listing requirements.
Renumber the other articles in 9.3.1 accordingly.
Substantiation: The reference to metallic pipe is suggested for 9.3.1.1 to
further clarify that Section 9.3 is mainly concerned with such materials.
Moving the requirement for non-metallic pipe to adjoin the base
paragraph concerning metallic pipe is suggested so that the modifications
to the general requirements will be immediately apparent.
Additionally, substituting a reference to Section 9.3 is suggested, in lieu
of the more vague reference to the entire standard, to better clarify that
the reduced spacing being referenced concerns the earthquake protection
provisions.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-257 (Log #72).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-257 Log #72 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(9.3.1.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David W. Ash, Noveon, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-410
Recommendation: This proposal should be rejected.
Substantiation: No data has been presented to justify this proposal. The
substantiation mentioned in the proposal deals in drawing comparisons
with standards regarding the support of nonmetallic pipe, not the restraint
of this pipe. The proposed requirement to double the number of restraints
required for nonmetallic pipe is not based on the established physical
properties of a CPVC compound. Furthermore, there have been no reports
of unsatisfactory performance of a CPVC fire sprinkler system during or
after a seismic event.
Pipe made from thermoplastic materials is inherently more flexible
than steel pipe. Given that, the ability of this type of pipe to withstand
the stress incurred in severe bending forces is much greater than that of
steel. NFPA 13 already recognizes this fact in the allowance provided
for the elimination of clearance requirements for pipe extending through
walls, floors and foundations shown in 9.3.4.7 provided that it can be
demonstrated that the nonmetallic pipe has flexibility that is, at least,
equivalent to a flexible coupling. CPVC pipe in sizes 3/4 in. through 3 in.
meets this requirement.
Manufacturers of CPVC fire sprinkler pipe publish in their installation
manuals the permissible amounts of bending that the pipe can withstand
without damage. If the pipe is restrained every 40 feet, as is currently
permitted, a 3 in. pipe of CPVC pipe can deflect a distance slightly greater
than 37 in. without causing damage to the pipe or joint. This ability to
withstand shock is a benefit to keeping the fire sprinkler system intact and
functional when an external force impacts the sprinkler system. If the pipe
is restrained at 20 ft spacings the allowable deflection is decreased to only
9.4 in.
Additionally, when installing nonmetallic pipe an allowance must
be made for the expansion and contraction of the pipe. By requiring
nonmetallic pipe to be restrained more frequently, making a sufficient
allowance for expansion and contraction must be done more frequently
and it also becomes more difficult to accomplish given the smaller space
with which to work.
For the above reasons this proposal should be rejected.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: The committee agrees with the submitter and has
rejected the proposed text.
Additionally, the committee has formed a Task Group to evaluate the
mid span deflection of CPVC sprinkler piping to evaluate the effect of
anticipated seismic loads.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-258 Log #184 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.3.3 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James M. Feld, Feld Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-415
Recommendation: Add a new 9.3.3.3 as follows:
9.3.3.3 The seismic separation assembly shall include a 4-way brace
upstream and downstream within 2 ft of the seismic separation assembly.
Each 4-way brace shall be attached to the building structure on opposite
sides of the seismic separation joint. Bracing shall not be attached to the
seismic separation assembly.

Substantiation: The 4-way braces are intended to ensure the seismic
separation assembly located at a seismic joint will remain in place during
a seismic event.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add a new 9.3.3.3 as follows:
9.3.3.3 The seismic separation assembly shall include a 4-way brace
upstream and downstream within 6 ft of the seismic separation assembly.
9.3.3.4 Bracing shall not be attached to the seismic separation assembly.
A.9.3.3.3 Each 4-way brace should be attached to the building structure
on opposite sides of the seismic separation joint.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to move the explanatory text to the annex. Additionally, the
committee modified the end length to 6 ft to be consistent with other
requirements.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-259 Log #306 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-416
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-416.
Substantiation: Mr. Mitchell’s position is correct. Clearance should not
be required for pipe under 2 in. in size.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter provided no additional supporting
data which was not reviewed at the ROP. The intent of the committee
is that clearance be provided for pipe of all sizes to provide not only
flexibility, but to prevent damage during movement. Additionally,
clearance around small diameter pipes is more important due to the
increased flexibility at smaller pipe sizes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Comment on Affirmative:
VALENTINE, V.: The last sentence of the Committee statement is
incorrect. Flexibility in smaller pipes is beneficial to seismic protection
in many areas. However, flexibility alone is not a sufficient reason to
eliminate the clearance requirement. The clearance is still necessary to
allow for system movement without damage to the pipe.
____________________________________________________________
13-259a Log #CC101 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(9.3.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based
Fire Protection Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-428
Recommendation: Modify Section 9.3.5 and 9.3.6 as shown. Editorially
incorporate the ROP and ROC actions as applicable. Staff to ensure that
the final text reflects the following actions to address seismic bracing and
the other accepted changes.
9.3.5* Sway Bracing.
9.3.5.1 General.
9.3.5.1.1 The system piping shall be braced to resist both lateral and
longitudinal horizontal seismic loads and to prevent vertical motion
resulting from seismic loads.
9.3.5.1.2 The structural components to which bracing is attached shall
be determined to be capable of resisting the added applied seismic loads.
[ROP-418]
9.3.5.1.3 Horizontal loads on system piping shall be determined in
accordance with 9.3.5.6.
A.9.3.5.13 All horizontal loads given in this document are at allowable
stress design levels. When performing a more advanced analysis
procedure, as described in 9.3.1.2, care should be taken to assure that the
correct load factors (strength design or allowable stress design) are used.
9.3.5.2 Sway Bracing.
9.3.5.2.1 Sway braces shall be designed to withstand forces in tension
and compression, unless the requirements of 9.3.5.2.2 are met.
9.3.5.2.2* Tension-only bracing systems shall be permitted for use where
listed for this service and where installed in accordance with their listing
limitations, including installation instructions.
9.3.5.3 Lateral Sway Bracing.
9.3.5.3.1* Lateral sway bracing spaced at a maximum interval of 40 ft
(12.2 m) on center shall be provided on all feed and cross mains regardless
of size and all branch lines and other piping with a diameter of 2-1⁄2 in.
(63.5 mm) and larger.
A.9.3.5.3.1 A brace assembly includes the brace member, the attachment
components to pipe and building and their fasteners. There are primarily
two considerations in determining the spacing of lateral earthquake braces
in straight runs of pipe: (1) Deflection, and (2) Stress. Both deflection
and stress tend to increase with the spacing of the braces. The larger
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9.3.5.3.3 The last length of pipe at the end of a feed or cross main shall
be provided with a lateral brace. [ROP-428]
9.3.5.3.4 Lateral braces shall be allowed to act as longitudinal braces
if they are within 24 in. (610 mm) of the centerline of the piping braced
longitudinally for lines that are 2 1⁄2 in. (63.5 mm) and greater in diameter.
9.3.5.3.5 Where flexible couplings are installed on mains other than as
required in 9.3.2, a lateral brace shall be provided within 24 in. (610 mm)
of every other coupling, including flexible couplings at grooved fittings,
but not more than 40 ft (12.2 m) on center. [ROP-421]
9.3.5.3.6 The requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall not apply to pipes individually
supported by rods less than 6 in. (152 mm) long measured between the top
of the pipe and the point of attachment to the building structure.
9.3.5.3.7 The requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall not apply where U-type hooks
of the wraparound type or those U-type hooks arranged to keep the pipe
tight to the underside of the structural element shall be permitted to be
used to satisfy the requirements for lateral sway bracing, provided the legs
are bent out at least 30 degrees from the vertical and the maximum length
of each leg and the rod size satisfies the conditions of Table 9.3.5.8.8(a),
Table 9.3.5.8.8(b), and Table 9.3.5.8.8(c).
Table 9.3.5.3.2(a) Maximum Load Fpw in Zone of Influence
9.3.5.6* Horizontal Seismic Loads.
(pounds), Schedule 10 Steel Pipe
A.9.3.5.6 Location of Sway Bracing. Two-way braces are either
Lateral Sway Brace Spacing (ft)
longitudinal or lateral depending on their orientation with the axis of the
piping. [See Figure A.9.3.5.6(a), Figure A.9.3.5.6(b), Figure A.9.3.5.6(c),
20
25
30
40
Pipe (in)
and Figure A.9.3.5.6(d).] The simplest form of two-way brace is a piece
1
120
96
79
56
of steel pipe or angle. Because the brace must act in both compression and
tension, it is necessary to size the brace to prevent buckling.
1 1/4
190
152
125
89
An important aspect of sway bracing is its location. In Building 1 of
1 1/2
260
208
170
122
Figure A.9.3.5.6(a), the relatively heavy main will pull on the branch
lines when shaking occurs. If the branch lines are held rigidly to the roof
2
420
336
275
198
or floor above, the fittings can fracture due to the induced stresses. In
2 1/2
690
552
452
325
selecting brace locations, one must consider both the design load on the
brace, as well as the ability of the pipe to span between brace locations.
3
1040
832
682
489
Bracing should be on the main as indicated at Location B. With shaking
3 1/2
1380
1104
904
649
in the direction of the arrows, the light branch lines will be held at
the fittings. Where necessary, a lateral brace or other restraint should
4
1760
1408
1154
828
be installed to prevent a branch line from striking against building
5
3030
2424
1986
1425
components or equipment.
A four-way brace is indicated at Location A. This keeps the riser and
6 and larger
4350
3480
2851
2046
main lined up and also prevents the main from shifting.
In Building 1, the branch lines are flexible in a direction parallel to the
Table 9.3.5.3.2(b) Maximum Load Fpw in Zone of Influence
main, regardless of building movement. The heavy main cannot shift
(pounds), Schedule 40 Steel Pipe
under the roof or floor, and it also steadies the branch lines. While the
main is braced, the flexible couplings on the riser allow the sprinkler
Lateral Sway Spacing (ft)
system to move with the floor or roof above, relative to the floor below.
20
25
30
40
Pipe (in)
For all threaded connections, sight holes or other means should be
provided to permit indication that sufficient thread is engaged.
1
130
104
85
61
To properly size and space braces, it is necessary to employ the
1 1/4
230
184
151
108
following steps:
1) Determine the seismic coefficient Cp, using the procedures in
1 1/2
330
264
216
155
9.3.5.6.2. This is needed by the designer to verify that the piping can span
2
560
448
367
263
between brace points. For the purposes of this example, assume that Cp =
0.5.
2 1/2
1060
848
695
499
1) Based on the distance of mains from the structural members that will
3
1720
1376
1127
809
support the braces, choose brace shapes and sizes from Table 9.3.5.8.8(a),
Table 9.3.5.8.8(b), and Table 9.3.5.8.8(c) such that the maximum
3 1/2
2390
1912
1566
1124
slenderness ratios, l/r, do not exceed 300. The angle of the braces from the
4
3210
2568
2104
1510
vertical should be at least 30 degrees and preferably 45 degrees or more.
2) Tentatively space lateral braces at 40-ft (12-m) maximum distances
5
5450
4360
3572
2564
along mains and tentatively space longitudinal braces at 80-ft (24-m)
6 and larger
8500
6800
5571
3999
maximum distances along mains. Lateral braces should meet the piping at
right angles, and longitudinal braces should be aligned with the piping.
3) Determine the total load tentatively applied to each brace in
A.9.3.5.3.2 The sway brace spacing in Tables 9.3.5.3.2(a) and
9.3.5.3.2(b) were developed to allow designers to continue to use familiar accordance with the examples shown in Figure
A.9.3.5.6(e) and the following:
concepts, such as zone of influence, to layout and proportion braces, while
(a) For the loads on lateral braces on cross mains, add one-half Cp times
ensuring compatibility with modern seismic requirements. The spacing of
braces was determined using the provisions of ASCE 7-05, assuming steel the weight of the branch to one-half Cp times the weight of the portion of
pipe with threaded or grooved connections. The tabulated values are based the cross main within the zone of influence of the brace. [See examples 1,
on conservative simplifying assumptions. A detailed engineering analysis, 3, 6, and 7 in Figure A.9.3.5.6(e).]
(b) For the loads on longitudinal braces on cross mains, consider only
taking into account the properties of the specific system, may provide
greater spacing. However, in order to control deflections, in no case should one-half Cp times the weight of the cross mains and feed mains within the
zone of influence. Branch lines need not be included. [See examples 2, 4,
the lateral sway brace spacing exceed 40 feet.
5, 7, and 8 in Figure A.9.3.5.6(e).] For the four-way bracing at the top of
9.3.5.3.3 . The requirements of 9.3.5.3.1 shall not apply to 2-1⁄2 in.
the riser, one-half Cp times the weight of the riser should be assigned to
starter pieces that do not exceed 12 ft in length. [ROP-425] Lateral sway
bracing spaced at a maximum interval of 40 ft (12.2 m) on center shall be both of the lateral and longitudinal loads as they are separately considered.
(c) For the four-way brace at the riser, add the longitudinal and lateral
provided on all feed and cross mains regardless of size and all branch lines
and other piping with a diameter of 2-1⁄2 in. (63.5 mm) and larger. Lateral loads within the zone of influence of the brace [see examples 2, 3, and 5
in Figure A.9.3.5.6(e)]. For the four-way bracing at the top of the riser,
sway bracing shall be provided on all feed and cross mains regardless of
size and all branch lines and other piping with a diameter of 21⁄2 in. (63.5 one-half Cp times the weight of the riser should be assigned to both the
lateral and longitudinal loads as they are separately considered.
mm) and larger in accordance with Tables 9.3.5.3.1. The load capacity
(4) If the total expected loads are less than the maximums permitted
of the brace assembly shall be determined by the capacity of its weakest
in Table 9.3.5.8.8(a), Table 9.3.5.8.8(b), and Table 9.3.5.8.8(c) for the
component. ROP-428]
particular brace and orientation, and the maximum loads in the zone of
9.3.5.3.2 The distance between the last brace and the end of the pipe
influence of each lateral sway brace are less than the maximum values in
shall not exceed 6 ft (1.8 m). [ROP-419]
Tables 9.3.5.3.2(a) or 9.3.5.3.2(b), go on to step (5). If not, add additional
braces to reduce the zones of influence of overloaded braces.

the mid-span deflection, the greater the chance of impact with adjacent
structural/non-structural components. The higher the stress in the pipe,
the greater the chance of rupture in the pipe or coupling. For properly
sized braces, the 40 ft maximum spacing between lateral braces in straight
runs of pipe result in defections and stresses consistent with the minimum
required clearances in this standard and modern building codes. Braces are
spaced to limit the stresses in the pipe and fittings to the levels permitted
in modern building codes, with an upper limit of 40 feet. The braces also
serve to control deflection of the pipe under earthquake loads. In the
longitudinal direction, there is no deflection consideration, but the pipe
must transfer the load to the longitudinal braces without inducing large
axial stresses in the pipe and the couplings. [ROP-428]
9.3.5.3.2 Lateral sway bracing shall be spaced in accordance with Tables
9.3.5.3.2(a) or 9.3.5.3.2(b), and spacing shall not exceed a maximum
interval of 40 ft (12.2 m) on center. The maximum permissible load in
the zone of influence of a sway brace shall not exceed the values given in
Tables 9.3.5.3.2(a) or 9.3.5.3.2(b).
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(5) Check that fasteners connecting the braces to structural supporting
members are adequate to support the expected loads on the braces
in accordance with Table 9.3.5.8.8(a), Table 9.3.5.8.8(b), and Table
9.3.5.8.8(c). If not, again add additional braces or additional means of
support. Plates using multiple fasteners in seismic assemblies should
follow the plate manufacturer guidelines in regards to the applied loads.
[ROP-721]
Use the information on weights of water-filled piping contained within
Table A.9.3.5.6. The factor of 1.15 is intended to approximate the
additional weight of all the valves, fittings, and other devices attached to
the system.
9.3.5.6.1* The horizontal seismic load for the braces shall be as
determined in 9.3.5.6.3 or 9.3.5.6.4, or as required by the authority having
jurisdiction. The weight of the system being braced (Wp) shall be taken as
1.15 times the weight of the water-filled piping. [See A.9.3.5.6.1] [ROP428]
A.9.3.5.6.1 The several factors used in the computation of the horizontal
seismic load should be available from several sources, including the
project architect or structural engineer or the authority having jurisdiction.
In addition, the ground motion parameter Ss is available using maps or
software developed by the US Geological Survey. The approach presented
in NFPA 13 is compatible with the requirements of SEI/ASCE 7-05, which
provides the seismic requirements for model building codes. Sprinkler
systems are emergency systems and as such should be designed for an
Importance Factor (Ip) of 1.5. Seismic load equations allow the reduction
of the seismic force by a Component Response Modification Factor (Rp),
that reflects the ductility of the system; systems where braced piping are
primarily joined by threaded fittings should be considered less ductile
than systems where braced piping are joined by welded or mechanical
type fittings. In addition, a factor ap is used to account for dynamic
amplification of nonstructural systems supported by structures. While
research continues in understanding the performance of sprinkler piping
under seismic loads, the good performance of properly braced sprinkler
piping in past earthquakes suggests that properly braced systems perform
with high ductility, which Currently, steel piping systems typically used
for fire sprinklers are assigned relates to an Rp factor of 3.5 4.5 and an ap
factor of 2.5. [ROP-428
9.3.5.6.2 The horizontal force, Fpw, acting on the brace shall be taken as
Fpw = Cp Wp , where Cp is the seismic coefficient selected in Table 9.3.5.6.2
utilizing the short period response parameter Ss. The value of Ss used in
Table 9.3.5.6.2 shall be obtained from the AHJ, or from seismic hazard
maps. Linear interpolation shall be permitted to be used for intermediate
values of Ss.

9.3.5.6.46 The zone of influence for longitudinal braces, the load shall
include all mains within the zone of influence of the tributary to the brace.
A.9.3.5.6.6 When longitudinal braces are added to branch lines, the zone
of influence would consist of the branch line tributary to the brace.
9.3.6 Restraint of Branch Lines.
9.3.6.1* Restraint is considered a lesser degree of resisting loads than
bracing and shall be provided by use of one of the following:
(1) A listed sway brace assembly
(2) A wraparound U-hook satisfying the requirements of 9.3.5.3.7
(3) No. 12, 440-lb (200-kg) wire installed at least 45 degrees from the
vertical plane and anchored on both sides of the pipe
(4) Other approved means
(5)*A hanger not less than 45 degrees from vertical installed within
6 inches of the vertical hanger arranged for restraint against upward
movement, provided it is utilized such that l/r does not exceed 300, the rod
shall extend to the pipe or have a surge clip installed. [ROP-450]
9.3.6.2 Wire used for restraint shall be located within 2 ft (610 mm) of a
hanger. The hanger closest to a wire restraint shall be of a type that resists
upward movement of a branch line.
9.3.6.3 The end sprinkler on a line shall be restrained against excessive
vertical and lateral movement.
9.3.6.4* Where upward or lateral movement of the system piping would
result in damage to the sprinkler through impact against the building
structure, equipment, or finish materials, branch lines shall be restrained
at intervals not exceeding 30 ft (9 m). Branch lines shall be laterally
restrained at intervals not exceeding those specified in Table 9.3.6.4 based
on branch line diameter and the value of Cp.
Table 9.3.6.4 Maximum Spacing of Branch Line Restraints, (feet)
Seismic Coefficient Cp
Pipe (in)
1
1 1/4
1 1/2
2

Cp ≤0.50

0.5<Cp≤0.71

Cp>0.71

45
48
51
55

38
40
43
46

27
28
30
33

A.9.3.6.4 Modern seismic codes require branch lines to be restrained,
both to limit interaction of the pipe with other portions of the structure,
and to limit stresses in the pipes to permissible limits. The maximum
spacing between restraints is dependent on the seismic coefficient, Cp,
as shown in Table 9.3.6.4. Table 9.3.6.4 has been limited to 2 inch lines
and smaller, because branch lines 2 ½ inches or larger are required to be
seismically braced.
Table 9.3.5.6.2 Seismic Coefficient Table
9.3.6.5* Sprig 4 ft (1.2 m) or longer shall be restrained against lateral
Cp
Ss
movement.
Add the following to the new section in Chapter 3 on Hanging and
0.33 or less
0.31
Bracing Definitions:
0.5
0.40
Fpw, is the horizontal force due to seismic load acting on a brace at
working stress levels.
0.75
0.43
Cp is the seismic coefficient that combines ground motion and seismic
0.95
0.50
response factors from ASCE 7.
Ss is the Maximum Considered Earthquake Ground Motion for 0.2 sec
1
0.52
Spectral Response Acceleration (5% of Critical Damping), Site Class B for
1.25
0.60
a specific site.
Substantiation: The committee made the following modifications to
1.5
0.71
ensure that the seismic brace criteria within NFPA 13 would properly align
2
0.95
with the requirements and permitted limits of ASCE 7. These changes in
combination with the initial TIA, and the Report on Proposals will ensure
2.4
1.14
that NFPA 13 is applicable for all seismic applications. In addition the
3
1.43
changes provide a simplified method to meet the requirements of ASCE
7 without having to develop a complete engineering analysis. These
requirements do not prohibit an engineer from doing a complete design
A.9.3.5.6.3 Ss is a measure of earthquake shaking intensity. Ss shall be
taken as the Maximum Considered Earthquake Ground Motion for 0.2 sec and analysis in compliance with ASCE 7 requirements, but have been
developed to address the requirements of ASCE 7 and present the material
Spectral Response Acceleration (5% of Critical Damping), Site Class B.
This data is available from the AHJ, or in the US, from maps developed by in a way that allows for the requirements to remain in NFPA 13 for
seismic design of sprinkler systems. Additionally, these requirements have
the US Geological survey. All that is required to get Ss is the latitude and
been developed to provide as much material as possible in NFPA 13 while
longitude of the project site.
limiting the amount of required information need from outside sources.
The horizontal force factor was given as Fp in earlier editions of NFPA
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
13. It has been changed to Fpw, to clearly indicate that it is a working, not
an ultimate load. In model building codes, Fp is used to denote the strength Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
design level load.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
9.3.5.6.24 Where the authority having jurisdiction does not specify the
Comment on Affirmative:
horizontal seismic load, the horizontal seismic force acting on the braces
VALENTINE, V.: In the proposed language of 9.3.5.6.1 the section
shall be determined as specified in 9.3.5.6.2 with Cp=0.5. based on a
horizontal force of Fpw= 0.5 Wp, where Fpw is the horizontal force factor references should be 9.3.5.6.2 and 9.3.5.6.3. Also, there is an annex
A.9.3.5.6.3 (following Table 9.3.5.6.2) that should be A.9.3.5.6.2. In
and Wp is 1.15 times the weight of the water filled piping. [ROP-428]
9.3.5.6.35 The zone of influence for lateral braces, the load shall include addition, the sections that follow have skipped a number and should
all branch lines and mains tributary to the brace, except, unless the branch be 9.3.5.6.3, 9.3.5.6.4, and 9.3.5.6.5 respectively. Then the last annex
paragraph of that section would be A.9.3.5.6.5.
lines which are provided with longitudinal bracing, within the zone of
influence of the brace.
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____________________________________________________________
13-260 Log #5 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.5.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-428
Recommendation: Insert at 9.3.5.2.1:
Sway braces shall be arranged to resist seismic force by direct
alignment to oppose perpendicular or parallel forces as required. Three
configurations of sway braces are used to accomplish these desired results
and are defined as follows:
· lateral - A sway brace resisting perpendicular force in two directions
· longitudinal - A sway brace resisting parallel force in two directions
· 4 way - Adjacent lateral sway braces arranged to resist perpendicular
force in four directions
Substantiation: I believe we need a Q.C. statement for sway bracing.
Manufacturers, AHJ’s, and contractors are incorrectly defining the types
of sway brace configurations. This proposal will supply the Q.C. and the
definitions that have been missing in the text.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Create a new section in Chapter 3 for:
Hanging and Bracing Definitions:
Sway Brace. An assembly intended to be attached to the piping to resist
horizontal earthquake loads.
Four-Way Brace. A sway brace intended to resist differential movement
of the piping system in all horizontal directions.
Lateral Brace. A sway brace intended to resist differential movement
perpendicular to the axis of the pipe.
Longitudinal Brace. A sway brace intended to resist differential
movement parallel to the axis of the pipe.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to provide these completed definitions for inclusion in Chapter 3.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
KIRSCHNER, K.: “Four-way brace” - This terminology has always
referred to vertical piping (risers) in this standard. I do not think it is the
intent to alter this reasoning, only to clarify the definition.
I suggest revise four-way brace, as follows:
“A sway brace intended to resist differential movement of vertical piping
in all horizontal directions.”
____________________________________________________________
13-261 Log #213 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.5.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-428
Recommendation: Adopt the language of 13-428 as 9.3.5.3.1.
Take the last sentence of 13-425 and make it a separate new section
9.3.5.3.2 and renumber the remaining sections.
Substantiation: There were two proposals accepted on the same section.
These edits should keep the intent of both changes and clarify the
language.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-259a (Log #CC101).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-259a (Log #CC101).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-262 Log #260 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 9.3.5.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-428
Recommendation: Remove Table 9.3.5.3.1 proposed by the Committee.
Restore the original text of 9.3.5.3.1:
9.3.5.3.1 Lateral sway bracing spaced at a maximum interval of 40 ft
(12.2 m) on center shall be provided on all feed and cross mains regardless
of size and all branch lines and other piping with a diameter of 2 1/2 in.
(63.5 mm) and larger.
Substantiation: The Committee’s addition of the table to the proposal
introduces the term “Seismic Design Category”. This is not a concept
explained within NFPA 13 and there is no guidance within NFPA 13 on
how to determine or apply these categories. These categories are defined
and explained in the building codes and should not appear in NFPA 13.
The table changed the Fp variables to “less than 0.5 Wp” rather than “less
than or equal to 0.4 Wp”. There is also a lack of guidance when the Fp is
above 1.6 Wp.
Removing the table and restoring the original language would maintain
the integrity of the sway bracing without introducing concepts outside of

the scope of NFPA 13. This was typical of the elimination of the seismic
maps from the annex.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-259a (Log #CC101).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-259a (Log #CC101).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-263 Log #259 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-419
Recommendation: Keep current wording of NFPA 13 for the last lateral
sway brace:
9.3.5.3.2 The distance between the last brace and the end of the pipe
shall not exceed 6 ft (1.8 m) 20 ft (6.1 m).
Substantiation: The original proposal did not contain any data showing
the need to move lateral sway bracing closer to the end of the pipe. There
has been no data from the field indicating any significant damage from
an arrangement currently indicated in the standard. As a practical matter,
the pipe would be better protected by an attachment at the main structural
element. The 6 ft dimension would not allow this in most instances.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee established the 6 ft dimension
to limit the effects of the cantilevered load extending beyond the last
lateral brace. The 6 ft limit has worked well in the field and will bring the
deflections in line with the requirements of ASCE 7.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-264 Log #273 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-420
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-420 to allow 50 ft bay spacing and
add the following to the proposal “when the longitudinal brace is at the
mid point of the bay.”
Substantiation: These spacings held up well during the Northridge
Earthquake.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The current technical data shows that a general
exception to permit 50 ft spacing will not work as the displacement and
deflections will exceed the requirements of ASCE 7. These requirements
were established in the original TIA and continued to be aligned with the
ASCE 7 requirements, which are required by the building codes. However,
it is still permissible to do a engineering analysis and design brace spacing
in accordance with all of the requirements of ASCE 7.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-265 Log #349 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-423
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal to delete 9.3.5.3.7 in its
entirety.
Substantiation: The 6 in. rod rule predates zone of influence load
calculations in NFPA 13. In spite of the dampening effect of short hanger
assemblies, I have problems with the inclusiveness of this rule. We are
saying that this hanger, that evidences none of the component criteria of
the sway brace, including the fastener, will always work. Fasteners for
sway braces in wood or concrete are becoming very problematic. We also
allow this exemption regardless of the following:
· Pipe size - could be an 8 in. feed main
· The ZOI due to additive line load could exceed the cross main load
· Horizontal force factors could be very high as in Zone D, E, or F
· If upper hanger component is rigid in nature are we bending the hanger
rod
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In view of the above I have trouble supporting the 6 in. rod rule
exception.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter provided no additional information
to permit the deletion of the requirements.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 21 Negative: 2
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
HOLST, T.: Reason:
a) While short hanger rods may theoretically limit the movement of
mains, there is no evidence that hangers are solely capable of withstanding
the combined effects of both hanging loads and horizontal seismic forces,
where standard lateral bracing is not provided.
b) The section allows pipes to be “individually supported”, but does not
require that the pipes to be “exclusively supported”. This means that only
one out of two or three hangers on a segment of pipe need to be less than
6 in. long in order to qualify for omission of lateral braces.
c) Braces have traditionally been based on a horizontal force of 0.5g.
Now that ASCE 7 standards are indicating greater Cp values, braces
are frequently required to be stronger and have increased fastening load
values. This section dismisses these enhanced seismic requirements by
permitting standard hangers to displace the need for such lateral braces.
KIRSCHNER, K.: The 6 in. rod rule is too all encompassing. There are
too many variables to always exempt lateral sway braces, especially on 6
or 8 in. pipe sizes. The UL 203A load ratings basically double from 4 to 6
in. pipe. Suggest exemption should apply to 4 in. pipe size maximum.
____________________________________________________________
13-266 Log #210 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.8 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-426
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-426, which would add a new
section as follows:
9.3.5.3.8 Holes through structural members shall be permitted to serve
as lateral braces provided such holes are permitted by applicable building
codes and the spacing and bracing provisions of this standard are satisfied.
In order to meet this provision, the hole around the pipe shall be no more
than 1/2 in. larger than the pipe.
Substantiation: When a sprinkler piping system is hung by placing holes
in the structural members, the system will move with the floor/ceiling
assembly during an earthquake. The intent of the lateral bracing is to keep
the network of pipes rigid with the ceiling assembly and minimize the
differential movement. It is redundant to put lateral braces on the system
when the piping has no choice but to move with the assembly.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter has not provided any additional
supporting information to modify the committee action from the Report on
Proposals.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 21 Negative: 2
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
HOLST, T.: Reason:
a) I agree in principle with the submitter. Holes through structural
members should be allowed to serve as lateral braces [provided the hole
does not exceed the limits of 9.3.4.] It has been traditionally acceptable to
allow holes through structural concrete beams to serve as braces because
the holes limit the pipe movement, and yet allow enough movement to
prevent shearing stresses.
b) It is currently acceptable for “holes through solid structural members”
to serve as hangers (section 9.1.1.5.3). Therefore, if the hole size is limited
such that the piping movement is controlled, the bracing objectives are
achieved.
c) Section 9.3.5.5.3 currently states “Four-way bracing shall not be
required where risers penetrate intermediate floors in multistory buildings
where the clearance does not exceed the limits of 9.3.4” It is inconsistent
to allow this omission of lateral bracing on vertical mains and not on
horizontal mains.
d) Where 6 in. hanger rods substitute for otherwise required lateral
braces, the same effect is accomplished by holes through beams. In fact,
the minimum annular space through beams will restrict movement to less
than that of a 6 in. rod dimension.
VALENTINE, V.: The Committee action is incompatible with 9.3.4.6.
Holes in structural members are used to hang sprinkler piping and
additional clearance is exempt under the above-mentioned section. With
the knowledge that the floor/ceiling assembly moves as a unit, it should
be a reasonable assumption that the piping would be sufficiently braced
as well in this type of arrangement. The Committee action requires lateral
braces to be placed on piping that will move with the structure when
subjected to horizontal forces. Although the holes are slightly larger
than the pipe in order to allow installation of the system, the space is not
sufficient to create enough momentum with the pipe to cause damage.

____________________________________________________________
13-267 Log #350 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.8 and 9.3.6.1 (2))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-424
Recommendation: Revise text as follows:
9.3.5.3.8 The requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall not apply where U-type
hooks of the wraparound type or those U-type hooks arranged to keep the
pipe tight to the underside of the structural element shall be permitted to
be used to satisfy the requirements for lateral sway bracing, provided the
legs are bent out at least 30 degrees from the vertical and the maximum
length of each leg and the rod size satisfies the conditions of Table
9.3.5.8.9(a), Table 9.3.5.8.9(b), and Table 9.3.5.8.9(c). they satisfy the
conditions of 9.3.5.8.9 and 9.3.5.9.1.
9.3.6.1(2) A wraparound U-hook satisfying the requirements of
9.3.5.3.8 with legs bent out at least 30 degrees from the vertical per Table
9.3.5.8.9(c).
Substantiation: Mixing hanger methodology and sway brace
methodology is problematic. If 9.3.5.3.7 allows 0 degrees if less than 6
in. then why not this section. When U-hooks are sway braces they must
meet fastener, angle of orientation and material criteria. Revising 9.3.5.3.8
will clarify our intent. Wraparound U-hooks violate 9.3.5.8.9 because they
are not tight. They can’t be sway braces but are acceptable as restraint.
Revising 9.3.6.1(2) will clarify our intent.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter provided no additional information
to support the proposed changes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-268 Log #211 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.6.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-428
Recommendation: Replace the current variable for the calculated load,
Wp, with “W”.
Substantiation: There is much confusion in the field because Wp has
always represented the weight of water-filled pipe. With a factor of 1.15
that has to be multiplied times the weight of water-filled pipe to find the
necessary load for the bracing a different variable should be used.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The intent of the committee is that W p accurately
describes the operating weight of the component.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-269 Log #212 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(Table 9.3.5.8(c))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-439
Recommendation: The title for the l/r column should read “l/r=300”.
Substantiation: The maximum slenderness ratio for this table is 300 as
indicated in the Table title. This appears to be a typographical error.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-270 Log #335 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.5.9.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Randy R. Nelson, PE, VFS Fire Protection and Security
Comment on Proposal No: 13-428
Recommendation: Add the following text:
A through-bolt may consist of threaded rod with a flat washer and nut on
each end, provided that the threaded rod is of Grade 2 material or better.
Substantiation: This ‘comment on proposal’ is editorial in nature. The
term through-bolt has been taken by some AHJ’s to exclude the use of
threaded rod with nuts and washers on each end. Even though, there is no
difference in the load capacities of a Grade 2 bolt and Grade 2 threaded
rod.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add the following text to a new annex section as follows:
A.9.3.5.9.3 Through-bolt as described in 9.3.5.9.3 is intended to describe
a method of bolting and attachment. It is the intent of the committee that a
“through bolt” could consist of threaded rod with a flat washer and nut on
each end.
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Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but this
material was better suited for the annex material.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-271 Log #274 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(9.3.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-451
Recommendation: Accept original proposal 13-451.
Substantiation: The Committee has asked for input on this subject. The
Engineering and Standards Committee of the NFSA was overwhelmingly
in support of this proposal.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
The result of this action will be to accept the text that was rejected in
Proposal 13-451 and add new text as follows:
Add a new Section 9.3.6.5 to read as follows:
9.3.6.5 Where the branch lines are supported by rods less than 6 in. long
measured between the top of the pipe and the point of attachment to the
building structure the requirements of Section 9.3.6.1 through 9.3.6.4 shall
not apply and additional restraint shall not be required for the branch lines.
Renumber existing Section 9.3.6.5 as 9.3.6.6.
Committee Statement: Agree with the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
KIRSCHNER, K.: Restraint and sway bracing should not be confused.
Restraint is many times required to keep fragile system components from
damaging themselves due to impact.
____________________________________________________________
13-272 Log #284 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(9.3.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-404
Recommendation: Accept proposal.
Substantiation: 13-29 accepted changing the definition of sprig-up to just
Sprig and identified it as a global change through-out the standard
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-273 Log #307 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-451
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-451.
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. Mitchell’s explanation on his negative
vote. This proposal should be accepted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-271 (Log #274).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-271 (Log #274).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-271
(Log #274).

a way of holding piping components in place but to a lesser degree than
bracing. If using rods less than 6 in. long on a pipe allows lateral braces to
be omitted (13:9.3.5.3.7), using rods less than 6 in. long on branch lines
would surely allow restraint to be omitted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-271 (Log #274).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-271 (Log #274).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
Explanation of Negative:
KIRSCHNER, K.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-271
(Log #274).
____________________________________________________________
13-275 Log #81 AUT-PRI
Final Action: Reject
(10.6.8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mitchell Guthrie, Blanch, NC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-456
Recommendation: Add the following text to the revised 10.6.8 (see
Proposal 24-16 of NFPA 24):
10.6.8 In no case shall the underground piping be used as a grounding
electrode for electrical systems. This does not preclude the bonding of
the underground piping to the lightning protection grounding system
as required by NFPA 780 in those cases where lightning protection is
provided for the structure.
Add following new text to Annex A:
A.10.6.8 Where lightning protection is provided for a structure, NFPA
780, Section 4.14 requires that all grounding media including underground
metallic piping systems be interconnected to provide a common ground
potential. These underground piping systems are not permitted to be
substituted for grounding electrodes but must be bonded to the lightning
protection grounding system. Where galvanic corrosion is of concern, this
bond may be made via a spark gap.
Substantiation: This comment is forwarded to ensure safety and
coordination between NEC, NFPA 780, NFPA 13, and NFPA 24. Removal
of the bonds required by NFPA 780 due to confusion over the purpose
of the required bond has been required by some AHJs. This creates a
potential for fire and other damage to a protected structure. The intent of
this proposal is to identify to those AHJs that the bond is required and
must not be removed and to explain that the purpose of the bond is not
to use the underground piping as an additional grounding electrode but
instead to provide potential equalization.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter provided no technical supporting
information to provide the added allowance for lightning protection.
The submitter is encouraged to submit technical documentation for the
committee to consider during the next revision cycle.
Number Eligible to Vote: 23
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20
Ballot Not Returned: 3 Kelliher, G., Laguna, A., Parsons, D.

____________________________________________________________
13-276 Log #214 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 11)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-459
Recommendation: Revise Chapter 11 by rejecting almost all of the
changes made by this proposal and return to the language of the 2002
edition.
The one change that was made in this proposal that should be kept was
moving old section 11.2.3.1.8(10) to new section 11.2.3.1.2 as shown in
proposal 13-468.
Substantiation: The reorganization of the material in proposal 13-459
does not make sense. The new section references are incompatible with the
rest of the committee’s report (see reference to curves which are deleted
in other proposals). Section numbers appear out of order (see 11.2.3.1.1
____________________________________________________________ in between 11.2.3.1.3 and 11.2.3.1.4) making it difficult to understand the
13-274 Log #396 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
flow of the Chapter and whether or not important information was left out
(9.3.6.5)
or changed.
____________________________________________________________
Another problem with the reorganization is that residential sprinklers
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
(11.3.1), exposure protection systems (11.3.2) and water curtains (11.3.3)
Comment on Proposal No: 13-451
can no longer be designed using hydraulic calculations since they are not
Recommendation: Please reconsider the proposal. Add a new Section
included in the charging paragraph of 11.2.3.1.1.
9.3.6.5 to read as follows:
Proposal 13-459 is also more than just a reorganization of information.
9.3.6.5 Where the branch lines are supported by rods less than 6 in. long Technical changes were made that were never substantiated by the
measured between the top of the pipe and the point of attachment to the
committee. For example, the phrase, “at the discretion of the designer”
building structure the requirements of Section 9.3.6.1 through 9.3.6.4 shall was dropped from old 11.2.3.1.5 when it was put in new section
not apply and additional restraint shall not be required for the branch lines. 11.2.3.1.1. This is an important phrase that protects sprinkler contractors.
Renumber existing Section 9.3.6.5 as 9.3.6.6.
Without this phrase, many AHJ’s think that they have the right to dictate
Substantiation: If a method is considered equivalent to seismic bracing,
which method is selected as appropriate for different conditions. This
it should surely be considered equivalent to seismic restraint. Restraint is
phrase was deleted without any substantiation. What other technical
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changes were made without substantiation? The committee has the
obligation to substantiate every change and fell short by writing a twosentence substantiation for a complete rewrite of a chapter.
As we stated in our proposal 13-468, this section does need to be moved
so that it is directly under the Table it references. This one section should
be moved, but the rest of the reorganization should be undone and put
back to the way the standard was in the 2002 edition.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise text to read:
11.1 General. The requirements of Section 11.1 apply to all sprinkler
systems unless modified by a specific section of Chapters 11 or 12. [ROP
13-459]
11.1.1 A building or portion thereof can be protected in accordance with
any applicable design basis at the discretion of the designer. [ROP 13-459]
11.1.2*(Annex will be current A.11.2.3.2.1.1) Adjacent Hazards or
Design Methods. For buildings with two or more adjacent hazards or
design methods the following shall apply:
(1) Where areas are not physically separated by a barrier or partition
capable of delaying heat from a fire in one area from fusing sprinklers in
the adjacent area, the required sprinkler protection for the more demanding
design basis shall extend 15 ft (4.6 m) beyond its perimeter.
(2) The requirements of 11.1.2(1) shall not apply where the areas are
separated by a barrier partition that is capable of preventing heat from a
fire in one area from fusing sprinklers in the adjacent area.
11.1.3 For hydraulically calculated systems, the total system water
supply requirements for each design basis shall be determined in
accordance with the procedures of Section 14.4 unless modified by a
section of Chapter 11 or 12. [ROP 13-459]
11.1.4 Water Demand.
11.1.4.1 The water demand requirements shall be determined from one
of the following:
(1) Occupancy hazard fire control approach and special design
approaches of Chapter 11
(2) Storage design approaches of Chapter 12
(3) Special occupancy requirements of Chapter 13 [[FINAL ROC
CHAPTER NUMBER]] [ROP 13-459]
11.1.4.2* The minimum water supply requirements for a sprinkler
system shall be determined by adding the hose stream allowance to the
water supply for sprinklers. [ROP 13-459, 13-466]
11.1.4.3 The minimum water supply shall be available for the minimum
duration specified in Chapter 11. [ROP 13-459, 13-466]
11.1.5 Hose Demand. [ROP 13-459, 13-466]
11.1.5.1 An allowance for inside and outside hose shall not be required
where tanks supply sprinklers only. [ROP 13-459, 13-466]
11.1.5.2* Systems with Multiple Hazard Classifications. For systems
with multiple hazard classifications, the hose stream allowance and water
supply duration shall be in accordance with one of the following:
(1) The water supply requirements for the highest hazard classification
within the system, or;
(2) The water supply requirements for each individual hazard
classification shall be used in the calculations for the design area for that
hazard, or
(3)* (Current Annex for 11.2.3.1.5 should be here as annex material) For
systems with multiple hazard classifications where the higher classification
only lies within single rooms less than or equal to 400 ft2 in area with no
such rooms adjacent, use the water supply requirements for the principal
occupancy for the remainder of the system.[ROP 13-459, 13-464]
11.1.5.3 Where pumps taking suction from a private fire service main
supply sprinklers only, the pump need not be sized to accommodate inside
and outside hose. Such hose allowance shall be considered in evaluating
the available water supplies.
11.1.5.4 Water allowance for outside hose shall be added to the
sprinkler requirement at the connection to the city main or a yard hydrant,
whichever is closer to the system riser.
11.1.5.5 Where inside hose stations are planned or are required, the
following shall apply:
(1) A total water allowance of 50 gpm (189 L/min) for a single hose
station installation shall be added to the sprinkler requirements.
(2) A total water allowance of 100 gpm (378 L/min) for a multiple hose
station installation shall be added to the sprinkler requirements.
(3) The water allowance shall be added in 50-gpm (189-L/min)
increments beginning at the most remote hose station, with each increment
added at the pressure required by the sprinkler system design at that
point.[ROP 13-459, 13-466]
11.1.5.6* (Relocate current A.11.2.3.1.6(4)(i) here as annex material)
When hose valves for fire department use are attached to wet pipe
sprinkler system risers in accordance with 8.16.5.2 the following shall
apply:
(1) The water supply shall not be required to be added to standpipe
demand as determined from NFPA 14, Standard for the Installation of
Standpipe and Hose Systems.
(2) Where the combined sprinkler system demand and hose stream
allowance of Table 11.2.3.1.2 exceeds the requirements of NFPA 14,

Standard for the Installation of Standpipe and Hose Systems, this higher
demand shall be used.
(3) For partially sprinklered buildings, the sprinkler demand, not
including hose stream allowance, as indicated in Figure 11.2.3.1.1 shall be
added to the requirements given in NFPA 14, Standard for the Installation
of Standpipe and Hose Systems.[ROP 13-459, 13-466]
11.2 Occupancy Hazard Fire Control Approach.
11.2.1 General. [ROP 13-459, 13-459]
11.2.1.1* The water demand requirements shall be determined by either
the pipe schedule method in accordance with 11.2.2 or the hydraulic
calculation method in accordance with 11.2.3. [ROP 13-459]
(Make this new A.11.2.1.1) A.11.2.1.1 This approach is based on a
general occupancy classification applied to the building or a portion of the
building. [ROP 13-459]
11.2.1.3 Occupancy Classifications. [ROP 13-459]
11.2.1.3.1 Occupancy classifications for this standard relate to sprinkler
installations and their water supplies only. [ROP 13-459]
11.2.1.3.2 Occupancy classifications shall not be used as a general
classification of occupancy hazards. [ROP 13-459]
11.2.1.3.3 Occupancies or portions of occupancies shall be classified
according to the quantity and combustibility of contents, the expected
rates of heat release, the total potential for energy release, the heights of
stockpiles, and the presence of flammable and combustible liquids, using
the definitions contained in Sections 5.2 through 5.5. Classifications are as
follows:
(1) Light hazard
(2) Ordinary hazard (Groups 1 and 2)
(3) Extra hazard (Groups 1 and 2)
(4) Special occupancy hazard (see Chapter 13 [[FINAL ROC CHAPTER
NUMBER]] [ROP 13-459]
11.2.2 Water Demand Requirements — Pipe Schedule Method.
11.2.2.1 Table 11.2.2.1 shall be used in determining the minimum water
supply requirements for light and ordinary hazard occupancies protected
by systems with pipe sized according to the pipe schedules of Section
14.5.
Existing Table 11.2.2.1 Water Supply Requirements for Pipe Schedule
Sprinkler Systems 2002 ed.
11.2.2.2 Pressure and flow requirements for extra hazard occupancies
shall be based on the hydraulic calculation methods of 11.2.3.
11.2.2.3 The pipe schedule method shall be permitted only for new
installations of 5000 ft2 (465 m2) or less or for additions or modifications
to existing pipe schedule systems sized according to the pipe schedules of
Section 14.5. [ROP 13-459]
11.2.2.4 Table 11.2.2.1 shall be used in determining the minimum water
supply requirements.
11.2.2.5 The pipe schedule method shall be permitted for use in systems
exceeding 5000 ft2 (465 m2) where the flows required in Table 11.2.2.1 are
available at a minimum residual pressure of 50 psi (3.4 bar) at the highest
elevation of sprinkler.
11.2.2.6 The pipe schedule method shall be permitted for additions or
modifications to existing extra hazard pipe schedule systems.
11.2.2.7 The lower duration value of Table 11.2.2.1 shall be acceptable
only where the sprinkler system water flow alarm device(s) and
supervisory device(s) are electrically supervised and such supervision is
monitored at an approved, constantly attended location. [ROP 13-462]
[ROC 13-278]
11.2.2.8* Residual Pressure.
11.2.2.8.1 The residual pressure requirement of Table 11.2.2.1 shall be
met at the elevation of the highest sprinkler.
11.2.2.8.2 When backflow prevention valves are installed on pipe
schedule systems, the friction losses of the device shall be accounted
for when determining acceptable residual pressure at the top level of
sprinklers. The friction loss of this device [in psi (bar)] shall be added to
the elevation loss and the residual pressure at the top row of sprinklers to
determine the total pressure needed at the water supply.
11.2.2.9 The lower flow figure of Table 11.2.2.1 shall be permitted only
where the building is of noncombustible construction or the potential areas
of fire are limited by building size or compartmentation such that no open
areas exceed 3000 ft2 (279 m2) for light hazard or 4000 ft2 (372 m2) for
ordinary hazard.
11.2.3 Water Demand Requirements — Hydraulic Calculation Methods.
11.2.3.1 General.
11.2.3.1.1* The water supply for sprinklers only shall be determined
from one for the following:
(1) Density/area curves of Figure 11.2.3.1.1 in accordance with the
method of 11.2.3.2,
(2) Be based upon the room design method in accordance with 11.2.3.3,
or
(3) Special design areas in accordance with 11.2.3.4, at the discretion of
the designer. [ROP 13-459, 13-460]
Figure 11.2.3.1.1 Density/Area Curves [Existing Figure 11.2.3.1.1, (no
change)]
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11.2.3.1.3 The minimum water supply shall be available for the
minimum duration specified in Table 11.2.3.1.3. [ROP 13-462, 13-468]
Existing Table 11.2.3.1.3 Hose Stream Allowance and Water Supply
Duration Requirements for Hydraulically Calculated Systems 2002 ed.
11.2.3.1.4 The lower duration values in Table 11.2.3.1.3 shall be
permitted where the sprinkler system water flow alarm device(s) and
supervisory device(s) are electrically supervised and such supervision is
monitored at an approved, constantly attended location. [ROP 13-462, 13468] [ROC 13-278]
11.2.3.1.5 Restrictions. Regardless of which of the two methods
(Density/Area or Room Design Method) is used, the following restrictions
shall apply:
(1) For areas of sprinkler operation less than 1500 ft2 (139 m2) used for
light and ordinary hazard occupancies, the density for 1500 ft2 (139 m2)
shall be used.
(2) For areas of sprinkler operation less than 2500 ft2 (232 m2) for extra
hazard occupancies, the density for 2500 ft2 (232 m2) shall be used.
(3)* Unless the requirements of 11.2.3.1.5(4) are met, for buildings
having unsprinklered combustible concealed spaces, as described in
8.14.1.2 and 8.14.6, the minimum area of sprinkler operation for that
portion of the building shall be 3000 ft2 (279 m2). The design area of 3000
ft2 (279 m2) shall only be applied to the sprinkler system or portions of the
sprinkler system that are adjacent to the qualifying combustible concealed
space. [ROP 13-472, 13-476] [ROC 13-282]
(4) The following unsprinklered concealed spaces shall not require a
minimum area of sprinkler operation of 3000 ft2 (279 m2):
(a) Noncombustible and limited combustible concealed spaces with
no combustible loading having no access shall not require sprinkler
protection. The space shall be considered a concealed space even with
small openings such as those used as return air for a plenum. [ROP 13459, 13-476]
(b) Noncombustible and limited combustible concealed spaces with
limited access and not permitting occupancy or storage of combustibles
shall not require sprinkler protection. The space shall be considered a
concealed space even with small openings such as those used as return air
for a plenum. [ROP 13-459, 13-476]
(c) Combustible concealed spaces filled entirely with noncombustible
insulation. [ROP 13-459, 13-476]
(d)* Light or ordinary hazard occupancies where noncombustible or
limited combustible ceilings are directly attached to the bottom of solid
wood joists so as to create enclosed joist spaces 160 ft3 (4.5 m3) or less
in volume, including space below insulation that is laid directly on top or
within the ceiling joists in an otherwise sprinklered attic. [ROP 13-459,
13-476]
(e)* Concealed spaces where the exposed surfaces have a flame spread
index of 25 or less and the materials have been demonstrated to not
propagate fire in the form in which they are installed in the space. [ROP
13-465, 13-476]
(f) Concealed spaces in which the exposed materials are constructed
entirely of fire-retardant treated wood as defined by NFPA 703, Standard
for Fire Retardant–Treated Wood and Fire-Retardant Coatings for Building
Materials. [ROP 13-459, 13-476]
(g) Concealed spaces over isolated small rooms not exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1
m2) in area. [ROP 13-459, 13-476]
(h) Vertical pipe chases under 10 ft2 (0.93 m2), provided that in
multifloor buildings the chases are firestopped at each floor using
materials equivalent to the floor construction. Such pipe chases shall
contain no sources of ignition, piping shall be noncombustible, and pipe
penetrations at each floor shall be properly sealed. [ROP 13-459, 13-476]
(i)* Exterior columns under 10 ft2 in area formed by studs or wood
joist, supporting exterior canopies that are fully protected with a sprinkler
system. [ROP 13-459, 13-476]
11.2.3.2 Density/Area Method.
11.2.3.2.1 Water Supply.
11.2.3.2.1.1* The water supply requirement for sprinklers only shall
be calculated from the density/area curves of Figure 11.2.3.1.1 or from
Chapter 13 [[FINAL ROC CHAPTER NUMBER]] where density/area
criteria are specified for special occupancy hazards. [ROP 13-459, 13-460]
11.2.3.2.1.2 When using Figure 11.2.3.1.1, the calculations shall satisfy
any single point on the appropriate density/area curve.
11.2.3.2.1.3 When using Figure 11.2.3.1.1, it shall not be necessary to
meet all points on the selected curves.
11.2.3.2.2 Sprinklers.
11.2.3.2.2.1 The densities and areas provided in Figure 11.2.3.1.1 shall
be for use only with spray sprinklers. [ROP 13-459, 13-460]
11.2.3.2.2.2 Quick-response sprinklers shall not be permitted for use in
extra hazard occupancies or other occupancies where there are substantial
amounts of flammable liquids or combustible dusts. [ROP 13-459, 13-460]
[ROP 13-478]
11.2.3.2.2.3 For extended coverage sprinklers, the minimum design area
shall be that corresponding to the hazard in Figure 11.2.3.1.1 or the area
protected by five sprinklers, whichever is greater. [ROP 13-459, 13-479]

11.2.3.2.2.4 Extended coverage sprinklers shall be listed with and
designed for the minimum flow corresponding to the density for the
hazard as specified in Figure 11.2.3.1.1. [ROP 13-459, 13-460]
11.2.3.2.3 Quick-Response Sprinklers.
11.2.3.2.3.1 Where listed quick-response sprinklers, including extended
coverage quick-response sprinklers, are used throughout a system or
portion of a system having the same hydraulic design basis, the system
area of operation shall be permitted to be reduced without revising the
density as indicated in Figure 11.2.3.2.3.1 when all of the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) Wet pipe system
(2) Light hazard or ordinary hazard occupancy [ROC 13-277]
(3) 20-ft (6.1-m) maximum ceiling height
(4) There are no unprotected ceiling pockets as allowed by 8.6.7 and
8.8.7 exceeding 32 ft2 [ROP 13-459, 13-481]
Existing FIGURE 11.2.3.2.3.1 Design Area Reduction for Quick-Response
Sprinklers.
11.2.3.2.3.2 The number of sprinklers in the design area shall never be
less than five.
11.2.3.2.3.3 Where quick-response sprinklers are used on a sloped
ceiling, the maximum ceiling height shall be used for determining the
percent reduction in design area.
11.2.3.2.4 Sloped Ceilings. The system area of operation shall be
increased by 30 percent without revising the density when the following
types of sprinklers are used on sloped ceilings with a pitch exceeding one
in six (a rise of two units in a run of 12 units, a roof slope of 16.7 percent)
in non-storage applications:
(1) Spray sprinklers, including extended coverage sprinklers listed in
accordance with 8.4.3(4), and quick-response sprinklers
(2) Control Mode Specific Application and Large drop sprinklers [ROP
13-459]
11.2.3.2.5* Dry Pipe and Double Interlock Preaction Systems. For dry
pipe systems and double interlock preaction systems, the area of sprinkler
operation shall be increased by 30 percent without revising the density.
[ROP 13-483]
A.11.2.3.2.5 Where extended coverage sprinklers are used and the
design area (after appropriate increases) is satisfied by 5 sprinklers, no
additional increase is required. With regard to preaction systems, the
discharge criteria of Chapter 11 is written based upon the assumption that
the release system will activate before the sprinkler system. It is generally
accepted that smoke detectors and rate of rise detectors are more sensitive
than sprinklers and that fixed temperature release devices with RTIs lower
than sprinklers will react faster than sprinklers at similar spacings and
locations.[ROC 13-291] [ROC 13-120a (Log #CC23)]
11.2.3.2.6 High-Temperature Sprinklers. Where high-temperature
sprinklers are used for extra hazard occupancies, the area of sprinkler
operation shall be permitted to be reduced by 25 percent without revising
the density, but not to less than 2000 ft2 (186 m2).
11.2.3.2.7* Multiple Adjustments.
11.2.3.2.7.1 Where multiple adjustments to the area of operation are
required to be made in accordance with 11.2.3.2.3, 11.2.3.2.4, 11.2.3.2.5,
or 11.2.3.2.6, these adjustments shall be compounded based on the area of
operation originally selected from Figure 11.2.3.1.1. [ROP 13-460]
11.2.3.2.7.2 If the building has unsprinklered combustible concealed
spaces, the rules of 11.2.3.1.6 shall be applied after all other modifications
have been made. [ROP 13-459]
11.2.3.3 Room Design Method.
11.2.3.3.1* The water supply requirements for sprinklers only shall be
based upon the room that creates the greatest demand.
11.2.3.3.2 The density selected shall be that from Figure 11.2.3.1.1
corresponding to the occupancy hazard classification and room size.
11.2.3.3.3 To utilize the room design method, all rooms shall be enclosed
with walls having a fire-resistance rating equal to the water supply
duration indicated in Table 11.2.3.1.3.
11.2.3.3.4 If the room is smaller than the area specified in Figure
11.2.3.1.1, the provisions of 11.2.3.1.5(1) and 11.2.3.1.5(2) shall apply.
[ROP 13-460]
11.2.3.3.5 Minimum protection of openings shall be as follows:
(1) Light hazard — Non-rated automatic or self-closing doors
(2) Light hazard with no opening protection — Where openings are
not protected, calculations shall include the sprinklers in the room plus
two sprinklers in the communicating space nearest each such unprotected
opening unless the communicating space has only one sprinkler, in which
case calculations shall be extended to the operation of that sprinkler. The
selection of the room and communicating space sprinklers to be calculated
shall be that which produces the greatest hydraulic demand. For light
hazard occupancies with unprotected openings in walls, a minimum lintel
depth of 8 in. is required for openings and the opening shall not exceed
8 ft in width. It shall be permitted to have a single opening of 36 inches
or less without a lintel provided there are no other openings to adjoining
spaces. [ROP 13-485]
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(3) Ordinary and extra hazard — Automatic or self-closing doors with
appropriate fire-resistance ratings for the enclosure
11.2.3.3.6 Where the room design method is used and the area under
consideration is a corridor protected by a single row of sprinklers with
protected openings in accordance with 11.2.3.3.5, the maximum number
of sprinklers that needs to be calculated is five or when extended coverage
sprinklers are installed, all sprinklers contained within 75 linear feet of
corridor. [ROC 13-295]
11.2.3.3.7 Where the area under consideration is a corridor protected
by a single row of sprinklers with unprotected openings, in a light hazard
occupancy, the design area shall include all sprinklers in the corridor to a
maximum of five or when extended coverage sprinklers are installed, all
sprinklers within 75 linear feet of the corridor. [ROP 13-488] [ROP 13489] [ROC 13-295]
11.2.3.4 Special Design Areas.
11.2.3.4.1 Where the design area consists of a building service chute
supplied by a separate riser, the maximum number of sprinklers that needs
to be calculated is three, each with a minimum discharge of 15 gpm. [ROP
13-492]
11.2.3.4.2* Where an area is to be protected by a single line of
sprinklers, the design area shall include all sprinklers on the line up to a
maximum of seven.
11.2.3.4.3 Sprinklers in ducts as described in section 7.9 and 8.14.12
shall be hydraulically designed to provide a discharge pressure of not less
than 7 psi at each sprinkler with all sprinklers within the duct flowing.
[ROP 13-490]
11.3 Special Design Approaches. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.1 Residential Sprinklers. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.1.1* The design area shall be the area that includes the four
adjacent sprinklers that produce the greatest hydraulic demand. [ROP 13459, 13-494]
11.3.1.2* Unless the requirements of 11.3.1.3 are met, the minimum
required discharge from each of the four hydraulically most demanding
sprinklers shall be the greater of the following:
(1) In accordance with minimum flow rates indicated in individual
listings
(2) Calculated based on delivering a minimum of 0.1 gpm/ft2 (4.1 mm/
min) over the design area in accordance with the provisions of 8.5.2.1 or
8.6.2.1.2 [ROP 13-459, 13-726] [ROP 13-459, 13-494]
11.3.1.3 For modifications or additions to existing systems equipped
with residential sprinklers, the listed discharge criteria less than 0.1 gpm/
2
ft (4.1 mm/min) shall be permitted to be used. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.1.4 Where areas such as attics, basements, or other types of
occupancies are outside of dwelling units but within the same structure,
these areas shall be protected as a separate design basis in accordance with
Section 11.1. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.1.5 Hose stream allowance and water supply duration requirements
shall be in accordance with those for light hazard occupancies in Table
11.2.3.1.3. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.2 Exposure Protection. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.2.1* Piping shall be hydraulically calculated in accordance with
Section 14.4 to furnish a minimum of 7 psi (0.5 bar) at any sprinkler with
all sprinklers facing the exposure operating. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.2.2 Where the water supply feeds other fire protection systems, it
shall be capable of furnishing total demand for such systems as well as the
exposure system demand. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.3 Water Curtains. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.3.1 Sprinklers in a water curtain such as described in 8.15.4 or
8.14.5.2 shall be hydraulically designed to provide a discharge of 3 gpm
per lineal foot (37 L/min per lineal meter) of water curtain, with no
sprinklers discharging less than 15 gpm (56.8 L/min). [ROP 13-459, 13491]
11.3.3.2 For water curtains employing automatic sprinklers, the number
of sprinklers calculated in this water curtain shall be the number in the
length corresponding to the length parallel to the branch lines in the area
determined by 14.4.4.1.1. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.3.3 If a single fire can be expected to operate sprinklers within
the water curtain and within the design area of a hydraulically calculated
system, the water supply to the water curtain shall be added to the
water demand of the hydraulic calculations and shall be balanced to the
calculated area demand. [ROP 13-459]
11.3.3.4 Hydraulic design calculations shall include a design area
selected to include ceiling sprinklers adjacent to the water curtain. [ROP
13-459]
[ROP 13-128, 13-496]
11.3.3.5 Sprinklers Under a Roof or Ceiling in Combustible Concealed
Spaces of Wood Joist or Wood Truss Construction with Members 3 ft or
Less on Center and a Slope Having a Pitch of Four in 12 or Greater. [ROP
13-459, 13-498]
11.3.3.5.1 Where sprinkler spacing does not exceed 8 ft measured
perpendicular to the slope, the minimum sprinkler discharge pressure shall
be 7 psi. [ROP 13-459, 13-498] [ROC 13-300]

11.3.3.5.2 Where sprinkler spacing exceeds 8 ft measured perpendicular
to the slope, the minimum sprinkler discharge pressure shall be 20 psi.
[ROP 13-459, 13-498] [ROC 13-300]
11.3.3.5.3 Hose stream allowance and water supply duration
requirements shall be in accordance with those for light hazard
occupancies in Table 11.2.3.1.3.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and the
proposed changes meet the intent of the submitter.
NOTE TO TCC - Final text from Installation Committee needs to be
correlated at TCC meeting.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-277 Log #215 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 11)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-460
Recommendation: Delete this proposal and return to the language of the
2002 edition.
Substantiation: The committee has not justified the need for the
single point density. In addition, the committee’s recommendation is
inconsistent with the committee action. The committee clearly states in
its recommendation that the equations are to be “applicable to new and
existing systems” yet the committee wrote section 11.2.3.1.5 that only
allows the use of the equations for “existing systems”.
The concept of a table of equations rather than a graph of curves is
actually more difficult and confusing for the user. Ask anyone to pick
a point from a curve on a figure and they stand a pretty good chance of
performing the task. Ask a person to read a number from a table and then
tell them to modify the values in accordance with a formula that includes
subtraction and division of negative numbers and you stand less of a
chance of getting the same value.
One of the problems that the committee has created with their Table
11.2.3.1.6 is that the equations have no boundaries. Where the 2002
edition of NFPA 13 did not allow the density to be modified when the area
dropped below 1500 sq ft, these equations will. Also, there are no upper
limits to the equations.
In addition, the committee once again made technical changes to
other rules without substantiation. In proposed section 11.2.3.2.2.6,
the committee changed the 25 percent reduction for high-temperature
sprinklers to a 20 percent reduction. Where is the substantiation for this
change?
The NFSA stated at the beginning of this revision cycle that it would
only support single densities appearing in Chapter 11 if the curves
were maintained as design options for all systems within the body of
the standard. If the committee really wants to continue with single
point densities in Chapter 11, then we suggest a new Chapter 14 called
“Alternative Design Options” with a general section explaining that this is
a perfectly acceptable design option to Chapter 11 for all systems and then
repeating all of the density/area curves and modifications from Chapter 11
(curves, not tables and equations).
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-278 Log #107 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.2.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-462
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
11.2.2.7 The lower... waterflow detector alarm device(s) and valve
supervisory switches device(s) are electrically...
Similar for 11.2.3.1.8(10).
Substantiation: Change committee action to match Log #CP113 and
acknowledge that dampers are not the only critical supervisory initiating
devices.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Make a global change throughout document.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter but
wanted to make the change throughout NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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____________________________________________________________
13-279 Log #160 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.2.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-459
Recommendation: Revise text to read in part:
“For a building exceeding 15000 sq feet in area per floor, the lower flow
figure of Table 11.2.2.1 shall be permitted only where the building is of
noncombustible construction or...”
Substantiation: When the standard was changed to limit the use of pipe
schedule systems in most cases to small new installations, the need for the
maximum water flow in the Table for small combustible buildings should
have been changed. Generally, when calculating required minimum water
flow requirements for fire fighting purposes, the volume/floor area of
the structure is taken into consideration. With this restrictive approach to
limiting the use of pipe schedule in only small new buildings, unless the
residual pressure available is greater than 50 PSI, is too onerous in still
requiring the largest water flows to be provided.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The referenced proposal 13-459 did not
modify this issue but simply reformatted the location criteria. Also
no substantiation for imposing a 15,000 ft2 area or noncombustible
construction.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-280 Log #285 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.1.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-459
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
11.2.3.1.6 Restrictions. Regardless of which of the two methods whether
the density/area or room design method is used, the following restrictions
shall apply:...
Substantiation: This clarifies what is intended by THE TWO
METHODS. In the 96 edition, this paragraph immediately followed text
defining these two methods.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-276 (Log #214).
Committee Statement: Editorial change, see committee statement on
Comment 13-276 (Log #214).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-281 Log #326 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(Table 11.2.3.1.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-460
Recommendation: Do not include the equations in Table 11.2.3.1.6, but
instead include the area density curves in the Annex with the note about
using them for existing systems only.
Substantiation: Looking at the equations in Table 11.2.3.1.6, few users
would be able to visualize what they actually mean, but more importantly,
as written the equations are subject to errors and significant abuse. Each
of the entries needs a minimum and maximum value of An and Dn stated,
or are the equations valid for An=10,000 ft2 or Dn-1.0 gpm/ft2? Are these
equations also valid for metric numbers? See my comment from the ROC
on the 2002 edition of NFPA 13 Log #13-192.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
See committee action on Comment 13-277 (Log #215).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-277
(Log #215).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-282 Log #216 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.1.8(3))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-472
Recommendation: Do not accept proposal 13-472, instead accept the
language of proposal 13-471.
Substantiation: The term “portion of the building” adopted by the
committee does not make sense in the context of the subject matter. The
“portion of the building” with the unsprinklered concealed space does not

have any sprinklers, so you cannot make the area of the sprinkler system
3000 sq ft for that “portion of the building”.
The standard needs to be clear as to which specific sprinklers are
subjected to the 3000 sq ft rule. Logically, it should be the sprinklers
adjacent to the unsprinklered concealed space or directly above the
unsprinklered concealed space as discussed in proposal 13-471.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reject the action on ROP 13-472 and accept in principle the text from
ROP 13-471 but delete “or above” from the proposed text.
See committee action on Comment 13-276 (Log #214).
Committee Statement: The proposed text meets the intent of the
submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-283 Log #333 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.1.8(3))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design
Comment on Proposal No: 13-471
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
(3)* Unless the requirements of 11.2.3.1.8(4) are met, where portions of
buildings have unsprinklered combustible concealed spaces as described
in 8.14.1.2 and 8.14.1.6, the minimum area of operation for that portion
of the building shall be 3,000 ft 2 and shall extend to either the building
exterior or fire resistive construction equal to the water supply duration
indicated in Table 11.2.3.1.1.
Substantiation: The language proposed by the committee is not specific
enough in terms of what a “portion” of the building represents. Is this
to rated construction equal to the water supply duration, to a firewall
that defines separate buildings, or to an assembly of noncombustible
construction? By referencing fire resistive construction equal to the water
supply duration, this creates compartments similar to the room design
method which already allows using fire resistive construction to limit the
extent of the sprinkler design area.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-282 (Log #216).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-282
(Log #216).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-284 Log #217 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(11.2.3.1.8(3) and (4))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-476
Recommendation: Take the following two actions:
1) Revise the text in all of the sections 11.2.3.1.8(4) (a) through (i) to
correlate with the language adopted in Chapter 8.
2) Put the word “combustible” back in section (3) and (4).
Substantiation: 1) For correlation purposes, the language regarding the
3000 sq ft rule should be the same as the language that allows sprinklers to
be left out (Chapter 8).
2) Elimination of the word combustible is going to be a problem for
sprinkler contractors who are going to have to design sprinkler systems
to 3000 sq ft when some noncombustible concealed space has a few
combustible wires in it. The 3000 sq ft rule has always been aimed at
spaces made from combustible construction and should remain so.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See committee action on Comment 13-276 (Log #214).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-276
(Log #214).
Due to the committee rewrite the term “combustible” is no longer
appropriate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-285 Log #96 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(11.2.3.2.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: John G. O’Neill, The Protection Engineering Group, PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-481
Recommendation: Revert to current txt in the 2002 edition that includes
Ordinary Hazard For area reduction allowances.
Substantiation: The area reduction text that included both light and
ordinary hazard occupancies was first introduced into NFPA 13, 1996
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edition. It was accepted by the technical committee after the review of
an extensive fire testing program involving quick response sprinklers and
standard storage commodities. For this proposal the committee has not
included specific references to test data to refute what has been in the
standard since the 1996 edition. Rather, Mr. Keeping’s explanation for his
negative ballot suggests that the committee did not review testing data
that apparently a task group used to justify this change. My experience
indicates that this allowance has resulted in cost savings to owners,
especially for retrofit installation of sprinkler systems in buildings with
predominantly light hazard occupancies and limited ordinary hazard areas
with ceilings 20 ft and less high. The committee has not justified what
would now be an additional cost for the installation of sprinkler systems in
many buildings with ordinary hazard occupancies.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: For final text see committee action on Comment
13-276 (Log #214).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

HCN, HCl, smoke obscuration and temperatures at several locations.
In the fast-flaming fires without sprinklers, critical limits for
survivability were exceeded. In eight fast flaming fires with quick
response sprinklers, the fire was controlled and critical limits for
survivability were not exceeded.
Full-Scale Fire Tests With Automatic Sprinklers in a Patient Room
— Phase I and II, National Bureau of Standards, Tests conducted from
1977-1980.
Twenty-one full scale tests were conducted, mostly with standard
response sprinklers and a few with quick response sprinklers. The use
of quick response sprinklers significantly reduced smoke obscuration in
the patient room doorway and adjacent corridor in flaming mattress and
bedding fires.
An Evaluation of Extended Coverage Sidewall Sprinklers and Smoke
Detectors in a Hotel Occupancy, Factory Mutual Research, May 1988
FMRC J.I. 0M3N5.RA(4).
Twelve fire tests were conducted with eight flaming ignition and
four smoldering ignition scenarios. Quick response extended coverage
sprinklers protecting the simulated hotel room, with quick response
sprinklers protecting the bathroom and vestibule areas. In all twelve tests,
____________________________________________________________ the sprinklers suppressed the fire and maintained survivability in the room
13-286 Log #121 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
of fire origin. The recommendations of this report are as follows:
(11.2.3.2.3.1)
“Data from this test program indicate that extended coverage horizontal
____________________________________________________________ sidewall sprinklers with thermal sensitivity of RTI=53 (English Units) and
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
temperature rating 165ºF can provide hotels with a means of suppressing
Comment on Proposal No: 13-481
fires in guest room while satisfying the test program survivability criteria
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-481 and hold for further
for occupants not in intimate contact with the fire within the guest room.
study.
However, high gas temperatures observed during fire tests suggest that
Substantiation: Proposal 13-481 should not have been accepted without
similar extended coverage sprinklers with slower response times or lower
documentation to validate the expressed concerns. The only information
water application densities might decrease potential for survivability of
that was presented to justify the proposed change was a vague reference to occupants.”
“some tests”. These tests were not offered for study or even named.
Quick Response Sprinklers in Chemical Laboratories: Fire Test Results,
A change to the standard as substantial this proposal, to cancel the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, November 1989, NISTIR
allowance for reduced calculation areas, for ordinary hazard group 2
89-4200
occupancies, should be backed up with a proper technical substantiation,
Twelve full-scale tests were conducted with no sprinklers, with quick
with due allowances for a review of the data by all concerned parties.
response sprinklers and with standard response sprinklers. Both standard
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
and quick response sprinklers were able to control the fires, but quick
See committee action on Comment 13-285 (Log #96).
response sprinklers provided better overall conditions in the room of fire
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-285
origin.
(Log #96).
Fire Experiments of Zoned Smoke Control at the Plaza Hotel in
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Washington, DC, National Institute of Standards and Technology, February
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
1990, NISTIR 90-4253.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
A number of fire tests were conducted in this building without sprinklers,
with standard sprinklers and with quick response sprinklers. The tests were
____________________________________________________________ performed both with and without smoke control systems. In the test with
13-287 Log #241 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
quick response sprinklers and no smoke control, CO concentrations and
(11.2.3.2.3.1)
smoke obscuration on the fire floor were reported as “slight” and on other
____________________________________________________________ floor as “insignificant.” The report states, “It can be concluded that such
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
rapid fire extinction significantly reduces smoke production and that this
Comment on Proposal No: 13-481
can be considered a form of smoke protection.”
Recommendation: Reject proposal 13-481 and return to the language of
Staging Areas for Persons with Mobility Limitations, National Institute
the 2002 edition.
of Standards and Technology, February 1992, NISTIR 4770.
Substantiation: This same issue was raised in developing the 2002
Analysis of conditions in buildings (sprinklered and unsprinklered)
edition of the standard and the committee agreed then that the design area and the survivability in staging areas. Use of quick response sprinklers
reduction for quick response sprinklers was appropriate. No new evidence significantly reduces the rate of heat release of a fire which significantly
has been presented, yet the committee has reversed their position.
affects the products of combustion.
Interestingly, during the development of the 2002 edition, the committee
Measurements of Room Conditions and Response of Sprinklers and
only debated Ordinary Hazard Group 2 and definitely always thought
Smoke Detectors During a Simulated Two-Bed Hospital Patient Room
that the reduction should be allowed for Ordinary Hazard Group 1. Now
Fire, National Institute of Standards and Technology, July 1993, NISTIR
the committee is questioning the reduction for Ordinary Hazard Group 1
5240.
without any additional data. It seems necessary to remind the committee of
Four fire tests in a room with several different types of quick response
what has been discussed to support the reduction in design area.
and standard response sprinklers. Tenability measurements including
Quick response sprinklers are better fire protection devices than standard heat flux, CO2 concentrations and CO levels were collected. The only
response sprinklers and their use should be encouraged. Evidence of this
sprinklers to activate after the tenability criteria was exceeded in the room
has been submitted to the committee and will be summarized here. Copies were standard response sprinklers. All other sprinklers including quick
of all of the fire tests cited here will be available upon request.
response and concealed quick response activated prior to room tenability
In 1989, the NFSA conducted 12 full-scale fire tests to directly compare being violated.
quick response and standard response sprinkler performance utilizing a
It would seem from the discussion in some of the negative ballots that
fuel package that would now be required to be protected as Extra Hazard
there were some fire tests discussed at the committee meeting. Since the
Group 2, but designed the sprinkler system to only provide a design
committee has not referenced those fire tests, there is no way of knowing
density of 0.19 gpm per sq ft, which corresponded to Ordinary Hazard
what the committee was discussing, but it would seem from Mr. Keeping’s
Group 3 at that time. In the tests with quick response sprinklers 40%
ballot that the whole committee has not seen these tests. If these are
few sprinklers on average opened as compared to standard response
the same tests that were discussed during the 2002 debate on this same
sprinklers in the same scenario. The ceiling height in these tests was 20 ft. subject, it should be noted that these tests were only performed with
See the test report Large-Scale Fire Testing of Fast Response Sprinklers
standard response sprinklers and any conclusion regarding quick response
and Conventional Response Sprinklers in a Fire-Control Mode Scenario
sprinkler performance from these tests would purely be conjecture.
(FMRC J.I. 0Q2P6.RA) by Vincent, Stavrianidis and Kung previously
The proposal needs to be rejected.
submitted to the committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
But these are not the only tests that have shown that quick response
See committee action on Comment 13-285 (Log #96).
sprinklers have distinct advantages for fire protection. The following
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-285
additional tests have been performed:
(Log #96).
Field Test of a Retrofit Sprinkler System, National Fire Protection
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Research Foundation, February, 1983.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Eleven full scale hotel room fire tests conducted in Ft. Lauderdale, FL to Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
evaluate the effectiveness of quick response sprinklers. They collected CO,
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____________________________________________________________
13-288 Log #261 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.2.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-481
Recommendation: Maintain the allowance for reducing the remote area
when quick response sprinklers are installed throughout an Ordinary
Hazard Occupancy, when the occupancy does not exceed 10,000 sq ft.
Revise the new wording of 11.2.3.2.3.1 to read:
11.2.3.2.3.1 Where listed quick-response sprinklers, including extended
coverage quick-response sprinklers, are used throughout a system or
portion of a system having the same hydraulic design basis, the system
area of operation shall be permitted to be reduced without revising the
density as indicated in Figure 11.2.3.2.3.1 when all of the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) Wet pipe system
(2) Light hazard occupancy,
(2) The occupancy is (a) Light hazard, or,
(b) Ordinary hazard area less than 12,000 sq ft
(4) 20-ft (6.1-m) maximum ceiling height
(5) There are no unprotected ceiling pockets as allowed by 8.6.7 and
8.8.7 exceeding 32 ft2
Substantiation: This change would allow smaller ordinary hazard
occupancies in rural areas that do not have an existing municipal water
supply to take advantage of this technology. This would keep sprinkler
systems economically feasible for smaller buildings having an ordinary
hazard occupancy.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
See committee action on Comment 13-285 (Log #96).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-285
(Log #96). No substantiation for 12,000 ft2 limit.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-291 (Log #219).
Committee Statement: See committee statement Comment 13-291 (Log
#219).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-291 Log #219 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(11.2.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-483
Recommendation: Rather than create a whole new section that is
essentially an exception to 11.2.3.2.5, why not put 11.2.3.2.5 back to the
way it was in the 2002 edition and add an annex note as follows:
“A.11.2.3.2.5 Where extended coverage sprinklers are used and the
design area (after appropriate increases) is satisfied by 5 sprinklers, no
additional increase is required.”
Substantiation: This is a less cumbersome way of solving the same
problem that the committee was dealing with in proposal 13-483. This is
an option to our previous comment on the same subject, submitted for the
same reason.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: For final text see committee action on Comment
13-276 (Log #214).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-289 Log #122 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-483
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-483 and reject.
Substantiation: Acceptance of Proposal 13-483 would be inappropriate.
The text under consideration would only be suitable only for some
light and ordinary hazard occupancies. It would not adequately address
situations that involve a minimum 3000 sq ft calculation area due to
unsprinklered combustible concealed spaces, situations involving extra
hazard occupancies with EC-25 sprinklers, etc.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-291 (Log #219).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-291
(Log #219).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-292 Log #331 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-483
Recommendation: Retain the language in 11.2.3.2.5 as found in the 2002
edition without the proposed change.
Delete the proposed 11.2.3.2.5.2.
Add an Annex note to 11.2.3.2.5 instead:
When extended coverage sprinklers are used in dry and preaction
systems, the 30 percent increase in 11.2.3.2.5 applies to the minimum area
of operation based on Figure 11.2.3.1.5 and not the area covered by the 5
sprinkler minimum in 11.2.3.2.2.4.
Substantiation: The proposed language does not address dry and
preaction system areas of operation that start out at more than 1,500
ft2 such as extra hazard occupancies and concealed spaces. We written,
simply using extended coverage sprinklers greatly reduces the design area
and lowers the level of safety in the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action Comment 13-291 (Log #219).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-291
(Log #219).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-290 Log #218 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-483
Recommendation: Add at the end of proposed 11.2.3.2.5.2, “unless other
area increases apply.”
Substantiation: We agree with the committee that the situation needs
to be clarified when extended coverage sprinklers are used in a dry-pipe
system. Many AHJ’s believe that the minimum 5 sprinklers should be
increased to a minimum 7 and we need to clarify that the minimum is still
5 as long as the design area is covered. However, by stating that the design
area is not to be extended beyond 1950 sq ft is a problem. For example,
when sloped ceilings (pitch above 4 in 12) are in place, the minimum
design area should be 2535 sq ft, but as proposed, a person could make the
case that for extended coverage sprinklers they would only need to provide
1950 with the language that the committee drafted. Another example of
a problem is with Extra Hazard where we want a minimum of 2000 sq
ft (increased to 2600 sq ft for dry-pipe systems), but this would allow
us to protect dry-pipe systems in Extra Hazard with extended coverage
sprinklers at only 1950 sq ft.
This is actually a cumbersome way to solve the problem, see our next
submittal for a different option as to how to fix the problem.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.

____________________________________________________________
13-293 Log #366 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-482
Recommendation: Revise text and add section:
11.2.3.2.5 For dry pipe systems and double interlock preaction systems,
the area of sprinkler operation shall be increased by 30 percent without
revising the density.
11.2.3.2.5.1 The requirements of 11.2.3.2.5 s hall not apply where it
can be demonstrated that the detection system that activates the preaction
system causes water to be discharged from sprinklers as quickly as the
discharge from a wet pipe system.
Substantiation: NFPA 13 Section 7.3.2.5 permits gridded single- and
non-interlock preaction systems. Large volume systems may have
excessive trapped air in the piping that could result in a delay to the time
water is available to an activated sprinkler, impacting the ability of an
automatic sprinkler to provide effective fire control at the early stages of
development. If the detection system does not activate first, the delay to
the sprinkler would be significant.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: For the Chapter 11 Occupancy Hazard Approach,
the committee has not been provided with any supporting data that these
concerns are valid. However, the committee does agree that the detection
system needs to activate before a sprinkler and in addition the detection
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system must serve all areas the preaction system protects. For additional
information see Committee Comment 13 -120a (Log #CC23).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

For final text see committee action on Comment 13-276 (Log #214).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-294 Log #123 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.3.5(2))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-485
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-485 and hold for further
study.
Substantiation: Proposal 13-485 should not have been accepted without
documentation to validate the 6 ft. doorway limitation. The desire to place
a limit on the size of the unprotected opening is certainly understandable,
but such limits should be not just arbitrarily chosen as seems to be the case
here.
Proper technical substantiation should be available before a change
A change of this nature should be backed up with a proper technical
substantiation, with due allowances for a review of the data by all
concerned parties.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee supports the limit of openings to a
maximum of 6 feet.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: While I appreciate the effort to change the requirement to
eliminate some instances of misinterpretation and/or abuse, the selection
of the limit on the size of the openings was not based on any valid
technical substantiation and should not have been accepted.
____________________________________________________________
13-294a Log #CC30 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(11.2.3.3.5(2))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-485
Recommendation: Ensure that the final text relating to opening limits
correlates with the final Installation Criteria text.
Additionally, See committee action on Comment 13-267.
Substantiation: The committee wants to ensure that the text is the same.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-295 Log #287 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.3.8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-489
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
Where the area under consideration is a corridor protected by a single
row of sprinklers in a light hazard occupancy and the openings are not
protected, the design area shall include all sprinklers in the corridor to a
maximum of seven.
Substantiation: It has always been the intent for corridors in light
hazard occupancies with unprotected openings to include 7 sprinklers
and NOT have to pick up additional heads as required for other rooms by
11.2.3.3.5(2).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Modify text as follows:
11.2.3.3.6 Where the room design method is used and the area under
consideration is a corridor protected by one a single row of sprinklers with
protected openings in accordance with 11.2.3.3.5, the maximum number
of sprinklers that needs to be calculated is five or when extended coverage
sprinklers are installed, all sprinklers contained within 75 linear feet of the
corridor.
11.2.3.3.7 Where the area under consideration is a corridor protected
by a single row of sprinklers with unprotected protected openings in
accordance with 11.2.3.3.5, in a light hazard occupancy, the design area
shall include all sprinklers in the corridor to a maximum of five or when
extended coverage sprinklers are installed, all sprinklers contained within
75 linear feet of the corridor.
For final text see committee action on Comment 13-276 (Log #214).
Committee Statement: Addressed submitters concern about guidance
for light hazard corridors with UNPROTECTED openings but only
five sprinklers are required. Relocated guidance for extended coverage
sprinklers in corridors with protected openings to 11.2.3.3.6.

____________________________________________________________
13-296 Log #200 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.5.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-494
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
11.2.3.5.1 The design area shall be the area that includes the four
adjacent sprinklers within a room and/or adjacent communicating space
that produce the greatest hydraulic demand.
Substantiation: Additional guidance is still necessary to assure that there
is no confusion that the four sprinkler being calculated are within the same
dwelling unit and if necessary adjacent dwelling units, but not a single
sprinkler from four separate dwelling units.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Adjacent sprinklers could be in a room that is
not a communicating room. A single sprinkler calculated in four separate
areas constitutes four inadequate design areas. Attempting to expand this
sentence to address such a basic misunderstanding is not appropriate.
Between the text saying “adjacent sprinklers” and the Annex material
showing examples of adjacent sprinklers, sufficiently clear guidance is
provided.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-297 Log #201 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(11.2.3.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-498
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
8.6.4.1.4 The design area shall consist of the hydraulically most
demanding rectangular area which encompasses every sprinkler between
the peak and the eave for 4 rows of sprinklers perpendicular to the
slope. having a minimum area in accordance with 11.2.3.2. Where the
area determined by 11.2.3.2 exceeds the total area of the slope, all the
sprinklers on one side of the slope shall be calculated.
Substantiation: The existing language could allow a very small design
area in a narrow attic space (2 heads peak & eave x 4 rows = 8 sprinklers
@ 120 sq ft or 960 sq ft design area) with no penalty whether the system
is wet or dry.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reject action taken in Proposal 13-498 which resulted in Section
11.2.3.9.1.
Committee Statement: The result of the Committee Action is to delete
11.2.3.9.1.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-298 Log #321 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-497
Recommendation: Delete the changes to 11.2.3.9 given in proposal 13497.
Substantiation: UL Subject Number (Standard) 2432, Dry System Water
Delivery Time Calculation Programs, does not appear to specifically
address preaction systems, neither do the two technical reports submitted
during the 2002 cycle address preaction systems. NFPA 13 should not
allow the use of a software program for untested, or unlisted calculations.
The submitter should provide technical documentation that the programs
will work for preaction systems, yet has provided none.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee wants to indicate the the materials
reviewed during the last revision cycle related to dry pipe systems and not
double interlock preaction systems. However, it is noted that the systems
operate in a similar manner. The proposed changes are appropriate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-299 Log #332 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.9)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-437
Recommendation: Insert the language proposed by the submitter in 13496 (Log #437).
Substantiation: As proposed, dry pipe delivery time calculation programs
can be used to evaluate systems or to exceed the limits in 7.2.3. If such
a program is used, however, the system must still be evaluated on a
60 second water delivery through 1 sprinkler. If we stay with what the
committee has proposed in the committee statement, two minimum levels
of safety are established for dry pipe systems (see my explanation of
negative for this proposal).
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The discharge committee does not support the
proposed additional text and continues the support the use of the 60 sec
inspectors test or the use of the calculation table.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-302 Log #CC11 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-501
Recommendation: The proposal adds data/table lines for K-16.8 and says
to follow K-25.2 data.
Revise Table 12.6.2.3 as shown below:
Revisions shown in the following are to be inserted in the middle of
Table 12.6.2.3 between the K-14 and the K-25.2
Add K-16.8 for 40 ft ceiling consistent with K-14 pend.
Correct upright ESFR limitation to 35 ft.
Substantiation: Currently there is no data for the K 25.2 sprinklers, the
TC needs to provide the actual data to be inserted. Clarifies action on ROP
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-303 Log #384 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________
13-300 Log #183 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
(11.2.3.9.2 and 11.2.3.9.3)
Systems,
____________________________________________________________ Comment on Proposal No: 13-502
Submitter: James M. Feld, Feld Engineering
Recommendation: The TCC directs staff to ensure that the design area
Comment on Proposal No: 13-498
remains consistent throughout NFPA 13 at 12 sprinklers and deletes the
Recommendation: Revise proposed 11.2.3.9.2 and 11.2.3.9.3 as follows:
requirements for a minimum area of 960 sq. ft.
11.2.3.9.2 Where sprinkler spacing does not exceed 8 ft measured
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
perpendicular to the slope, the minimum sprinkler discharge pressure shall Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
be 7 psi.
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
11.2.3.9.3 Where sprinkler spacing exceeds 8 ft measured perpendicular Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
to the slope, the minimum sprinkler discharge pressure shall be 20 psi.
See committee action on Comment 13-305 (Log #220).
Substantiation: These paragraphs as proposed in the ROP do not consider Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-305
a sprinkler spacing of 13 ft parallel to the slope by 9 ft perpendicular to the (Log #220).
slope. This scenario will fall into both 11.2.3.9.2 and 11.2.3.9.3 resulting
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
in confusion. I believe the issue is one of the spacing perpendicular to the Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
slope more than parallel to the slope.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: For final text see committee action on Comment
____________________________________________________________
13-276 (Log #214).
13-304 Log #128 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
(Chapter 12)
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
____________________________________________________________
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-539
____________________________________________________________ Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-539 and accept.
13-301 Log #CC10 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Substantiation: While I do not disagree with the Committee Statement
(Chapter 12)
that “control mode” is an accurate description, I still contend that the term
____________________________________________________________ leads to some confusion and is not absolutely needed in the referenced
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria, places. In Chapter 11, we do not reference “control mode density/area”
Comment on Proposal No: 13-500
protection, we simply use the term “density/area”. Similarly in Chapter
Recommendation: The proposal adds metric K factors. Staff to verify.
12 we do not talk about “suppression mode ESFR sprinklers”, we just
- Follow ISO document.
reference “ESFR sprinklers”. Further, throughout the standard we do not
Substantiation: Need accurate K factors to ensure proper conversion.
evoke “fire sprinklers” or “automatic sprinklers”, we just use the word
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
“sprinklers”. Therefore, or consistency with the rest of the standard and to
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
avoid the confusion that comes with the term, “control mode” should be
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
deleted from the areas in question.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Middle of Table 12.6.2.3 to go in between the K-14 and the K-25.2
Building
ESFR
Orien
Type
psi
ft

ft

14.0

up or pend

wet

75

35

30

14.0
16.8

pend
up or pend

wet
wet

75
35

40
30

16.8

up or pend

wet

52

16.8

pend

wet

25.2

pend

wet

Heavyweight
ft

Mediumweight
ft
ft

Tissue

ft

ft

30

30

NA

NA

NA

NA

30
25

30
25

30
25

NA
25

NA
25

NA
25

NA
NA

35

30

30

30

NA

NA

NA

NA

52

40

30

30

30

NA

NA

NA

NA

15

30

25

25

25

25

25

25

NA
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Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Control Mode is an accurate description of the
stated references.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: As per the substantiations that were provided with ROP
proposal 13-539 and with this comment, I believe that the term “density/
area” is an adequate description of the stated references and that the words
“control mode” should be deleted from those references, to better correlate
with Chapter 11 and to avoid the common confusion between control
mode density/area protection criteria and the specific application control
mode sprinkler criteria that the common use of the words “control mode”
occasions.
____________________________________________________________
13-305 Log #220 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-502
Recommendation: Make the two following changes:
1) In all of the places where the minimum 960 sq ft was eliminated, put
in a requirement for a minimum 768 sq ft.
2) Don’t make the rule 12 sprinklers in the design area (per the TCC
note) where the standard requires more than 12 sprinklers in the design
area.
Substantiation: The 960 sq ft minimum was eliminated because the
minimum design area was reduced from 80 sq ft to 64 sq ft with 12
sprinklers in the design area. Factory Mutual has shown that when
sprinklers are at 64 sq ft spacing, the design area still only needs to be 12
sprinklers in most cases. However, there are obstruction situations where
people end up putting sprinklers closer than 8 ft (although this violates the
spacing rule, it is done with solid obstructions between the sprinklers and
many AHJ allow it) and when this happens it is possible for more than
12 sprinklers to open. With 64 sq ft per sprinkler and 12 sprinklers in a
normal design area, this would make for a minimum design area of 768 sq
ft.
There are a number of circumstances where the design area for ESFR
sprinklers is more than 12 sprinklers. Two that come to mind are where
additional sprinklers are installed beneath obstructions (14 sprinkler
design) and where rubber tires are in a laced array (20 sprinklers per Table
12.4.2(d)). Please don’t change these design areas to 12 sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise 14.4.4.3.1 as follows:
14.4.4.3.1 For ESFR sprinklers the design area shall consist of the
most hydraulically demanding area of 12 sprinklers, consisting of four
sprinklers on each of three branch lines, unless other specific numbers of
design sprinklers are required in other sections of this standard. The final
design shall include a minimum of 960 ft2 (89 m2).
Committee Statement: Re-insert the minimum 960 sq ft requirement.
Skipping and shielding can be an issue with ESFR spacing.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-306 Log #223 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-537
Recommendation: Put the density/area curves back the way they were in
the 2002 edition.
Substantiation: The committee has not justified the need for the single
point density. The concept of a table with densities rather than a graph of
curves is actually more difficult and confusing for the user. Ask anyone to
pick a point from a curve on a figure and they stand a pretty good chance
of performing the task. Ask a person to read a number from a table and
then tell them to modify that number in accordance with a formula that
includes taking a ratio to a power and you stand less of a chance of getting
the same value.
In addition, the committee has created problems with the definition of
the areas in proposed section 12.3.2.1.5 because the formula relies on an
area read from a table, yet most of the tables only contain densities, not
areas.
Another problem that the committee has created with proposed section
12.3.2.1.5 is that the equation has no boundaries. Where the 2002 edition
of NFPA 13 did not allow the density to be modified when the area
dropped below 2000 sq ft, these equations will. Also, there are no upper
limits to the equation.
The NFSA stated at the beginning of this revision cycle that it would
only support single densities appearing in Chapter 12 if the curves
were maintained as design options for all systems within the body of

the standard. If the committee really wants to continue with single
point densities in Chapter 12, then we suggest a new Chapter 14 called
“Alternative Design Options” with a general section explaining that this is
a perfectly acceptable design option to Chapter 12 for all systems and then
repeating all of the density/area curves and modifications from Chapter 12
(curves, not tables and equations).
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept the return of the curves and additionally break into multiple
chapters.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
wanted to return the curves, but also support the action taken on Comment
13-308 (Log #354).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
JAVERI, S.: In certain cases, the curves can produce marginal
protection. It is better to have a given density that we know provides good
protection.
____________________________________________________________
13-307 Log #242 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-537
Recommendation: There is a rumor that the NFPA is going to break
Chapter 12 up into different chapters due to the numbering system in the
Manual of Style after the effects of this proposal (and other proposals).
The following numbering system is being proposed:
Chapter 12 Storage
12.1 General.
12.2 Palletized, Solid Piled, Shelf and Bin-Box Storage.
12.2.1 General Requirements for Palletized, Solid Piled, Shelf and BinBox Storage.
12.2.2 Class I-IV Commodities Protected with Spray Sprinklers.
12.2.3 Group A Plastics Protected with Spray Sprinklers.
12.2.4 Large Drop Sprinklers.
12.2.5 ESFR Sprinklers.
12.3 Rack Storage.
12.3.1 Rack Storage General.
12.3.2 Class I-IV Commodities up to 25 ft Protected with Spray
Sprinklers.
12.3.3 Class I-IV Commodities Over 25 ft Protected with Spray
Sprinklers.
12.3.4 Group A Plastics up to 25 ft Protected with Spray Sprinklers.
12.3.5 Group A Plastics Over 25 ft Protected with Spray Sprinklers.
12.3.6 Large Drop Sprinklers.
12.3.7 ESFR Sprinklers.
Substantiation: The NFSA is very much against the concept of adding
a bunch of chapters to the standard and is proposing an alternate number
system to keep all of the rules in Chapter 12. In each edition of NFPA
13 since the 1996 edition the NFPA has reorganized the standard and
kicked requirements into other chapters. Since the 1991 edition was also
a major rewrite, this means that the standard has been reorganized 4 times
in the last 5 editions. The general public does not understand why the
information keeps getting kicked around and there is no good defense for
the confusion being created.
The proposed numbering system is similar to the format used in Chapter
7 of the 1999 edition and has proven to be a useful and easy format.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-308 (Log #354).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-308
(Log #354).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-308 Log #354 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kevin D. Maughan, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-531
Recommendation: Reorganize Chapter 12 into separate chapters as
follows:
Chapter 12 – Storage Ð General
Chapter 13 – Storage of Miscellaneous Commodities
Chapter 14 – Storage of Palletized, Solid Piled, Bin Box, or Shelf
Storage of Class I through IV Commodities
Chapter 15 – Storage of Palletized, Solid Piled, Bin Box, or Shelf
Storage of Plastic and Rubber Commodities
Chapter 16 – Rack Storage of Class I through IV Commodities
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Chapter 17 – Rack Storage of Plastic Commodities
Chapter 18 – Protection of Rubber Tire Storage
Chapter 19 – Protection of Baled Cotton Storage
Chapter. 20 – Protection of Roll Paper Storage
Chapter 20 – Special Designs
Renumber current Chapters accordingly, starting with Chapter 13.
Substantiation: Confusion currently exists between Miscellaneous
Storage and “Non-Miscellaneous” Storage. By reorganizing Chapter 12
and breaking out into independent and separate Chapters, clarification of
all storage arrangements and avoidance of misapplication will more likely
be achieved.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept with the following revisions:
1) Correlate Chapter 11 text in Chapter 12 and 13 to ROP.
2) Revise Palletized and Rack Class I to IV less than 12 ft to reference
new Chapter 13 Miscellaneous Storage.
3) Move common General Storage criteria to Chapter 12.
4) Add Rack General criteria to chapter 17.
Reorganize Chapter 12 into separate chapters as follows:
Chapter 12 – General Requirements for Storage
Chapter 13 – Storage of Miscellaneous Commodities
Chapter 14 – Storage of Palletized, Solid Piled, Bin Box, or Shelf
Storage of Class I through IV Commodities
Chapter 15 – Storage of Palletized, Solid Piled, Bin Box, or Shelf
Storage of Plastic and Rubber Commodities
Chapter 16 – Rack Storage of Class I through IV Commodities
Chapter 17 – Rack Storage of Plastic Commodities
Chapter 18 – Protection of Rubber Tire Storage
Chapter 19 – Protection of Rolled Paper
Chapter 20 – Special Designs [Add protection Criteria for Baled Cotton
to the end of Chapter 20]
Renumber current Chapters accordingly, starting with Chapter 13.
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter and additionally
provides guidance as to the new structural layout of the storage
requirements.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Substantiation: ROP 459 covers this general information and is
applicable to all hydraulically designed systems. Additionally, 12.1.5 is
still using the term Occupancies and parts of 12.1.8 were deleted from
Chapter 11 since it is covered by Chapter 14.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Separation between Chapter 11 and Storage
criteria is the intent of the committee as shown in the Report on Proposals
and the Report on Comments.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: I agree with the submitter on this item. The first text
in Chapter 11 states that “the requirements of Section 11.1 apply to all
sprinkler systems …”, so a parallel wording should be entered into the
beginning of Chapter 12.

____________________________________________________________
13-310 Log #102 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(12.1.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-504
Recommendation: In the committee text for 12.1.2.4, delete “For ceiling
heights that exceed 30 ft.”
Substantiation: Ceiling clearance is an issue for any storage arrangement.
There is even evidence in the annex of NFPA 13. In one test with
excessive clearance (30 ft) fire was controlled on a lower tier by in-rack
sprinklers, but the ceiling sprinklers failed to control the fire in the single
top tier. See Annex C.9.
Other testing that shows concerns for excessive clearances was done by
FM and reported as
FIRE PROTECTION FOR NON-STORAGE
OCCUPANCIES WITH HIGH CEILING CLEARANCES
SOONIL NAM, ANTONIO BRAGA, HSIANG-CHENG KUNG, and
JOAN M. A. TROUP
FM Global Research, 1151, Boston-Providence Turnpike, Norwood,
Massachusetts 02062, U. S. A.
FIRE SAFETY SCIENCE-PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEVENTH
____________________________________________________________ INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, pp. 493-504
In that work they report both successes and failures. They specifically
13-308a Log #CC29 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
cite sprinkler skipping as a problem at large ceiling clearances that
(Chapter 12)
____________________________________________________________ is not present at “ordinary” ceiling heights. In one test 26 sprinklers
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria, operated before the test was prematurely terminated. This work is hardly
a ringing endorsement of large ceiling clearances. While instructive, they
Comment on Proposal No: 13-531
did not conduct the same tests at a 10 ft clearance for comparison. My
Recommendation: EDITORIAL: NOTE NUMBERS IN ( ) ARE FROM
understanding is that the sprinkler skipping issue is sufficiently of concern
THE 2002 EDITION NUMBERING
to FM that they have continued scientific work to understand the problem.
Delete 16.1.5.1 (12.3.1.8.1) (Is in the general requirements)
Delete 16.2.5.2.2 (12.3.2.5.2.2) (References non-sprinklered areas – does Some early work has been reported in
An Investigation of the Causative
not apply to the standard)
Mechanism of Sprinkler Skipping
Move 16.2.5.2 (12.3.2.5.2) and 16.3.5.1.1 (12.3.4.5.1.1) To New 16.1.5.1
PAUL A. CROCE, JOHN P. HILL AND YIBING XIN*
(General Rule Class 1 through 4 commodities in racks)
FM Global Research, 1151 Boston-Providence Turnpike, Norwood, MA
Delete 16.3.5.1 (12.3.4.5.1) (Duplicate to 16.3.5.1.1 for same
02062, USA
requirements)
Journal of FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING, Vol. 15—May 2005,
Delete 17.1.5.1 (12.3.1.8.1) (Duplicate 12.11)
pp 107-136.
Remove High Expansion Foam from New Chapter 17. (Section 17.1.5
While they did not specifically examine ceiling clearance in the initial
and subsections)
work, they end with the following observation:
Remove 12.11.3 (12.1.11.3) from General Section and move it to
“With droplet impingement as the causative mechanism, other
Chapter 14. Now numbered 14.6
Relocated 12.11.3 (duplicate of 12.1.11.3) to 15.5 for Storage of Plastics parameters that may be important to the skipping phenomenon for a given
sprinkler geometry are: clearance height, sprinkler spacing, rated link
(Pallatized)
temperature, and link sensitivity. The sprinkler geometry should also be
New 12.12.2.2(1)(c)i (12.1.9.2.2(1)(c)(i))revise:....high expansion foam
and sprinklers designed to deliver 0.30 gpm per sq. ft. for the entire room. an important factor, especially with regard to effects on the distribution,”
pattern and the droplet size distribution.
New Section to be placed in General Requirements for Storage as
There is indeed significant evidence of problems with excessive
follows:
clearances, even when the storage height is a single tier. While there may
The release system for the High Expansion Foam Deluge systems must
be motivations to not act on buildings less than 30 ft in height, the physics
be designed to operate prior to the sprinklers installed in the area.
of fire is pleasantly oblivious to any such hopes. The problem is real and
Substantiation: The committee wanted to coordinate the High-Ex foam
needs to be addressed.
requirements for the appropriate storage chapters.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: For ceiling heights at or below 30 ft, field history
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
has not demonstrated this to be a concern. For ceiling heights above 30
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
ft the assumption of a greater fire challenge is intended to address the
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
excessive clearance.
____________________________________________________________ Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
13-309 Log #286 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
(12.1, 12.1.5, and 12.1.8)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-459
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
12.1 The requirements of Sections 11.1 and 12.1 shall apply to all
storage …..
Delete 12.1.5 and 12.1.8 except for 12.1.8.7 and 12.1.8.8.
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____________________________________________________________
13-311 Log #124 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.2.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-504
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-504 and reject.
Substantiation: Acceptance of Proposal 13-504 would be inappropriate,
because the text under consideration should only be applicable for high
piled storage applications. By moving this verbiage into Section 12.1 as a
general requirement, it would become applicable to all of the storage types
currently covered by Chapter 12, such as miscellaneous storage or the
storage Class I through IV commodities, to a height of less than 12 ft.
If this proposal goes into the standard in the manner being considered,
situations will undoubtedly arise, such as where an 8 ft pile of cardboard
carton flats in a 35 ft high building would need to be protected as Class
III commodities stored to 15 ft. Thus, protection schemes, which have
traditionally been considered as equivalent to ordinary hazard occupancies,
would now have to be dealt with under a much more demanding design
basis, but there is no evidence that such a significant change is warranted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reword proposed 12.1.2.4 as follows:
12.1.2.4* For ceiling heights that exceed 30 ft, where the distance
between the ceiling height and top of storage exceeds 20 ft (6.1 m),
protection shall be provided for the storage height that would result in a
20-ft (6.1-m) distance between the ceiling height and top of storage.
12.1.2.4.1 The requirements of 12.1.2.4 shall not apply to storage
arrangements protected in accordance with Chapter 13.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
wanted to ensure that the proposed requirements would be applied as the
committee intended.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Committee Statement: The current 12.1.7 is clear with the scope.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: For the reasons expressed in the substantiation, I do not
agree that 12.1.7 is as clear as it could be. A statement that the criterion for
buildings with ceiling slopes exceeding 2 in 12 is beyond the scope would
provide a lot more clarity. I fail to understand why we would want to
obscure this very important point behind the existing phraseology.

____________________________________________________________
13-314 Log #221 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.9.1.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-514
Recommendation: Revise 12.1.9.1.2 to read as follows:
“12.1.9.1.2 Pallets, where stored indoors, shall be protected in
accordance with one of the following:
a) Standard spray sprinklers with a k-factor of 8.0 designed to discharge
a minimum of 0.2 gpm per sq ft over 2000 sq ft for high temperature
sprinklers or 0.2 gpm per sq ft over 3000 sq ft for ordinary temperature
sprinklers with a hose stream demand of at least 500 gpm and a duration
of at least 90 minutes. Pallets shall be stored no higher than 6 ft and each
pile of no more than 4 stacks shall be separated from other pallet piles by
at least 8 ft of clear space or 25 ft of commodity. the maximum clearance
of 20 discussed in section 12.1.2.4 shall not apply to this arrangement.
b) Standard spray sprinklers in accordance with Table 12.1.9.1.2(a).
c) Control mode specific application sprinklers in accordance with
12.1.9.1.2(b).
d) ESFR sprinklers in accordance with 12.1.9.1.2(c).”
Substantiation: The reorganization of 12.1.9.1.2 is being proposed to
clarify that there are four options. As currently written, it is not clear that
the phrase “unless the following conditions are met” is an exception to the
____________________________________________________________ reference for Table 12.1.9.1.2(a). It is also not clear under the current text
what rules apply if the user elects to use subparagraphs 1 and 2 rather than
13-311a Log #CC25 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Table 12.1.9.1.2(a).
(12.1.6.3)
The most important part of this comment is at the end of proposed
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria, paragraph (a). We cannot impose a maximum 20 ft clearance on idle
pallets. If a building owner puts two pallets on the floor together in a
Comment on Proposal No: 13-145
building with a 25 ft ceiling, they violate the 20 ft maximum clearance
Recommendation: Delete current Section 12.1.6.3 and where it appears
rule. There needs to be some recognition of the fact that a small amount
in the new structure to ensure that the text is deleted from the storage
of idle pallets can exist in a building of any height. Subsections 1 and 2 of
chapters.
12.1.9.1.2 have always been that recognition.
Substantiation: The statement as currently written is not possible. This
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
action will require that all preaction systems in storage occupancies have a
and Standards Committee.
30% remote area increase.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Revise 12.1.9.1.2 to read as follows:
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
12.1.9.1.2 Wood pallets, where stored indoors, shall be protected in
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
accordance with one of the following: (1) Control mode density-area
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
sprinkler protection as specified in Table 12.1.9.1.2(a) (2) Large drop
____________________________________________________________ sprinkler protection in accordance with Table 12.1.9.1.2(b) (3) Control
mode specific application sprinkler protection in accordance with Table
13-312 Log #277 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
12.1.9.1.2(c) (4) ESFR sprinkler protection in accordance with Table
(12.1.7)
____________________________________________________________ 12.1.9.1.2(d) (5) Control mode density-area sprinkler protection in
accordance with the Ordinary Hazard Group 2 curve of Figure 12.1.10
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
existing with a hose stream demand of at least 250 gpm for a duration of
Comment on Proposal No: 13-509
at least 60 minutes when pallets are stored no higher than 6 ft (1.8 m) and
Recommendation: Renumber 12.1.7 as 12.1.2.
Substantiation: Editorial - This is guidance about where the criteria does each pile of no more than four stacks shall be separated from other pallet
piles by at least 8 ft (1.4 m) of clear space or 25 ft (7.6 m) of commodity.
NOT apply and should be located at the very beginning of the section.
The maximum clearance of 20 ft (6.1m) specified in 12.1.2.4 shall not
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
apply to arrangement 12.1.9.1.2(5).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Committee Statement: Committee agrees with intent of submitter to
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
clarify the application of the requirements for separating 6 ft piles of idle
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
wood pallets, but supports a design criteria that is based upon Curve 2 of
____________________________________________________________ Table 12.1.2.4 to maintain consistency with the sprinkler system design
criteria installed in many retail type occupancies.
13-313 Log #125 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
For change in curve to read “Ordinary Hazard Group 2” see Comment
(12.1.7, 12.4.1)
____________________________________________________________ 13-319. The reference is to the same original curve which has now been
renamed.
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Comment on Proposal No: 13-508
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-508 and accept as originally
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
submitted.
Substantiation: I must respectfully disagree with the Committee
____________________________________________________________
Statement that the current wording is clear (entirely) with the scope. As
13-315 Log #CC12 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
it is currently written, 12.1.7 only defines that the criteria in Chapter 12
(Table 12.1.9.1.2(a))
is intended to apply to buildings with slopes of 2 on 12 or less, but the
standard is completely silent concerning protection with steeper slopes, so ____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
users of the standard are unsure how to proceed.
As with the comment in the Figure 12.3.3.1 Decision Tree, for exposed, Comment on Proposal No: 13-516
Recommendation: The proposal adds data/table lines for K-22.4 and Kexpanded Group A plastics, when NFPA 13 has no criteria for situations
25.2 sprinklers.
that commonly occur, a definite statement that the situation is outside of
Revisions to Tables 12.1.9.1.2 (a) through 12.1.9.1.2(d) are as shown on
the scope is needed.
the following page:
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
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Location
of Storage
On floor
On floor
On floor or
rack
without
solid
shelves
11.2 or larger

Nominal Kfactor
8 or larger
11.2 or larger

8 to 12
12 to 20

ft.
Up to 6
Up to 8

2.4 to 3.7
3.7 to 6.1

m
Up to 1.8
Up to 2.4

30
30

ft.
20
30

9.1
9.1

m
6.1
9.1
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ESFR (Upright)

On floor

20

ft.
6.1

m
30

ft.
9.1

m

Type of System
Wet
Dry

20

ft.
6.1

m

Maximum Storage Height

30

ft.
9.1

m

Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Height

Wet

Type of System

14.0

25.2

22.4

16.8

14.0

ft.
25
25
35
25
25
35
25
30
35
25
30
35
20
20
m
7.6
7.6
10.7
7.6
7.6
10.7
7.6
9.1
10.7
7.6
9.1
10.7
6.1
6.1
ft.
30
32
40
30
32
40
30
35
40
30
35
40
30
35

m
9.1
9.8
12.2
9.1
9.8
12.2
9.1
10.7
12.2
9.1
10.7
12.2
9.1
10.7

psi
50
60
75
35
42
52
25
35
40
15
20
25
50
75

bar
3.4
4.1
5.2
2.4
2.9
3.6
1.7
2.4
2.8
1.0
1.4
1.7
3.4
5.2

Table 12.1.9.1.2(d) ESFR Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets
Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Minimum Operating
Maximum Storage Height
Height
Pressure

16.8

Location Nominal Kof Storage factor

On floor

24.5

24.5
24.5

mm/min
8.2
18.3

*******

3500
4500

ft2
2000
2500

*******

325
418

m2
186
232

2000

6000
*******

ft2
3000
4000

186

557
*******

m2
279
372

25 psi (1.7 50 psi (3.4
bar)
bar)
15
15
25
25

75 psi (5.2 bar)
15
25

250

gpm

946

L/min

Hose Stream
Demand

15

Number of Design
Sprinklers

1

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)

22

psi

1.5

bar

Minimum Operating
Pressure

Table 12.1.9.1.2(c) Specific Application Control Mode (16.8 K-factor) Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets

11.2

Location Nominal Kof Storage factor

On floor

Location Nominal Kof Storage factor

On floor or
rack
ESFR(pendent) without
solid
shelves

Type of
Sprinkler
(Orientation)

Type of
Sprinkler
Specific
Applicaton

Large Drop

Type of
Sprinkler

0.6

0.6
0.6

gpm/ft2
0.20
0.45

Table 12.1.9.1.2(b) Large Drop Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets
Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Number of Design Sprinklers by Minimum
Maximum Storage Height
Height
Pressure

On floor 16.8 or larger up to 20
up to 6.1
30
9.1
Note 1 - For ceiling heights that exceed 30 ft. (9.1m), the requirements of 12.1.2.4 shall be applied.

Control Mode
Density/Area

Type of
Sprinkler

Table 12.1.9.1.2(a) Control Mode Density-Area Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets
Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Areas of Operation
Maximum Storage Height
High Temperature Ordinary Temperature
Height 1
Sprinkler Density

1900

1900
1900

L/min
1900
1900

L/min
1900
1900

500

gpm

1900

L/min

Hose Stream
Demand

gpm
500
500

Hose Stream

500

500
500

gpm
500
500

Hose Stream

1 1/2

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)
1 1/2
1 1/2

1 1/2

1 1/2
1 1/2

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)
1 1/2
1 1/2
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Substantiation: The TC needs to provide the actual data to be inserted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-316 Log #198 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 12.1.9.1.2(a))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-513
Recommendation: Insert new Table as follows:

Substantiation: Full scale fire testing indicates the 16.8 K sprinklers can
provide very effective control of idle wood pallets.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-315 (Log #CC12).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-315 (Log #CC12).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-316a Log #CC18 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.1.9.1.2(a))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-513
Recommendation: Revise Table 12.1.9.1.2(a) to reference:
(1) a design density of 0.20 gpm/sq ft for the storage height up to 6 ft.,
(2) a maximum ceiling height for all design criteria (20 ft. for 6 ft.
storage, 30 ft for all other storage heights) with a reference to 12.1.2.4 for
ceiling heights exceeding 30 ft and
(3) the storage of idle wood pallets placed on racks for the nominal
K=11.2 sprinkler discharging water at a density of 0.60 gpm/sq ft.
See revisions to Table 12.1.9.1.2(a) through (d) shown on the following
page.
Also, revise 12.1.9.1.3 as follows:
12.1.9.1.3 Idle wood pallets shall not be stored in racks unless they
are protected in accordance with the appropriate requirements of Table
12.1.9.1.2(a) or Table 12.1.9.1.2(d).
Additionally see Committee Comment 13-315 (Log #CC12) for the
proposed edits to the above referenced tables.
Substantiation: New test data was submitted to the committee.
Additionally see Committee Comment 13-315 (Log #CC12) for the
proposed edits to the above referenced tables.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-317 Log #222 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.10)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-524
Recommendation: Return the Miscellaneous Storage rules to Chapter
11 and restore the Ordinary Hazard and Extra Hazard designations to the
protection methods. This has the effect of recreating the text of the 1999
edition of NFPA 13 on this subject.
Substantiation: The 1999 edition of NFPA 13 was the last time this
subject was clear, consistent and complete. The committee attempted to
solve the problems in proposal 13-531, but fell far short of the mark and

created additional confusion. The simplest way to solve the problem is to
return to the language of the 1999 edition.
Proposal 13-531 has a number of flaws. First, reference is made to
drawing new density/area curves with four curves instead of five (the old
ordinary and extra hazard curves while dropping the old light hazard one),
but the figure appears several times in the ROP with five curves. To make
matters worse, the curves have all been renumbered in the Tables as if
the switch was made (which it wasn’t). The NFSA has already received
multiple calls asking why the storage rules have been decreased (the 2002
edition says to use curve 5 but the 2007 edition is proposed to use curve
4). In fact the protection is not being reduced, but you can’t tell that from
the ROP.

Another problem is with proposed new section 12.1.10.2.3.1, which
sends the user to Chapter 8 for sprinkler type and selection. While this is a
good thing to do, the section does not go far enough. We need much more
information from Chapter 8 than just sprinkler type and selection. We
need spacing rules and system size rules. In fact, we need more than just
a reference to Chapter 8. There are other requirements in other chapters
that are hazard specific such as section 6.3.6.2, which allows plastic pipe
in small storage rooms of ordinary hazard. Since we no longer consider
storage to be “ordinary hazard” shouldn’t we still be able to use this rule
if the miscellaneous storage can be protected in accordance with the old
ordinary hazard curves?
Another example of a hazard specific rule that is not in chapter 8 is in
section 6.5.4.4, which allows soldered joints in Ordinary Hazard Group 1
situations. Shouldn’t this also be allowed for miscellaneous storage that
meets curve 1?
An inconsistency that appears in 13-531 is in proposed section
12.1.10.2.3.5, which allows the design area reduction for quick response
sprinklers for storage even though the committee eliminated it for ordinary
hazard.
It would be a lot easier if the rules were just referenced back to Ordinary
Hazard and Extra Hazard as they were in the 1999 edition of the standard
rather than reproducing the rules many different times throughout Chapter
12. The committee is adding a layer of complexity to the standard that is
not necessary.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comments 13-323 (Log #291) and 13-319
(Log #289).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comments 13-323
(Log #291) and 13-319 (Log #289).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-318 Log #126 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(12.1.10, 5.3.1, 5.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-68
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposals 13-68, 13-524, 13-525 and 13531 (which are all related) as follows:
Accept Proposal 13-68 as proposed and add the references to
miscellaneous storage while retaining the references to stockpiles for
ordinary hazard Group 1 and Group 2.
Accept the suggestion offered in Proposals 13-524 and 13-525 and return
the references to the density/area curves of Figure 11.2.3.1.5 back into
Table 12.1.10.1.1.
Accept the suggestion offered in Proposals 13-524 and 13-531 and
relocate the requirements for miscellaneous storage and storage of Class
I through IV commodities up to 12 ft in height (i.e,. Section 12.1.10) to
Chapter 11.
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Location
of Storage
On floor
On floor
On floor or
rack
without
solid
shelves

11.2 or larger

Nominal Kfactor
8 or larger
11.2 or larger

8 to 12
12 to 20

ft.
Up to 6
Up to 8

2.4 to 3.7
3.7 to 6.1

m
Up to 1.8
Up to 2.4

30
30

ft.
20
30

9.1
9.1

m
6.1
9.1
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ESFR (Upright)

On floor

20

ft.
6.1

m
30

ft.
9.1

m
Type of System
Wet
Dry

20

ft.
6.1

m

Maximum Storage Height

30

ft.
9.1

m

Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Height

Wet

Type of System

14.0

25.2

22.4

16.8

14.0

ft.
25
25
35
25
25
35
25
30
35
25
30
35
20
20
m
7.6
7.6
10.7
7.6
7.6
10.7
7.6
9.1
10.7
7.6
9.1
10.7
6.1
6.1
ft.
30
32
40
30
32
40
30
35
40
30
35
40
30
35

m
9.1
9.8
12.2
9.1
9.8
12.2
9.1
10.7
12.2
9.1
10.7
12.2
9.1
10.7

psi
50
60
75
35
42
52
25
35
40
15
20
25
50
75

bar
3.4
4.1
5.2
2.4
2.9
3.6
1.7
2.4
2.8
1.0
1.4
1.7
3.4
5.2

Table 12.1.9.1.2(d) ESFR Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets
Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Minimum Operating
Maximum Storage Height
Height
Pressure

16.8

Location
Nominal Kof Storage factor

On floor

24.5

24.5
24.5

mm/min
8.2
18.3

*******

3500
4500

ft2
2000
2500

*******

325
418

m2
186
232

2000

6000
*******

ft2
3000
4000

186

557
*******

m2
279
372

25 psi (1.7 50 psi (3.4
bar)
bar)
15
15
25
25

75 psi (5.2 bar)
15
25

250

gpm

946

L/min

Hose Stream
Demand

15

Number of Design
Sprinklers

1

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)

22

psi

1.5

bar

Minimum Operating
Pressure

Table 12.1.9.1.2(c) Specific Application Control Mode (16.8 K-factor) Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets

11.2

Location
Nominal Kof Storage factor

On floor

Location
Nominal Kof Storage factor

On floor or
rack
ESFR(pendent) without
solid
shelves

Type of
Sprinkler
(Orientation)

Type of
Sprinkler
Specific
Applicaton

Large Drop

Type of
Sprinkler

0.6

0.6
0.6

gpm/ft2
0.20
0.45

Table 12.1.9.1.2(b) Large Drop Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets
Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Number of Design Sprinklers by Minimum
Maximum Storage Height
Height
Pressure

On floor 16.8 or larger up to 20
up to 6.1
30
9.1
Note 1 - For ceiling heights that exceed 30 ft. (9.1m), the requirements of 12.1.2.4 shall be applied.

Control Mode
Density/Area

Type of
Sprinkler

Table 12.1.9.1.2(a) Control Mode Density-Area Sprinkler Protection for Indoor Storage of Idle Wood Pallets
Maximum Ceiling/Roof
Areas of Operation
Maximum Storage Height
Height 1
Sprinkler Density
High Temperature Ordinary Temperature

1900

1900
1900

L/min
1900
1900

L/min
1900
1900

500

gpm

1900

L/min

Hose Stream
Demand

gpm
500
500

Hose Stream

500

500
500

gpm
500
500

Hose Stream

1 1/2

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)
1 1/2
1 1/2

1 1/2

1 1/2
1 1/2

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)
1 1/2
1 1/2
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Reject the suggestion offered in Proposal 13-531 to divide the
requirements for miscellaneous storage and storage of Class I through IV
commodities up to 12 ft in height.
Reject the Committee Action that was taken on Proposal 13-531.
Revise the title of Chapter 12 from “Storage” to “ High Piled Storage”.
Revise 12.1 to read: “The requirements …apply to all high piled storage
arrangements and commodities…”
Substantiation: While I appreciate the Committee’s desire to place all
of the criteria that relates to storage within Chapter 12, I believe that
with the treatment accorded to Proposal 13-531 the effort has produced
an unwieldy solution, whereby the criteria for miscellaneous storage and
for Class I through IV storage 12 ft or less in height has been broken into
three different sections and the same requirements and curves have been
written for each section. Thus along with the same criteria for Ordinary
and Extra Hazard protection in Chapter 11, it is proposed to write the same
requirements into the standard a total of four times, simply for formatting
purposes rather than for any valid technical reasons. It seems that we have
fallen into the trap of following a pre-existing layout and we forgot the
philosophy to trying to keep things simple.
continued on next page.
Additionally, it appears that the size of the systems for the above
referenced storage types has been forgotten. Ordinary hazard systems can
be up to 52000 sq ft in size and extra hazard occupancies and high piled
storage systems can be up to 40000 sq ft, but as it is currently proposed
the standard will not address the size of systems for the storage of Class I
through IV commodities 12 ft or less in height.
Further, Chapter 12 only applies to buildings with a ceiling slope of
2 on 12 or less, so by keeping this material in Chapter 12, it will not be
allowable to keep any miscellaneous storage or other storage of Class I
through IV commodities under a sloping roof. (ie. It will be unallowable to
store lumber in the old neighborhood limber store, because it has a wood
truss roof. Similarly, it will be against the rules to store some cardboard
carton flats under a saw-toothed roof or a sloping skylight.)
Also please see my comment on Proposal 13-504.
I submit that all this makes for more complicated situations than are
really necessary and it needlessly blurs the lines between questions of
storage vs. mercantile/retail, which was not much of a factor previously,
when the high piled criteria was in “231 Series” standards and the above
referenced storage configurations were addressed within NFPA 13.
Therefore, I believe that Chapter 12 should be reconfigured and titled
to address only high piled storage. With this the criteria for miscellaneous
storage and for Class I through IV storage 12 ft or less in height should be
moved to Chapter 11 and treated as ordinary and extra hazard occupancies,
as they were prior to the development of the 2002 edition of the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Accept moving material to Chapter 11.
For final text see the committee action and statement as shown in
Comments 13-319 (Log #289) and 13-323 (Log #291).
Reject the title change.
Committee Statement: The committee rejects name change as general
requirements for storage is more appropriate. Additionally, see Comments
13-319 (Log #289) and 13-323 (Log #291).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-319 Log #289 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Figure 12.1.10 and Table 12.1.10.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-525
Recommendation: Accept proposals and change reference to Curves 1, 2,
3, & 4 to OHG1, OHG2, EHG1, & EHG2.
Substantiation: This proposal was Accepted in Principle. See 13-531.
This applies only if transition to the single point design is disrupted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-320 Log #127 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.10.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-529
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-529 and also accept the
proposed water supply duration values, as well as the hose stream
allowances.
Substantiation: The Committee Action to Accept in Principle only dealt
with the modifications on the hose stream allowance and the deletion
of one row from the table. The original substantiation pointed out that
were also errors in the last column of the table, which were only partially
corrected with the implementation of TIA 02-2.

Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The intent of the Report on Proposals was to correct the duration and
hose stream allowances.
Committee Statement: Hose stream and duration values have been
corrected to previous editions.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-321 Log #162 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.1.10.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design
Comment on Proposal No: 13-531
Recommendation: Change “solid plastic” to “unexpanded plastic” in this
Table and all other places in the Standard.
Also change “nonexpanded plastic” throughout the Standard to
“unexpanded plastic”.
Substantiation: NFPA 13 uses solid plastic, unexpanded plastic and
nonexpanded plastic throughout the document. Pick one and use it
throughout the Standard.
The Committee may also want to generate a definition for unexpanded
plastic, since only expanded plastic is defined.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-321a Log #CC27 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.1.10.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-529
Recommendation: Edit clearances (maximum ceiling heights) as follows:
Class I-III - Delete all maximum ceiling heights (32, 30, 32)
Class IV Less than or equal to 10 ft - Delete maximum ceiling height of
30 ft
Plastic Less than 5 ft - Delete maximum ceiling heights (25, 25)
Tires Less than 5 ft - Delete maximum ceiling heights (25, 25)
Substantiation: The committee needed to modify the proposed clearances
to address the new limits on maximum clearance of 20 feet. These new
values establish proper design criteria for the proposed arrangements.
Less than 5 feet of storage is usually incidental to the primary design
criteria and having a ceiling height limitation on these arrangements is not
warranted.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-322 Log #182 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(Table 12.1.10.1.1, 12.2.2.1.2.1 and 12.3.2.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James M. Feld, Feld Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-531
Recommendation: Revise Tables 12.1.10.1.1, 12.2.2.1.2.1, and
12.3.2.1.2.1 by changing “Curve 1” to “Curve 2”.
Curve 2” to “Curve 3”, “Curve 3” to “Curve 4”, and “Curve 4” to
“Curve 5” at all locations in the Tables.
Substantiation: These Tables seem to have changed the design curves
for the commodities by one curve (i.e., “Curve 1” should be “Curve
2”, “Curve 2” should be “Curve 3”, etc.) without substantiation or
underlining. This represents a major departure from current requirements.
In addition, it will be in conflict with proposal 13-537 (Log #623). This
may be considered editorial.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Curve one was eliminated in the ROP since it
actually referenced Light Hazard which is not utilized in the Misc. Storage
table.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-323 Log #291 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.10.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-531
Recommendation: Delete all text from 12.1.10.2.1 except 12.1.10.2.1.4
Hose Connections and 12.1.10.2.3.7 In-Rack Sprinklers
Add new 12.1.10.2.1 Apply design criteria of 11.2.3.2 Density/Area
Method
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12.1.10.2.2 12.1.10.2.1.4 Hose connections…
12.1.10.2.3 12.1.10.2.3.7 In-Rack Sprinklers …
Apply the same approach for Solid pile and Rack storage of Class I-IV
Commodities less than 12 ft.
Substantiation: Repeating this same information in three places within
Chapter 12 (now separate chapters) in order to not have to go to another
chapter is not a valid reason for redundancy and confusion. We go to
multiple chapters for criteria anyways. The main point to be made is
to clarify that Misc and <12 Class I-IV Storage follows the Occupancy
Hazard Approach. This accomplishes that goal without the confusion of
attempting to copy most of Chapter 11. NOTE that 11.2.3.2.1 already
references Chapter 12.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reword proposed chapter 13 as follows:
Chapter 13 Miscellaneous Storage
13.1 Miscellaneous Storage up to 12 ft in Height.
13.1.2 Hose Connections. Hose connections shall not be required for the
protection of Miscellaneous Storage.
13.2 Design Basis.
13.2.1 For protection of miscellaneous storage up to 12 ft (3.7 m) in
height of Class I through Class IV commodities, Group A plastic, rubber
tires, and rolled paper, the discharge criteria in Table 13.2.1 and Figure
13.2.1 (old 12.1.10.1.1) shall apply.
Table 13.2.1 (old 12.1.10.1.1 as corrected by the ROP and ROC)
Discharge Criteria for Miscellaneous Storage 12 ft (3.7 m) or Less in
Height
13.4 In-Rack Sprinklers.
13.4.1 General. In-rack sprinklers required by Table 13.2.1 shall meet
the requirements of this section and the applicable storage protection and
arrangement sections of this chapter.
13.4.2 Discharge Criteria. In-rack sprinklers shall have a K-factor of 5.6
or larger and operate at a minimum of 15 psi (1 bar).
13.4.3 Water Demand. Where one level of in-rack sprinklers is installed
for miscellaneous storage, water demand shall be based on simultaneous
operation of the hydraulically most demanding four adjacent sprinklers.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to ensure that the accepted material was included in the new
format. Additionally, specific comments modify the final proposed text as
detailed in each comment.
Delete old Chapter 11 material and refer user to Chapter 11 for
the criteria. Change heading to “Design Basis” and reference. Hose
connection, in-rack and the design table remain in Chapter 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-324 Log #292 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-533
Recommendation: 12.1.12 Change title - Storage Application to Use of
Sprinklers
Add 12.1.12.6.1 Quick response sprinklers used for misc. storage and
Class I to IV commodities stored less than 12 ft are not required to be
listed for storage applications.
Relocate 12.1.12.6 to 12.1.12.1 and renumber thereafter.
Relocate 12.1.12 to 12.1.8 and renumber sections thereafter.
Substantiation: This section addresses the requirements on sprinklers and
the titled should reflect it - similar to Chapter 8.
Being a general requirement QR must be listed for storage for all
systems. We give criteria stating WHERE used in Misc storage without
actually superceding this general requirement so clarification is needed.
This is important information and is hidden after Hi-X foam. It’s more
user friendly at the front of the section.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action on Comment 13-308 (Log #354).
Committee Statement: See committee statement on Comment 13-308
(Log #354).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-325 Log #224 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.2.2.2.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-544
Recommendation: Delete all of the sections dealing with 95 psi being the
maximum design pressure for systems with large drop sprinklers.
Substantiation: Nobody is sure exactly what this section requires or

how to comply with it. Originally, the section was intended to make sure
that people didn’t start hydraulic calculations at 95 psi or higher when
performing demand calculations with water supplies at the lowest expected
flows and pressures in accordance with section 15.2.1.2. But this is no
longer how this section is being interpreted.
Now, what AHJ’s are doing is making sprinkler contractors perform
supply calculations based on the greatest possible pressures from the water
supply to prove that when any single sprinkler opens, it will not see a
pressure greater than 95 psi. This was never the intent of the section, but
this is how it reads.
To make matters worse, pump manufacturers are now stating that you
have to use a variable speed driven fire pump on a large drop sprinkler
system and you have to set the discharge pressure of the variable speed
driver at 95 psi to make sure that the large drop sprinklers never see any
more than 95 psi.
The sprinkler is listed for a maximum pressure of 175 psi and should be
allowed to be installed on water supplies up to this pressure.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-326 Log #243 AUT-SSD Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(12.2.2.4.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-8
Recommendation: Edit a portion of the new text so that it reads as
follows:
12.2.2.4.2.3 Where less than 18 in. clearance can cannot be maintained
between sprinkler deflectors and the top of storage,...
Substantiation: The proposed Committee language on storage height is
confusing.
The new wording should be clearer and meet the Committee’s intent.
The requirement for quick response sprinklers will leave the less robust
QR sprinkler susceptible to damage that the more robust standard response
sprinkler may endure.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-48a (Log #CC14).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-327 Log #CC1 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.2.3.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-46
Recommendation: Revise 12.2.3.1.1 to read parallel to 12.2.2.1.1:
12.2.3.1.1* Protection for plastic and rubber commodities shall be in
accordance with 12.2.3.1. The decision tree shown in Figure 12.2.3.1.1
shall be used to determine the protection in each specific situation subject
to the following limitations:
(1) Commodities that are stored palletized, solid piled or in bin boxes up
to 25 ft in height
(2) Commodities that are stored in shelf storage up to 15 ft in height
Retain annex material.
Substantiation: The committee proposes these changes to clarify the
intent of the ROP changes and to ensure consistency.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-328 Log #293 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Figure 12.2.3.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-571
Recommendation: Add notes from Figure 12.2.3.1.1 to Figure 12.3.3.1.1.
Substantiation: I thought the impact of the carton upon commodity
classification for Group A plastics was a general rule and not just related
to solid pile. The referenced ROP addressed cleaning up Figure 12.3.3.1.1.
Also ROP 13-549 could be used by addressing the link between rack and
solid pile criteria.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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____________________________________________________________
13-329 Log #225 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 12.2.3.1.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-548
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-548 and clean up the table.
Substantiation: Mr. Hopkins is correct that the table is being abused.
Consider a situation where there is 25 ft storage in a 30 ft building. If
Column A were being used, the designer might think that the density of
0.4 gpm/sq ft is appropriate. However, if there is 25 ft of storage, there is
also a good chance that there will be 20 ft of storage. For the situation of
20 ft of storage in the same 30 ft building, the table requires a density of
0.45 gpm per sq ft. The same is true for 15 ft of storage in the same 30 ft
building. Had the designer stopped and used the 0.4 gpm per sq ft density,
they would have been wrong. Unfortunately, most people misread this
table, including AHJ’s and sprinkler systems are being underdesigned.
When the table was first introduced, the NFSA supported it because of
the unusual situations where the storage height could be guaranteed. For
example, if a manufacturer were making a product that was 20 ft high,
then they could guarantee that the storage would be 20 ft high and take
advantage of the decreased density. But these situations are so few, and
the abuse of this table is so high, it would be better to revise the table and
increase the density for the low clearance situations where lower storage
results in a higher density.
This proposal is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering and
Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See proposed Tables change curve references to Curve 3 - OH2, Curve
4 - EH1 and Curve 5 - EH2. (Table 12.2.3.1.6, Metric is shown on the
following page).
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
proposes the two tables.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-330 Log #325 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(12.2.3.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
International Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-549
Recommendation: Do not include the new text proposed in 12.2.3.1.7.
Substantiation: Proposal 13-548 (Log #854) was rejected by the
committee with the reason that the values in the Table are “based on
test data”, yet in this proposal the committee is equally willing to make
wholesale reductions in sprinkler density in the same table without new
testing or a thorough analysis. If the original testing showed the densities
in the table were necessary, what is supporting this change? Due to all of
the different configurations of storage covered by Table 12.2.3.1.6, there
may be arrangements that require more water than a comparable rack

New Table 12.2.3.1.6
Storage Height
ft
<5
< 12

15

20
25

arrangement, especially considering columns A through E vary by almost
a factor of 2. With this change, the standard would be saying the same
density works for all 5 columns, but only if the user is lucky enough to
find a comparable configuration in the rack chapters. If the committee
decides to still go with this change, I recommend instead actually
changing the values in the table to those appropriate for rack storage once
and for all, instead of requiring the user and AHJ to hunt down the values
every time the table is used, possibly resulting in errors.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Storage height and clearance for both types
of storage have to be the same in order to use this provision. Fire test
evaluation of current sprinklers are evaluated with rack storage, the
equivalent palletized height and clearance is given.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-331 Log #330 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(Table 12.2.3.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
International Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-553
Recommendation: Add a footnote to Table 12.2.3.3.1 to address the
problem that prior editions of the standard created by permitting K14
upright sprinklers to protect ceiling heights to 40 ft, which was not correct.
Insert a footnote where K14 upright sprinklers protecting 40 ft storage is
removed by this proposal:
(a) Where K14 ESFR upright sprinklers were installed under prior
editions of this standard for ceiling heights greater than 35 ft, such systems
shall be upgraded or corrected as necessary to meet acceptable current
criteria within 1 year of adoption of this standard by the authority having
jurisdiction.
Substantiation: An error in the code has allowed systems to be installed
that the committee now knows are untested and will probably not work.
The committee has a duty to inform the users of the standard of the
problem, and to require corrective action to fix what is a known problem.
Simply removing the criteria from the standard is not enough. A so the
retroactive requirement for existing systems, NFPA 58 is an example of
a standard that contains extensive retroactive provisions that apply to
existing (approved) installations and provides a maximum time frame for
compliance.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Reference retroactivity clause in NFPA 13 Section
1.4. This was an error in the 2002 edition of NFPA 13 which has been
fixed. This arrangement was never approved or listed for K-14 upright
ESFR sprinklers and the manufacturers installation guidelines reflect the
approved arrangements.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Roof/Ceiling Height
ft
Up to 25
Up to 15
> 15 to 20
> 20 to 32
Up to 20
> 20 to 25
> 25 to 35
Up to 25
> 25 to 30
> 30 to 35
Up to 30
> 30 to 35

A
OH2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.45
0.4
0.45
0.6
0.45
0.6

B
OH2
EH2
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
1.2
0.9
1.2

13-94

Density
(gpm per sq ft)
C
OH2
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.85
0.7
0.85

D
OH2
EH1
EH2
0.45
0.4
0.45
0.55
0.45
0.55
0.7
0.55
0.7

E
OH2
EH2
EH2
0.7
0.45
0.7
0.85
0.7
0.85
1.1
0.85
1.1
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13-329 (Log #225) Action

New Table 12.2.3.1.6 (metric units)
Storage Height

Roof/Ceiling Height

m
< 1.5

m
Up to 7.6
Up to 4.6
> 4.6 to 6.1
> 6.1 to 9.8
Up to 6.1
> 6.1 to 7.6
> 7.6 to 10.7
Up to 7.6
> 7.6 to 9.1
> 9.1 to 10.7
Up to 9.1
> 9.1 to 10.7

< 3.6

4.6

6.1
7.6

A
OH2
8.2
12.2
16.3
12.2
16.3
18.4
16.3
18.4
24.5
18.4
24.5

B
OH2
EH2
24.5
32.6
24.5
32.6
36.7
32.6
36.7
49.0
36.7
49.0

____________________________________________________________
13-331a Log #CC26 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.2.3.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-553
Recommendation: Modify the K-22.4 data as follows in Table 12.2.3.3.1:
Cartoned Unexpanded Plastics, 20 ft, 35 ft Ceiling, K-22.4, Pendent, 35
psi, 2.4 bar.
Substantiation: Correct an editorial error.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-332 Log #CC5 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.3.1.8.3 and 12.3.1.8.4 )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-181
Recommendation: Do not delete 12.3.1.8.3 and 12.3.1.8.4.
Substantiation: The committee reviewed the action taken at the ROP
by AUT-SSI and has reinstated the deleted text which needs to remain in
Chapter 12.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-333 Log #397 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Part
(12.3.1.9.3 and 12.3.1.9.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-557
Recommendation: Add new text as follows:
12.3.1.9.3 In-rack sprinklers shall be horizontally spaced in accordance
with 12.3.2.4.2, 12.3.3.4.2, 12.3.4.4.2, 12.3.5.4.2.
12.3.1.9.4 For rack storage of Class I through Class IV commodities up
to and including 25 ft in height, in-rack sprinklers shall be installed at the
midpoint of the length of the transverse flue.
Substantiation: 12.3.1.9 specifies when in-rack sprinklers are to be
installed under solid shelving, but provides no criteria on how to space
those sprinklers. Some may contend that the applicable rules for spacing
are in the individual sections for the type of storage being addressed.
However, there is no link to those sections to make it “official”. The
proposed language for 12.3.1.9.3 addresses horizontal spacing of inrack sprinklers for Class I through IV and Group A plastics, except that
12.3.2.4.2 does not give a front to back spacing (length of the transverse
flue) for Class I through IV commodities stored up to and including 25
ft in height. The proposed language for 12.3.1.9.4 gives requirements for
front to back spacing in the transverse flue.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Accept 12.3.1.9.3.
Reject 12.3.1.9.4.

Density
(mm/min)
C
OH2
12.2
20.4
24.5
20.4
24.5
28.6
24.5
28.6
34.7
28.6
34.7

D
OH2
EH1
EH2
18.4
16.3
18.4
22.4
18.4
22.4
28.6
22.4
28.6

E
OH2
EH2
EH2
28.6
18.4
28.6
34.7
28.6
34.7
44.9
34.7
44.9

Committee Statement: In solid shelf protection, transverse flues do not
always exist.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-334 Log #226 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.3.1.11.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-554
Recommendation: Revise 12.3.1.11.4 as follows:
“In rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse
and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing rules.
Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum allowable
distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the transverse
and longitudinal flues and additional sprinklers shall be installed between
transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules. Where no transverse
flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed the maximum spacing
rules.”
Substantiation: The NFSA agrees with the work of the committee and
wants to add the additional underlined sentence to clarify that when the
distance between the transverse flues is greater than the maximum, we still
install the sprinklers at the intersection and then install some additional
sprinklers to meet the spacing rules.
Without this additional sentence, people will space their sprinklers out
and not hit the intersection, which is where we need the in-rack sprinkler
to be.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-335 Log #227 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.3.2.1.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-562
Recommendation: Correct Table 12.3.2.1.2 for Class I commodities.
When the curves are labeled from left to right as A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
the curves that are for 8 ft aisles are E and G and the curves that are for
4 ft aisles are F and H. The curves that are more to the left in each pair
(E and F) are for high temperature sprinklers (less density at the same
operating area) and the curves that are more to the right for each pair (G
and H) are for ordinary temperature sprinklers.
The information needs to be consistent in three places, the Table, Figure
12.3.2.1.2(a) and the legend to Figure 12.3.2.1.2(a).
Substantiation: The problem is that the curves on Figure 12.3.2.1.2(a)
have not always been labeled the same from left to right. In an effort to
keep pairs of curves labeled consistently, they used to be labeled (in old
editions of NFPA 231C) from left to right A, B, C, D, E, G, F, H. Using
this labeling system the Table in the ROP would be correct. But when the
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____________________________________________________________
13-338 Log #228 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(12.3.3.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-571
Recommendation: Add an annex note to 12.3.3.1.1 as follows:
“Protection criteria for exposed expanded plastics can be found in FM
Data Sheet 8-9, Storage of Class 1, 2, 3, 4 and Plastic Commodities,
in Tables 3.3.7.2(m), 3.3.7.2(n), 3.3.7.2(o), 3.3.7.2(p), 3.3.7.2(q) and
3.3.7.2(r). While FM has never submitted the technical information to
the NFPA 13 committee for review and inclusion into Chapter 12, this is
____________________________________________________________ design guidance for the users of NFPA 13.”
13-336 Log #398 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Substantiation: Without violating the copyright on FM standards, a
(12.3.2.1.2(a), (b) and (c))
reference in the annex is about the best we can hope for to copy the FM
____________________________________________________________ criteria.
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
The committee needs to address the fact that exposed expanded plastics
Comment on Proposal No: 13-563
exist and we need to know how to sprinkler them. The scope of NFPA 13
Recommendation: In Figures 12.3.2.1.2(a), (b), and (c) legend notes for
covers all storage occupancies, we need to deal with a classification of
curves I and J, revise as follows:
storage that commonly exists.
I -- Multiple-row racks with 8-ft (2.44-m) or wider aisles and 286°F
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
(141°C) ceiling sprinklers. J – Multiple-row racks with 8-ft (2.44-m) or
and Standards Committee.
wider aisles and 165°F (74°C) ceiling sprinklers.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Substantiation: The title of Table 12.3.2.1.4 is “Rack Depth over 16 ft
Committee Statement: The committee does not support the reference of
(4.9 m) or Aisles Narrower than 8 ft (2.4 m), Storage Height Up to and
outside criteria that has not been reviewed or approved by the committee.
Including 25 ft (7.6 m). However, this table refers to Figures 12.3.2.1.2(a), Number Eligible to Vote: 27
(b), and (c), Curves I and J. The legend notes for these curves indicate that Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
they are only applicable to 8-ft or wider aisles.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
____________________________________________________________
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
13-338a Log #CC21 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
(12.3.3.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________ Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
13-336a Log #CC22 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Comment on Proposal No: 13-338
(12.3.2.1.5.7 and 12.3.2.1.5.8 and Figure 12.3.2.1.5.7)
Recommendation: Move the plastics decision tree for racks to the general
____________________________________________________________ section of plastics on racks. Also incorporate into the new chapter format.
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria, Substantiation: The committee wanted to clarify the limits of exposed
Comment on Proposal No: 13-564
expanded plastics in racks in NFPA 13.
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-564.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Also, Delete Figure 12.3.2.1.5.7.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Substantiation: With the advent of larger orifice sprinklers and the
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
ignition location changes, the credit for low clearance is no longer
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
warranted. Also, the task group felt that the likelihood of maintaining a
low clearance at all times, which is required, was remote.
____________________________________________________________
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
13-339 Log #CC13 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
(Figure 12.3.3.1.5(c))
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
____________________________________________________________
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-574
____________________________________________________________ Recommendation: Figure 12.3.3.1.5(c) show <5 ft of clearance above
13-337 Log #129 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
each diagram.
(12.3.2.4.2.1 and 12.3.2.4.2.2)
Substantiation: Editorially the committee needs to correct the caption
____________________________________________________________ above each diagram in Figure 12.3.3.1.5(c) which needs to read <5 ft.
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Comment on Proposal No: 13-554
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Recommendation: Revise the last sentence in 12.3.2.4.2.1 to read:
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
For encapsulated storage, maximum horizontal spacing shall be 8 ft
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
(2.44 m) 10 ft (3.0 m).
Revise the first sentence in 12.3.2.4.2.2 to read:
Maximum horizontal spacing … shall not exceed 12 ft (3.7 m) for
Class I, II, or III commodities and 8 ft (2.4 m) 10 ft (3.0 m) for Class IV
commodities, with area limitations of …
Substantiation: These revisions are needed to correspond with the
modifications to Table 12.3.2.4.2.1, which will allow a maximum of 10 ft
between in-rack sprinklers for Class IV commodities, so that the sprinklers
can be located at the intersections of the flue spaces.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
labeling system was reversed, the problem was created and it has never
been consistent in the three necessary locations.
The NFSA has researched this situation extensively all the way back to
the editions of NFPA 231C published in the 1960’s and is absolutely sure
this is correct.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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____________________________________________________________
13-340 Log #199 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 12.3.4.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-580
Recommendation: Insert new Table as follows:

Substantiation: Full scale testing from UL & FM describing testing with
the 16.8 K sprinkler requested by the committee has been submitted.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise section 12.3.4.2.1 to Protection... specified in Tables 12.3.4.2.1(a)
and (b).
Revise section 12.3.4.2.3.4 to Hose... in accordance with Tables
12.3.4.2.1(a) and (b).
Revise section 12.3.4.2.3.5(A) to For the purpose of using Tables
12.3.4.2.1(a) and (b)...
Revise section 12.3.4.2.3.7 to Building steel... where Tables 12.3.4.2.1(a)
and (b) are applied.....
Revise Table 12.3.4.2.1 to 12.3.4.2.1(a) and add dry criteria as proposed

____________________________________________________________
13-340a Log #CC32 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.3.5.1.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-581
Recommendation: Add a new 17.3.1.4 (old number 12.3.5.1.4) as
follows:
17.3.1.4 For Group A plastic commodities that are exposed and
unexpanded, encapsulated or unencapsulated, that are permitted to be
protected in accordance with one of the in-rack options of 17.3.4.1.3, the
ceiling sprinkler water demand in terms of density and area of operation
shall be selected from Table 17.3.1.1.

Table 12.3.4.2.1 (a) Large Drop Sprinkler Design Criteria for Single-, Double-, and Multiple-Row Racks without Solid Shelves of Class I
through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height

Commodity
Class

Nominal
K-Factor

Maximum
Storage
Height
ft

I, II

I, II
III, IV

11.2

11.2

30

m

9.1

Maximum
Ceiling/ Roof
Height
ft

35

Number of Design Sprinklers/
Minimum Pressure

Type of
System

m

Hose Stream
Demand

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)

#/psi

#/bar

gpm

L/min

Wet

20/25 + 1 level
of in-rack

20/1.7 + 1 level
of in-rack

500

1900

1-1⁄2

Dry

30/25 + 1 level
of in-rack

30/1.7 + 1 level
of in-rack

500

1900

1-1⁄2

10.7

36/55
36/3.8
500
1900
35
10.7
40
12.2
Dry1
Design criteria not applicable to Class III or Class IV commodities stored in excess of 25 ft (7.6 m) in height

1-1⁄2

Note 1: High Temperature rated sprinklers shall be used. Dry System Water Delivery shall be determined in accordance with 11.2.3.9 with a
minimum time of water delivery of 30 second with 4 sprinklers initially open.
Add new Table 12.3.4.2.1(b) Specific Application Control Mode (16.8
K-Factor) Sprinkler Design Criteria for Single, Double, and Multiple-row
Racks without Solid Shelves of Class I through Class IV Commodities
Stored Over 25 ft (7.6m) in Height. (See Table 12.3.4.2.1(b) on the
following page).
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Substantiation: Figures 12.3.5.4.1.3 (a - f) (new 17.3.4.1.3(a - f)) allow
the use of each protection scenario for exposed expanded plastics, but do
not mention ceiling sprinkler demand. Without this addition, one could
make the incorrect argument that no ceiling demand is required, since
none is referenced by the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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13-340 (Log #199) Action
Table 12.3.4.2.1 (b) Specific Application Control Mode (16.8 K-factor) Sprinkler Design Criteria for Single-, Double-, and Multiple-Row
Racks without Solid Shelves of Class I through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height

Commodity
Class

Nominal
K-Factor

I, II

16.8

III, IV

Maximum
Storage Height

Maximum
Ceiling/ Roof
Height

ft
35

ft
40

m
10.7

m
12.2

Number of Design Sprinklers/
Minimum Pressure

Type of
System

#/psi

#/bar

Hose Stream
Demand
gpm

Dry1

Water
Supply
Duration
(hours)

L/min

36/22
36/1.5
500
1900
Design criteria not applicable to Class III or Class IV commodities stored in excess of 25 ft (7.6 m) in height

1-1⁄2

Note 1: High Temperature rated sprinkler shall be used. Dry System Water Delivery shall be determined in accordance with 11.2.3.9 with a minimum time of water delivery of 30 second with 4 sprinklers initially open.

____________________________________________________________
13-341 Log #229 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.4.2(d))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-596
Recommendation: Delete note 2 from Table 12.4.2(d).
Substantiation: The table allows 25 ft storage in a 35 ft building, but
many AHJ’s are limiting the application of the table to 32 ft high buildings
because of the 7 ft clearance discussion in the note.
The note was never intended to be a design limitation. It was
information regarding the test series and is inappropriate for the body of
the standard.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-344 Log #230 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.7.2.1(1))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-599
Recommendation: Reject proposal 13-599 and return all of these sections
to the 2002 edition language.
Substantiation: The limitation of the use of these sections to upright
sprinklers is unreasonable. There is a listed pendent sprinkler on the
market that can specifically handle these protection situations and its use
should not be prohibited. There is no technical substantiation that upright
sprinklers are the only way to protect these storage arrangements.
This comment is being submitted on behalf of the NFSA Engineering
and Standards Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-342 Log #56 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(12.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-730
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
12.5 * Protection of Baled Cotton Storage.
A.12.5 NFPA 1/UFC (Uniform Fire Code) contains information, in
Annex L, Protection of Baled Cotton - History of Guidelines, extensive
information on the protection of baled cotton and on the fire test
experience with baled cotton, and especially densely-packed baled cotton.
Substantiation: The Technical Committee is correct in mentioning,
in their statements to Proposals 13-675 and 13-676 that Section 12.5
adequately covers sprinkler protection for the storage of baled cotton. It
would be useful for the reader, however, to be aware of the information
contained in Annex L of UFC/NFPA 1, which contains extensive
discussion of experience with baled cotton storage and fire tests. This short
reference would allow users of NFPA 13 to find useful background.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Other standards or guides are recommended when
no criteria is provided by NFPA 13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-345 Log #73 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.7.2.1(1) and 12.7.2.6(1))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company
Comment on Proposal No: 13-599
Recommendation: Reject the proposal to add the word “upright” to the
existing text.
Substantiation: If the densities and design areas are adequate with an
upright sprinkler, a pendent sprinkler can provide this same control mode
protection, Reliable’s K-25 EC pendent (sin # RA0852) has been tested
and listed by UL for storage applications as an extended coverage, control
mode, density-area sprinkler. UL defines Extended Coverage Sprinklers
for Storage Protection (Area/Density) as upright or pendent sprinklers
with K factors of 11.2 or larger and area dimensions as specified in the
individual listings.
Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-343 Log #55 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(12.5.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-597
Recommendation: Continue rejecting this proposal.
Substantiation: The National Cotton Council supports the action of the
Technical Committee in not reverting to the use of the old Figure 7-7.2.1
from NFPA 13-1999. The industry believes that the Figure adds some
flexibility in the design of sprinkler protection for baled cotton storage,
without a loss in fire safety. However, in actual cotton storage practice
the vase majority of the sprinkler systems are designed using the values
from Table 12.5.2.1. Therefore, the use of the table is perfectly suitable
for protecting the storage of baled cotton and is less likely to cause design
problems through misapplication of the graph.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27

____________________________________________________________
13-345a Log #CC33 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 13)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
Recommendation: Chapter 13 Task Group
Change all numbering from 13.x.x… to 21.x.x…(based on chapter 12
ROC edits)
13.1 General.
13.1.1 Application.
13.1.1.1 In addition to the requirements of Chapters 8 and 11 through 21,
the following special occupancy requirements shall apply. All provisions
of design criteria in this standard, including design area increases and
reductions, shall also apply to these special occupancy requirements.
13.1.1.2 Where the requirements of the reference standard differ from the
requirements of this standard, the reference standard shall take precedence.
13.1.1.3
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NFPA 30
13.2 No Changes
NFPA 30B
13.3 No Changes
NFPA 33
13.4 Standard for Spray Application Using Flammable or Combustible
Materials.
13.4.1 Design Requirements.
13.4.1.1 The automatic sprinkler system shall be a wet pipe system, a
dry pipe system, a preaction system, or an open-head deluge system,
whichever is most appropriate for the spray operation being protected.
[33: 9.4.1]
13.4.1.2 The automatic sprinkler system shall be designed for Extra
Hazard (Group 2) occupancies.
Exception: For spray application of styrene cross-link thermoset resins,
Section 17.3 shall apply.
[33: 9.4.2]
13.4.1.3 The water supply shall be sufficient to supply all sprinklers likely
to open in any one fire incident without depleting the available water for
use in hose streams. [33:9.4.3]
13.4.1.4 Where sprinklers are installed to protect spray areas and mixing
rooms only, water shall be permitted to be supplied from the domestic
water system, subject to the approval of the authority having jurisdiction
and provided the domestic supply can meet the design criteria for Extra
Hazard (Group 2) occupancies. [33: 9.4.4]
13.4.1.5 The sprinklers for each spray area and mixing room shall be
controlled by a separate, accessible, listed indicating valve. [33: 9.4.5]
13.4.1.6 Sprinklers in stacks or ducts outside the building shall be
permitted to be of a type not subject to freezing or shall be manually
operated open heads. [33: 9.4.6]
13.4.1.7 Automated liquid electrostatic spray application equipment that
is unlisted shall be protected by a wet pipe sprinkler system provided
throughout the spray booth. This system shall meet all the applicable
requirements of NFPA 13 for Extra Hazard (Group 2) occupancies.
[33:9.8.2 (3)]
13.4.1.8 Resin application areas shall be protected by an automatic
sprinkler system that is designed for at least Ordinary Hazard, Group 2
occupancies. [33:17.3]
13.4.2 Installation Requirements.
13.4.2.1 Sprinklers protecting spray areas and mixing rooms shall be
protected against overspray residue so that they will operate quickly in
event of fire. [33: 9.4.7]
13.4.2.2 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be covered by cellophane bags
having a thickness of 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) or less or by thin paper bags.
These coverings shall be replaced frequently so that heavy deposits of
residue do not accumulate. [33: 9.4.7.1]
NFPA 36
13.5 Solvent Extraction Plants.
A.13.5.1 “… Ordinary Hazard (Group 2), in accordance with NFPA 13.
[36: A.4.8]
No other changes to current text in NFPA 13.
NFPA 37
Not currently in Chapter 13 – add new section 13.6
13.6 Installation and Use of Stationary Combustion Engines and Gas
Turbines
13.6.1* Design Requirements. Automatic sprinkler systems shall be
designed to provide for a density of 12.2 L/min/m2 (0.3 gpm/ft2) over the
most remote 232 m2 (2500 ft2). [37:11.4.5.1]
13.6.2 Installation Requirements.
13.6.2.1 Sprinklers shall be spaced at a 9 m2 (100 ft2) maximum.
[37:11.4.5.1.1]
13.6.2.2 System coverage shall be provided to all areas within the
enclosure located within 6 m (20 ft) of the engine, lubricating oil system,
or fuel system. [37:11.4.5.1.2]
13.6.2.3 Sprinklers and water spray nozzles shall not be directed at
engine components that are susceptible to thermal shock or deformation.
[37:11.4.5.2]
ANNEX
A13.6.1 Automatic sprinkler systems are considered to be effective
in controlling lubricating oil fires. Sprinkler densities provided in this
standard are based on Extra Hazard, Group 1 occupancy as defined in
NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems. Automatic
sprinkler protection designed as local protection for the engine in many
cases provides better protection than sprinkler protection installed only at
the ceiling level.
Consideration should be given to providing local protection when the
protected engine equipment is located in a high bay area. Delayed
activation time or lack of water penetration could delay fire suppression
from a ceiling system.

Local protection for engines can be accomplished using either a wet
system or a single interlock pre-action system with heat detection. The
system piping should loop the diesel at the height of the engine cylinder
heads. Detectors should be located above the engine and around the
system piping.
Because of the tight radial clearances on combustion gas turbines and the
potential for rubbing of rotating parts and increased damage, it is advisable
to use great care if using a sprinkler or water spray suppression system.
Water from a ceiling or spot protection system could effectively control
a fire; however, gaseous suppression agents could be just as effective
without the potential for equipment damage when the system activates.
[37:A.11.4.5.1]
NFPA 40
13.7 Nitrate Film
Change Numbering
NFPA 42
13.8 Storage of Pyroxylin Plastic.
13.8.1 Design Requirements.
13.8.1.1 The water supply for automatic sprinklers shall be based on the
number of sprinklers liable to be affected in any fire section between fire
walls or fire-resistive partitions. It shall be assumed that any one of the
following numbers of sprinklers can be affected and the condition giving
maximum flow used as a basis:
(1) All sprinklers in a vault
(2) All sprinklers in a tote box storeroom
(3) Three-fourths of the sprinklers in a finished-stock storeroom
(4) All sprinklers in a section of an isolated storage building [42:4.4.3.1]
13.8.1.2 The water supply for an automatic sprinkler system shall be
based on a flow of 20 gpm (76 Lpm) per sprinkler for 20 minutes, with a
minimum rate of flow of 500 gpm (1900 Lpm). Such flow shall be with an
effective pressure at the top line of sprinklers of not less than 40 psi (2.8
bar). [42:4.4.3.2]
13.8.2 Installation Requirements. See Figure 13.8.2(a) and Figure
13.8.2(b).
FIGURE 13.8.2(a) Raw Stock Storage Vault Showing General
Arrangement of Sprinklers, Racks, and Baffles. [42:Figure 4.3.3.7(a)]
FIGURE 13.8.2(b) Details of Storage Racks in Raw Stock Storage Vault.
[42:Figure 4.3.3.7(b)]
13.8.2.1 Where sprinkler systems are provided for isolated storage
buildings per 5.4.3 of NFPA 42, Code for the Storage of Pyroxylin Plastic,
sprinklers shall be spaced so that there is one sprinkler per 32 ft2 (3 m2).
[42:5.4.3]
13.8.2.2 Sprinklers in buildings used for storage of loose scrap shall be
installed in the ratio of one sprinkler for each 1000 lb (454 kg) of storage.
Exception: The ratio in 13.8.2.2 shall not apply if the scrap is in tanks or
other receptacles kept filled with water. [42:5.4.4]
13.8.2.3 Where cabinets are required to be sprinklered, they shall have at
least one automatic sprinkler in each compartment. [42:6.2.10]
13.8.2.4 Vaults Containing Pyroxylin Plastic.
13.8.2.4.1 Vaults shall be equipped with automatic sprinklers in a ratio of
one sprinkler to each 834 lb (378 kg) of pyroxylin plastic or one sprinkler
to each 125 ft3 (3.5 m3) of total vault space. [42:6.4.1]
13.8.2.4.2 A vault that is divided into two or more sections shall have at
least one automatic sprinkler in each section. [42:6.4.2]
13.8.2.4.3 Sprinkler systems for vaults shall be equipped with a 1-in. (2.5cm) drip line with a ½-in. (13-mm) outlet valve. [42:6.4.5]
13.8.2.5 Tote-Box Storeroom for Pyroxylin Plastic. Sprinkler protection
provided for the tote box storeroom shall consist of one sprinkler in the
center of the aisle immediately in front of the dividing partition between
each pair of sections. Proper baffles shall be provided between heads.
[42:6.7.9] (See Figure 13.8.2.5(a) and Figure 13.8.2.5(b).)
FIGURE 13.8.2.5(a) Tote Box Storeroom Showing General Arrangement
of Racks and Sprinklers. [42:Figure 6.7]
FIGURE 13.8.2.5(b) Tote Box Storeroom Showing Arrangement of
Sprinklers and Baffles and Section of Tote Box Storage Rack. [42:Figure
6.7.7]
13.8.2.6 Finished Stock Storeroom for Pyroxylin Plastic. See Figure
13.8.2.6.
FIGURE 13.8.2.6 Finished-Stock Storeroom Showing General
Arrangement of Racks. [42:Figure 6.8]
13.8.2.6.1 Automatic sprinklers shall be installed with proper baffles
between sprinklers in the center of the aisle opposite each section.
[42:6.8.7]
13.8.2.6.2 Special Rooms for Stock in Shipping Cases. The special room
shall be protected by automatic sprinklers, with at least one sprinkler for
each 64 ft2 (6 m2). [42:6.9.4]
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NFPA 45
13.9 Laboratories Using Chemicals.
13.9.1 Design Requirements.
13.9.1.1 Automatic sprinkler system protection shall be required for all
new laboratories in accordance with the following:
(1) Automatic sprinkler system protection for Class A and Class B
laboratories shall be in accordance with ordinary hazard, Group 2
occupancies.
(2) Automatic sprinkler system protection for Class C and Class D
laboratories shall be in accordance with ordinary hazard, Group 1
occupancies. [45:6.2.1.1]
13.9.2 Installation Requirements. Reserved

13.16.2.1.1.3 Chute Sprinkler Protection. Automatic sprinklers installed
in gravity chute service openings shall be recessed out of the chute area
through which the material travels. [82:5.2.6.1.3]
13.16.2.1.1.4 In addition, a sprinkler shall be installed within the chute
at alternate floor levels in buildings over two stories in height, with a
mandatory sprinkler located at the lowest service level. [82:5.2.6.1.4]
13.16.2.1.2 Chute Room Automatic Sprinklers. Automatic sprinklers shall
be installed in chute terminal rooms. [82:5.2.7.2]
13.16.2.1.3 Gravity Pneumatic Trash or Linen Conveying Systems [82:5.4]
13.16.2.1.3.1 Chute Automatic Sprinklers. Where material is to be stored
at the bottom of the chute and above the riser discharge damper (above the
transport tee), automatic sprinklers shall be installed below the last service
door on the chute. [82:5.4.2.3]
NFPA 51
13.16.2.1.3.2. Automatic sprinklers shall be installed in chute discharge
13.10 Oxygen-Fuel Gas Systems for Welding, Cutting, and Allied
rooms. [82:5.4.2.4.3]
Processes.
13.16.2.2. Waste Compactors [82:7]
13.10.1 Design Requirements.
13.16.2.2.1 All chute-fed compactors shall have an automatic special fine13.10.1.1 Where sprinkler systems are required per Section 4.3.2 of NFPA water spray sprinkler with a minimum 13 mm (1/2-inch) orifice installed
51, Standard for the Design and Installation of Oxygen–Fuel Gas Systems in the hopper of the compactor. [82:7.2.1]
for Welding, Cutting, and Allied Processes, they shall provide a sprinkler
13.16.2.2.1.1 Sprinklers shall be ordinary temperature-rated sprinklers.
discharge density of at least 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10 mm/min) over a minimum
[82:7.2.1.1]
operating area of at least 3000 ft2 (279 m2). [51:4.3.2]
13.16.2.2.1.2 Sprinklers shall be supplied by a minimum 25.4 mm (1 in.)
13.10.2 Installation Requirements.
ferrous piping or 19 mm (3/4 in.) copper tubing line from the domestic
13.10.2.1 Where sprinkler systems are provided per NFPA 51, Section
cold water supply. (82:7.2.1.2)
4.3.2, sprinklers shall be located not more than 20 ft (6 m) above the floor 13.16.2.2.1.3 The sprinkler shall provide a suitable spray into the hopper.
where the cylinders are stored. [51:4.3.2]
(82:7.2.1.3)
13.16.2.2.1.2 A cycling (on-off), self-actuating, snap-action, heat-actuated
NFPA 51A
sprinkler shall be permitted to be used, or Tthe sprinkler shall be permitted
13.11 Acetylene Cylinder Charging Plants.
to be controlled by a temperature sensor operating a solenoid valve
13.11.1 Design Requirements.
(82:7.2.1.4
13.11.1.1 Where an automatic sprinkler system is required per NFPA 51A, 13.16.2.2.1.5 Sprinkler water piping shall be protected from freezing in
Standard for Acetylene Cylinder Charging Plants, it is permitted to be an
outdoor installations. (82:7.2.1.5)
extra hazard (Group 1) open or closed head sprinkler system. [51A: 9.2.2] 13.16.2.2.2 Hand-fed compactors located within a building and not
13.11.2 Installation Requirements. Reserved.
operated in conjunction with a chute shall not require installation of an
automatic sprinkler in the hopper. [82:7.2.2]
NFPA 55
13.12 Storage, Use, and Handling of Compressed Gases and Cryogenic
Move current NFPA 13 Figures 13.15.2.1.1 and 13.15.2.2 to the appendix
Fluids in Portable and Stationary Containers, Cylinders, and Tanks.
since they have become Figures A.5.2, A.5.2 (b), A.5.3 (a), A.5.3 (b).
13.12.1 Design Criteria.
Figures A.5.3(c), A.5.3 (d), A.5.3 (e) and A.5.4 also show sprinkler
13.12.1.1 When sprinkler protection is provided for areas in which
locations, some of which are based on fire damper engineering
compressed gases or cryogenic fluids are stored or used, the system shall
alternatives.
be designed for Ordinary Hazard Group 2 with a minimum design area of
2
2
278.7 m (3000 ft ). [55:6.11.2]
Note: Strike-throughs are proposed changes to extracted text intended
13.12.1.2 When sprinkler protection is provided for areas in which the
to correlate with the host NFPA 13, which contemplates a sprinklered
flammable or pyrophoric compressed gases or cryogenic fluids are stored
building and addresses some of these issues within its normal rules. The
or used, the system shall be designed for Extra Hazard Group 1 with a
on-off sprinklers are not available in the marketplace and should not be
minimum design area of 232.25 m2 (2500 ft2). [55:6.11.2.1]
referenced. It is suggested that most of these changes be proposed to the
13.12.2 Installation Requirements – Reserved.
NFPA 82 Committee.
NFPA 59
13.13
Utility LP-Gas Plants.
13.13.1 Design Criteria.
13.13.1.1 The design of fire water supply and distribution systems,
if required by NFPA 59, Utility LP-Gas Code, shall provide for the
simultaneous supply of those fixed fire protection systems, involved in the
maximum single incident expected in the plant, including monitor nozzles,
at their design flow and pressure. An additional supply of 1000 gal/min
(63 L/sec) shall be available for hand hose streams for a period of not less
than 2 hours. Manually actuated monitors shall be permitted to be used to
augment hand hose streams. [59:13.4.2]
13.13.2 Installation Requirements – Reserved.
NFPA 59A
13.14 Production, Storage, and Handling of LNG
Change Numbering
NFPA 75
13.15
Protection of Information Technology Equipment.
13.15.1 Design Requirements – Reserved.
13.15.2 Installation Requirements.
13.15.2.1 Sprinkler systems protecting information technology equipment
areas shall be valved separately. [75:8.1.3]
NFPA 82
Update reference in 2.2 to the 2004 edition
13.16 Standard on Incinerators and Waste and Linen Handling Systems
and Equipment
13.16.1 Design Requirements – Reserved.
13.16.2 Installation Requirements.
13.16.2.1 Waste and Linen Chutes and Transport Systems [82:5]
13.16.2.1.1 Gravity Waste or Linen Chutes [82:5.2.6.1]
13.16.2.1.1.1 Gravity chutes shall be protected internally by automatic
sprinklers. [82:5.2.6.1.1]
13.16.2.1.1.2 This protection requires that a sprinkler be installed at or
above the top service opening of the chute. [82:5.2.6.1.2]

NFPA 86
Not currently in Chapter 13. Add new section
13.17 Standard for Ovens and Furnaces
13.17.1 Design Requirements Reserved
13.17.2 Installation Requirements
13.17.2.1 Where automatic sprinklers are provided, they shall be installed
in accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler
Systems.
Exception: Where sprinklers that protect ovens only are installed and
connection to a reliable fire protection water supply is not feasible, a
domestic water supply connection shall be permitted to supply these
sprinklers subject to the approval of the authority having jurisdiction.
[86: 13.2.1]
13.17.2.2 Where sprinklers are selected for the protection of ovens,
furnaces, or related equipment, closed-head sprinkler systems shall not
be used in equipment where temperatures can exceed 625°F (329°C) or
where flash fire conditions can occur. In these cases, a deluge sprinkler
system shall be used. [86: 13.3.3]
NFPA 86A
13.18 Industrial Furnaces Using a Special Process Atmosphere.
Change Numbering
NFPA 96
13.17 Ventilation Control and Fire Protection of Commercial Cooking
Operations
Delete this section (it is all reserved)
NFPA 99
13.19 Class A Hyperbaric Chambers
Change Numbering
NFPA 101
Currently in Annex D – move to Chapter 13, add new section
13.20 Life Safety Code
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13.20.1 Features of Fire Protection
13.20.1.1 Design Requirements - Reserved.
13.20.1.2 Installation Requirements
13.20.1.2.1 Atriums. Glass walls and inoperable windows shall be
permitted in lieu of the fire barriers where all the following are met:

13.20. 20.2.1 In individual dwelling units, sprinkler installation shall not
be required in closets not exceeding 2.2 m2 (24 ft2) and in bathrooms not
exceeding 5.1 m2 (55 ft2). Closets that contain equipment such as washers,
dryers, furnaces, or water heaters shall be sprinklered regardless of size.
[101:31.3.5.4]
13.20. 20.2.2 The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements
o
i. Automatic sprinklers are spaced along both sides of the glass of NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, shall
wall and the inoperable window at intervals not to exceed 1830 not be required for convenience openings complying with NFPA 101,
Section 8.6.8.2 where the convenience opening is within the dwelling unit.
mm (72 in.).
[101:31.3.5.5]
o
ii. The automatic sprinklers specified in (i) are located at a
13.20.21 New Residential Board and Care Occupancies. Reserved.
distance from the glass wall not to exceed 305 mm (12 in.)
13.20.22 Existing Residential Board and Care Occupancies.
and arranged so that the entire surface of the glass is wet upon
13.20.22.1 Design Requirements (Reserved)
operation of the sprinklers.
13.20.22.2 Installation Requirements.
o
iii. The glass wall is of tempered, wired, or laminated glass
13.20.22.2.1 Standard response sprinklers shall be permitted for use
held in place by a gasket system that allows the glass framing
system to deflect without breaking (loading) the glass before the in hazardous areas in accordance with NFPA 101, Section 33.2.3.2.
[101:33.2.2.2.4]
sprinklers operate.
o
iv. The automatic sprinklers required by (i) are not required on 13.20.22.2.2 In prompt and slow evacuation facilities, where an automatic
sprinkler system is in accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the
the atrium side of the glass wall and the inoperable windows
where there is no walkway or other floor area on the atrium side Installation of Sprinkler Systems, sprinklers shall not be required in
closets not exceeding 2.2 m2 (24 ft2) and in bathrooms not exceeding 5.1
above the main floor level.
m2 (55 ft2), provided that such spaces are finished with lath and plaster or
[101:8.6.7(1)(c)]
materials providing a 15-minute thermal barrier. [101:33.2.3.5.2.3]
13.20.23 New Mercantile Occupancies.
13.20.2 Special Structures and High Rise Buildings
13.20.23.1 Design Requirements (Reserved)
13.20.2.1 Design Criteria
13.20.23.2 Installation Requirements.
13.20.2.1.1 High-rise buildings shall be protected throughout by an
•
13.20.23.2.1
approved, supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA
•
(3) The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of
101, Section 9.7. A sprinkler control valve and a waterflow device shall be
NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems,
provided for each floor. [101:11.8.2.1]
shall not be required for unenclosed vertical openings permitted
13.20.3 New Assembly Occupancies. Reserved.
by 36.3.1(1) and (2). [101:36.3.1]
13.20.4 Existing Assembly Occupancies. Reserved.
13.20.24 Existing Mercantile Occupancies.
13.20.5 New Educational Occupancies. Reserved.
13.20.24.1 Design Requirements (Reserved)
13.20.6 Existing Educational Occupancies. Reserved.
13.20.24.2 Installation Requirements.
13.20.7 New Day-Care Occupancies. Reserved.
•
13.20.24.2.1
13.20.8 Existing Day-Care Occupancies. Reserved.
•
(3) The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of
13.20.9 New Health Care Occupancies. Reserved.
NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems,
13.20.10 Existing Health Care Occupancies. Reserved.
shall not be required for unenclosed vertical openings permitted
13.20.11 New Ambulatory Health Care Occupancies. Reserved.
by 37.3.1 (1) and (2). [101:37.3.1]
13.20.12 Existing Ambulatory Health Care Occupancies. Reserved.
13.20.25 New Business Occupancies.
13.20.13 New Detention and Correctional Occupancies. Reserved.
13.20.25.1 Design Requirements.
13.20.14 Existing Detention and Correctional Occupancies. Reserved.
13.20.25.1.1 For purposes of automatic sprinkler system design, a business
13.20.15 One-and Two-Family Dwellings. Reserved.
occupancy shall be classified as a light hazard occupancy in accordance
13.20.16 Lodging or Rooming Houses.
with NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems.
13.20.16.1 Design Requirements(Reserved)
[101:38.1.5.2]
13.20.16.2 Installation Requirements
13.20.16.2.1 In buildings sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, closets 13.20.25.2 Installation Requirements (Reserved)
that contain equipment such as washers, dryers, furnaces, or water heaters 13.20.26 Existing Business Occupancies.
13.20.26.1 Design Requirements.
shall be sprinklered regardless of size. [101: 26.3.5.3.5]
13.20.16.2.2 In existing lodging or rooming houses, sprinkler installations 13.20.26.1.1 For purposes of automatic sprinkler system design, a business
2
2
occupancy shall be classified as a light hazard occupancy in accordance
shall not be required in closets not exceeding 2.2 m (24 ft ) and in
bathrooms not exceeding 5.1 m2 (55 ft2). [101: 26.3.5.3.6]
with NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems.
13.20.17 New Hotels and Dormitories.
[101:39.1.5.2]
13.20.17.1 Design Requirements(Requirements)
13.20.26.2 Installation Requirements (Reserved)
13.20.17.2 Installation Requirements.
13.20.27 Industrial Occupancies (Reserved)
13.20.17.2.1 The provisions for draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers
13.20.28 Storage Occupancies. Reserved.
in NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, shall not
be required for openings complying with NFPA 101, Section 8.6.8.2 where NFPA 130
the opening is within the guest room or guest suite. [101: 28.3.5.4]
13.21 Fixed Guideway Transit Systems.
13.20.17.2.2 Listed quick-response or listed residential sprinklers shall be Change Numbering
used throughout guest rooms and guest room suites. [101: 28.3.5.5]
13.20.18 Existing Hotels and Dormitories.
NFPA 140
13.20.18.1 Design Requirements (Reserved)
Not currently referenced in NFPA 13, add new section
13.20.18.2 Installation Requirements.
13.20.18.2.1 In guest rooms and in guest room suites, sprinkler
13.22 Motion Picture and Television Production Studio Soundstages and
installations shall not be required in closets not exceeding 2.2 m2 (24 ft2)
Approved Production Facilities
2
2
and in bathrooms not exceeding 5.1 m (55 ft ). [101:29.3.5.5]
13.22 .1 Design Requirements
13.20.19 New Apartment Buildings.
13.22.1.1 The requirements of NFPA 13 prohibiting obstruction to
13.20.19.1 Design Requirements (Reserved)
sprinkler discharge shall not be applicable if approved mitigation
13.20.19.2 Installation Requirements.
techniques are employed. [140:5.2.3.1]
13.20.19.2.1 In buildings sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13,
13.22.1.2 The requirements of NFPA 13 prohibiting obstruction to
Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, closets less than 1.1
sprinkler discharge shall not be applicable if the building sprinkler system
2
2
m (12 ft ) in area in individual dwelling units shall not be required
meets the design criteria for Extra Hazard Group 2 [140:5.2.3.2]
to be sprinklered. Closets that contain equipment such as washers,
13.22.2 Installation Requirements - Reserved
dryers, furnaces, or water heaters shall be sprinklered regardless of size.
[101:30.3.5.4]
NFPA 150 Staff to get new wording from Oct 2005 meeting and TCC
13.20.19.2.2 Listed quick-response or listed residential sprinklers shall be to incorporate.
used throughout all dwelling units. [101:30.3.5.6]
13.23 Animal Housing Facilities.
13.20.19.2.3 The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements
13.23.1 Design Requirements. Animal housing facilities shall have
of NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, shall
sprinkler systems designed to meet the hazard, with a minimum Ordinary
not be required for convenience openings complying with NFPA 101,
Hazard Group 2 classification. [150:9.2.1]
Section 8.6.8.2 where the convenience opening is within the dwelling unit. 13.23.2 Installation Requirements. Reserved
[101:30.3.5.5]
13.20.20 Existing Apartment Buildings.
NFPA 214
13.20. 20.1 Design Requirements (Reserved)
13.24 Water Cooling Towers.
13.20.20.2 Installation Requirements.
Change Numbering
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NFPA 307
13.25 Standard for the Construction and Fire Protection of Marine
Terminals, Piers, and Wharves
13.25.1 Design Requirements
13.25.1.1* For Terminal Buildings that do not meet the requirements of
13.25.1.2, automatic sprinkler systems shall be designed based upon the
design criteria for the protection of Group A plastics. [307: 5.4.2.1]
13.25.1.2 With the approval of the authority having jurisdiction, the
requirements of 13.25.1.1 shall not apply to buildings used exclusively
for the handling or storage of specific cargoes and commodities that are
defined as commodity classes less than Group A plastics by this standard.
[307:5.4.2.2]
13.25.1.3 Buildings consistent with 13.25.1.1 shall be protected in
accordance with the design criteria for the applicable commodity as
required by this standard. [307:5.4.2.3]
13.25.1.4 Buildings used for the storage of hazardous materials shall be
protected in accordance with this standard, and the applicable codes and
standards for the type of hazardous material being stored. [307:5.4.2.4]
13.25.2 Installation Requirements.
13.25.2.1 Piers and Wharves with Combustible Substructure.
13.25.2.1.1 Where there is danger of damage to sprinkler equipment
by floating objects, physical barriers shall be provided to exclude such
objects. [307:4.3.3.1.2.2]
13.25.2.1.2 The following installation requirements are also required:
(1)* Upward Projecting Sprinklers. Where narrow horizontal channels or
spaces are caused by caps, stringers, ties, and other structural members
and where the standard upright sprinkler does not project sufficient water
upward to extinguish or control fires on the underside of the pier or wharf
deck, a sprinkler that projects water upward to wet the overhead shall be
used.
(A) Location, spacing, and deflector position shall be governed by
the discharge pattern of the sprinkler and the structure being protected.
(B) The following design and installation guides shall apply where
pendent sprinklers in the upright position or old-style sprinklers are to be
utilized:
(1) The maximum coverage per sprinkler head shall be limited to 7.5
m2 (80 ft2).
(2) Where spacing or arrangement of stringers constitutes typical
open-joist construction directly supporting the deck, sprinkler branch lines
shall be installed between the bents at right angles to the stringers and
shall meet the following requirements:
(a) Spacing between branch lines shall not exceed 3 m (10 ft).
(b) Sprinklers on branch lines shall be staggered and spaced not to
exceed 2.5 m (8 ft) on center.
(3)* Where crisscross construction is involved, closer spacing of
sprinklers shall be permitted as necessary to provide wetting of the entire
structure.
(4) The deflectors of sprinklers on lines under stringers shall be
located not less than 100 mm (4 in.) nor more than 250 mm (10 in.) below
the bottom plane of the stringer, and not more than 450 mm (18 in.) below
the underside of the pier or wharf deck.
(5)* The sprinkler system shall be hydraulically designed in
accordance with the requirements of this standard, and shall meet the
following requirements:
(a) Sprinkler orifice shall be 12.7 mm (1⁄2 in.) and shall discharge at
a minimum pressure of 85 kPa (12.5 psi).
(b) Design area shall be based upon the largest area between firestops
plus an additional area embracing at least two branch lines on opposite
sides of the firestop.
(c) Minimum design area shall be not less than 465 m2 (5000 ft2).
(6) The temperature rating of the sprinkler shall not exceed 74°C
(165°F).
(7) The maximum area to be protected by any one system shall be
limited to 2325 m2 (25,000 ft2).
[307:4.3.3.1.3]
ANNEX
A.13.25.1.1 Group A plastics represent the most challenging commodities
that can be protected by a sprinkler system designed in accordance with
this standard. Due to the widely varying nature of commodities that pass
through transit sheds, container freight stations, transload facilities, and
similar buildings used for handling and temporary storage of general
cargo, a minimum automatic sprinkler design based upon the protection
of Group A plastic commodity provides an appropriate level of fire
protection. [307:A.5.4.2.1]
A.13.25.2.1.2 Examples of sprinklers that project water upward are
pendent sprinklers installed in an upright position or old-style sprinklers.
[307:A.4.3.3.1.3.1]
A.13.25.2.1.2 (1) (B) (3) An example of crisscross construction (ties on
stringers) is illustrated in Annex B of NFPA 307. [307:A.4.3.3.1.3.1 (B)
(3)]
A.13.25.2.1.2 (1) (B) (5) The use of firestops for draft control (e.g.,
to bank heat, facilitate the opening of sprinkler heads, and prevent the

overtaxing of the sprinkler system) is particularly important in the design
of sprinkler protection for combustible substructures. The fire walls and
firestops of 4.3.3.4 and 4.3.3.5 should be incorporated into the sprinkler
system design for draft control to the maximum extent practical; however,
due to limitations in the size of the design area for the sprinkler system,
additional firestops normally are needed. These additional or supplemental
firestops need only have limited fire resistance, but they should be as
deep as possible and be of substantial construction, such as double 76.2
mm (3 in.) planking, where exposed to the elements. Where not exposed
to the possibility of physical damage, 19.05 mm (3⁄4 in.) treated plywood
extending 1219.2 mm (48 in.) below stringers with solid blocking between
stringers should provide adequate durability and reasonable effectiveness.
[307:A.4.3.3.1.3.1 (B) (5)]
NFPA 318
13.26 Cleanrooms.
Change Numbering
NFPA 409
13.27 Aircraft Hangars.
Change Numbering
NFPA 415
Reference should be added to Section 2.2 of NFPA 13. Current edition is
2002 edition.
13.28 Standard on Airport Terminal Buildings, Fueling Ramp Drainage,
and Loading Walkways.
13.28.1 Design Requirements.
13.28.1.1 Passenger handling areas shall be classified as Ordinary Hazard
Group 1 Occupancy for the purpose of sprinkler system design. [ 415:
4.5.1.3]
13.28.1.2. Baggage, package, and mail handling areas shall be classified as
Ordinary Hazard Group 2 Occupancy for the purpose of sprinkler system
design. [415: 4.5.1.4]
13.28.1.3* Other areas of the airport terminal building shall be classified
based on the occupancy of the area. [415: 4.5.1.5]
Retain A.25.1.2 and renumber extract reference to [415: A.4.5.1.5]
13.28.2 Installation Requirements – Reserved
NFPA 423
13.29 Aircraft Engine Test Facilities.
Change Numbering
NFPA 430
Reference in Section 2.2 should be updated to current 2004 edition.
13.30 Code for the Storage of Liquid and Solid Oxidizers.
13.30.1 Design Requirements.
13.30.1.1* Sprinkler Protection for Class 1 Oxidizers.
For the purpose of applying the requirements of NFPA 13, Standard for the
Installation of Sprinkler Systems, Class 1 oxidizers shall be designated as
follows:
(1) Class 1 oxidizers in noncombustible or combustible containers (paper
bags or noncombustible containers with removable combustible liners)
shall be designated as a Class I commodity.
(2) Class 1 oxidizers contained in fiber drums, wooden or fiber boxes or
barrels, or noncombustible containers in combustible packaging shall be
designated as a Class II commodity.
(3) Class 1 oxidizers contained in plastic containers shall be designated as
a Class III commodity. [NFPA 430:5.3.2]
13.30.1.2 Sprinkler Protection for Class 2 Oxidizers
13.30.1.2.1 Sprinkler protection for Class 2 oxidizers shall be designed in
accordance with Table 13.30.1.2.1. [430: 6.4.1]
13.30.1.2.2 Ceiling sprinklers shall be high-temperature sprinklers.
[430:6.4.3]
13.30.1.2.3 Storage Protection with In-Rack Sprinklers.
13.30.1.2.3.1 In-rack sprinklers shall be quick response with an ordinary
temperature rating and have a K-factor of not less than K = 8.0.
[430:6.4.4]
13.30.1.2.3.2 In-rack sprinklers shall be designed to provide 172 kPa
(25 psi) for the six most hydraulically remote sprinklers on each level.
[430:6.4.4.2]
13.30.1.2.3.3 The in-rack sprinklers shall be 2.4 m to 3.0 m (8 ft toc10 ft)
spacing in the longitudinal flue space at the intersection of the transverse
flue spaces. [430:6.4.4.3]
Insert Table 13.30.1.2.1 [430:Table 6.4.1]
13.30.1.3 Sprinkler Protection for Class 3 Oxidizers.
13.30.1.3.1 Class 3 Oxidizers Less Than 1043 kg (2300 lb). Sprinkler
design criteria for buildings that require sprinkler protection having total
quantities of Class 3 oxidizers less than the 1043 kg (2300 lb) shall be in
accordance with the requirements of 13.30.1.3.2. [430:7.4.1]
13.30.1.3.2 Facilities that require sprinkler protection having total
quantities of Class 3 oxidizers greater than 91 kg (200 lb) but less than
1043 kg (2300 lb) shall follow the sprinkler design criteria in accordance
with Table 13.30.1.3.2. [430: 7.4.1.1]
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13.30.1.3.3 Sprinkler protection required by 13.30.1.3.3 shall be in
accordance with the requirements of Table 13.30.1.3.3. [430:7.4.2.1]Insert
Table 13.30.1.3.2 [430:Table 7.4.1.1]
Insert Table 13.30.1.3.3 [430:Table 7.4.2.1]
13.30.1.4 Sprinkler Protection for Class 4 Oxidizers. Sprinkler protection
for Class 4 oxidizers shall be installed on a deluge sprinkler system to
provide water density of 14.4 L/min/m2 (0.35 gpm/ft2) over the entire
storage area. [NFPA 430:8.4.1]
13.30.2 Installation Requirements.
13.30.2.1* Dry Pipe and Preaction Sprinkler Systems.
13.30.2.1.1 Dry-pipe and double-interlock preaction (DIPA) sprinkler
systems shall not be permitted for protection of buildings or areas
containing oxidizers. [430:4.11.3.1]
13.30.2.1.2 Dry-pipe and DIPA systems shall be permitted for protection
of Class 1 oxidizers in Type I through Type IV building construction
and Class 2 and 3 oxidizers in detached storage in Type I and Type II
construction as specified in NFPA 5000, Building Construction and Safety
Code. [430: 4.11.3.2]
13.30.2.1.3 Dry-pipe and DIPA sprinkler systems shall be permitted
in mercantile occupancies when the oxidizers are stored in open air
environments, such as retail garden centers and buildings without exterior
walls. For Class 3 oxidizers, the location shall be approved by the fire
chief. [430:4.11.3.3]
13.30.2.2 Fire Protection Water Supplies
13.30.2.2.1 The water system supply shall be capable of providing not less
than 1890 L/min (500 gpm) in excess of the automatic sprinkler system
demand. [430:4.11.4.2]
13.30.2.2.2 Duration of the water supply shall be a minimum of 2 hours
[430:4.11.4.3]
13.30.2.3 Special In-Rack Sprinkler Protection for Class 3 Oxidizers.
In-rack automatic sprinklers shall be provided under each horizontal
barrier and arranged in accordance with 13.30.2.3.1 through 13.30.2.3.9.
[430:7.4.2.2.3]
13.30.2.3.1 Where required by Table 13.30.1.3.3, special in-rack sprinkler
protection shall be as shown in Figure 13.30.2.3.1. [430:7.4.2.2.1]
13.30.2.3.2 For double-row racks, two lines of in-rack sprinklers shall be
provided between the face of the rack and the longitudinal vertical barrier
located in the center of the rack. [430:7.4.2.2.3.1]
13.30.2.3.3 For single-row racks, two lines of in-rack sprinklers shall be
provided between each rack face. [430:7.4.2.2.3.2]
13.30.2.3.4 Three in-rack sprinklers shall be provided on each in-rack
sprinkler line. [430:7.4.2.2.3.3]
(A) Two sprinklers on each line shall be spaced approximately 38.1 mm (1
1 .2 in.) from each transverse vertical barrier.
(B) One in-rack sprinkler on each in-rack sprinkler line shall be located
approximately equidistant between the transverse vertical barriers.
13.30.2.3.5 In-rack sprinklers shall be upright or pendent type with the
fusible element located no more than 152.4 mm (6 in.) from the horizontal
barrier. [430:7.4.2.2.3.4]
13.30.2.3.6 The stock shall be maintained at least 152.4 mm (6 in.) below
the sprinkler deflector. [430:7.4.2.2.3.5]
13.30.2.3.7 In-rack sprinklers shall be K = 8.0, quick response, ordinary
temperature rated. [430:7.4.2.2.3.6]
13.30.2.3.8 The in-rack sprinkler system shall be designed to supply six
sprinklers on each line with a total of 12 sprinklers operating at gauge
pressure of 172 kPa (25 psi). [430:7.4.2.2.3.7]
13.30.2.3.9 The design of the in-rack sprinkler system shall be
independent of, and is not required to be balanced with, ceil-ing sprinkler
systems. [430:7.4.2.2.3.8]
Insert Figure 13.30.2.3.1 [430:Figure 7.4.2.2.1]

13.31.1.2 The system shall be designed to provide the required density
over a 3000-ft2 (280-m2) area for areas protected by a wet pipe sprinkler
system or 3900 ft2 (360 m2) for areas protected by a dry pipe sprinkler
system. The entire area of any building of less than 3000 ft2 (280 m2)
shall be used as the area of application. [432:4.8.2.1]
13.31.1.3 Sprinkler System Water Supply. Water supplies for automatic
sprinkler systems, fire hydrants, and so forth, shall be capable of supplying
the anticipated demand for at least 90 minutes. [432:4.8.3]
13.31.1.4 Detached Storage of Class I Organic Peroxide Formulations.
Sprinkler protection for Class I organic peroxide formulations in quantities
exceeding 2000 lb (907 kg) in detached storage shall be of the deluge
type. [432:7.5.2]
13.31.2 Installation Requirements. Reserved
NFPA 804
13.32 Advanced Light Water Reactor Electric Generating Plant.
Change Numbering
NFPA 805
13.33 Light Water Nuclear Power Plants.
Change Numbering
NFPA 850
13.34 Electric Generating Plants and High Voltage Direct Current
Converter Stations.
Change Numbering
NFPA 851
13.35 Hydroelectric Generating Plants.
Change Numbering
NFPA 909
13.36 Code for the Protection of Cultural Resource Properties - Museums,
Libraries, and Places of Worship.
13.36.1 Design Requirements.
13.36.1*. In new construction, additions, alterations, and renovations,
standard-response sprinklers shall be permitted for use in light-hazard
areas. [909:12.4.4.2]
13.36.1.2. System Design for Museums, Libraries, and Their Collections
in Compact Storage.
13.36.1.2.1* The design shall recognize the nature of the hazard from a
fire that originates in a compact mobile storage unit, where fuel loads are
invariably large and fire growth is significantly different from that in other
kinds of storage. [909:16.4.8.1.3]
13.36.1.2.2* The automatic fire suppression system, the compact storage
system, and the storage compartmentalization features shall be designed
to limit fire damage in accordance with the facility’s fire safety objectives.
[909:16.4.8.1.4.1]
13.36.1.2.3 Design calculations shall include the number and size of the
storage modules, the separation provided between the modules end-toend and back-to-back, and the type of materials being stored. [909:16
.4.8.1.4.2]
13.36.1.2.4 Where the automatic suppression is provided by automatic
fire sprinkler systems, the systems shall be wet pipe, single interlock preaction or single non-interlock pre-action systems. [909:16.4.8.1.4.3]
13.36.1.2.5 Dry pipe or double-interlock pre-action systems shall not be
installed in compact storage areas. [909:16.4.8.1.4.4]
13.36.1.2.6 Where compact storage is installed in an existing storage
area, the existing automatic fire detection and fire suppression systems
shall be modified as required to accommodate the increased fire loading.
[909:16.4.8.2]

ANNEX
A.13.30.1.1 Commodity refers to the definition in NFPA 13, Standard for
the Installation of Sprinkler Systems. [430:A.5.3.2]
A.13.30.2.1 Dry-pipe and double-interlock preaction (DIPA) sprinkler
systems are generally prohibited by 13.30.2.1 for use with oxidizers.
In mercantile occupancies with open air environments that are already
protected by these types of systems as prescribed by other codes, it is
considered acceptable to store quantities defined by this code, with the
recognition that these commodities may not be adequately protected.
Outside storage in this manner is preferred to inside storage. [430:
A.4.11.3]

Annex
A.13.36.1 Standard-response sprinklers employ more robust operating
elements than quick-response sprinklers and can be more appropriate for
use in areas where concern for inadvertent water discharge outweighs the
advantages of thermal sensitivity. [909:A.12.4.4.2]
A.13.36.1.2.1 The automatic fire suppression system, the compact storage
system, and the storage compartmentation features should be designed to
limit fire damage in accordance with the facility’s fire safety objectives
(e.g., confine fire growth to the compact storage module of origin).
Significant factors to consider include the number and size of the storage
modules, the separation provided between the modules (end-to- end and
back-to-back), and the type of materials being stored. In general, doubleNFPA 432
interlock pre-action systems and dry pipe systems are inappropriate for
13.31 Storage of Organic Peroxide Formulations.
compact storage, because of the additional delay they introduce, coupled
13.31.1 Design Requirements.
with the delays in activation resulting from the compact storage units
13.31.1.1 Where automatic sprinkler systems are required per NFPA 432,
Code for the Storage of Organic Peroxide Formulations, they shall provide themselves. Other protection features, which should be considered to limit
the extent of potential fire damage, include the following: (1) Very high
the following discharge densities:
density sprinkler systems (2) Quick-response sprinklers (3) Early-warning
2
smoke detection (4) Spacers between carriages or, for automated systems,
Class I [organic peroxides] — 0.5 gpm/ft (20. 4 mm/min)
2
Class II [organic peroxides] — 0.4 gpm/ft (16.3 mm/min)
automatic park mode to increase flue spaces between carriages upon
Class III [organic peroxides] — 0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min)
activation of a fire alarm or during idle periods (5) Metal vertical barriers
Class IV [organic peroxides] — 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min)
in the middle of the shelf (6) Open-top shelving. [909:A.16.4.8.1.3]
[432:4.8.2]
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A.13.36.1.2.2 The system should be designed to confine fire growth to the
compact storage module of origin or the shelving range of origin. [909:
A.16.4.8.1.4.1]
Substantiation: The committee proposed the following updates to Chapter
13 to ensure that the extracted text within NFPA 13 is up to date with the
host documents and reflects any changes since the last edition.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-346 Log #82 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(Chapter 13)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mitchell Guthrie, Blanch, NC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
Recommendation: Add the following extract information from NFPA
780:
NFPA 780 Not currently referenced in NFPA 13, add new section;
Current edition is 2004
13.x Installation of Lightning Protection Systems.
13.x.1 Ground Terminals.
13.x.1.1 Each down conductor shall terminate at a ground terminal
dedicated to the lightning protection system. [780:4.13.1.1]
13.x.1.2 Electrical system and telecommunication grounding electrodes
shall not be used in lieu of lightning ground electrodes; this provision
shall not prohibit the required bonding together of grounding electrodes of
different systems. [780:4.13.1.3]
13.x.2 Common Grounding.
13.x.2.1 All grounding media in or on a structure shall be interconnected
to provide a common ground potential. [780:4.14.1]
13.x.2.2 This interconnection shall include lightning protection, electric
service, telephone, and antenna system grounds, as well as underground
metallic piping systems. [780:4.14.1.1]
13.x.2.3 Underground metallic piping systems shall include water
service, well casings located within 7.6 m (25 ft) of the structure, gas
piping, underground conduits, underground liquefied petroleum gas piping
systems, and so on. [780:4.14.1.2]
Substantiation: To add to extracted materials from other NFPA
documents and provide supplemental information associated with
comment ROP 13-456.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Grounding info doesn’t have design criteria or
installation requirements for sprinklers.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-348 Log #165 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(13.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: William Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection Engineering Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
Recommendation: Add NFPA 30 and the applicable edition date to
Appendix C.
Substantiation: The appropriate reference to NFPA 30 has been omitted
from Appendix C. This comment is intended to be of an editorial nature
and it is recognized that no proposal directly addresses this topic.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: No active proposal and not applicable to Chapter
13.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-349 Log #166 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(13.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: William Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection Engineering Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
Recommendation: Revise current text to read:
13.2.1 Sprinkler system discharge criteria for the protection of container
and portable tank storage of flammable and combustible liquids shall
comply with NFPA 30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code.
Substantiation: The committee’s decision to make no revisions to
this paragraph does not recognize the fact that NFPA 30 does not
contain automatic sprinkler system requirements for all flammable and
combustible liquid categories. However, NFPA 30 does provide detailed
criteria for container and portable tank storage.
This proposed change to the existing paragraph clarifies the scope of
NFPA 30 regarding automatic sprinkler protection.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The current text provides adequate reference to
Flammable and Combustible Liquid Storage.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-350 Log #167 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(13.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: William Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection Engineering Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
Recommendation: Add new paragraph 13.2.2:
13.2.2 Sprinkler system discharge for flammable and combustible tank
storage buildings shall be a minimum of 0.30 gpm/sq ft over the entire
____________________________________________________________ protected area.
13-347 Log #320 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
Substantiation: There is no sprinkler discharge criteria for tank storage
(Chapter 13)
buildings in NFPA 30. A phone conversation with the NFPA 30 specialist
____________________________________________________________ referred the caller to NFPA 15 for water spray systems. The NFPA 30
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
specialist recognized the lack of guidance and noted his advice is to follow
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
paragraph 7.3.3 in NFPA 15. In fact, if one refers to NFPA 30 for tank
Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
storage building sprinkler system design criteria, paragraph 4.3.12.4 refers
Recommendation: Clarify how to deal with the design criteria in Chapter the reader to NFPA 13. This comment is intended to correct the circular
13 as it relates to required area increases, sprinkler spacing, water supply, reference. The phrase “over the entire protected area” is intentionally not
etc. The standard currently provides no guidance on the following issues,
defined, the same way the subject is handled in NFPA 15.
even with the proposed rewrite of Chapters 11 and 12:
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
· For densities falling between curves (i.e., 0.25/3,000 in 13.9.1), what
Committee Statement: Proposed changes to extracted text are required
installation, head spacing, and hose stream criteria applies? If the ceiling
to be submitted to the originating committee. The submitter should submit
is sloped or a dry system is used, is it necessary to increase the design area the proposed changes to NFPA 30.
by 30 percent?
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
· Is it acceptable to reduce the design area for low ceilings with quick
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
response sprinklers when the criteria originates in Chapter 13?
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
· For the clean room density of 0.2/3,000 in 13.23.1.1, what installation
rules apply - OHII or EHI?
____________________________________________________________
· Do combustible concealed spaces in Chapter 13 occupancies require a
13-351 Log #3 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
2
minimum 3,000 ft design area?
(13.23)
· Can the room design method be used for Chapter 13 occupancies?
____________________________________________________________
Substantiation: The committee is going to great lengths to break up
TCC Action: The Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic
Chapters 11 and 12 into standalone sections but is providing no guidance
Sprinkler Systems proposes the following:
on how to deal with criteria in Chapter 13.
Recommendation: Add the following text for the extracted material
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
from NFPA 150 to Chapter 13:
Committee Statement: Chapter 13 provides extracted material only and
Quick response sprinklers shall be utilized throughout the animal
cannot be edited. Therefore, the issues can’t be addressed in Chapter 13.
housing facility. [NFPA 150: 9.2.3]
Additionally, the submitter provides no proposed changes. It is not the
Substantiation: The Technical Correlating Committee proposed
intent of the committee that where a specific density is specified that it
the additional text to ensure that the extracted text from NFPA 150
in turn dictates an occupancy. Where other documents specify specific
represents the final text in NFPA 150.
densities only, the occupancy of the space is still determined in accordance Submitter: Timothy A. Hawthorne, Cranston Fire Department / Rep.
with chapter 5 of NFPA 13. Where other documents specify both a density Animal Housing Facilities Technical Committee
and an occupancy, or only an occupancy then the occupancy of the source Comment on Proposal No: 13-602
document applies.
Recommendation: Update Section 13.23 to include the latest
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
requirements from NFPA 150, Section 9.2.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
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Substantiation: At this time, the ASF-AAA has not finalized the language
in the ROC draft of NFPA 150. Their ROC meeting is October 5-7, 2005.
After which, the final language will be provided to NFPA staff.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: While the committee Rejects the comment it is
the intent of the committee to evaluate the ROC material from the NFPA
150 committee and ballot the final proposed text for NFPA 150 under the
extract update policy.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

designer used the appropriate edition year of NFPA 13. Moreover, they do
not show the designer has done sufficient research to determine edition
year of NFPA 13 to use on a specific project.
“Installation to conform to NFPA 13” is sufficiently vague that
additional comment is not necessary.
“Installation to conform to the most recent edition of NFPA 13” is
confusing. Does this mean the edition of NFPA 13 that is adopted by
the local jurisdiction or the most recent edition published by NFPA?
Additionally, if a new NFPA 13 has been published but the accompanying
handbook has not been published, which is the appropriate “most recent
edition?”
The question of edition year of NFPA 13 is compounded when older
____________________________________________________________ systems are remodeled or forensic work done even if the original sprinkler
13-352 Log #319 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
drawings are available.
(13.34)
When “Installation to conform to NFPA 13 2002” appears on the
____________________________________________________________ sprinkler drawings, this clearly communicates which edition year the
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
designer used. The reviewer can now agree or disagree the appropriate
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
edition was used. When the reviewer has comments on the fire sprinkler
Comment on Proposal No: 13-608
design, the code sections can be cited with clear communication taking
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
place between the designer and reviewer.
5.1.3 Loading docks shall be protected based upon the actual occupancy, Simply stated, the edition year of NFPA 13 used in the design of a
materials handled on the dock, and storage arrangement, as if the materials sprinkler system is important information that shall appear on the
were actually stored in that configuration.
drawings.
A.5.1.3 An enclosed loading dock in a light hazard office building is
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
expected to require protection exceeding light hazard due to automobile/
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
truck parking and storage.
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Substantiation: This new language for 5.1.3 is based on the committee
rejection of 13-608 which was proposed for a wrong part of the standard.
____________________________________________________________
The committee statement given in 13-608 is not clear and can be
13-355 Log #130 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Part
interpreted to provide for inadequate protection. If the dock is serving a
(14.1.3(35))
light hazard office building but contains boxed office furniture and trash
____________________________________________________________
stored to 10 ft, it appears the committee has indicated in their statement
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
that light hazard protection for the dock is adequate. This new language is Comment on Proposal No: 13-614
necessary to deal with the repeated problems experienced developing the
Recommendation: Revise 14.1.3 (35) to read:
criteria for loading docks during plan review.
(35) The minimum rate of water application (density or flow or
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
discharge pressure), the design area of water application, in-rack sprinkler
Add new text to Section A.5.3.2 to read:
demand, and water required allowed for hose streams both inside and
A.5.3.2 Exterior loading docks only utilized for loading and unloading
outside
should be classified as OH2. Where utilized for storage exterior loading
Substantiation: These revisions are suggested to correspond with the
docks and all interior loading docks should be protected based upon the
modifications to correspond to the modifications made by Proposals 13actual occupancy, the materials handled on the dock, as if the materials
621 and 13-631 to 14.3.2(8)(b) and 14.4.4.4.1 respectively to also make
were actually stored in that configuration.
reference the discharge pressure and by Proposal 13-466 to reference hose
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter but
stream allowances rather than demands or requirements.
wanted to clarify the difference between exterior and interior loading
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
docks.
Revise 14.1.3 (35) to read:
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
(35) The minimum rate of water application (density or flow or
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
discharge pressure ), the design area of water application, in-rack sprinkler
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
demand, and water required for hose streams both inside and outside.
Committee Statement: Accept the 1st half and reject the last part as it is
____________________________________________________________ the water required.
13-353 Log #171 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
(14.1.1)
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________ Comment on Affirmative:
Submitter: Jon Nisja, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development
KEEPING, L.: In ROP Proposal 13-3 the Discharge Committee elected
Committee
to use the term “hose stream allowance” throughout NFPA 13. This
Comment on Proposal No: 13-611
is because the water allotted for hose streams is not a “demand” or a
Recommendation: Revise to read:
“requirement”, it is a quantity that is “allowed for”; in case hoses are
14.1.1* Working plans shall be submitted for approval to the authority
used in conjunction with sprinkler operations. Therefore, it may only be
having jurisdiction in consultation with the fire department before any
semantics, but I believe that this comment should have been accepted in
equipment is installed or remodeled.
its entirety.
Substantiation: We believe that the fire department operational
requirements need to be taken into account as they are the benefactors of
____________________________________________________________
these systems. In all cases the FD is not considered the AHJ as they do not 13-356 Log #103 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
have authority over code compliance. The proposed wording just clarifies (14.3.2(5))
that the AHJ should consult with the FD on sprinkler installation without
____________________________________________________________
formal approval.
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Comment on Proposal No: 13-433
Committee Statement: Standard should not dictate procedures for all
Recommendation: Insert additional text in 14.3.2(5) as follows:
AHJ’s.
(5) Description of hazard (for storage applications, the commodity
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
classification, storage height, and rack configuration shall be included).
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Accept proposed language from item (35) of 14.1.3.
Substantiation: The committee correctly pointed out that the general
____________________________________________________________ topic of description of hazard is already in the hydraulic calculation form
13-354 Log #4 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
summary sheet. The proposed additional text for (35) should be present in
(14.1.3)
item (5) of the summary sheet information.
____________________________________________________________
The fact that this information is provided in the summary sheet does
Submitter: David Gessert, Fire Protection Consulting
not mean it should not be included in the working plans. The working
Comment on Proposal No: 13-612
plans are submitted for approval and are widely seen/reviewed. Hydraulic
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
forms are specifically required to be submitted nor are seen by as many
(45) Edition year of NFPA 13 that sprinkler system is designed to.
individuals.
Substantiation: Often fire sprinkler drawings are submitted with vague
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
descriptions such as “Installation to conform to NFPA 13” or “Installation Number Eligible to Vote: 29
to conform to the most recent edition of NFPA 13.” These descriptions
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
of the edition year of NFPA 13 used to design the sprinkler drawings can
waste time on the part of the reviewer. The reviewer does not know if the
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____________________________________________________________
13-357 Log #275 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(14.3.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-589
Recommendation: Add 14.3.5 to read:
14.3.5 Computer Generated Hydraulic Reports.
14.3.5.1* General. Hydraulic calculations shall be prepared on form
sheets that include a summary sheet, a graph sheet, a water supply
analysis, a node analysis and detailed worksheets. The data shall be
presented in the order shown in Figures 14.3.5.2, 14.3.5.3, 14.3.5.4, and
14.3.5.6.
A.14.3.5.1 Additional data may be added to any of the forms provided
that the format and order of the original information shown in Figures
14.3.5.2, 14.3.5.3, 14.3.5.4, and 14.3.5.5 is followed.
14.3.5.2* Summary Sheet. The summary sheet shall contain the
following information, where applicable:
(1) Project Name
(2) Location (including street address)
(3) Drawing Number
(4) Remote Area Number
(5) Remote Area Location
(6) Occupancy or Commodity Classification
(7) System design requirements, as follows:
(a) Design area of water application, ft2 (m2)
(b) Minimum rate of water application (density), gpm/ft2 (mm/min)
(c) Area per sprinkler, ft2 (m 2)
(8) Total water requirements as calculated, including allowance for
inside hose, outside hydrants, water curtain and exposure sprinklers, and
allowance for in-rack sprinklers, gpm (L/min)
(9) Type of System and, if dry or preaction, the volume of the system in
gallons
(10) Water Supply Information to include
(a) Date
(b) Location
(c) Source
(d) Elevation relative to finished floor
(11) Name and Address of Installing Contractor
(12) Name of Designer
(13) Authority Having Jurisdiction
(14) Notes that include item such as: peaking information for
calculations performed by a computer program, limitations (dimension,
flow, and pressure) on extended coverage or other listed special sprinklers
14.3.5.3* Graph Sheet. A graphic representation of the complete
hydraulic calculation shall be plotted on semiexponential graph paper
(Q1.85) and shall include the following:
(1) Water supply curve
(2) Sprinkler system demand
(3) Hose demand (where applicable)
(4) In-rack sprinkler demand (where applicable)
(5) Additional pressures supplied by a fire pump or other source (when
applicable)
14.3.5.4* Supply Analysis. Information summarized from the Graph
Sheet including the following:
(1) Node Tag at the Source
(2) Static Pressure (psi) available at the Source
(3) Residual Pressure (psi) available at the Source
(4) Total flow (gpm) available at the Source
(5) Available pressure (psi) at the Source when the total calculated
demand is flowing
(6) Total calculated demand (gpm) at the source
(7) Required pressure (psi) when flowing total calculated demand
14.3.5.5* Node Analysis. Organized information regarding the Node
Tags given to each hydraulic reference point on the system as indicated on
the shop drawings. The following information shall be included:
(1) Node Tag for each specific point on the system used in the hydraulic
calculations
(2) Elevation (ft) of each node tag.
(3) K-Factor of flowing nodes (such as sprinklers)
(4) Hose Allowance (gpm) requirements for the node tag
(5) Pressure (psi) at the node
(6) Discharge (gpm) calculated at the node
(7) Notes that indicate any special requirements for the node

14.3.5.6* Detailed Worksheets. Detailed worksheets or computer
printout sheets shall contain the following information:
(1) Sheet number
(2) Hydraulic reference points used in each step
(3) Elevation (ft) at each hydraulic reference point
(4) Sprinkler description and discharge constant (K) for the flowing
reference point
(5) Flow in gpm (L/min) for the flowing reference point (when
applicable)
(6) Total flow in gpm through each step
(7) Nominal pipe size (inches)
(8) Actual internal diameter of pipe (inches)
(9) Quantity and length (ft) of each type of fitting and device
(10) Pipe lengths (ft), center-to-center of fittings
(11) Equivalent pipe lengths (ft) of fittings and devices for the step
(12) Total equivalent length (ft) of pipes and fitting for the step
(13) C-factor used in each step
(14) Friction loss in psi/ft (bar/m) of pipe
(15) Sum of the pressures from the previous step (starting pressure at
beginning)
(16) Elevation head in psi (bar) between reference points
(17) Total friction loss (psi) between reference points
(18) Required pressure in psi (bar) at each reference point
(19) Notes and other information shall include:
(a) Velocity pressure and normal pressure if included in calculations
(b) In-rack sprinkler demand balanced to ceiling demand
(c) Notes to indicate starting points or reference to other sheets or to
clarify data shown
(d)* Diagram to accompany gridded system calculations to indicate flow
quantities and directions for lines with sprinklers operating in the remote
area
(e) Combined K-factor calculations for sprinklers on drops, armovers, or
sprigs where calculations do not begin at the sprinkler
(f) The pressure (psi) loss assigned the backflow device when included
on a system
(See Figure 14.3.5.2, Figure 14.3.5.3, Figure 14.3.5.4, and Figure
14.3.5.6 as shown on the following pages)
Substantiation: Current hydraulic calculation programs print out reports
in dramatically different formats. This makes review of calculations
difficult. Many times the critical information is buried in a list of
unimportant information. A standardized report format will make plan
review faster and insure better quality control as correct information can
be verified.
The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee created a Hydraulic
Reports Technical Panel that solicited the opinion of installing contractors,
designers, software developers and AHJ’s in developing this report format.
Most of the major software developers agreed that they could and would
create this report format.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept the proposed materials and add an effective date of January 1,
2008.
Editorially add: “and Date” to (1).
Committee Statement: The position of the committee is that this
establishes a minimum standard for the information. The committee also
felt that an effective date was the best method to establish a minimum
standard.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Comment on Affirmative:
KEEPING, L.: I support the premise of a standard format for hydraulic
calculations, but I do not think that we should have one format for
computer generated calculations in the body of the standard and another
format in the appendix. I think that all hydraulic calculations should
follow the same format.
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HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS
for
Project name:
Location:
Drawing no.:

Date:

Design
Remote area number:
Remote area location:
Occupancy classification:
Density:

gpm/ft2

Area of application:

ft2

Coverage per sprinkler:

ft2

Type of sprinklers calculated:
No. of sprinklers calculated:
In-rack demand:
Hose streams:
Total water required (including hose streams):

gpm @

psi

Type of system:
Volume of dry or preaction system:

gal.

Water supply information
Date:
Location:
Source:
Name of contractor:
Address:
Phone number:
Name of designer:
Authority having jurisdiction:
Notes: (Include peaking information or gridded systems here.)

© 2007 National Fire Protection Association
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FIGURE 14.3.5.2.
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FLOW TEST SUMMARY SHEET
N 1.85
Contract name and number:
150
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Notes:
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FIGURE 14.3.5.3.
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____________________________________________________________
13-357a Log #CC59 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(14.4.2.1.3, 14.4.4.5.1, and A.14.4.4.5.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-635
Recommendation: 14.4.2.1.3 For antifreeze solutions greater than 40
gallons in size, the friction loss shall also be calculated using the Darcy
Weisbach formula:

ΔP = 0.000216 f

l ρQ2
d5

Table A.14.4.4.5.1 Suggested ε-Factor for Aged Pipe
Table A.14.4.4.5.1
Pipe
Steel (new)
Steel
Steel
Copper
Plastic

Hazen-Williams
C-Factor
143
120
100
150
150

ε-Factor (inches)
0.0018
0.004
0.015
0.000084
0.000084

Substantiation: Depending on the concentration of the antifreeze solution,
the flow and the temperature, the Hazen-Williams formula can underpredict the friction loss by as much as 50%. For small systems where the
antifreeze evacuates out of the pipe quickly, this is not much of an issue.
But for larger systems, the water supply must have enough energy to move
the antifreeze through the pipe. The 40 gallon limit was selected because
historically, this was the practical limit for the size of an antifreeze system
where there were no special calculations performed.
The table of suggested ε-factors comes from calculating the friction loss
using the Hazen-Williams formula in known situations where the Darcy
Weisbach method yields the same result and then back calculating the εfactor.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

Δ P = friction loss (psi)
f = friction loss factor from Moody Diagram
l = length of pipe or tube (ft)
ρ = density of fluid (lb/ft3)
Q = flow in pipe or tube (gpm)
d = inside diameter of tube (inches)
14.4.4.5.1* For antifreeze solutions greater than 40 gallons in size,
the friction loss shall also be calculated using the Darcy Weisbach
equation shown in 14.4.2.1.3 using a Moody Diagram, ε-factors that are
representative of aged pipe, and adjusted K factors for fluid properties.
A.14.4.4.5.1 Published K factors are based upon water at ambient
conditions and need to be modified to address different fluid properties.
Additionally, See Figure A.14.4.4.5.1 for a Moody Diagram and Table
A.14.4.4.5.1 for ε-factors that correspond to Hazen-Williams C-factors.
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Comment on Affirmative:
KEEPING, L.: In 14.4.4.5.1 a requirement that K factors be adjusted
has been added, but no guidance has been offered as to how the adjusted
values are to be determined.
____________________________________________________________
13-358 Log #276 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(14.4.4.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-627
Recommendation: Change the requirement for 960 sq ft minimum to
read “768 sq ft” and change the requirement for 12 sprinklers to be a
“minimum of 12 sprinklers”.
Substantiation: The wording in this comment should clarify the
Committee’s intent and meet the FM requirements for ESFR protection.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee supports what the Discharge
committee acted upon in retaining the minimum 960 sq ft area.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-359 Log #203 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(14.4.4.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-636
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
14.4.4.6.1 Unless the requirements of 14.4.4.6.2 or 14.4.4.6.3 are met,
Orifice plates or sprinklers of different orifice sizes shall not be used for
balancing the system.
14.4.4.6.2 Unless the requirements of 14.4.4.6.3 or 14.4.4.6.4 mixing of
sprinklers of different orifice sizes by reducing the orifice size of adjacent
sprinklers on the same branch line leading back to the main for the
purpose of minimizing sprinkler over discharge shall not be permitted.
14.4.4.6.2 14.4.4.6.3 Sprinklers with different orifice sizes shall be
acceptable for special use such as exposure protection, small rooms or
enclosures, or directional discharge. (See 3.3.20 for definition of small
rooms.)
14.4.4.6.3 14.4.4.6.4 Extended-coverage and residential sprinklers with
a different orifice size shall be acceptable for part of the protection area
where installed in accordance with their listing.
Substantiation: Provide additional clarification as to why the mixing of
orifice sizes on the same branch line is not recommended.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee believes existing wording is clear
and further clarified by annex notation - see FI #13-05-15
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-360 Log #238 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(14.4.4.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-635
Recommendation: Insert a new 14.4.4.6 as follows:
14.4.4.6 Pipe friction loss in antifreeze systems where the temperature
is expected to be below freezing for more than 30 days in a row shall
be performed using the Darcy Weisbach method. Appropriate values of
smoothness of the inside of the pipe shall be used to take into account
aged pipe similar to what is required for the Hazen-Williams C-factor.
Substantiation: At low temperatures, antifreeze solutions are not similar
enough to water to use the Hazen-Williams formula and be accurate. The
Darcy-Weisbach method of friction loss calculation is the best known
method of taking into account the viscosity and density of the fluid, which
is critical at these temperatures.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-357a (Log #CC59).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-357a (Log #CC59).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-361 Log #239 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(14.4.4.6.3)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-636
Recommendation: Revise 14.4.4.6.3 based on the Formal Interpretation
request on this subject.
Substantiation: The comment closing date is before the ballot has
been finalized on this Formal Interpretation, but the results should be
incorporated into the ROC.

Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-359 (Log
#203).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-362 Log #385 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(14.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-639
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSD review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reject committee action Report on Proposals 13-639.
Committee Statement: The actions by the Installation Committee conflict
with the actions of the Discharge Committee which covers a broader
application and better meets the submitter’s intent.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-363 Log #386 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(14.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Systems,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-640
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
AUT-SSI review this log for any correlation issues.
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: No action required by the installation committee.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-364 Log #402 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(15.1.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Michael Kim, Code Consultants, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-643
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
15.1.5 Water Supply Treatment. Water supply and environmental
conditions shall be evaluated for the existence of microbes and conditions
that contribute to corrosion including microbiologically influenced
corrosion (MIC). Where conditions are found that contribute to corrosion
including MIC, the owner(s) shall notify the sprinkler system installer and
a plan shall be developed to treat the system using one of the following
methods:
(1) Install a water pipe that will not be affected by the corrosion
including MIC microbes.
(2) Treat all water that enters the system using system compatible
chemicals an approved biocide to control corrosion and microbes.
(3) Implement an approved plan for monitoring the interior conditions of
the pipe at established time intervals and locations.
Substantiation: Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is a
process involving microbes and corrosion mechanisms already at work on
fire sprinkler system components. Further, I am unaware of any approved
biocide for use in fire sprinkler systems.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reword Section 15.1.5 as follows:
15.1.5* Water Supply Treatment.
15.1.5.1 (Existing Text of section 15.1.5).
15.1.5.2 Water supplies and environmental conditions shall be evaluated
for conditions that contribute to unusual corrosive properties. Where
conditions are found that contribute to unusual corrosive properties, the
owner(s) shall notify the sprinkler system installer and a plan shall be
developed to treat the system using one of the following methods:
(1) Install a water pipe that is corrosion resistant.
(2) Treat all water that enters the system using an approved corrosion
inhibitor.
(3) Implement an approved plan for monitoring the interior conditions of
the pipe at established intervals and locations.
15.1.5.3 Where approved biocides and corrosion inhibitors are used
together they shall be compatible with each other and system components.
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Reword Section 8.16.4.2.2 as follows:
8.16.4.2.2 Where water supplies or environmental conditions are
known to have unusual corrosive properties piping shall have a corrosion
resistance ratio (CRR) of 1 or more and the system shall be treated in
accordance with 15.1.5.
Committee Statement: Presently section 15.1.5 does not address water
supplies and environmental conditions that create unusual corrosive
properties unrelated to MIC. Just as the existing section 15.1.5, the
proposed section 15.1.5.2 makes it the owner(s) responsibility to notify
the sprinkler system installer when a plan needs to be developed to treat
the system. Further, the addition of section 15.1.5.3 addresses the issue
of compatibility of approved biocides and corrosion inhibitors when used
together.
The section is obsolete. The section would allow the installation of
any rolled grooved or plain-end fitting pipe regardless of wall thickness.
Clearly, it was the intent of this section to allow for only the installation
of the equivalent of threaded or cut grooved schedule 30 or 40 piping. By
definition, a CRR value of 1 or more would provide the intended effect.
Also, reference to section 15.1.5 ties this section together with treatment
required by 15.1.5 where such conditions exist.
It should be noted that some AHJs and specifying engineers only allow
the use of piping materials with a CRR value of 1 or more.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-365 Log #172 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(16.1(1))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jon Nisja, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-644
Recommendation: Add an annex note to read:
A.16.1.1 Ample time should be given to the AHJ on notification of
system testing to ensure that they have personnel available to attend the
test.
Substantiation: In many instances the AHJ has been contacted minutes
before a test is taking place. The AHJ may not, and usually does not
have, personnel available at that time to be in attendance for the text. The
contractor needed to coordinate the test with the installer and others and
should also do the same with the AHJ.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This standard should not attempt to dictate policy
for all AHJ’s
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-366 Log #290 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(16.1(1), 16.4, and 18.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-646
Recommendation: Change 16.1 (1) to read ….and property owner’s
representative
16.4 to read …provide the property owner’s representative
Figure 16.1 Change Agent to Representative
Substantiation: In Figure 16.1 we used authorized AGENT. In other
locations we use REPRESENTATIVE. This change better coordinates its
use throughout the document. The main goal is to explicitly state that we
are referring to the PROPERTY owner.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Utilize “Property Owner or the Property Owners Authorized
Representative” instead of the proposed wording.
Committee Statement: Meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-367 Log #131 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(16.2.1.10)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-649
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-649 and reject.
Substantiation: In all likely hood if an existing system is vulnerable to
the 200 psi test, it will be almost as vulnerable to a 150 psi test., however
only the pipe affected by the work needs to be testing, so the piping can
be blacked off to isolate it from the existing system and the concern over
pumping 200 psi into an old system need not apply.
The purpose of the 200 psi hydrostatic test, when more than 20
sprinklers are affected, is to demonstrate that during a fire, when increased
pressures are introduced into the system, via the FDC, the system will stay
together. When a fire department utilizes the FDC during a fire, the water
supply and pressure at every sprinkler is affected. Therefore, after making

repairs and alterations, the same 200 psi capability should be reconfirmed
for the FDC.
The 200 psi only represents the standard 50 psi above the 150 psi FDC
operating pressure that is recommended by NFPA 13E for fireground
operations in sprinklered properties.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Other parts of the standard allow rework to be
tested at 150 psi
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1
Explanation of Negative:
KEEPING, L.: The Committee Statement that other parts of the standard
allow rework to be tested to 150 psi is not correct. In 16.2.1.1 through
16.2.1.6 the required test pressures are either:
a. 200 psi;
b. 50 psi in excess of working pressures which are greater that 150 psi;
or
c. System working pressure.
With this, the only time a test is conducted at less than 200 psi is for
minor alterations such as for relocated drops or for alterations that affect
less than 20 sprinklers, whereas the FDC is meant as an auxiliary water
supply that would supply all of the sprinklers in an entire building.
Since the operating pressure recommended by NFPA 13E is 150 psi, the
test pressure should be 50 psi in excess of that value, as per 16.2.1.2.
Since the FDC piping must be isolated to be tested at 150 psi, there is no
reason why the test shouldn’t be extended to 200 psi.
____________________________________________________________
13-368 Log #78 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(16.2.1.10 and A.16.2.1.10 (New))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Ivan J. Humberson, City of Gaithersburg, MD
Comment on Proposal No: 13-649
Recommendation: Revise the sentence proposed to be added to 16.2.1.10
to read:
After repair or replacement work affecting...
Add an annex note A.16.2.1.10 to read:
For repairs that involve sections of pipe that cannot be isolated form
the existing pipe, the hydrostatic test pressure can be 150 psi (10.4 bar).
Where new piping can be isolated from the existing piping, the test
pressure must be 200 psi (13.8 bar), or 50 psi (3.5 bar) above the system
working pressure, whichever is greater.
Substantiation: Replacement of the fire department connection piping
would be new pipe and fittings. There is no reason to have a different
hydrostatic test pressure for new fire department connection piping
than that required for new system piping. This revision, along with the
proposed annex material will clarify the intent.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action on Comment 13-367 (Log
#131).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-369 Log #79 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(16.2.3.2.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Ivan J. Humberson, City of Gaithersburg, MD
Comment on Proposal No: 13-654
Recommendation: Accept the revised wording for 16.2.3.2.2 as proposed
by the submitter so that the first sentence of 16.2.3.2.2 reads:
The test shall measure the time to trip the valve and the time for a steady
stream of water to be discharged from the inspector’s test connection.
Substantiation: The committee action was in conflict with the submitter’s
intent. The submitter wanted to clarify that the test time does not stop at
the first sight of water from the test connection, but must be counted until
a steady stream is produced from the test connection. The test should
continue until a steady stream is produced.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Tests have shown that 1st evidence of water is
adequate. See proposed new requirements on the actions in Chapter 7.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-370 Log #173 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(16.2.3.5.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jon Nisja, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-656
Recommendation: Add a new 16.2.3.5.4 to read:
All hose connections shall be tested to ensure they comply with 6.8.1.
Substantiation: During an emergency is no time to ensure that the hose
connections are compatible with the FD threads. As part of the acceptance
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testing all hose connections should be checked to ensure they are those
approved in 6.8.1.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Testing of all threads isn’t necessary
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-371 Log #104 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(16.4)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-657
Recommendation: Accept the proposal with the following added at the
end:
...This information should include all information provided in General
Information Sign required in Section 16.6.
Substantiation: The requirement for a general information sign is an
excellent one. That information should additionally be provided to the
owner for his file along with the manufacturing information and NFPA 25.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This information is currently required on working
plans.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-374 Log #86 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.5.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-43
Recommendation: Add language to A.5.2 under light hazard:
Libraries. Areas with bookshelves less than 6 ft in height and 30 in.
aisles. except large stockrooms.
Substantiation: Modify action from reject to accept for the modified
proposal to cover the light hazard interpretation.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-374a (Log #CC20).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-374a (Log #CC20).
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

____________________________________________________________
13-374a Log #CC20 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(A.5.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-43
Recommendation: Add new text in Section A.5.2 after Libraries as
follows:
____________________________________________________________
Libraries, except large stack rooms
13-372 Log #105 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
It is not the committee’s intent to automatically equate library
(16.6)
bookshelves with ordinary hazard occupancies or with library stacks.
____________________________________________________________ Typical library bookshelves of approximately 8 ft in height, containing
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
books stored vertically on end, held in place in close association with each
Comment on Proposal No: 13-662
other, with aisles wider than 30 in. can be considered to be light hazard
Recommendation: Add the following to 16.6.1 at the end:
occupancies. Similarly, library stack areas, which are more akin to shelf
..., and in the space protected by the system
storage or record storage, as defined in NFPA 232, should be considered to
Revise 16.6.2 as follows:
be ordinary hazard occupancies.
16.6.2 The sign shall include the name and location of the facility
Substantiation: The committee wanted to clarify the intent on how to
protected and the design basis of the sprinkler protection design. This shall define libraries.
include the following as a minimum:
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Renumber items 2) to 15) as 1) to 14)
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Add to the sign the following:
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
This information represents the design basis for the sprinkler protection. Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
If the use or arrangement of the space or sprinkler system characteristics
____________________________________________________________
listed are changed, the sprinkler protection needs to be evaluated to
13-375 Log #387 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
assure the continued adequacy of the sprinkler protection for the facility.
(A.5.2 [1999: A.2.1.1])
Inspection, testing and maintenance per NFPA 25 are required to assure
____________________________________________________________
the reliable performance of the sprinkler system.
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler
Substantiation: The sign is a great idea. It is identifying the design
Systems,
basis for the sprinkler protection. Both the user of the space and the ITM
Comment on Proposal No: 13-669
contractor should be told directly that this is the case and the information
Recommendation: The Technical Correlating Committee directs that
is provided so that changes in use or in the sprinkler system will require
AUT-SSI review this log for any correlation issues.
evaluation of the protection to assure its adequacy for the changed
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating
situation. Without the ending statement, the user of the space has no idea
Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3-4.2 and
why the information is there and the responsibilities he has for maintaining 3-4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.
the space and system within the design basis. It is important to place the
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
information in the space being protected so that the user of the space can
Committee Statement: No correlation is required by Installation
see it.
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Committee Statement: Recommended information is already provided on Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
hydraulic data nameplate.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
____________________________________________________________
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
13-376 Log #2 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
____________________________________________________________ (A.5.2 and A.5.3.2)
13-373 Log #340 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
____________________________________________________________
(16.6)
Submitter: Timothy A. Hawthorne, Cranston Fire Department / Rep.
____________________________________________________________ Animal Housing Facilities Technical Committee
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-672
Comment on Proposal No: 13-662
Recommendation: Part 1: Add the following to A.5.2 as follows:
Recommendation: Delete the entire section.
Animal hospitals and veterinary facilities
Substantiation: The section requires clarification as to what information
Animal shelters
is being sought. Is it the intent of the section to require one sign by every
Kennels
system riser? In a high rise building, will one sign at every floor be
Zoos and special amusement parks
required? How much detail is required when describing low point drain
Part 2: Add the following to A.5.3.2 as follows:
locations? Is “Above ceiling, Room 5 acceptable” and yet recognize this
Laboratories (including general laboratories and animal research
may not be room 5 forever?
laboratories)
Does this sign replace the hydraulic calculation sign that is supposed to
Substantiation: NFPA 45 classifies laboratories as Ordinary Hazard
be provided on the system? We have a tough time getting those installed
Group 1 or 2 depending upon the class of the laboratory. However, ASFin the real world and we are going to ask for another sign? Maybe the
AAA Technical Committee agrees with AUT-SSD Technical Committee
committee should consider combining the two signs to get one document
on the other classifications as Light Hazard.
or maybe it is as simple as requiring the drawing to be mounted in the
area.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Part 1: Add to A.5.2 and modify hospital to say:
Committee Statement: The committee believes the General Information
Hospitals including animal hospitals and veterinary facilities
Sign provides needed information
Animal shelters
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Kennels
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
Reject Part 2
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Committee Statement: Laboratories is too general a term and the fire
hazard classification must be based upon its use. The category Zoo and
special amusement park are also broad terms with different areas having
different functions and their own fire hazard occupancies.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

Committee Statement: Information in the existing Figure A.6.5.2(a)
is not necessary since the critical information will now be contained in
revised Figure A.6.5.2.4.1 and new Figure A.6.5.2.2. Figures A.6.5.2.4.1
and A.6.5.2.2 were revised to indicate the fillet weld dimensions from
Section 6.5.2.4.1 and revised weld titles. Only two drawings were
necessary since the full penetration weld diagram is included in Figure
6.5.2.4.1.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
____________________________________________________________ Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
13-377 Log #295 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
Comment on Affirmative:
(A.5.3.2)
KEEPING, L.: The new Figure A.6.5.2.2 to illustrate the configuration
____________________________________________________________ butt weld should actually be designated as Figure A.6.5.2.4.2 to
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
correspond with the text for such joints in 6.5.2.4.2 and A.6.5.2.4.2.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-729
Additionally, with the deletion of Section A.6.5.2 and Figure A.6.5.2(a)
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
it is not clear what is to become of Figure A.6.5.2(b), which illustrates
A.5.3.2 Ordinary Hazard Occupancies (Group 2) include…. Mercantile
unacceptable weld joints. With this, A.5.6.2 should be retained to say “See
Substantiation: Since the reference to defining retail as being protected
Figure A.6.5.2” and Figure A.6.5.2(b) should be given a new designation
as an occupancy Hazard approach was rejected, it should be removed from as Figure A.6.5.2.
the list of OHG2.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
____________________________________________________________
Committee Statement: The proposed action is no longer appropriate with 13-379 Log #30 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
the final ROC text.
(A.6.5.2.4.1 and A.6.5.2.4.2 (New) )
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
____________________________________________________________
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Submitter: Walter J. Sperko, Sperko Engineering Services, Inc. / Rep.
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
TYCO/Simplex/Grinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-100
____________________________________________________________ Recommendation: Figures in Annex A will not be illustrative of the
13-378 Log #29 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
words in the new text. I have prepared revised sketches using Word and
(A.6.5.2.4.1 (New) )
will send them to cdubay@nfpa.org since that is who processed the task
____________________________________________________________ group’s work. If Chris is no longer handling the work, please advise who
Submitter: Walter J. Sperko, Sperko Engineering Services, Inc. / Rep.
should receive the revisions. Revisions identify both the sketches to be
TYCO/Simplex/Grinnell
deleted and provides the new ones.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-100
Substantiation: Figures in Annex A will conflict with the new provision
Recommendation: Some weld joint Figures in Annex A are no longer
in 6.5.2.4.1 and 6.5.2.4.2 unless they are revised.
valid with the new words. I have prepared revised sketches that I will send Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
to whomever should get them. The figures are Word documents. I have
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-378 (Log #29).
taken the liberty of sending them to cdubay@nfpa.org since he/she was
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
recipient of the original task group work.
13-378 (Log #29).
Substantiation: Figures do not show full, partial penetration and fillet
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
welds for outlet nozzles and they do not show the correct weld end
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
preparation and fit-up requirements for butt welds as permitted by the new
words.
____________________________________________________________
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
13-380 Log #346 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
Delete Section A.6.5.2 and existing figures under A.6.5.2(a).
(A.6.8.1 (New) )
Add New Fig. A.6.5.2.2.
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
30° to 45°
30° to 45°
Comment on Proposal No: 13-110
Recommendation: Add an annex item A.6.8.1 to read as follows:
Fire department connections are intended to be two 2 1/2 in. connections
but NFPA 13 has been silent on this point. There is no intent to flow the
entire demand of the fire protection system through the fire department
³⁄₃₂ in. to ¹⁄₈ in.
³⁄₃₂ in. to ¹⁄₈ in.
¹⁄₁₆ in. to ³⁄₃₂ in.
³⁄₁₆ in. nom.
connection. The purpose of the fire department connection is to augment
the water supply but not necessarily the entire sprinkler system demand.
Open Root Butt Weld
Butt Weld with Backing Ring
Substantiation: The problem is that AHJ’s everywhere have been
misinterpreting (i.e., making up their own) basic FDC requirements in
FIGURE A.6.5.2.2.
every way imaginable.

Revise Figure A.6.5.2.4.1.

0 to ¹⁄₁₆ in.

Min. weld dimension,
see 6.5.2.4.1

As designed

Min. weld
dimension,
see 6.5.2.4.1
45° min.

¹⁄₁₆ in. min.
Typical Full Penetration Joint

45° typ.

0 to ¹⁄₁₆ in.
Partial Penetration Joint

FIGURE A.6.5.2.4.1.
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See committee action and statement on Comment 13-96 (Log #253).
Committee Statement: See committee action and statement on Comment
13-96 (Log #253).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-381 Log #174 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Hold
(A.6.9.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Jon Nisja, Northcentral Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-683
Recommendation: Add the following to the existing text: In buildings
that have multiple fire protection systems, or multiple FDC’s a visual
indicator (i.e., strobe light) should be provided on the exterior of the
building in a clearly visible, unobstructed, location to indicate which FDC
should be supplied to effectively support the fire protection system.
Substantiation: On large buildings or complexes it is difficult for the fire
department to locate and utilize the FDC that most effectively supports the
fire protection system.
Committee Meeting Action: Hold
Committee Statement: This is new material that has not had public
review and needs to be held for further study.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-382 Log #177 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(A.6.9.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: James Everitt, Western Regional Fire Code Development
Committee
Comment on Proposal No: 13-683
Recommendation: Reconsider the original proposals and accept. Revise
to read:
Audible alarms are normally located on the outside of the building.
Listed electric gongs, bells, horns, or sirens inside the building, or a
combination of such used inside and outside, are sometimes advisable.
Outside alarms can be omitted where the sprinkler system is used as part
of a central station, auxiliary, remote station, or proprietary signaling fire
alarm system utilizing listed audible inside alarm devices.
Substantiation: The elimination of the outside alarm would delay fire
department response. In many areas the alarm system notification is poor
at best. The outside alarm provides a second means, and sometimes the
only means, to notify the fire department in the event of activation. The
outside alarm also assists the fire department in finding the building.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Nothing new has been introduced.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-382a Log #CC50 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.6.9.3.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-94
Recommendation: Remove reference to Polybutylene pipes in this
section.
Substantiation: The term is no longer utilized in NFPA 13.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-383 Log #283 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(A.7.2.5.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-340
Recommendation: Add text from A.7.2.5.1 to A.8.15.3.1.3:
The occasional exposure of valves piping to short exposures of air
temperatures below 40°F that would not cause the valves piping to freeze
does not justify the construction of a valve room providing protection
against freezing.
Substantiation: This was added in the 2002 edition and a consistent
philosophy should be applied to the system. The criteria for requiring
freeze protection is predicated upon a potential for something to actually
freeze AND not being able to maintain a temperature of 40°F.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee does not want to establish a time
frame of what short exposure would be.

Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-383a Log #CC61 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.7.6.1 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-163
Recommendation: Add a new annex note A.7.6.1 as follows:
A.7.6.1 The definition of an antifreeze system states that water will
discharge after the antifreeze leaves the pipes. Systems that are all
antifreeze, including tanks of antifreeze solution that will not discharge
plain water, are not true antifreeze systems. Such systems should not
be used without consideration to issues such as the combustibility of
the antifreeze solution and the friction loss in the piping during cold
conditions.
Substantiation: Designers are using antifreeze systems that never
discharge water, which violates the definition of an antifreeze system and
nullifies many of the assumptions that have gone into the development of
rules for antifreeze systems.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-383b Log #CC58 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.7.6.2 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-169
Recommendation: Add a new paragraph to A.7.6.2 as follows:
A.7.6.2 The use of premixed antifreeze solutions is not required by this
standard, but may be required for certain specially listed equipment or
systems. Thoroughly mixed antifreeze is less likely to drop out of solution.
When antifreeze solutions are mixed on-site, the solution should be
thoroughly mixed before being pumped into the piping. Prior to pumping
solution that is mixed on-site into system piping, several samples should
be tested from the batch to insure that the concentration of the solution is
uniform.
Substantiation: If antifreeze solutions are not premixed by the
manufacturer, they must be properly mixed in the field. If the solution is
not properly mixed, the concentrate will drop out of solution and settle in
the low points of the sprinkler system and allow the water in the sprinkler
piping that comes out of solution to freeze. While the committee did not
want to mandate the use of premixed solutions, there is a need to warn
those responsible for system installation that complete mixing of solutions
is necessary.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-385 Log #248 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.8.2.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-62
Recommendation: Revise the Committee’s wording of A.8.2.5 as follows:
A.8.2.5 Auxiliary b Buildings adjacent to a primary structure, and on the
same property, may be protected by extending the fire sprinkler system
from the primary structures... (Keep remaining text)
Substantiation: There are many buildings that cross “property lines”
and have adjacent structures that should still be allowed to be protected
by extending the system into these adjacent structures. As it is currently
written, this would only apply to smaller properties and this is not
generally where these situations occur. Maintaining the additional
commentary would assure that the Committee’s intent is met when these
situations arise.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-386 Log #388 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(A.8.6.2.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-222
Recommendation: Add the following text to the annex material:
Some concealed spaces can be occupied. These criteria are applicable
whether the concealed space is occupied or not.
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Substantiation: The proposed language after striking the phrase
“Unoccupied attics having” does not convey to the user that the criteria are
also applicable to an occupied concealed space. Most concealed spaces are
unoccupiable because of the structural member configurations. However,
some attics with deep solid roof joists forming an A-frame roof structure
are occupiable. What are the appropriate design criteria for an A-frame
attic with members less than 3 ft on center and a pitch greater than 4:12
a portion of which is set up as an office? It should be treated the same as
an unoccupied attic. The structure fire is the issue and what is driving the
design, not whether or not the area is occupied. The user may not be aware
of the previous wording and may not have been aware of the wording’s
transition. Occupied combustible concealed spaces occur often and it
should be clarified that the criteria in Table 8.6.2.2.1(a) are applicable.
Adding the annex material will provide the needed clarity.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Once a concealed space becomes occupied it is no
longer considered a concealed space.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

and control cable, data or telephone wiring found above a ceiling would
not typically constitute a threat require sprinklers when the cabling is
listed and installed in accordance with NFPA 70. If bundles of unsheathed
computer wiring are installed above the ceiling or beneath the floor
in a manner where fire propagation in all directions is likely, i.e., the
installation is not in accordance with NFPA 70, then the concealed space
should be treated the same as a combustible space, thereby requiring
appropriate sprinkler protection.
Substantiation: The revised wording further clarifies the written intent
of the committee. It also emphasizes the proper installation of cabling as
defined in NFPA 70.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51).
It is not the intent of the committee to differentiate between differing cable
types.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-387 Log #64 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.8.10.2.2 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Add new Annex to 8.10.2.2(created during proposals)
as follows:
All residential sprinklers have been investigated and are currently listed
for use under flat, smooth, horizontal ceilings. Some residential sprinkles
have been investigated and listed for use under specific smooth sloped or
horizontal beamed ceilings. Where ceilings have configurations outside
the scope of current listings special sprinkler system design features
such as larger flows, a design of five or more sprinklers to operate in a
compartment, or both may be required.
Substantiation: This annex note provides additional information to the
user about arrangements that may not have a specific sprinkler listed for
the task such as a 12 in. 12 slope. When there are slopes or beams on the
ceiling it is important to use the manufacturers guidelines if provided but
when there is not a specific sprinkler for the needed application it should
still be protected, however it may be necessary to increase the flow rate or
add sprinklers to the design area.
This comment was developed by the UL/FM/NFSA Liaison Group.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See action to permit QR option in Comment 13-161 (Log #77).
Committee Statement: See action to permit QR option in Comment 13161 (Log #77).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-389a Log #CC51 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Reword proposed Annex as follows:
A.8.14.1.2.1 Minor quantities of combustible materials such as but
not limited to: cabling, nonmetallic plumbing piping, non-structural
wood, etc... can be present in concealed spaces constructed of limited or
noncombustible materials but should not typically be viewed as requiring
sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). For example, it is not the intent of this section
to require sprinklers, which would not otherwise be required, in the
interstitial space of a typical office building solely due to the presence of
the usual amount of cabling within the space. The threshold value at which
sprinklers become necessary in the concealed space is not defined.
Substantiation: The committee proposes these changes to the annex text
to meet the intent of several logs. The committee also wanted to clarify
that the normal amount of cabling, would not require sprinklers in a space
that would not otherwise require sprinklers due to the construction of the
space. The committee additionally, expanded the list of combustibles to
provide examples of potential combustible loading. This decision is based
upon the knowledge that adjacent spaces are protected and the lack of loss
experience indicating a problem. The committee accepts that within certain
spaces there is often a small to limited amount of combustible loading that
will not pose a threat to the structural integrity of the building and will not
have a negative effect on the overall protection of the structure.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-388 Log #157 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Revise text to read, in part:
“Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such as electrical
wiring and cable, communication cable, or wood, can be present in some
concealed spaces...”
Substantiation: It is necessary to be more specific and provide a number
of examples of the types of materials/components that are often seen in
localized areas in noncombustible concealed spaces, so that the authority
having jurisdiction recognizes that this provision just doesn’t apply to one
type of combustible component.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51).
Committee Statement: See Committee Comment 13-389a (Log #CC51).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-389 Log #344 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.8.14.1.2.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Gary Craton, CommScope
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Please continue in the decision to accept this proposal
in principle. Also to further clarify the annex the following revised text is
offered.
A.8.14.1.2.1 Some minor quantities of combustible materials, such
as communication wiring, can be present in some concealed spaces but
should not typically be viewed as requiring sprinklers (see 8.14.1.1). The
threshold value at which sprinklers become necessary in the concealed
space is not defined. For example, The usual amounts of communication

____________________________________________________________
13-390 Log #323 AUT-SSI Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(A.8.14.1.2.16 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
International Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-288
Recommendation: Add an Annex note dealing with acceptable types of
insulation as follows:
A.8.14.1.2.16 This exception is intended to apply only to fiberglass and
other nonrigid noncombustible insulation materials that are held in place
by friction or are easily released by fire exposure such as craft paper
covered fiberglass that is stapled to the joists. For sprinklers to operate
properly, the heat of the fire must reach the sprinkler head, while once
activated, water must cause the insulation to fall out of the way. Insulation
that would remain in place, even with the sprinkler activated, or be of
such a combustible nature as to allow a fire to travel horizontally in the
unsprinklered space faster than sprinklers can activate would not be
acceptable.
Substantiation: From the diagram it appears the submitter is considering
fiberglass insulation that will remain in place due to friction. As worded,
however, there is no limit to what type of insulation can be used, how
it is retained in place, or the characteristics in terms of flammability/
combustibility. Would fiberglass bats supported by wire mesh be
acceptable? What about solid fiberboard insulation with an additional layer
of fiberglass on top in the joist space? What about rigid foam plastic held
in place between the joist spaces?
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Reference requirements in Comment 13-189 (Log #156). There is
no adverse effect if the insulation remains in place and there are no
combustibles between the bottom chord and the ceiling.
Committee Statement: Reference requirements in Comment 13-189 (Log
#156). There is no adverse effect if the insulation remains in place and
there are no combustibles between the bottom chord and the ceiling.
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Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-391 Log #114 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(A.8.14.3.2.3 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-295
Recommendation: Add annex material to reduce confusion for stair
storage as follows:
A.8.14.3.2.3 It is not the intent of this standard to allow storage in stairs
by sprinkler protection where prohibitive by NFPA 101 or other codes.
Substantiation: See above for substantiation.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Not all stairs are considered exit stairs in
accordance with NFPA 101.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-391a Log #CC53 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.8.14.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation
Criteria,
Comment on Proposal No: 13-299
Recommendation: In the proposed text delete “fire rated”.
Substantiation: To make annex material consistent with the changes in
Comment 13-194.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-392 Log #348 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(A.8.14.8.1.4 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-314
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
A.8.14.8.1.4 Sprinkler protection should be considered where balconies,
decks, lanais, porches and similar projections from the building contain
combustibles. Examples: Lawn type furniture consisting of wood, plastic
or fibrous materials.
Substantiation: This proposal was originally introduced as a small
quantity of new text that would have required dwelling unit balconies
to be sprinklered outright. The original proposal was rejected by the
committee. This follow-up proposes that an Annex entry be provided to
reduce the possibility of overlooking a possible situation that may beg for
sprinkler protection.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is not considered a sufficient amount of
combustible loading to warrant sprinkler protection.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-393 Log #294 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept
(A.9.1.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-706
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
To prevent pipe movement, it should be secured with an approved device
to the structure and located to ensure that the system piping remains in it
original location and position.
Substantiation: Without this guidance, the devices must be Listed per
13:9.1.1.4.1.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: The committee agrees with the submitter and it is
not the intent of the committee to require listed components. However, it
should also be noted that the use of listed components for this purpose is
permitted, but not required.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.

____________________________________________________________
13-394 Log #108 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(A.9.1.1.7)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-708
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
A.9.1.1.7 The rules... are met. Detection, raceway and wiring for
preaction and deluge systems can be supported from the sprinkler piping
provided these devices do not create a obstruction to the sprinkler
discharge.
Substantiation: Change annex with text to answer committee’s statement.
See also committee statement to 13-398 which allows heavier items than
fire detection equipment. The NFPA 13 handbook alludes to this being
acceptable.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee continues to support the Report
on Proposals statement as no new data has been submitted. The committee
does not want to permit any auxiliary systems or components to be
supported from the sprinkler system. Additionally, these items could
obstruct the sprinkler system and its components for inspection, testing
and maintenance.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-395 Log #117 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(A.9.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-392
Recommendation: Revise A.9.2 to read:
A.9.2 Proper hanger installation is important. Installation procedures
should meet industry standards of practice and craftsmanship. Examples:
hanger assemblies are straight, perpendicular to the pipe, uniformly
located snug to the structure with fasteners fully engaged.
Substantiation: While uniform spacing of the hangers could be seen as
a desirable feature, it is often not achievable in practice. Hanger locations
depend on the type of hangers selected and their maximum spacing limits,
the type of construction, the size and position of the structural members,
the materials, sizes and lengths of the lines and the mains being hung, the
types of fittings, etc. These factors all too often preclude uniformity from
being achieved and in many instances striving to meet this somewhat
arbitrary aesthetic goal would require extra and unnecessary hangers.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The material is annex material and is not a
requirement. In general hangers tend to be uniformly located with the
building components. This material is providing typical examples in annex
material and this is not requiring that the hangers be uniformly located.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-396 Log #109 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.9.2.3.2 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: David Stringfield, University of Minnesota
Comment on Proposal No: 13-398
Recommendation: Add new text to read:
A.9.2.3.2 The hangers required by Chapter 9 will accommodate
additional general loading such as check valves, control valves, dry or
deluge valves.
Substantiation: The additional annex helps the user of NFPA 13
understand the committee’s knowledge.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add new text to read:
A.9.2.3.2 The hangers required by Chapter 9 are intended to accommodate
general loading such as check valves, control valves, dry or deluge valves.
Where additional equipment such as backflow prevention assemblies and
other devices with substantial loads are added additional hangers should
be considered.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter but
editorially modified the text to meet the committee’s intent and ensure that
additional loads are addressed when added.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
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____________________________________________________________
13-397 Log #209 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Figure A.9.3.2.3(2))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-413
Recommendation: Add the following figure to A.9.3.2.3(2) as “Figure
A.9.3.2.3(2)(b) Flexible Coupling on Horizontal Portion of Tie-In.” and
modify current Figure A.9.3.2.3(2) to Figure A.9.3.2.3(2)(a).

Title - Flexible Coupling on Horizontal Portion of Tie-In.
Relocate and renumber current A.9.3.2.3(2) as A.9.3.2.3(2)2.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter, but
wanted to further modify the text and figure to ensure that the text and
figure illustrate the same requirements.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-398 Log #394 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Reject
(A.9.3.4.1)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-416
Recommendation: Add new text to the annex as follows:
Clearance is necessary for all pipe sizes. Clearance not only compensates
for a lack of flexibility, but it also is necessary to prevent damage during
differential movement.
Substantiation: The proposed annex material explains that although
pipes less than 2-1/2 in. in size is inherently flexible enough to not require
flexible couplings, clearance is still required where such pipe penetrates
walls, floors, platforms, etc.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee believes that the proposed text
does not add any clarification as the requirements are clear in requiring
clearance around all pipes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.

FIGURE A.9.3.2.3(2)(b).
Substantiation: The Committee modified the language of this section to
require a flexible coupling in horizontal tie-ins. This comment assists the
user with a visual of the Committee intent.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept the figure and modify the proposed annex figure to illustrate the
24 inch requirement.
Reword Section 9.3.2.3(2) as follows:
9.3.2.3(2) Within 12 in. (305 mm) above and within 24 in. (610 mm)
below the floor in multistory buildings. When the flexible coupling below
the floor is above the tie-in main to the main supplying that floor, a
flexible coupling shall be provided either:
1)* On the horizontal portion within 24 inches of the tie-in where the
tie-in is horizontal, or,
2)* On the the vertical portion of the tie-in where the tie-in incorporates
a riser.
A.9.3.2.3(2)1. See Figure A.9.3.2.3(2)1.
Ceiling/floor assembly
≤ 24 in. (610 mm)

Flexible coupling

Flexible coupling
≤ 24 in. (610 mm)

Flexible coupling
≤ 12 in. (305 mm)
Ceiling/floor assembly

____________________________________________________________
13-399 Log #395 AUT-HBS
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.9.3.5.6.5)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: J. Scott Mitchell, American Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-432
Recommendation: Add new text as follows:
A.9.3.5.6.5 The zones of influence do not have to be symmetrically
based upon brace spacing. It is the intent of NFPA 13 that the chosen zone
of influence be the worst case load scenario.
Substantiation: Annex material is needed to convey intent. The “Zone of
Influence” method of calculating system component weight is not clearly
defined. Questions often arise regarding the boundaries of the zones of
influence. The proposed text is an attempt to clarify. This situation is
very similar to calculating an “equivalent K-factor” in chapter 14. It’s
something that has “just been done for years”, but never clearly explained
or defined.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add new text as follows:
A.9.3.5.6.5 The zone of influence is not necessarily symmetrical. It is
based upon brace spacing which determines the loads within the applicable
zone.
Committee Statement: The committee agreed with the submitter and
further clarified the proposed annex text to accurately describe the Zone of
Influence.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Forsythe, T., Moeller, D.
____________________________________________________________
13-400 Log #133 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept
(A.11.2.3.1(8))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-741
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-741 and reject.
Substantiation: Since the sprinklers should never be shut off until the
fire department officer in command determines that the fire has been
extinguished, it is to be expected that the sprinklers and the inside hose
valves will at some point be operating together. In these situations, if the
inside hose allowance is not included in the design; use of the hoses would
rob the sprinkler system of some of the necessary water supply.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

FIGURE A.9.3.2.3(2)(1).
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____________________________________________________________
13-401 Log #322 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.11.2.3.1.8(8))
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
International Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-7411
Recommendation: Do accept the change proposed by proposal 13-741.
Substantiation: The language the Technical Committee has developed
for A.11.2.3.1.8(8) is in direct conflict with 11.2.3.1.8(8)(b) “Where the
combined sprinkler system demand and hose stream allowance of Table
11.2.3.1.1...” There is no option in 11.2.3.1.8(8) that allows the inside hose
stream demand to be ignored, thus the proposed Annex language is not
appropriate. The committee may wish to formulate an Annex section to
indicate the 250 gpm for each connection required by NFPA 14 need not
be added to the sprinkler demand for fully sprinklered buildings, however,
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add the following:
A.11.2.3.1.8(8) For fully sprinklered buildings, if hose valves or stations
are provided on a combination sprinkler riser and standpipe for fire
department use in accordance with NFPA 14, the hydraulic calculation for
the sprinkler system is not required to include the standpipe allowance and
should be limited to 50 gpm at each hose valve to a maximum of 100 gpm.
Editorially, this section will appear as A.11.1.5.6 based upon the new
proposed structure of NFPA 13.
Committee Statement: Proposed action meets the intent of the submitter.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-402 Log #288 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Hold
(A.12.3.1.12)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Assn.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-504
Recommendation: Revise text to read:
A.12.3.1.12 Where the ceiling is more than 10 ft (3.1 m) above the
maximum height of storage, a horizontal barrier should be installed above
storage with one line of sprinklers under the barrier for Classes I, II, and
III commodities and two lines of sprinklers under the barrier for Class IV
commodities. In-rack sprinkler arrays should be installed as indicated in
Table 12.3.4.1.1 and Figure 12.3.4.4.1.1(a) through Figure 12.3.4.4.1.1(j).
Barriers should be of sufficient strength to avoid sagging that interferes
with loading and unloading operations.
Horizontal barriers are not required to be provided above a Class I or
Class II commodity with in-rack sprinkler arrays in accordance with
Figure 12.3.4.4.1.1(a) and Figure 12.3.4.4.1.1(b) provided one line of inrack sprinklers is installed above the top tier of storage.
Substantiation: This deleted text provides guidance on how to address
clearances greater than 10 ft for rack storage for Class I through IV
commodities and was modified by ROP-733 to address Group A plastics.
It conflicts with the criteria in 12.1.2.4 (ROP-504) which was previous
guidance for solid pile under 12.2.3.1.5.2 but now applies to all storage
arrangements.
Committee Meeting Action: Hold
Committee Statement: This needs to be held for further study to ensure
that the material is properly developed and documented.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.
____________________________________________________________
13-403 Log #132 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.14.4.4.3.2)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-736
Recommendation: Revise Figure A.14.4.4.3.2 as follows:
Change Figure Designation and title from FIGURE A.14.4.4.3.2
Sprinkler Design Area to FIGURE A.14.4.4.3.3 Sprinkler Spacing
Change the triangular symbol used to represent the sprinklers to circles,
to more closely illustrate a sprinkler in plan view.
Centered between the 2nd and 3rd branch lines, add the notation:
As=SxL
= 10 ft. x 12 ft
= 120.0 sq.ft.
see 8.5.2
Substantiation: These changes are suggested to better clarify the purpose
of the Figure, which is to help demonstrate how the area per sprinkler is to
be determined.
According to my notes, the Committee decided upon changes of this
nature during the ROP meeting, but the Committee Action does not reflect
those decisions.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept

Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-404 Log #65 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept
(A.14.4.4.5.5 (New) )
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-736
Recommendation: Add annex language as follows:
A.14.4.4.5.5 Where the slope is parallel with the branch lines the area
per sprinkler for hydraulic calculation purposes would be found as A s =S’
x L, where S’=(cos q) S, q = the angle of the slope, and S is the distance
between sprinklers on the branch line per 8.5.2.1.2.
Add the following figure to accompany A.14.4.4.5.5:

Slope of 4 in 12

10.541 ft
2.108 ft

Figure
shows actual
dimension
parallel to
slope.

Calculation floor area = 10 ft × 12 ft (See Figure A.14.4.4.5.2)

FIGURE A.14.4.4.5.5
Substantiation: The text for A.14.4.4.5.5 was accepted by the Committee
as part of proposal 13-736, however is nit found in the draft version of the
document.
Figure A.14.4.4.5.2 shows the plan view of the sloped piping, which is
not sufficient for the user to understand that there are two lengths they
need to be concerned about. One being the actual pipe length used for
fabrication and friction loss distance, and the second being the plan view
coverage of the sprinkles. Adding an elevation view allows the user to see
the difference.
This comment was developed by the UL/FM/NFSA Liaison Group.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
____________________________________________________________
13-405 Log #262 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Accept in Part
(A.16.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-662
Recommendation: Add a new A.16.6 to accompany the new Figure
A.16.6.
A.16.6 While the information on this sign is useful during an inspection,
such use should not be considered a hazard assessment based on the
requirements of this standard.
Add a new line to the sign in Figure A.16.6, “For Fire Department Use
Only”
Substantiation: The sign in the Committee’s new proposal is necessary
and desirable. However, the Committee’s language in the substantiation
could be interpreted to hold the inspector responsible for assessing
changes in hazards, when NFPA 25 clearly makes that the owner’s
responsibility in 25-4.1.6.
This comment was developed by the NFSA Engineering and Standards
Committee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Add a new A.16.6 to accompany the new Figure A.16.6.
A.16.6 While the information on this sign is useful during an inspection,
such use should not be considered a hazard assessment based on the
requirements of this standard.
Committee Statement: Accept 1st part and reject 2nd part do not add the
line to the sign.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29
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____________________________________________________________
13-406 Log #324 AUT-SSI
Final Action: Reject
(A.16.6)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Futrell Fire Consult & Design / Rep.
Internatinal Fire Marshals Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-662
Recommendation: See the following example of Figure A.16.6 shown
below:
Substantiation: I strongly support the idea of the system information sign.
Because it is so critical, simply having check boxes to indicate information
is not enough. The above example Figure A.16.6 is intended to take up
about the same amount of space, but is formatted to contain more useful
information.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Design professional does not always have all
information recommended by this proposed format.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29

____________________________________________________________
13-407 Log #106 AUT-SSD
Final Action: Reject
(Annex B)
____________________________________________________________
Submitter: Craig L. Beyler, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-743
Recommendation: Partially reinsert the text the committee removed from
text submitted in 13-742.
Insert the following:
The experimental work performed to develop and evaluate LargeDrop, ESFR, and ELO sprinklers was performed with a range of ceiling
clearances, and this testing formed the basis for the clearance limitations
for these technologies. Earlier technologies originally had no clearance
limitations, but limitations have been implemented in recognition of
insights later gained as advanced systems were developed.
Substantiation: The above text corrects the error the committee identified
in the text. Rather than delete the paragraph, the revised text corrects
the error identified while maintaining the overall thought of the original
paragraph. The general thought of the paragraph is important in that it
identifies the progress we have made in our understanding, and reflects
the fact that older systems did not have the benefit of that understanding.
Designers and ITM personnel may recognize that improvements in older
systems should be considered in the light of new understanding. It’s
important and the industry should be proud that we have moved the stateof-the-art forward in this and other ways.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Ceiling clearance guidelines are clearly shown in
the new criteria above 30 ft ceilings.
Number Eligible to Vote: 27
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Blumenthal, M., Hogan, A.

FIGURE A.16.6
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two-thirds approval, Report returns to Committee.
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presentation at the Technical Report Session. (“Consent Documents” that have no certified motions bypass the
Technical Report Session and proceed to the Standards Council for issuance.)
▼
NFPA membership meets each June at the Annual Meeting Technical Report Session and acts on
Technical Committee Reports (ROP and ROC) for Documents with “certified amending motions.”
▼

Committee(s) vote on any amendments to Report approved at NFPA Annual Membership Meeting.

Step 5

Standards Council Issuance

▼
Notification of intent to file an appeal to the Standards Council on Association action must be filed
within 20 days of the NFPA Annual Membership Meeting.
▼
Standards Council decides, based on all evidence, whether or not to issue Document or to take other
action, including hearing any appeals.
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The Technical Report Session of the NFPA Annual Meeting
The process of public input and review does not end with the publication of the ROP and ROC. Following the
completion of the Proposal and Comment periods, there is yet a further opportunity for debate and discussion
through the Technical Report Sessions that take place at the NFPA Annual Meeting.
The Technical Report Session provides an opportunity for the final Technical Committee Report (i.e., the ROP
and ROC) on each proposed new or revised code or standard to be presented to the NFPA membership for the
debate and consideration of motions to amend the Report. The specific rules for the types of motions that can be
made and who can make them are set forth in NFPA’s rules which should always be consulted by those wishing
to bring an issue before the membership at a Technical Report Session. The following presents some of the
main features of how a Report is handled.
What Amending Motions are Allowed. The Technical Committee Reports contain many Proposals and
Comments that the Technical Committee has rejected or revised in whole or in part. Actions of the Technical
Committee published in the ROP may also eventually be rejected or revised by the Technical Committee during
the development of its ROC. The motions allowed by NFPA rules provide the opportunity to propose
amendments to the text of a proposed code or standard based on these published Proposals, Comments and
Committee actions. Thus, the list of allowable motions include motions to accept Proposals and Comments in
whole or in part as submitted or as modified by a Technical Committee action. Motions are also available to
reject an accepted Comment in whole or part. In addition, Motions can be made to return an entire Technical
Committee Report or a portion of the Report to the Technical Committee for further study.
The NFPA Annual Meeting, also known as the World SafetyConference and Exposition®, takes place in June of
each year. A second Fall membership meeting was discontinued in 2004, so the NFPA Technical Report
Session now runs once each yearat the Annual Meeting in June.
Who Can Make Amending Motions. Those authorized to make these motions is also regulated by NFPA rules.
In many cases, the maker of the motion is limited by NFPA rules to the original submitter of the Proposal or
Comment or his or her duly authorized representative. In other cases, such as a Motion to Reject an accepted
Comment, or to Return a Technical Committee Report or a portion of a Technical Committee Report for Further
Study, anyone can make these motions. For a complete explanation, NFPA rules should be consulted.
The filing of a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion. Before making an allowable motion at a Technical Report
Session, the intended maker of the motion must file, in advance of the session, and within the published
deadline, a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion. A Motions Committee appointed by the Standards Council then
reviews all notices and certifies all amending motions that are proper. The Motions Committee can also, in
consultation with the makers of the motions, clarify the intent of the motions and, in certain circumstances,
combine motions that are dependent on each other together so that they can be made in one single motion. A
Motions Committee report is then made available in advance of the meeting listing all certified motions. Only
these Certified Amending Motions, together with certain allowable Follow-Up Motions (that is, motions that have
become necessary as a result of previous successful amending motions) will be allowed at the Technical Report
Session.
Consent Documents. Often there are codes and standards up for consideration by the membership that will be
non-controversial and no proper Notices of Intent to Make a Motion will be filed. These “Consent Documents” will
bypass the Technical Report Session and head straight to the Standards Council for issuance. The remaining
Documents are then forwarded to the Technical Report Session for consideration of the NFPA membership.
Important Note: The filing of a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion is a new requirement that takes effect
beginning with those Documents scheduled for the Fall 2005 revision cycle that reports to the June 2006 Annual
Meeting Technical Report Session. The filing of a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion will not, therefore, be
required in order to make a motion at the June 2005 Annual Meeting Technical Report Session. For updates on
the transition to the new Notice requirement and related new rules effective for the Fall 2005 revision cycle and
the June 2006 Annual Meeting, check the NFPA website.
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Action on Motions at the Technical Report Session. In order to actually make a Certified Amending Motion at
the Technical Report Session, the maker of the motion must sign in at least an hour before the session begins. In
this way a final list of motions can be set in advance of the session. At the session, each proposed Document up
for consideration is presented by a motion to adopt the Technical Committee Report on the Document. Following
each such motion, the presiding officer in charge of the session opens the floor to motions on the Document from
the final list of Certified Amending Motions followed by any permissible Follow-Up Motions. Debate and voting on
each motion proceeds in accordance with NFPA rules. NFPA membership is not required in order to make or
speak to a motion, but voting is limited to NFPA members who have joined at least 180 days prior to the session
and have registered for the meeting. At the close of debate on each motion, voting takes place, and the motion
requires a majority vote to carry. In order to amend a Technical Committee Report, successful amending motions
must be confirmed by the responsible Technical Committee, which conducts a written ballot on all successful
amending motions following the meeting and prior to the Document being forwarded to the Standards Council for
issuance.
Standards Council Issuance
One of the primary responsibilities of the NFPA Standards Council, as the overseer of the NFPA codes and
standards development process, is to act as the official issuer of all NFPA codes and standards. When it
convenes to issue NFPA documents it also hears any appeals related to the Document. Appeals are an
important part of assuring that all NFPA rules have been followed and that due process and fairness have been
upheld throughout the codes and standards development process. The Council considers appeals both in writing
and through the conduct of hearings at which all interested parties can participate. It decides appeals based on
the entire record of the process as well as all submissions on the appeal. After deciding all appeals related to a
Document before it, the Council, if appropriate, proceeds to issue the Document as an official NFPA code or
standard. Subject only to limited review by the NFPA Board of Directors, the Decision of the Standards Council is
final, and the new NFPA code or standard becomes effective twenty days after Standards Council issuance. The
illustration on page 9 provides an overview of the entire process, which takes approximately two full years to
complete.
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